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ABSTRACT
Krylov solvers are key kernels in many large-scale science and engineering applications for
solving sparse linear systems. Extreme-scale systems have many factors that increase com-
munication costs and cause performance variation across cores that can reduce performance
at scale. Many Krylov solvers require frequent blocking allreduce collective operations that
can limit performance at scale due to the increasing cost of this collective as the node count
increases and the cost of synchronizing all processes.
This thesis investigates non-blocking Krylov solver variations designed to reduce communi-
cation costs by overlapping communication and computation using non-blocking allreduces.
These variations can allow us to hide most of the allreduce cost and avoiding synchronizing
all processes to produce better performance at scale. This work builds on gaps in the liter-
ature to help us gain a more thorough understanding of the performance and robustness of
these solvers and how we can use them to efficiently solve linear systems at scale in practice.
A variety of blocking and non-blocking Krylov solvers are analyzed in detail with multiple
different preconditioners on multiple leadership-class supercomputers. Performance analysis
tools and performance models are developed to provide deeper insight into the performance
barriers encountered by these algorithms and show how they relate to observed performance.
These tools guide us to a variety of optimizations to further improve solver performance.
The Nek5000 and Quda applications are used to analyze the effectiveness of these solvers in
practice. Both applications are designed to perform well at scale, however they need further
improvements to reach their desired performance. The resulting tools and analysis provide
us with a better understanding of how to improve performance at scale that can benefit a
wider range of applications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The fastest modern supercomputers consist of thousands of compute nodes containing one
or more multi-core processors connected by specially designed networks. Straightforward
parallelizations of numerical methods have produced reasonable performance in the past,
however as supercomputers grow larger a number of barriers to scalability have become
more prominent.
Blocking collectives require all cores to synchronize, resulting in high synchronization costs
due to the many sources of noise on supercomputers that cause performance variation across
cores. Communication routines sending messages on all cores on each processor may see
reduced performance due to limited off-node bandwidth. Algorithms with communication
patterns that do not map well to the network topology or node allocation may experience
performance degradation due to network contention and increased message distance.
We can address these performance barriers by rearranging existing methods or devel-
oping new methods with more favorable communication patterns. Reducing the amount
of communication overhead can allow applications to scale better, while overlapping com-
munication and computation can potentially hide most of the communication overhead to
improve performance. To obtain the best performance on the largest systems we must de-
velop more scalable methods that perform well despite the many performance barriers found
on supercomputers and take advantage of opportunities to reduce or hide communication.
Scientific applications often spend much of their runtime in numerical methods, with
preconditioned linear solvers being key kernels for many applications. Many of these ap-
plications frequently use supercomputers to solve a wide variety of problems from many
different areas of science and engineering. Developing efficient scalable preconditioned linear
solvers for these applications can greatly improve overall performance and allow researchers
to obtain faster, more accurate solutions. Some applications need to more quickly produce
solutions to accelerate their workflow while others need improved performance just to run
accurate simulations in a reasonable amount of time.
However, supercomputers are complicated machines with many factors that can impact
application performance. The hardware on each node, network, system software, and appli-
cation software can all significantly impact performance. There may be limited information
available for some hardware or software which makes it more difficult for users to clearly
understand what is happening in practice when calling communication routines.
To develop the most effective scalable linear solvers we must understand the issues that can
limit performance. Therefore we need to develop tools to effectively analyze performance on
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supercomputers and performance models to help us identify which factors have the largest
impact on performance. Once we have reasonably accurate performance models we can
optimize key kernels within an application to minimize the impact of performance barriers
to improve performance.
Once we have more efficient scalable linear solvers and tools to analyze parallel perfor-
mance at scale we can implement these solvers in real-world applications to study their
performance in realistic conditions. Real-world applications often have complicating fac-
tors that add challenges beyond those found in common test cases. Applications may have
more complex linear systems, use specialized preconditioners, or use a wide variety of linear
solvers. This can help us demonstrate the robustness of scalable solvers and identify areas
for improvement. Furthermore these studies can provide scientists and engineers with access
to scalable solvers, allowing them to obtain improved performance at scale and potentially
solve larger and more complex problems.
1.1 MOTIVATION
There are a number of initial results we produced that demonstrate issues commonly
encountered by Krylov solvers that rely on blocking collectives at scale and guide the studies
presented in this thesis.
Figure 1.1: Preconditioned conjugate gradient method runtimes for weak scaling a 27-point
Poisson problem with 8k rows per core on Blue Waters.
Initial experiments analyzing a preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solver demon-
strated significant slowdowns at scale. Figure 1.1 shows the general trend we observed for
many different problems. Slight slowdowns were observed at lower node counts while larger
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slowdowns were observed at higher node counts. These results suggest the many performance
barriers found on extreme-scale systems limit Krylov solver performance and will require us
to use methods with more favorable communication patterns to improve performance at
scale. Non-blocking Krylov solvers provide one potential solution to this problem.
To obtain the best performance at scale we need to understand which performance barriers
have the largest impact and design methods to minimize their impact. Furthermore there
are some optimizations that may improve performance at scale without requiring algorithmic
modifications. However due to the complexity of modern systems it is not necessarily obvious
which performance barriers have the largest impact on the performance of a given algorithm.
Figure 1.2: Preconditioned conjugate gradient method runtimes vs. postal model perfor-
mance expectations for weak scaling a 27-point Poisson problem with 8k rows per core on
Blue Waters.
We can analyze performance in practice using both performance analysis tools and per-
formance models. However standard performance models can be inaccurate at scale. Figure
1.2 shows the postal model predicts we should see effective weak scaling, however in practice
we see significantly reduced performance at higher node counts. Other common performance
models also produced inaccurate predictions. This suggests we need more detailed analysis
of performance at scale to develop more accurate models and understand which barriers are
reducing performance. Then we can use these models to guide performance improvements
for developing more scalable algorithms and faster performance optimizations.
Lastly many applications want to improve performance to allow them to more quickly
and efficiently run simulations at scale. Figure 1.3 shows the strong scaling for Nek5000
stalling out at higher node counts for both PCG and GMRES solvers. While there is a
limit to how far parallel algorithms can strong scale, applications using solvers with blocking
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Figure 1.3: Nek5000 solver strong scaling runtimes for PCG for velocity in the X, Y, and
Z dimensions and GMRES for pressure on Blue Waters for a turbulent pipe test case with
162k elements and polynomial order 9.
allreduces may be able to strong scale further by using non-blocking solvers. Improving
solver performance could then allow application users to run simulations more quickly or
run larger simulations in the same amount of time.
1.2 OVERVIEW OF STUDIES
A number of studies were completed to provide a thorough analysis of non-blocking Krylov
solvers at scale in practice. These studies investigate a wide range of Krylov solvers on
multiple different supercomputers using a variety of different problems and applications.
1.2.1 Scalable PCG Solvers
First we start by analyzing the performance and robustness of scalable non-blocking pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solvers. Krylov solvers such as PCG are commonly
used by scientific applications to solve large sparse systems of linear equations. These meth-
ods use blocking allreduces each iteration, which limits performance due to requiring synchro-
nization across cores. We can rearrange PCG to reduce communication latency by combining
multiple allreduces into a single allreduce and to overlap communication and computation
using non-blocking allreduces. These non-blocking PCG variations have the potential to hide
most of the allreduce cost and avoid the synchronization cost due to performance variation
across cores, resulting in more scalable methods.
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We analyze the performance of PCG, three previously developed scalable variations (single-
allreduce PCG [1], non-blocking PCG [2], and pipelined PCG [3]), and present a new scal-
able variation (2-iteration pipelined PCG) [4]. We discuss key factors necessary to effectively
implement these solvers, provide a performance model that captures key trends for solver
performance, and run a collection of experiments to clearly illustrate how to obtain improved
performance using non-blocking solvers on up to 128k cores on Blue Waters.
1.2.2 Performance Analysis and Modeling
In order to develop the most optimal parallel numerical methods we must have a clear
understanding of factors that limit performance. Supercomputers are complicated machines
with many different layers of hardware and software that can significantly impact perfor-
mance. Due to the many factors influencing performance it is not always clear which can be
ignored and which must be addressed to minimize their impact and produce the best per-
formance. Therefore we must develop tools to analyze the performance of parallel numerical
methods and performance models to help determine which factors have the largest effect on
performance.
To understand the performance of parallel kernels we need tools to measure detailed
runtimes and network performance counters. Due to the sometimes significant variation in
performance across cores and within the network we want to record a range of values for
each runtime or network counter. This can help us understand where time is being spent,
how runtimes vary across cores, and how network performance impacts runtimes.
Once we have detailed timings and network counters we can use performance models
to help us understand which factors have the largest performance impact. We start with
simple performance models for key kernels and add penalty terms to produce models that
more accurately reflect performance observed in practice. This approach led us to use a
postal model with penalty terms to produce accurate models for PCG solvers and related
communication kernels at scale. These models read data from actual runs for the node
allocation, process to node mapping, and network state to help us better understand the
performance of multiple runs of the same code that produce significantly different runtimes.
Once we have performance models that provide reasonable explanations for observed per-
formance we can develop optimized algorithms that reduce the impact of the most significant
performance barriers. These optimized algorithms show improved performance over the orig-
inal algorithms with network performance counters verifying we have reduced the impact of
key performance barriers.
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1.2.3 Scalable Krylov Solvers
To fully understand how scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers perform and prepare for the
application study we must analyze a wider variety of Krylov solvers than just PCG solvers.
Therefore we expand our Krylov solver study to analyze non-blocking variations of GMRES
and BiCGStab methods as well as a Chebyshev method. This includes experiments analyzing
multiple variations of a solver as well as directly comparing different solvers designed to solve
linear systems with the same properties. Previous studies provided insights into the expected
performance of non-blocking Krylov solvers and developed tools for analyzing Krylov solvers
that we use to guide this study.
Exploring a wider range of Krylov solvers will help us better understand which issues apply
to many different solvers and which are unique to specific Krylov solvers. While most kernels
are similar for these methods, some solvers require additional kernels, the order of kernels can
vary, and the derivation approach can vary. Each of these factors impact the performance
and accuracy of these solvers. Understanding these issues better will help us develop more
efficient scalable Krylov solvers and use these solvers more effectively in applications. This
study may also reveal potential for future improvements for these solvers.
1.2.4 Application Studies
Once we have a collection of scalable algorithms and tools for analyzing parallel perfor-
mance at scale we can implement these algorithms in real-world applications and study
their performance. We investigate the performance of non-blocking Krylov solvers within
Nek5000, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) application, and Quda, a quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD) application. These applications are designed to perform well at scale, but
need further improvements to reach the desired performance on extreme-scale systems. The
linear solvers are the most computationally demanding routines within both applications,
making optimized solvers a key priority for improving overall application performance. Quda
and Nek5000 allow us to investigate solver performance with a variety of different commu-
nication patterns, processor types, and preconditioned Krylov solvers.
Nek5000 uses 2-d and 3-d unstructured grids and the spectral element method to solve
CFD problems. Nek5000 requires two solvers, one using a Jacobi preconditioned PCG solver
and the second using a GMRES solver with a heavily optimized domain decomposition and
multigrid preconditioner. This application is designed to perform well at scale, with improved
strong scaling being a key priority. Nek5000 has primarily been designed to run on quieter
BlueGene systems, but needs to run better on noisier systems.
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Quda uses graphics processing units (GPUs) and 4-d structured grids to simulate a va-
riety of different nuclear and particle physics problems. This provides an interesting test
case due to using 4-d communication patterns that are often bandwidth bound. Quda uses
PCG, GCR, and BiCGStab solvers with domain decomposition and multigrid precondition-
ers, providing an interesting set of preconditioned solvers to investigate. Furthermore these
applications require the fastest supercomputers and most scalable algorithms to produce
solutions that are accurate compared to real-world experiments. Therefore we need to opti-
mize these applications to run well on the largest supercomputers available using the most
scalable numerical methods.
1.3 SOFTWARE TOOLS
During the process of completing these studies I developed a set of software tools to assist
with running statistically meaningful experiments and effectively analyzing performance at
scale. In particular these tools attempt to clearly show the performance variation across
cores that algorithms encounter especially on large-scale systems containing many sources
of noise. These tools provide routines to help understand how algorithms map to a given
node allocation and provides access to processed network performance counters.
These tools were originally designed to assist with analyzing scalable PCG solvers from
library routines. The tool was designed to allow users to create a set of problems and a set
of algorithms and then run experiments using each algorithm to solve each problem. Users
can annotate their code to add timers to their kernels to store runtimes for each call to key
routines and then produce statistics for different subsets of runtimes. The statistics needed
for box plots are computed to more clearly demonstrate the range of runtimes produced by
each routine. Optimized routines are developed to efficiently compute statistics at scale.
Tools were developed for the performance modeling study to analyze how an algorithm
maps to the given node allocation and process network performance counters. This includes
routines to help understand the node allocation a user is given, show the number of on- and
off-node messages, and show estimated message distances. Network performance counters
are read for both network tiles and network interface controllers (NICs). The network tile
counters are processed to produce a more concise and useful set of counters as well as to add
derived counters for helpful quantities. These tools are designed to work for systems with
Cray Gemini, Cray Aries, and Mellanox InfiniBand networks.
These tools have been updated to work with full applications in addition to library rou-
tines. This involved adding new features for analyzing runtimes to account for applications
solving many different linear systems during the course of a simulation. The robustness
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of the tools is also improved to work with additional programming languages and provide
quality of life improvements.
1.4 KEY CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis makes a number of key contributions for effectively developing, analyzing, and
using scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers at scale on a variety of supercomputers. A more
detailed list of contributions is provided in the conclusions in Chapter 8.
• Provided tools for analyzing performance at scale that clearly show performance vari-
ation and network performance on multiple supercomputers.
• Provided detailed performance analysis for non-blocking PCG solvers, including devel-
oping a new PIPE2CG method, at scale on up to 128k cores of Blue Waters to help
understand when non-blocking solvers perform well.
• Developed performance modeling approach using a postal model with penalty terms
to accurately account for decreased performance at scale for PCG solvers and related
kernels to guide optimizations.
• Provided detailed performance analysis of a wider range of non-blocking Krylov solvers
to identify consistent performance trends across many solvers and unique performance
trends for specific solvers.
• Analyzed performance for non-blocking Krylov solvers in two applications to demon-
strate improved performance at scale and identify issues limiting non-blocking solver
effectiveness in practice.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Next we discuss background material and related work for the primary topics discussed in
this thesis. This will introduce key concepts for the numerical methods, parallel programming
techniques, and performance modeling approaches discussed in this thesis and provide an
overview of related work on these topics. Analyzing related work will help us understand
ideas and tools our research can build upon and identify areas of weakness in the literature
we can address in this thesis.
2.1 SCALABLE KRYLOV SOLVERS
Krylov solvers are iterative methods designed to solve linear systems Ax = b where A is
an n × n matrix, b is a right-hand side vector with n elements, and x is a solution vector
with n elements. This iterative process allows Krylov solvers to start with an initial guess,
which may be a zero vector, and slowly increase the accuracy of the solution until it reaches
a desired tolerance. In particular Krylov solvers are used to solve sparse linear systems
where the number of nonzeros per row is significantly less than the number of columns. In
practice sparse matrices tend to have multiple orders of magnitude more rows and columns
than nonzeros per row.
Krylov solvers rely on repeatedly multiplying a matrix times a vector to produce a solution.
This process is accelerated in practice by using a preconditioner. The preconditioner allows
us to solve the modified system M−1Ax = M−1b where the preconditioner M−1 is chosen
to produce a linear system with more favorable properties that can be solved more quickly.
In practice preconditioners greatly decrease the number of iterations to solve most linear
systems and are necessary to produce the best performance. As a result a wide variety of
preconditioners have been developed to effectively solve different linear systems.
A wide variety of different linear systems are produced by different applications. Some
of these linear systems have unique properties that can be taken advantage of to improve
performance while in other cases linear systems or preconditioners may require solvers with
specific properties to produce an accurate solution. As a result a wide variety of Krylov
solvers have been developed to solve different types of linear systems with different pre-
conditioners. While different Krylov solvers may have significant mathematical differences
they tend to be composed of the same basic computational kernels and encounter similar
performance issues.
In addition to matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications most Krylov solvers
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require allreduces and vector operations. Allreduces take values from all processes and per-
form an operation on those values. For Krylov solvers values from all processes are summed
together using reduction operations. Traditionally Krylov solvers use blocking allreduces
that require all processes to synchronize. Most Krylov solvers perform vector operations
where vectors are multiplied and added together without requiring any communication.
Some Krylov solvers require a fixed number of vector operations each iteration while others
have an increasing number of vector operations.
Many Krylov solvers [5] are commonly used by scientific applications including PCG [6],
GMRES [7], BiCGStab [8], and many more. In practice these solvers require effective pre-
conditioners to obtain the best performance, ranging from simpler preconditioners such as
block Jacobi incomplete LU [9] or incomplete Cholesky [10] to more complex preconditioners
such as multigrid [11] or domain decomposition [12]. These solvers and preconditioners will
be discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
A number of different approaches for developing more scalable Krylov solvers have been
presented over the years including s-step or communication-avoiding methods, enlarged sub-
space methods, and non-blocking pipelined methods. Many new methods have been pre-
sented in recent years and there is significant ongoing research. Scalable solvers have been
studied by a variety of researchers with a heavy focus on the numerical properties of the
methods and a limited focus on analyzing performance in practice. Detailed studies im-
plementing and analyzing the performance of scalable solvers in applications are limited,
especially for more recently developed solvers.
2.1.1 Non-blocking Pipelined Krylov Methods
Non-blocking pipelined Krylov solvers are the primary methods investigated by this work.
These methods rearrange Krylov solvers to replace blocking allreduces with non-blocking
allreduces and overlap them with computation to ideally hide most of the allreduce cost and
avoid synchronization. Many related works have investigated these methods in recent years.
Pipelined Conjugate Gradient Methods
Non-blocking PCG (NBPCG) presented by Gropp 2010 [2] rearranged PCG to overlap
one non-blocking allreduce with the matrix-vector multiply and one with the preconditioner
application. Ghysels and Vanroose 2014 [3] rearranged PCG to overlap both the matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner application with a single non-blocking allreduce. They
presented numerical results showing the accuracy of this pipelined conjugate gradient method
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(PIPECG) for a variety of linear systems and provided brief performance results on up to 20
nodes showing improved performance. They also presented a pipelined generalized conjugate
residual (GCR) solver.
Cornelis et al. 2018 [13] continued this approach by developing a deep pipelined version
of PCG that overlaps each non-blocking allreduce with the next n matrix-vector multiplies
and preconditioner applications. They showed improved performance on up to 48 nodes for
pipeline lengths of 2 to 4 over pipelined PCG. This method allows the user to set the length
of the pipeline, however one non-blocking allreduce is still started each iteration. Cools et
al. 2019 [14] continued analyzing these methods by providing a more detailed performance
analysis of these methods at scale on multiple large-scale systems. They demonstrated
effective strong scaling improvements for a variety of different problems.
Sanan et al. 2016 [15] presented pipelined variations of flexible Krylov solvers for conjugate
gradient, conjugate residual, and GMRES methods. These methods are not arithmetically
equivalent to the base methods but have similar accuracy. They showed improved perfor-
mance at scale for a few test problems and use a performance model to show expected
performance at exascale.
Pipelined GMRES Methods
Ghysels et al. 2013 [16] presented a pipelined variation of GMRES (PIPEGMRES) and
showed how to derive the method and ensure a reasonably accurate solution. They presented
a performance model showing expected performance at scale. Yamazaki et al. 2017 [17]
looked at pipelined and s-step GMRES methods and proposed a (l, t)-GMRES method that
combines pipelined and s-step GMRES into a single method that uses fewer allreduces and
overlaps these allreduces with other work. They also explored techniques for effectively using
non-blocking communication including using dynamic scheduling.
Pipelined BiCGStab Methods
Cools et al. 2017 [18] presented a general framework for deriving pipelined variations of
any Krylov solver and used this to derive a pipelined BiCGStab solver. They showed residual
replacement can improve accuracy and showed improved performance over BiCGStab. Cools
et al. 2019 [19] expanded on this work to better understand the impact of rounding errors on
the attainable accuracy of pipelined BiCGStab. This allowed them to develop an automated
residual replacement strategy to produce accurate solutions while still obtaining significantly
improved parallel performance.
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Stability and Performance Analysis
Cools et al. 2016 [20, 21] analyzed the impact of rounding error on the accuracy of
pipelined CG, demonstrating that rounding error can accumulate and cause the residual to
stagnate. They showed that a residual replacement strategy allows the residual to continue
decreasing and presented an approach for automatically performing residual replacement as
needed. Cools et al. 2018 [22] performed a similar study for deep pipelined CG methods,
presenting detailed analysis of the impact of rounding error on accuracy as pipeline depth is
increased.
Morgan et al. 2016 [23] analyzed the performance of pipelined Krylov methods to statisti-
cally show noise can allow these solvers to obtain more than the expected 2x speedup. Rupp
et al. 2016 [24] analyzed the impact of kernel fusion for pipelined solvers on GPUs to show
kernel fusion provides improved performance due to reducing latency penalties from kernel
launches on GPUs. They suggested developing optimized compute kernels fusing multiple
BLAS-like operations instead of relying on traditional BLAS kernels.
Applications
A few more recent application studies have shown significant performance improvements
using non-blocking Krylov solvers. O’Hearn et al. 2019 [25] showed significant speedups
using PIPECG with a sparse approximate inverse preconditioner for reactive molecular dy-
namics simulations on up to 8k cores. Applying this preconditioner each iteration requires
using a matrix-vector multiply. They obtained solutions accurate to a tolerance of 1e-10,
although they encountered accuracy issues when attempting to run at higher tolerances.
Lin et al. 2018 [26] showed improved performance for the OpenFOAM computational fluid
dynamics application using PIPECG. They obtained significant speedups on over 1k cores.
The preconditioner they used was not clear, however most of the OpenFOAM preconditioners
do not appear to require large amounts of communication.
Hawkes et al. 2018 [27] analyzed a variety of different preconditioned solvers for a few com-
putational fluid dynamics problems for their maritime focused unstructured finite-volume
code ReFRESCO. They showed slightly improved performance for PIPEGMRES with a
block Jacobi preconditioner for the pressure equation for a 3-d wind tunnel model on up to
512 cores. However they obtained larger speedups from a successive over-relaxation method.
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2.1.2 S-Step Methods
S-Step Krylov solvers for CG and GMRES, developed by Chronopoulos et al. 1989 and
1996, [28, 29, 30] form s new directions each step and advance the solution in all s directions
simultaneously. This allows each iteration of s-step methods to make progress equal to s
consecutive steps of one-step methods while providing more favorable parallel communication
properties.
S-step methods are improved upon by communication-avoiding Krylov solvers for PCG
and GMRES, developed by Hoemmen 2010 [31], that use optimized communication ker-
nels including the matrix powers kernel, tall skinny QR, and block Gram-Schmidt, provide
additional bases, and improve stability. This decreases the amount of communication for
matrices that can be decomposed into partitions with a small surface to volume ratio. A
number of other studies have looked at communication-avoiding solvers [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]
and preconditioning techniques for communication-avoiding solvers [37, 38]. Yamazaki et
al. 2014 [32] developed optimizations to obtain improved performance for CA-GMRES on
GPUs.
Williams et al. 2014 [33] developed a communication-avoiding s-step variation of BiCGStab
to use as a bottom solver for geometric multigrid solvers. They obtained significantly im-
proved performance with up to 4.2x speedups for synthetic problems and 2.7x speedups for
real applications including the BoxLib AMR framework, Low Mach Number Combustion
Code (LMC), and Nyx 3-d N-body and gas dynamics code. Carson 2017 [34] looked at tech-
niques for adaptively choosing the value for s and showed adaptive s-step CG can produce
up to the same accuracy as standard CG while maintaining properties that suggest improved
parallel performance.
Mayumi et al. 2016 [35] used the left-preconditioned communication-avoiding CG method
for the Poisson equation in the multiphase CFD code JUPITER. They used the full communi-
cation avoiding approach and a hybrid approach that only applies communication avoidance
to global inner products. They showed the hybrid approach is faster for this problem, pro-
ducing effective strong scaling on up to 30k nodes and reducing global collective costs by
69%. Anciaux-Sedrakian et al. 2016 [36] looked at s-step BiCGStab solvers for basin and
reservoir matrices and showed improved convergence in some cases and analysis suggesting
improved performance.
Yamazaki et al. 2014 [37] presented a domain decomposition framework for precondition-
ers that can be effectively used with communication avoiding solvers without introducing
additional communication. They experimented on a GPU cluster to produce 1.7x speedups
for preconditioned CA-GMRES over preconditioned GMRES. Grigori and Moufawad 2015
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[38] presented a communication avoiding ILU0 preconditioner for communication avoiding
Krylov solvers that can be used by the matrix powers kernel without introducing additional
communication. The paper focused on the stability properties of the method and presented
analysis suggesting this preconditioner should improve communication-avoiding solver per-
formance.
2.1.3 Enlarged Krylov Methods
Enlarged Krylov subspace methods for PCG, developed by Grigori et al. 2014 and Mo-
ufawad 2014 [39, 40], enlarge the Krylov subspace based on the domain decomposition of
the matrix to produce solvers that converge more quickly with less communication. They
presented a few variations of enlarged Krylov solvers with a performance model predicting
improved performance. A number of other studies also looked at enlarged Krylov solvers
[41, 42, 43].
Grigori et al. 2016 [41] presented techniques for dynamically reducing the number of
search directions during block CG iterations. Using this approach in the context of enlarged
CG resulted in improved performance. Al Daas et al. 2017 [42] presented enlarged Krylov
subspace variations of GMRES showing improved convergence compared to standard GM-
RES. They presented a strategy for detecting inexact breakdowns and propose an eigenvalue
deflation technique to improve convergence.
Moufawad 2018 [43] presented variations of s-step and communication-avoiding enlarged
Krylov PCG methods. This work studied the stability properties of the methods and pre-
sented analysis suggesting these methods should outperform PCG.
2.1.4 Other Krylov Methods
D’Azevedo et al. 1993 [1] presented variations of CG that are rearranged to use a single
allreduce per iteration and showed slight speedups compared to standard CG. McInnes et
al. 2014 [44] presented hierarchical Krylov methods and nested Krylov methods that replace
global allreduces with less expensive local allreduces. They presented a few variations of these
methods and showed significantly improved performance for the PFLOTRAN subsurface flow
application.
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2.1.5 Matrix-Vector Multiply Optimizations
A number of studies looked at approaches for optimizing matrix-vector multiply perfor-
mance that are relevant to optimizing Krylov solver performance. Selvitopi et al. 2015 [45]
rearranged CG to embed the matrix-vector multiply point-to-point communication within
the global allreduce communication to reduce the latency and synchronization costs in solver
communication. They demonstrated improved scalability on up to 2k processors. Nakajima
et al. 2017 [46] used dynamic loop scheduling with OpenMP within parallel solvers including
pipelined CG to produce 40-50% improved performance on up to 16k cores for halo exchanges
and 15-20% improved performance on up to 12k cores for the GeoFEM/Cube application.
Bienz et al. 2016 [47] presented a node-aware matrix-vector multiply that uses knowledge
of the node-processor layout to reduce communication costs. This approach gathers values on
each node before sending them across the network, resulting in fewer expensive inter-node
messages at the cost of additional cheap intra-node messages. They showed significantly
improved performance for algebraic multigrid on 32k processes.
2.1.6 Analysis
A number of different approaches to produce more scalable Krylov solvers have been
developed. Non-blocking pipelined Krylov solvers provide the potential to hide the allreduce
cost and avoid the synchronization cost due to performance variation across cores. Previous
studies presented variations of pipelined PCG methods that overlap non-blocking allreduces
with varying amounts of work. In particular a recent study presented a deep pipelined CG
method that overlaps a non-blocking allreduce with a given number of iterations, although
this method still requires one reduction each iteration.
Most of the studies focused on the numerical properties of the methods with brief perfor-
mance experiments. Additionally most experiments using preconditioners only used simpler
preconditioning approaches. A few studies have provided techniques for improving the accu-
racy of these methods while others have provided interesting analysis of particular techniques
for improving performance. These studies demonstrated these methods can significantly im-
prove solver performance in some cases, however they provided limited performance results
and analysis.
A number of studies also presented pipelined variations of other popular Krylov solvers
such as GMRES and BiCGStab. Similar to the pipelined PCG studies, the pipelined GM-
RES and BiCGStab studies tend to focus more on the numerical properties of the methods
with more limited performance results. These also demonstrated significantly improved
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performance in some cases.
Communication-avoiding Krylov solvers provide potential to significantly decrease the
amount of communication, however they are far less effective for matrices with larger surface
to volume ratios. Preconditioning these methods effectively can be tricky, requiring specially
designed preconditioners to preserve the communication-avoiding properties of the matrix
powers kernel. Alternatively the matrix powers kernel can be replaced with standard matrix-
vector multiplies and preconditioners and still improve parallel performance in other solver
kernels.
Enlarged Krylov methods show potential for faster convergence and less communication.
However most of the work so far has focused on the numerical properties and theoretical
performance of these methods with few results demonstrating actual performance at scale.
Few studies investigated preconditioner performance, with most only using simpler precon-
ditioners.
In general the previous scalable Krylov solver research has focused more on the numerical
aspects of the methods. However the primary reason for using these methods is to obtain
improved performance over standard Krylov solvers. Therefore opportunities are available
to investigate the performance of these methods and more clearly demonstrate how to obtain
the best performance. In particular there are opportunities to explore the ability of these
methods to improve performance at scale. Most studies focused on test problems, with few
using real-world applications. Successfully using these methods within real-world applica-
tions is necessary to fully demonstrate their effectiveness and allow scientists to use these
methods in practice.
2.2 PARALLEL PERFORMANCE AT SCALE
Modern supercomputers contain many compute nodes with one or more processors con-
nected by a specially designed network interconnect. Many modern supercomputers have
one or more graphics processing units (GPUs) on some or all of their nodes. A wide vari-
ety of network topologies are used to connect compute nodes that attempt to provide high
bandwidth and low latency for communication between nodes with limited network conges-
tion and interference from outside jobs. Due to the large number of nodes on extreme-scale
systems messages must often pass through multiple intermediate nodes before reaching the
destination node. Ideally there will be a small number of hops between any two nodes in
the system, enough available bandwidth to avoid network congestion, and limited interfer-
ence from other jobs, however due to physical limitations and hardware costs the resulting
networks often produce significant slowdowns for communication between nodes in some
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cases.
Most supercomputers are designed to run many jobs at once. Users submit their jobs to a
queue and a scheduler decides which jobs to run. This generally results in tens or hundreds
of jobs running at the same time. This provides potential for multiple jobs to send messages
along the same paths and impact the performance of other jobs. Assigning nodes can also
be tricky since the system wants to use as many nodes as possible but also wants to group
nodes together to limit the distance messages must travel and their impact on other jobs.
Many systems try to find a middle ground to use of most of the machine while keeping nodes
for each job near each other. While this often results in nodes for a job being near each
other, they are generally unlikely to have an optimal allocation, especially when running on
a large portion of the machine.
Many studies have investigated various issues that impact parallel performance at scale.
Some studies looked at performance monitoring tools and best practices for obtaining mean-
ingful experimental results on large-scale systems. Many studies looked at issues that impact
parallel performance at scale such as network congestion and performance variation. Other
studies looked at techniques such as overlapping communication and computation to improve
parallel performance. These studies investigate parallel performance issues using a variety
of tools and a mix of common communication kernels, more complex algorithms, and full
applications.
2.2.1 Network Monitoring Tools
Tools to monitor network performance can help us better understand how an algorithm
impacts the network. In particular this can help us understand how much network traffic an
algorithm actually produces, how much network congestion an algorithm encounters, and
many other quantities. This information can be used to guide algorithmic optimizations
that reduce the impact of performance barriers.
A variety of studies presented tools and analysis for monitoring application performance
on supercomputers. Supercomputer whitepapers can help users better understand the avail-
able hardware. The Gemini network whitepaper [48] provided detailed discussion of the
Cray Gemini network found in the Blue Waters supercomputer [49, 50]. The Aries network
whitepaper [51] provided similar discussion for the Cray Aries network found in the Piz
Daint supercomputer.
Many supercomputers provide access to hardware performance counters to provide users
with a more detailed understanding of application performance, however documentation for
these counters can be limited. Pedretti et al. 2013 [52] analyzed Cray Gemini hardware
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performance counters to provide discussion on the most useful counters and demonstrated
how to use counters to improve the performance of a miniapp. Brandt et al. 2016 [53]
performed a similar study for Cray Aries hardware counters and provided discussion related
to collecting, transporting, storing, and visualizing counter data. PAPI [54], the performance
application programming interface, provides users with access to both hardware counters and
network counters, including network counters on Cray systems.
2.2.2 Network Congestion
Many supercomputers can produce significant network congestion that increases the cost
of communication due to forcing messages to wait temporarily at network nodes before
traversing a network link. Understanding the circumstances and communication patterns
that lead to significant network congestion can help us design algorithms that reduce the
amount of network congestion generated or hide the impact of network congestion to improve
performance. Furthermore a better understanding of network congestion can potentially
guide hardware improvements to limit network congestion in future systems.
Various studies have looked at the impact of network congestion on large-scale systems.
Grant et al. 2015 [55] developed a tool for analyzing performance variation due to network
interference that showed significant performance variation exists due to network congestion
on a 3-d torus network. Ballard et al. 2016 [56] found contention lower bounds for a variety
of networks and applied these bounds to common applications. Bhatele et al. 2009 [57]
showed network contention can significantly increase message latencies and reduce available
bandwidth on supercomputers with 3-d torus networks.
Bhatele et al. 2016 [58] developed simulation and visualization tools for analyzing net-
work performance and analyzed network health and congestion on supercomputers with a
dragonfly network. They presented results showing which system links tend to see the most
congestion and explored potential system modifications that could reduce system cost or
improve performance. Bhatele et al. 2015 [59] showed a machine learning approach to
understanding network congestion. They processed network counter data from common
communication patterns and used machine learning algorithms to rank the importance of
key metrics and created accurate predictive models.
Bhatele et al. 2011 [60] explored the effect of different mapping and routing combinations
for common communication patterns. They showed results reducing the number of network
hot-spots and significantly improving performance on multi-level direct networks. In partic-
ular they provided analysis of 4-d 9-point stencils similar to those found in the MILC Lattice
QCD application, showing that improving mapping of processes to the topology can greatly
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improve performance. Peña et al. 2013 [61] demonstrated that application-level mapping to
the network topology can significantly improve performance on Blue Waters on lower node
counts.
2.2.3 Performance Variation
Supercomputers have many sources of performance variation that can be particularly
costly when using blocking collectives due to requiring all processes to wait for the slowest
process before continuing. Understanding sources of performance variation can help us design
algorithms that reduce variation across processes and maintain more consistent performance.
However due to the many sources of performance variation and potentially high cost of
eliminating all sources of variation it is unlikely to be fully eliminated. Therefore we can also
design more asynchronous algorithms that can perform well despite performance variation.
Many studies looked at sources of network performance variation found on large scale
systems. Faraj et al. 2006 [62] showed that process arrival patterns for MPI collective
operations significantly impact performance. They showed that we cannot effectively control
these arrival times, but can develop schemes that perform better for certain arrival patterns.
Bhatele et al. 2013 [63] showed minimal performance impact due to OS jitter and a weak
correlation between hop count and message passing rate, but significant slowdown when a
job was surrounded by a communication heavy job.
Groves et al. 2017 [64] investigated performance variability on a dragonfly network. They
showed traffic from other jobs can impact performance and used network performance coun-
ters to help explain the variability. Chunduri et al. 2017. [65] characterized and quantified
the sources of performance variation found on Cray XC systems with KNL processors. They
looked at sources of variation on the node, tile, and system levels to show sources of varia-
tion and present techniques such as core specialization to limit the impact of performance
variation.
A number of studies investigated on-node sources of performance variation. A number
of studies looked at operating system jitter [66, 67, 68, 69]. A recent study by Mondragon
et al. 2016 [70] concluded that operating system noise is no longer a major source of noise
on modern systems, but other on-node sources such as asynchronous checkpointing and in-
situ analytics can significantly impact performance. Further study on the impact of various
sources of on-node interference on parallel numerical algorithms is worth investigating in the
future, especially exploring the combined impact of both network and on-node performance
variation.
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2.2.4 Overlapping Communication and Computation
Messages can travel through the network while computation is performed on processors.
Some messages may take many hops to reach their destination and may encounter net-
work congestion that further increases their travel time. Algorithms that alternate between
communication and computation can cause processors to spend significant amounts of time
waiting instead of performing computation. Therefore we can design algorithms to overlap
computation on processors with communication in the network to hide the cost of commu-
nication and improve performance.
A number of studies looked at the effectiveness of overlapping communication and compu-
tation with both test problems and applications. Hoefler et al. 2007 [71] presented LibNBC,
a portable library for non-blocking MPI collectives. They showed significant improvements
for non-blocking MPI algorithms over the standard blocking variations. Further work [72]
used non-blocking collectives for a conjugate gradient solver to obtain performance improve-
ments of up to 34%. Kandalla et al. 2012 [73] investigated non-blocking allreduces within
conjugate gradient solvers to obtain up to 21% improvements on up to 512 processes.
Rashti et al. 2007 [74] analyzed the ability of modern interconnects to overlap commu-
nication and computation and concluded the tested libraries achieve a high level of overlap
for small messages using an eager protocol but independent progress is needed for larger
messages. Didelot et al. 2014 [75] presented an approach to improve communication over-
lap using collaborative polling that does not require code modification. They allowed any
process on a node to receive messages for any other process, allowing processes with less
computation or faster communication to receive messages for slower processes instead of
waiting.
Nishtala et al. 2009 [76] used a UPC implementation to look at one-sided communication
and communication and computation overlap. They showed one-sided UPC outperforming
two-sided MPI for a variety of benchmarks and obtained better communication overlap and
linear scaling on a communication bound application. Potluri et al. 2010 [77] analyzed the
AWM-Olsen ground motion simulation code using finite differences for the 3-d velocity-stress
wave equation. They determined significant runtime is spent in MPI routines, in particular
for halo exchanges, but these calls can be overlapped with computation. Using MPI-2 one-
sided collectives for overlap they achieved a 12% improvement in application performance
at 4k cores.
Maeyama et al. 2013 [78] used communication and computation overlap to improve the
performance of fast Fourier transforms in a gyrokinetic Vlasov simulation code to obtain 63%
speedups. Idomura et al. 2014 [79] overlapped communication and computation for buffer
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data communications and data transpose communications in a 5-D gyrokinetic simulation
using MPI Testall or a hybrid MPI/OpenMP approach to achieve effective overlap. They
explored a number of approaches to obtain effective communication using MPI with threads.
They achieved effective strong scaling beyond 100k cores on the K-computer and reduced
communication costs by about 75% on 16k cores.
2.2.5 Performance Analysis Studies
Analyzing performance at scale can be tricky due to the large number of processes, sig-
nificant performance variation, and short runtimes of some algorithms. Therefore we need
to carefully design experiments to ensure they produce meaningful and reproducible results.
Furthermore we want to design experiments to extract the most useful data to more effec-
tively and efficiently analyze performance.
A few studies discussed best practices for producing meaningful experimental results on
large-scale systems. Hunold et al. [80] discussed how to design MPI micro-benchmarks to
generate reproducible results and how to create statistically sound comparisons of MPI im-
plementations. They discussed factors that significantly influence runtimes, issues with com-
mon micro-benchmarking approaches, provided tips for designing experiments, and showed
how to use statistical tests to show if the difference between runtime distributions of two
routines is significant.
Hoefler et al. 2015 [81] analyzed best practices from previous work and proposed sta-
tistically sound analysis and reporting techniques for analyzing parallel algorithms. They
looked at the state of the practice to better understand how frequently papers from top
conferences use good practices. They provided advice for reporting and comparing results,
designing and documenting experiments, and provided 12 rules for producing high quality
performance results.
2.2.6 Analysis
There are a number of studies that look at monitoring network performance. These
provide useful analysis of available network counters, however they are often machine specific,
providing limited benefit for other systems. The usefulness of many of the network counters
is not always clear, however these studies are generally able to find a number of useful
counters.
Many studies looked at the impact of network congestion on parallel performance. In
general they show network congestion can significantly impact performance but that opti-
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mizations can lessen the impact of congestion and improve performance. These optimizations
include system level changes such as using topology-aware node allocations to software level
changes such as using more ideal process to node mappings.
Some studies showed performance variation can be a significant issue on supercomputers.
Due to using shared networks and messages between nodes having different network distances
some performance variation is unavoidable and will require algorithms that can deal with
variation without reducing performance. Studies looking at operating system noise have
helped to significantly reduce this source of variation, although some variation still exists
and can be significant in some less common cases.
A number of studies looked at overlapping communication and computation to improve
parallel performance. These studies demonstrated it can be an effective approach, how-
ever additional techniques are often needed to ensure non-blocking routines achieve effective
overlap. Some studies developed libraries for effectively implementing non-blocking commu-
nication routines. Other studies have shown one-sided communication can be effective for
obtaining more efficient overlap. Many studies effectively used overlap to improve perfor-
mance in a variety of real-world applications. These studies demonstrated this is a proven
technique for improving performance but there are opportunities to further improve overlap
effectiveness.
A few studies more recently have started to look at how to produce meaningful, repro-
ducible experimental results. These studies provided helpful advice for designing higher
quality studies but acknowledged these are initial studies and much work is still left to do.
2.3 PERFORMANCE MODELING
Performance models attempt to characterize the performance of parallel algorithms to
help improve our understanding of the algorithm. This includes both analytic models that
rely on equations to describe algorithmic performance to simulators that analyze a code to
predict performance. Both of these approaches can range from fairly simple models using
a few terms that capture key trends to extremely complex models with many terms that
attempt to capture every detail of running an algorithm on a given system.
Ideally we want to find a middle ground that accurately captures the performance we
observe in practice while helping us improve our intuition on how an algorithm performs.
This can help us develop algorithmic optimizations or develop new algorithms with improved
performance.
However performance modeling can be challenging due to the many complexities of mod-
ern supercomputers. As a result a wide variety of performance modeling approaches have
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been developed to analyze different algorithms, software implementations, and hardware.
Therefore we need to understand the different approaches others have successfully used to
help develop accurate models for our algorithms on multiple systems.
A number of performance modeling approaches have been presented over the last few
decades including postal models, LogP models, and many specialized models. Generally
these studies include performance comparisons demonstrating a reasonable match between
expected and observed performance. Other studies build on these models by developing
penalty terms that can produce more accurate predictions. As supercomputers have become
larger and more complicated more complex models have been needed to capture key factors
impacting performance.
2.3.1 General Models
The postal model [82, 83] is a fairly straightforward model containing a fixed cost latency
term and per byte cost bandwidth term. However this model has many weaknesses that can
result in inaccurate performance predictions. A number of studies have presented penalty
terms to more accurately model performance for certain algorithms or systems. Gahvari et
al. 2011 [84] added penalty terms for message distance, achievable bandwidth, and limited
off-node bandwidth. Gropp et al. 2016 [85] proposed a three-parameter max-rate model that
limits the per processes bandwidth when using multiple cores per node due to the bandwidth
of a node being less than the single process bandwidth times the number of cores.
The LogP model [86, 87] attempts to capture the key parameters for parallel communica-
tion using latency, overhead, bandwidth, and the number of processors to model the cost of
sending messages. This model was developed due to many previous models either being too
simplistic or too specific to a given study and attempted to highlight the key bottlenecks
experienced by parallel algorithms in practice by using a more general approach. The LogP
family of models allows network pipelining and communication and computation overlap to
be modeled.
The LogP model has been expanded to produce more accurate models for some systems.
The LogGP model [88, 89] extended LogP for long messages by adding a parameter G to
model the bandwidth for long messages. The LogGPS model [90] added a threshold term
to account for systems using multiple communication protocols for different message sizes.
The LogGOPS model [91] accounted for overhead that increases as message size increases.
A number of studies looked at performance models that account for slack, the difference
between a processors deadline and when it completes its work. This approach could poten-
tially be helpful for modeling kernels where communication and computation are occurring
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simultaneously and we need to determine if a process must wait for communication to finish
after completing the overlapped computation. Rountree et al. 2007 [92] presented a model
that accounts for slack, using this to create a system using linear programming to tightly
bound optimal energy savings for a given MPI application. Li et al. 2010 [93] presented
models and algorithms based on slack to run hybrid MPI/OpenMP applications in a more
energy efficient manner.
2.3.2 Application Models
A number of previously discussed studies used a variety of performance models to show
the expected performance of scalable Krylov solvers for different problems, applications, and
systems. A few additional studies looked at modeling general Krylov solvers and related
applications.
Ashby et al. 2012 [94] developed predictive performance models for Krylov solvers at
extreme scales. They looked at key algorithmic costs common to different Krylov solvers
and predicted performance on possible future networks. Sood et al. 2017 [95] used machine
learning techniques to determine which Krylov solvers are likely to be able to solve a given
linear system and used a high-level performance model to predict runtimes for preconditioned
Krylov solvers. They showed performance improvements at times for a driven cavity flow
simulation. Bauer et al. 2012 [96] modeled the performance of the MILC lattice QCD
application. They discussed techniques for modeling a full application and used a LogGP
model to characterize performance on target architectures to better understand factors that
limit QCD application performance.
2.3.3 Analysis
A number of performance modeling approaches have been developed to produce reason-
ably accurate models of parallel performance. Increasingly complicated models have been
developed to account for the increasingly complex hardware found on supercomputers. Most
works attempt to limit the complexity of their models so they are fairly easy to understand
and reason about. A number of studies used performance models for linear solvers and ap-
plications to help understand expected performance and accurately model performance in
practice.
More complex and accurate models have been developed, however the increased complex-
ity does not necessarily result in a better understanding of the modeled algorithms. A variety
of simulators have been developed that can use application traces to produce performance
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models with options to vary the input parameters. These can be helpful for analyzing ap-
plication performance with minimal additional work, however they can become complicated
and may not be as helpful for understanding the performance of key kernels as analytic
models.
2.4 HPC SYSTEMS
This research investigates the performance of scalable Krylov solvers on three different su-
percomputers, Blue Waters, Piz Daint, and Summit. These leadership-class supercomputers
each have significantly different computing hardware, network designs, and system software
that impact performance. Therefore we want to understand the basics of these systems.
2.4.1 Blue Waters
Blue Waters [49, 50] is a Cray XE6/XK7 with over 22,500 XE6 compute nodes. Each dual-
socket compute node contains two AMD Interlagos model 6276 CPUs with clock speeds of
2.3 GHz and 64 GB of memory. Each Interlagos processor contains 8 AMD Bulldozer cores
containing one floating point core and two integer cores. Blue Waters provides a smaller
number of GPU-enabled XK7 compute nodes with one Interlagos CPU and one NVIDIA
GK110 Kepler K20X GPU.
Blue Waters uses a Cray Gemini [48, 52] network with a 243 3-D torus topology, two
compute nodes per network node, and static routing. Messages are sent first in the X
dimension, then the Y dimension, then the Z dimension, allowing us to accurately determine
the path of all messages sent through the network. There is some variation in bandwidth
for links in all three dimensions. Additionally there are a number of I/O and service nodes
scattered throughout the network.
Blue Waters generally assigns nodes for a job together, however these nodes are unlikely
to form a 3-d box. Therefore even if you are running an algorithm that uses a 3-d mesh it
is unlikely that it will map well to the node allocation you are given unless you request a
specific node geometry. Unfortunately requesting a specific node geometry for larger jobs
tends to result in the job getting stuck in the queue. Blue Waters also provides access to
some optimized DMAPP collective operations which can improve performance in some cases.
Since the Cray Gemini network sends messages along the shortest path to the destination,
jobs that have more than 12 nodes along a dimension can send messages through network
nodes directly connected to nodes from other jobs. This also means that each message
will travel at most 12 hops along each dimension, for a maximum distance of 36 hops.
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Additionally data from I/O and service nodes may also pass through network nodes directly
connected to other jobs.
2.4.2 Piz Daint
Piz Daint is a Cray XC40/XC50 with 1813 CPU-based nodes and 5704 GPU-based nodes.
The CPU-based nodes provide two 18 core Intel Xeon E5-2695 CPUs with clock speeds of
2.1GHz while the GPU-based nodes provide one Intel Xeon E5-2690 CPU and one NVIDIA
Tesla P100 GPU.
Piz Daint uses a Cray Aries [51, 97, 53] network with a dragonfly topology, four compute
nodes per network node, and dynamic routing. Piz Daint has electrical groups containing 6
sets of 16 node chassis. Black links provide all-to-all connections within each chassis while
green links provide 16 sets of all-to-all connections between the 6 chassis. Blue links provide
all-to-all links between electrical groups. As a result the network can send messages directly
between any two nodes in at most 4 hops, but due to dynamic routing may use up to 10
hops to avoid more congested parts of the network.
Piz Daint generally tries to limit the number of electrical groups a job is using, however
due to the more advanced network and more limited number of hops between nodes larger
jobs may be scattered through many different electrical groups. Piz Daint provides access
to some optimized DMAPP collective operations which can improve performance.
Since Piz Daint uses dynamic routing data from one job will be routed through network
nodes directly connected to other jobs. Therefore even if your job is not sending large
amounts of data into the network it may still encounter network congestion due to other jobs
sending data through network nodes directly connected to your nodes. This approach should
help reduce overall system congestion, however it may increase the minimum congestion
throughout the system.
2.4.3 Summit
Summit is an IBM system containing about 4,600 Power System AC922 nodes. Each node
contains two IBM POWER9 processors and six NVIDIA Volta V100 accelerators. Each node
contains 512 GB of memory. NVLINKs are used to connect the processors to the GPUs and
connect the two sets of three GPUs on each node together.
Summit uses a dual-rail Mellanox EDR InfiniBand network [98, 99, 100] with a non-
blocking fat-tree topology. Summit uses a three level fat-tree with compute nodes on the
leaves of the tree that sends messages up the network and then down the network to reach
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the destination. This approach results in messages from many different jobs traveling along
the same paths, however the increased bandwidth provided by the interior of the network
should help reduce network congestion.
Summit makes some effort to limit the distance between nodes for a job, however it often
will assign nodes scattered throughout the system. Due to the more advanced network
and limited cost for messages traveling across the machine there is less of a need to group
nodes together. Summit also provides access to SHARP (Scalable Hierarchical Aggregation
and Reduction Protocol) collectives that execute some collective operations in the network
instead of relying on software approaches. Unfortunately these collectives are a limited
resource and as a result they are not always available. Generally they try to allocate SHARP
collectives to larger jobs.
The InfiniBand network on Summit has limited dynamic routing, however many jobs are
connected to the same routers and will send data along the same links, suggesting there is
potential for network traffic from other jobs to impact the performance of your job. However
Summit is designed to provide high bandwidth to limit the impact of network congestion so
there is potential that this cost may not be significant in practice in many cases.
2.4.4 Analysis
These three systems provide an interesting mix of processors and networks to experiment
with. The compute nodes range from dual processor CPU nodes to 6 GPU nodes, provid-
ing us with a variety of different compute architectures and per node compute power to
experiment with.
Each network provides significantly different approaches that will allow us to run a variety
of interesting experiments. The maximum number of hops between nodes differs significantly
as well as the potential for interference from other jobs. There is a mixture of static and
dynamic routing that should significantly impact performance. Additionally we get to exper-
iment with networks from two different companies that use different hardware and software
approaches at times.
Each of these systems has slightly different approaches to assigning nodes to jobs which
results in different amounts of interference from other jobs. Each of these systems also
provides optimized algorithms that can significantly improve performance in some cases
that we will want to take advantage of when possible.
In general these systems should provide a good experimental testbed for testing and ana-
lyzing scalable Krylov solvers at scale. Each system provides a unique set of challenges that
impact performance and requires scalable algorithms to obtain the best performance.
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CHAPTER 3: SCALABLE ALGORITHM TESTBED
The Scalable Algorithm (SA) Testbed is a set of tools designed to assist with running
statistically meaningful experiments at scale to help users understand the performance of
parallel numerical methods in detail. These tools have been developed and used throughout
the course of these studies to better analyze performance at scale for a variety of different
algorithms, applications, and supercomputers. We discuss these tools in detail first to help
clarify how our experiments are designed to measure runtimes and network performance
counters prior to showing performance results using these tools in later studies.
Many profiling tools have been developed to measure and help understand the performance
of parallel algorithms and applications. However most of these tools are designed to look at
full applications and their timings tend to be limited in detail. While these tools may clearly
show which routines are most time consuming, they often do not clearly show the range of
runtimes produced by calls to a given routine. In practice supercomputers often experience
significant performance variation, so understanding the impact of this variation can help us
design more effective algorithms. Some tools are not able to perform well at large scales and
can limit users ability to produce detailed measurements and analysis.
Many studies have developed network analysis tools to measure and better understand
network performance, however many of these tools are developed for a specific study and are
not made publicly available. Other tools have similar weaknesses as general profiling tools
in that they may only work for a full application or fail to show variation for counter values.
The SA Testbed attempts to provide highly detailed and efficient measurements of key
routines at scale including both runtime measurements and network performance counters.
User annotations to kernels of interest are used to identify key routines and collect timings
on all processes. A variety of post-processing routines are provided to help understand the
runtime of each routine and clearly demonstrate the range of runtimes produced by calls to
each routine across all processes.
Network analysis tools are developed guided by insights from previous studies and ex-
periments at scale. These network analysis tools provide users with detailed information on
network performance while key kernels are running and provides tools for better understand-
ing communication patterns for the given node allocation and process to core mapping.
The remainder of this section discusses the key tools within the SA Testbed and shows
how to use them to analyze parallel algorithms and applications. This starts with discussion
of the NoiseTimer tool, which collects and analyzes runtimes and performance counters to
clearly show the range of values measured. Next we discuss the network analysis tool to
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demonstrate how to collect and process network performance counters as well as how to
effectively understand communication costs on multiple supercomputers. Then we discuss
how to run effective experiments both for a collection of parallel kernels and full applica-
tions. Last we briefly discuss a few additional tools that are provided to assist with running
experiments and analyzing their results.
The SA Testbed tools will be made publicly available after improving their usability and
putting together more detailed documentation. A number of code examples will also be
provided to show how to use these tools. These tools should help parallel algorithm and
application designers better understand performance at scale and develop more efficient
parallel algorithms.
3.1 NOISETIMER TOOL
The NoiseTimer tool is designed to collect runtimes and counter values and process these
values in various ways to help understand the range of values produced. Code annotations
are used to add timings and counter values to arrays while running the kernel of interest.
Then during a post-processing step different collections of timings are created to produce
concise sets of statistics that can be more easily analyzed to help understand performance.
3.1.1 General Design
Users must created a number of input files and annotate their kernels of interest to use
NoiseTimers. A number of optional utility routines are provided to assist with running
experiments. When used in the context of the SA Testbed most of the routines to create
and destroy NoiseTimers are hidden from the user. However it is possible to use this library
on its own to collect and process timings.
A NoiseTimer communicator can be created for a set of related algorithms that are being
analyzed. Each NoiseTimer communicator then can create a NoiseTimer group for each
algorithm being analyzed. Each NoiseTimer group then has many NoiseTimers that contain
a group of values for runtimes for a given subroutine, runtimes for a group of subroutines,
or counter values.
A number of input files allow users to setup and interact with the NoiseTimer library.
An include file called nt data.h is created by users containing a list of timer names and
their associated indices. These timer names are used in code annotations to determine
which timer a given runtime or counter value is added to and for setting output file names.
SA Testbed input files or command line arguments are then provided to set experimental
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Algorithm 3.1: Example File: nt data.h
// Timer indices
#define NTD TOTAL 0
#define NTD ALLR 1
#define NTD MV 2
#define NTD IALLR 3
#define NTD WAIT 4










Table 3.1: Example input options for NoiseTimer library. These options can be set using
both the command line and input files.
information, set input options for NoiseTimer sort routines, set which statistics routines are
used, and set various other options. Example input files and input options are shown above.
More detailed input files are shown and discussed in the SA Testbed kernel and application
analysis sections.
3.1.2 Timers
NoiseTimers are designed to collect and analyze runtimes and counter values for all pro-
cesses for tests and for iterations. Each test can be called many times and each test may
contain many iterations. This means that each timer will contain a number of values equal
to the number of processes times the number of tests times the number of iterations. If the
number of iterations is not the same for every test then this number will be lower. This can
potentially result in millions or billions of timings at scale for timing a given routine.
The key question we want to answer is how long does it take to run each routine? Due
to the significant performance variation found on supercomputers this question is not as
straightforward as we would hope, especially for shorter routines such as individual MPI
routines. The minimum, average, and max runtimes may each be significantly different. In
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some cases the cost of the first iteration may be significantly different from the cost of later
iterations due to needing to initialize a given routine or access data from slower levels of
memory. In other cases each iteration of a routine may grow in cost.
Algorithm 3.2: Annotated Non-blocking Allreduce Overlapping MatVec
NT ITER INIT();
NT ITER START(NTD TOTAL);
NT ITER FUNC(MPI Iallreduce(...),NTD IALLR);
NT ITER FUNC(matvec(A,x,b),NTD MV);
NT ITER FUNC(MPI Wait(...),NTD WAIT);
NT ITER ADD(NT ITER TIME(NTD IALLR)+NT ITER TIME(NTD WAIT),
NTD ALLR);
NT ITER END(NTD TOTAL);
NT ITER FINISH();
A variety of NoiseTimer routines are provided to allow users to annotate code for routines
of interest while trying to limit the amount of code that needs to be added. These routines
initialize a timer the first time it is called and then add a timing or counter value to the
NoiseTimer array for the current test and iteration. Warmup tests can be run to initialize
timers without collecting any timings. Additional routines are provided to start and end both
tests and iterations. Some example routines are shown above for overlapping a matrix-vector
multiply with a non-blocking allreduce.
These timers are designed to limit the impact on runtime when running experiments. A
combination of macros, inline functions, and C functions are used to add values to timers.
Previous experiments analyzing performance with and without timers showed minimal run-
time differences.
3.1.3 Statistics
Once the kernels of interest have finished running then these values can be processed
to produce more concise sets of statistics. We generally focus on computing the statistics
needed for a box plot. This consists of the minimum, filtered minimum, first quartile, median,
average, third quartile, filtered maximum, and maximum. A faster set of statistics that only
computes the minimum, average, and maximum is also provided. There is potential to add
additional statistics types in the future such as violin plots.
This wider range of statistics helps to demonstrate the range of measured runtimes and
counter values. This can help clarify if there are consistent runtimes, frequent variations in
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runtimes, or large outliers. The filtered minimum and maximum values are computed using
Tukey’s outlier filter.
NoiseTimer Statistics
Statistics Collection of Values Number of Stats
-nt iter test ind All values separately for each test for ntests ∗ niters
each iteration
-nt iter all All values for all tests and all iterations 1
-nt iter range {imin,imax} All values for tests for a range of iterations 1
-nt iter max Max value for each iteration for all tests 1
-nt iter ind {i1,i2,...} All values separately for all tests for each Up to niters
listed iteration
-nt iter ind max {i1,i2,...} Max value separately for each listed Up to niters
iteration for all tests
-nt test all All values for all tests 1
-nt test max Max values for all tests 1
-nt test avg Average values for all tests 1
-nt test ind {t1,t2,...} All values separately for each test Up to ntests
-nt run all Sum of all values for full runtime 1
-nt run avg Sum of all values for full runtime divided 1
by number of tests
Table 3.2: Options for post-processing NoiseTimer statistics, description of the collection of
values used to compute the set of statistics, and the number of sets of statistics produced
by that option. By default the set of statistics needed for box plots are computed.
A number of post processing routines are provided to condense the full collection of timings
or counter values into a set of statistics. Which routines are most helpful will depend on the
experiment being run since some routines may not provide useful data for some experiments.
For example, the run statistics are primarily helpful for analyzing application runs. Tests
that separately compute statistics for different iterations may not be helpful in cases where
runtimes have a consistent workload across iterations. Tests computing statistics for all
iterations and for the max value each iteration may not show a significant difference for
highly synchronous routines, however verifying those routines are highly synchronous can be
helpful.
Due to the detailed analysis routines provided and potential to collect a large number of
timings, especially for iteration timings, most experiments will generally need to limit the
number of tests and iterations to a reasonable number. In particular the post-processing costs
can be fairly expensive when using a large number of kernels, timers, iterations, and tests,
so users may want to find shorter tests that are representative of the expected performance
or avoid the more expensive post-processing routines.
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Tools are provided to compute 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence intervals. These can be
helpful for determining if routines are producing runtimes that are significantly different or
if they are similar enough that noise may influence which is fastest.
Tools are also provided to compute correlations between the overall runtime with each
other timer and counter value. This can be helpful for better understanding which routines
contribute the most to increases or decreases in runtime. Visualization tools are provided
that can combine correlation data from runs at multiple node counts.
Lastly tools are provided to compute one-way ANOVAs (Analysis of Variance). These
tools can be helpful for comparing kernel runtimes to determine if one is faster than another.
In most cases looking at box plot statistics for runtimes or confidence intervals can clearly
demonstrate which method is the fastest, however for shorter routines that may be more
influenced by noise ANOVAs can be helpful for comparing performance.
For most experiments in this thesis we use box plot statistics to show the fastest meth-
ods. While there are generally crossover points where there is similar performance between
methods, there are also generally points where one method clearly outperforms the other.
In some cases we use confidence intervals to show there are clear performance differences.
3.1.4 Sort Routines
Some statistics such as the minimum, average, and maximum can be computed quickly
and easily by first computing local values on each process and then using MPI reductions to
compute the global value. However computing the first quartile, median, and third quartile
can be more costly, especially at scale. Therefore we use a custom optimized sample sort
routine to find these three values fairly quickly. Sample sort [101] relies on choosing a set
of splitters, using those splitters to create a bucket for each process, and iterating until the
buckets are about even in size. Then a single communication step is done to send values to
the appropriate processor, where they are then sorted.
Since some processes have fairly few values and we want to limit the amount of communi-
cation we gather all timer values on 1 process per node. The number of processes per node
can be increased if needed by setting an input option.
Since we are only looking for the three values for the quartiles (first, median, and third) we
can make a few optimizations. When choosing splitters, instead of trying to make buckets
equal in size, we try to make the buckets containing the quartiles as small as possible.
Therefore we find the buckets with the quartiles and then place the remaining splitters
evenly spaced throughout these buckets. We iterate until these buckets are smaller than
a specified size and then send only the values that fall into these buckets to the relevant
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processor. The values in these buckets are then sorted to allow us to find the quartile values.
However we don’t necessarily need the exact quartile values since runtimes are only ac-
curate to the precision of the timer and counter values are generally non-negative and may
contain some extra noise. Therefore once a bucket with one of the quartiles we are looking
for gets small enough that the minimum and maximum values are the same or the difference
is less than the precision of the timer then we have an accurate estimate for the quartiles.
This approach allows us to greatly decrease the cost of computing quartiles values, espe-
cially at large scales. Sorting all of the values in a timer can be expensive, especially at larger
node counts when using many timers and many statistics. However the cost of computing
these values can still be fairly expensive at scale and can be more expensive than the cost of
running the kernels of interest at times. Therefore the average costs of computing timings
for each set of statistics is output to the user after computing statistics. This can be helpful
for identifying if a set of statistics is particularly costly to compute and may indicate the
user needs to compute fewer statistics, use fewer timers, or run shorter experiments.
3.1.5 Utility Routines
A number of utility routines are provided. Routines to write data to files at the end of
the run are provided. These output python files with arrays containing statistics from that
run. It is possible to add additional data formats in the future. Routines to save certain
algorithm or problem specific variables to files are provided. This can be helpful for saving
run specific data such as problem settings, information on communication costs, and system
information with timings for later analysis.
3.2 NETWORK ANALYSIS TOOL
The Network Analysis Tool is designed to provide network topology information, read
and process network performance counters, and provide utilities to estimate communication
costs for parallel algorithms on supercomputers. Network performance counters provide
information about what is happening in the network which can help us understand decreases
in performance that we can use to help choose the best algorithm and guide algorithmic
optimizations. Topology information can help us understand the node allocation we are given
while utility routines for estimating communication costs can help us better understand the
communication patterns of our algorithms.
This tools has a mix of general code that works on all supercomputers and system specific
code for a given supercomputer. System specific code is minimized when possible, however
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different systems often require system specific approaches to accessing system information
and network counters. Furthermore this tool post-processes network data to produce more
concise and useful results. This tool is designed to work on Blue Waters using the Cray
Gemini network, Piz Daint using the Cray Aries network, and Summit using the InfiniBand
network. Minor updates are needed to setup this tool to work on other systems with one of
these networks, however major updates are needed to update this tool to work with other
networks. For further details on Cray Gemini systems see [48, 52], on Cray Aries systems
see [51, 97, 53], and on InfiniBand systems see [98, 99, 100].
3.2.1 Overview
There are three primary sets of routines provided by this tool. Topology routines provide
information about the overall system topology and the given node allocation. Counter
routines allow users to read network performance counters, process counters to provide a
more concise and informative set of data, and add them to NoiseTimers for post-processing.
Utility routines provide information about communication patterns such as computing the
number of on- and off-node messages and estimating the number of hops messages travel to
reach their destination.
3.2.2 Topology Tools
Node allocation information is computed by reading the location of each node in the
network and computing the node envelope. We compute the node envelope to estimate the
number of nodes that are likely to significantly impact performance of our nodes. These
routines account for cases where a job may be compact but split across the minimum and
maximum system dimensions or where the minimum and maximum indices may not matter
since all indices along specific dimensions send data along the same links.
Ideally you want your node allocation to fully fill a given node envelope, however this can
be fairly rare in practice on many systems. This can be useful for understanding how much
other jobs may impact your job since jobs that do not fill a given envelope may experience
more network congestion due to traffic from other jobs along shared links.
Reading network information on some systems requires access to a file with a list of all
nodes on the systems and the connections between each node. This file often must be
provided by system administrators and can change depending on whether or not any nodes
in the system are down at the time the file is generated.
Some systems have a variety of different network link types in the system. We can read
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network information to better understand the total network bandwidth available to our job
and the available bandwidth along different link types. This information can be combined
with network performance counters to determine counter values for each link type. Some
systems have compute nodes attached to every network node while other systems have
switches and routers within the network that users do not have direct access to. This
results in some systems allowing users to capture data from all network nodes that their
messages pass through while other systems only allow users to capture data from a subset
of the network nodes their messages pass through. This can limit users ability to effectively
analyze network performance at times.
Network data is written to output files including topology information and a list of all
nodes used by the job. This information can help us understand why running the same
experiment for different jobs produces significantly different results.
Cray Gemini Topology
We can read the node location in the topology with the function rca get meshcoord(...)
and the overall topology dimensions with rca get max dimension(...). We can use the func-
tion rs get module(...) to get the location in the host dimension.
gemini interconnect.txt
c0−0c0s0g0 l00 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] Z+ −> c0−0c0s1g0 l32 [ ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) ] LinkType : backplane
c0−0c0s0g0 l01 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] Z+ −> c0−0c0s1g0 l21 [ ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) ] LinkType : backplane
c0−0c0s0g0 l02 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] X+ −> c1−0c0s0g0 l02 [ ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) ] LinkType : cable11x
c0−0c0s0g0 l03 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] X+ −> c1−0c0s0g0 l03 [ ( 1 , 0 , 0 ) ] LinkType : cable11x
c0−0c0s0g0 l04 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] X− −> c2−0c0s0g0 l41 [ ( 2 3 , 0 , 0 ) ] LinkType : cable18x
c0−0c0s0g0 l05 [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ] X− −> c2−0c0s0g0 l31 [ ( 2 3 , 0 , 0 ) ] LinkType : cable18x
. . .
Figure 3.1: Cray Gemini interconnect text file example.
Accessing network topology information for the Cray Gemini network requires using an
interconnect file with a list of the connections between nodes on the system. This file is gen-
erated by having an administrator run the command “rtr –interconnect > interconnect.txt”.
Each network tile contains a 6x8 grid of network links. The file shows the destination for
each link including the network dimension of each link and the link type. Two compute
nodes are attached to each network node, however the eight network links per network tile
that connect to compute nodes along the host dimension are not listed in the interconnect
file. This file is post-processed and converted to a binary input format to allow fast access
during runs and to add error values for any missing network nodes.
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Blue Waters has a 243× 2 grid with a 3-d torus topology with network links along the X,
Y, and Z dimensions in both positive and negative directions and along the host dimension.
The link types include mezzanine (2.34 GB/s), backplane (1.88 GB/s), cable (1.17 GB/s),
and host (estimated 1.33 GB/s). This information can be used to determine the available
bandwidth and number of links connecting to nodes within the job and to outside nodes.
The node envelope is calculated by computing the difference between the minimum and
maximum node indices along each network dimension. The 3-d torus network has connec-
tions between index 0 and 23 in each dimension, requiring us to account for the smallest
node envelope wrapping around the edge of the torus.
Cray Aries Topology
aries interconnect.txt
c0-0c0s0a0l00(0:0:0) green -> c0-0c0s6a0l10(0:0:6)
c0-0c0s0a0l01(0:0:0) blue -> c2-0c0s0a0l01(1:0:0)
c0-0c0s0a0l02(0:0:0) blue -> c2-0c0s0a0l02(1:0:0)
c0-0c0s0a0l03(0:0:0) blue -> c0-1c0s0a0l02(5:0:0)
c0-0c0s0a0l04(0:0:0) blue -> c6-2c0s0a0l01(13:0:0)
c0-0c0s0a0l05(0:0:0) blue -> c4-3c0s0a0l01(17:0:0)
...
c0-0c0s0a0l50(0:0:0) ptile -> processor
...
Figure 3.2: Cray Aries interconnect text file example.
We can read the node location in the topology using the same approach as Cray Gemini
networks. Accessing network topology information for the Cray Aries network also requires
using an interconnect file similar to the one on Blue Waters and using the same command
to generate the file. Each network tile contains a 6x8 grid of network links, but only lists
the source and destination nodes and the link type. Four compute nodes are connected to
each network node along the host dimension. This file is post-processed and converted to a
binary input format to allow fast access during runs and to add error values for any missing
network nodes.
Piz Daint has a 20x6x16x4 grid with a dragonfly topology with electrical groups containing
6 sets of 16 node chassis and network links along green (5.25 GB/s), black (5.25 GB/s), blue
(4.7 GB/s), and host (8.0 GB/s) dimensions. Black links provide all-to-all connections within
each chassis while green links provide 16 sets of all-to-all connections between the 6 chassis.
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Blue links provide all-to-all links between electrical groups. This information can be used to
determine the available bandwidth and the number of links connecting to nodes within the
job and to outside nodes.
Due to having many all-to-all connections we determine the node envelope by computing
the number of nodes that have each possible index in each dimension and multiplying these
together. For example, if all of our nodes have indices, 0, 5, and 12 in the x-dimension, 1,
4, and 5 in the y-dimension, and 0 and 2 in the z-dimension, this would give us a dimension
sizes of 3, 3, and 2 and a node envelope of 18.
InfiniBand Topology
We can read the node location in the topology with the command gethostname(...). The
InfiniBand network on Summit uses a non-blocking fat-tree topology where all compute
nodes are attached to the leaves of the tree. The fat-tree topology allows us to access
information about the leaf nodes in the network, but does not allow us to access information
about the switches and routers within the network. There are 18 nodes per rack, 18 racks
per neighborhood, and 16 neighborhoods. Summit does not require an interconnect file to
obtain additional network information. We use a similar process as on Cray Aries systems
to compute the node envelope.
3.2.3 Network Performance Counters
The network performance counter routines initialize, read, process, and save performance
counters for post-processing using NoiseTimers. Network counters are divided among NIC
performance counters specific to each network node and tile performance counters specific
to each compute node. Some systems only have one set of counters available.
The primary network analysis routines allow users to start and end collecting network
performance counters. Due to the large number of counters read on most systems the
counters are read once prior to running the routine being analyzed and once after the routine
has finished. In particular some systems will provide counters with many indices that can
be combined into a more concise and useful set of counters. While these routines are not
extremely expensive they can impact runtimes if called repeatedly for kernels with smaller
amounts of work.
On some systems we can use PAPI to access network performance counters. On these
systems we can use the command “papi avail” to see a list of all available counters, including
both processor and network counters.
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We can compute derived counters that combine multiple counters to produce useful data.
For example on systems with many network traffic counters we can combine them to produce
overall network traffic as well as traffic along each network link type. We can combine
counters to gain new insights such as combining data and stall counters to provide us with
information about network congestion.
Processed counter values are stored in NoiseTimers, allowing us to compute a variety of
statistics for each processed network counter after completing all experiments. This can
help us better understand variation across the network and understand how this impacts
our algorithms.
All of the studied systems provide access to different network performance counters, re-
quiring significant modifications both to read network performance counters and process
them to produce useful information. Some systems provide access to thousands of network
performance counters which requires us to choose a subset of the most useful counters to
limit the time spent in post-processing.
Cray Gemini Counters
The Cray Gemini network provides access to NIC and tile counters using PAPI. We create
a list of events by adding each counter name to an event set at the beginning of the routine,
then use this event set to start and stop reading counters and get the resulting counter
values.
Each tile counter has an index for each of the 48 tiles arranged in a 6x8 grid, resulting in
48 values that allow us to combine all counters to produce the total counter value as well
as compute counters for each network dimension (X, Y, Z, and host). The Gemini network
provides us with phit, packet, and stall network tile counters. Both virtual channels for phit
and packet counters are combined and phit counters are multiplied by 3 to get byte counters.
Cray Gemini Tile Counters
GM r c TILE PERF VC0 PHIT CNT
GM r c TILE PERF VC1 PHIT CNT
GM r c TILE PERF VC0 PKT CNT
GM r c TILE PERF VC1 PKT CNT
GM r c TILE PERF INQ STALL
GM r c TILE PERF CREDIT STALL
Table 3.3: Cray Gemini tile counters for each row (r) (0-5) and column (c) (0-7) for phits (3
bytes each), packets, and network stalls.
These values are used to compute a number of derived counters. The network congestion
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counter is computed by dividing the number of stalls by the number of bytes. This counter
is particularly valuable for understanding how the network impacts performance. We can
also compute the amount of data entering each node from nodes outside our job, the amount
of data entering each node from nodes within our job, and an estimate for the percent of
the available bandwidth we are using.
Cray Gemini NIC Counters
GM TARB PERF BTE FLITS
GM TARB PERF BTE PKTS
GM TARB PERF BTE STALLED
GM TARB PERF BTE BLOCKED
GM TARB PERF FMA FLITS
GM TARB PERF FMA PKTS
GM TARB PERF FMA STALLED
GM TARB PERF FMA BLOCKED
...
Table 3.4: A subset of the 31 Cray Gemini NIC counters read and processed by this network
analysis tool.
The Gemini network provides access to large number of NIC counters, requiring us to
choose a subset of the most useful counters to produce reasonable performance. We focus
on flit, packet, stall, and blocked counters for the output request buffer (ORB), non-posted
table (NPT), remote address translation (RAT), and transmit arbiter (TARB). The block
transfer engine (BTE) and fast memory access (FMA) TARB counters are particularly help-
ful as they differentiate between shorter messages and longer messages, allowing us to better
understand how each message type impacts performance. This approach results in a total
of 49 processed tile counters and 31 NIC counters. Additional counters can be added with
minor modifications.
Cray Aries Counters
The Cray Aries network provides a similar approach as the Cray Gemini network for
accessing NIC and tile counters using PAPI. Each tile counter has an index for each of the
40 tiles arranged in a 5x8 grid plus counters for the processor tiles in a 1x8 grid. This
results in 40 counters for each network tile counter and 8 for each processor tile counter.
The flit counters are divided into 8 virtual channels for each network tile, with channels 0
to 3 corresponding to request traffic and channels 4 to 7 corresponding to response traffic.
The flit processor tile counter is divided into two channels. This results in 320 counters for
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the flit network tile counter and 16 counters for the flit processor tile counter.
Cray Aries Tile Counters
AR RTR r c INQ PRF INCOMING FLIT VCv
AR RTR r c INQ PRF ROWBUS STALL CNT
AR RTR r c COLBUF PERF STALL RQ:COL BUF PERF STALL RQ
AR RTR r c COLBUF PERF STALL RS:COL BUF PERF STALL RS
AR RTR PT 5 c INQ PRF INCOMING FLIT VCv
AR RTR PT 5 c INQ PRF REQ ROWBUS STALL CNT
AR RTR PT 5 c INQ PRF RSP ROWBUS STALL CNT
AR RTR PT 5 c COLBUF PERF STALL RQ
AR RTR PT 5 c COLBUF PERF STALL RS
Table 3.5: Cray Aries tile counters for each row (r) (0-4), column (c) (0-7), and channel (v)
(0-7).
We combine all counters to produce total counter values as well as combine counters for
each network dimension (green, black, blue, and host). This provides us with flit and stall
counters that are particularly useful. Flit counters are computed for all counters, request
counters, and response counters. Derived counters are computed for congestion that divide
the number of rowbus stalls by the number of flits. Flits vary in size which prevents us from
directly converting flits to bytes. We compute counters for data entering our nodes from
nodes outside our job, entering our nodes from nodes within our job, and the percent of
available bandwidth we are using. Processor tile counters are listed separately from network
tile counters, requiring us to read and process these counters separately. The overall network
counters are updated to include processor tile counter values.
Cray Aries NIC Counters
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR REQ PKTS
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR REQ FLITS
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR REQ STALLED
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR RSP FLITS
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR RSP PKTS
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR RSP STALLED
AR NIC NETMON ORB EVENT CNTR RSP BLOCKED
...
Table 3.6: A selection of the 62 Cray Aries NIC counters read and processed by this network
analysis tool.
The Aries network also provides access to a large number of NIC counters, requiring us
to choose a subset of the most useful counters to produce reasonable performance. We
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focus on flit, packet, stall, and blocked counters. We choose counters for the block transfer
engine (BTE), fast memory accesses (FMA), output request buffer (ORB), atomic memory
operations (AMO), collective engine (CE), and a few other sets of counters. This approach
results in a total of 42 processed tile counters and 62 NIC counters. Additional counters can
be added with minor modifications.
InfiniBand Counters
The InfiniBand network provides access to network performance counters for each node.
Users are not able to access network nodes in the interior of the network. This limits
our ability to analyze network performance, however there are a number of useful network
performance counters that can help us better understand the network impact of parallel
algorithms.
The InfiniBand network provides access to a number of both information and error port
counters. These are located in files in directories for each of the four virtual ports. In
particular this provides access to data, packet, and stall counters. The four virtual ports
correspond to two physical ports with virtual ports 0 and 1 corresponding to physical port
0 and virtual ports 2 and 3 corresponding to physical port 1. We compute counters for each
individual virtual port, each physical port, and overall counters, for a total of seven counters
per counter set.
Derived counters are computed for data congestion by dividing the number of bytes trans-
ferred by the number of stalls, packet congestion by dividing the number of packets trans-
ferred by the number of stalls, and packet size by dividing the number of bytes transferred
by the number of packets transferred. The transfer data and received data counters read
data octets, so we multiply these counters by four to get the number of bytes transferred
and received.
Error counters can also be recorded. Port hw counters, congestion control counters, and
verb counters are also read, however these counters have not been particularly informative so
far. This process produced 427 total counters. Additional counters can be added if needed
with minor modifications.
3.2.4 Utility Routines
A number of utility routines are provided to assist with analyzing network performance. In
particular routines are provided to compute a number of message statistics. The number of
on-node, off-node, and total messages can be computed using a system independent routine.
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Table 3.7: The InfiniBand information port counters read and processed by this tool.
This routine takes a list of ranks that are receiving messages and computes the number
of ranks that are on the same node and on different nodes. The minimum, average, and
maximum number of on-node, off-node, and total messages are then computed across all
processes. Since off-node messages are generally significantly more expensive than on-node
messages this data can be helpful for better understanding communication costs. Other
message statistics such as the number of hops depend on system specific routines.
Cray Gemini Utilities
Since Cray Gemini systems use static routing to send messages through a 3-d torus we
can determine the exact number of hops a message between two nodes will take. We can
use the node dimensions of the sending and receiving processes to determine the number of
hops. The minimum, average, and maximum number of hops for all messages are computed.
Cray Aries Utilities
Cray Aries systems use dynamic routing which prevents us from determining the exact
number of hops a message will take between two nodes. Therefore we will need to estimate
the number of hops using best case, average case, and worst case scenarios.
We can determine if two nodes are on the same network node, same electrical group
separated by a green hop, same electrical group separated by a black hop, or different
electrical groups. We can use this information and information about the minimum and
maximum number of hops between two nodes in different parts of the network to estimate
the cost of a direct message or a worst case indirect message. We estimate the average
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case as a value in between these extremes. We are then able to use this data to compute
minimum, average, and maximum values for all messages.
InfiniBand Utilities
InfiniBand systems provide some dynamic routing, however this does not impact the
number of hops a message will take. Therefore we can determine the number of hops a
message will take using the node dimensions. Two nodes sharing the same port will take
one hop, nodes in the same neighborhood will take three hops, and all other nodes will take
5 hops. We can then use this information to compute the minimum, average, and maximum
number of hops.
3.3 KERNEL COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
The SA Testbed was designed to compare and analyze the performance of parallel nu-
merical algorithms at scale. This testbed is designed so users can develop routines to create
problems and create algorithms to solve those problems with a variety of different input
options. Users can then create input files to run a set of experiments comparing the ability
of a set of algorithms to solve a set of problems in a statistically meaningful manner.
3.3.1 Experimental Design
Users must create routines to create and destroy problems and algorithms. For example,
the problem creation code could create a linear system and the algorithm creation code could
create solvers capable of solving that linear system. Then a run routine must be created that
will solve a problem with an algorithm. Routines are also provided that are called once at
the beginning and end of an experiment for data that only needs to be created and destroyed
once, such as initializing and freeing libraries.
The sa data.h file must be created with SA Problem and SA Algorithm data structures.
These can be used to store variables for a given problem or algorithm. These data structures
are passed into the routines to create and destroy problems and algorithms and to run tests
so users can store the variables they create and then retrieve them during runs.
The SA Testbed kernel comparison tool first initializes a problem and all algorithms to
solve that problem before calling a routine to repeatedly solve that problem with each
available algorithm. This process is repeated for each problem. The specific algorithms and
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problems that are created depend on the data in the SA Testbed input files. This results in
the following general experimental setup shown in the kernel comparison setup algorithm.
Cycling through each algorithm for each set of tests helps ensure each algorithm experi-
ences similar network conditions. Since supercomputers have many sources of performance
variation we want to try to avoid situations where one algorithm experiences significant
outside interference and another experiences very little.
Algorithm 3.3: Kernel Comparison Setup
Initialize Testbed()
















In addition to calling routines to create and destroy problems and algorithms the SA
Testbed kernel comparison routine creates the necessary NoiseTimer data structures, creates
and initializes the network analysis tools, and performs a number of other tasks to assist
with running experiments.
A number of additional steps are taken to ensure statistically meaningful tests are per-
formed. A warmup test is completed after creating a problem and all algorithms to ensure
the relevant code has been loaded. The warmup step also fully creates timers but does not
take timings.
A wait is called in between each run to ensure the network has had time to clear from
the previous test. Experiments running kernels without a wait often encountered slower
performance, likely due to the network still having congestion from the previous run. Barriers
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are called prior to starting each test to ensure the processes are synchronized.
There are also options to clear the cache prior to each run. This involves calling a routine
that uses enough memory to fill the cache to force each run to load all data from memory.
This can be useful for ensuring each run faces the same run conditions.
The kernels of interest are modified by annotating the code with NoiseTimer routines. This
allows individual functions and blocks of code to be timed. New timers can be created by
combining existing timers and timers can be placed inside routines being timed to breakdown
the costs of more expensive routines. Examples below will demonstrate how to annotate the
code for a few simple kernels.
3.3.2 Input Files
The SA Testbed relies on three main input files. This includes an algorithm file (*.algs),
a problem file (*.probs), and a system file (*.sys). Each algorithm and problem file contains
some input settings that apply to all algorithms or problems and some that apply to specific
algorithms or problems. The system file contains input settings for a particular system
setup. The SA Testbed passes input data for the appropriate algorithm or problem into
the algorithm and problem initialization routines. Additional routines are provided to allow
users to pass custom input variables into their kernels.
allreduce.algs








Figure 3.3: SA Testbed algorithm input file example for allreduce kernels.
The algorithm input file contains general input settings at the beginning and then a group
of input settings for each algorithm. This includes setting the name of the algorithm with
-sa name. This also shows an example of passing a user input variable, -commtype, which
is used by this particular user kernel to choose the reduction algorithm.
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allreduce.probs






# Vec 1 settings
-sa_name vec
-sa_size 8
# Vec 2 settings
-sa_name vec
-sa_size 1024
Figure 3.4: SA Testbed problem input file example for allreduce kernels.
The problem input file has a similar structure as the algorithm input file, however there
are some minor differences. The problem input file includes the NoiseTimer statistics options
that the user wants to compute as well as experimental settings such as the wait period prior
to each run and the output file. There are a variety of other general options that can be set
in this file. There is also a group of input settings for each problem. In addition to setting
the name with -sa name we also set the problem size with -sa size. Both of these strings are









Figure 3.5: SA Testbed system input file example for tests on Blue Waters.
The system input file includes system specific information such as the name of the system,
number of cores per node, and cache size. The name of the interconnect file can also be
included for systems that require this file to obtain network information. This file also
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needs to contain any network performance counter statistics types that the user wants to
compute. More detailed descriptions for input settings for the SA Testbed will be included
in user documentation.
3.3.3 Examples
Next we look at a few simpler kernels that have been annotated to use the SA Testbed to
demonstrate how to use these tools in practice.
Ping-pong Test
First we look at a simple ping-pong test. This test is designed to help us understand the
cost to send a message between two processes. We want to better understand the overall







Figure 3.6: Example nt data.h file for ping-pong tests.
The annotated ping-pong test uses timers for each send and receive as well as the overall
ping-pong cost. Routines are called to start and end an iteration, with each iteration of
the test potentially performing many ping-pongs. The nt data.h file includes a list of the
three timers used for this algorithm and sets them to the indices 0 to 2. A sa data.h file
is created to hold the arrays used for communication and settings for the send and receive
routines. This test allows us to produce more detailed timings for the cost to send and
receive messages.
PCG Test
The nt data.h file contains a list of the timers used for the PETSc PCG algorithm. The
sa data.h file shows an example of the types of data that should be stored here. The ma-
trix, preconditioner, and vectors used for the linear system are stored in the problem data
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Algorithm 3.4: Annotated Ping-pong Algorithm
NT ITER INIT();
NT ITER START(NTD PP);
for i=1,2,...,niterations do
if client then . Send Ping
NT ITER FUNC(send msg(...),NTD SEND);
else if server then
recv msg(...);
if client then . Receive Pong
NT ITER FUNC(recv msg(...),NTD RECV);
else if server then
send msg(...);











Figure 3.7: Example nt data.h file for PETSc PCG tests.
structure so they can be created once and then used multiple times. The algorithm data
structure includes the KSP solver data structure and information that will be used for the
run routine such as the solver tolerance and type of allreduce to use.
The annotated PETSc PCG test shows how the key routines in the iteration loop are
annotated. Extra code needed for this solver is removed to focus on the changes needed
to analyze the algorithm with the SA Testbed. Each key routine within this kernel has
a timer added to it. The vector operations timer combines all vector operation timings
into a single timer. Different allreduce timers are used since these two routines may have
significantly different costs. At the end of the iteration multiple timings are combined to
produce additional useful data such as the full allreduce cost, the total computation cost,













Figure 3.8: Example sa data.h file for PETSc PCG tests.
This more detailed breakdown of the data can more clearly illustrate where time is being
spent, differences between the same routine being called in multiple places, and combine
the costs of similar algorithms together. Using different NoiseTimer statistics types can
provide us with further insights into these costs since some algorithms may have significant
performance differences across all processes.
3.4 APPLICATION ANALYSIS
We modify the kernel analysis tools to allow users to analyze the performance of an
application run. This allows users to analyze the performance of key kernels called by an
application in detail by annotating their code using the same process discussed in previous
sections.
However since applications generally solve one or more series of different but related prob-
lems, with each series of problems potentially using different algorithms, we need to make
a few changes to our analysis tools. We need to produce timings that are useful despite
solving slightly different problems and we need to be able to produce timings for each series
of problems being solved by an application.
Unfortunately we are unable to directly compare multiple algorithms by rotating through
each algorithms to solve each problem during a single run since applications generally are
designed to solve a problem, not compare algorithmic performance. However we can in-
stead run an application multiple times for shorter durations with different input settings
to compare different algorithms. Using multiple shorter runs in a single job using a single
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Algorithm 3.5: Annotated PETSc PCG Algorithm
NT ITER INIT();
NT ITER START(NTD TOTAL);
NT ITER FUNC(VecMergedOpsCG(...),NTD VECOPS);
NT ITER FUNC(KSP MatMult(...),NTD MV);
NT ITER FUNC(VecLocalDot(...),NTD VECOPS);
NT ITER FUNC(MPI Allreduce(...),NTD MVALLR);
NT ITER FUNC(VecAXPY(...),NTD VECOPS);
NT ITER FUNC(KSP PCApply(...),NTD PC);
NT ITER FUNC(VecMergedDot CG(...),NTD VECOPS);
NT ITER FUNC(MPI Allreduce(...),NTD PCALLR);
NT ITER END(NTD TOTAL);
NT ITER ADD(NT ITER TIME(NTD MVALLR)+NT ITER TIME(NTD PCALLR),
NTD ALLR);
NT ITER ADD(NT ITER TIME(NTD MV COMP)+NT ITER TIME(NTD VECOPS)
+NT ITER TIME(NTD PC COMP),NTD COMP);
NT ITER ADD(NT ITER TIME(NTD MV COMM)+NT ITER TIME(NTD ALLR)+
NT ITER TIME(NTD PC COMM),NTD COMM);
NT ITER FINISH();
node allocation should generally result in a fairly similar system environment for each run.
Furthermore the SA Testbed is not designed for extended runs that may take many hours
or days, so this should help avoid excessive analysis overhead.
We need to ensure our tools can be easily used by an application by limiting the code
changes that users need to make and allowing users to avoid needing to directly access
the internals of the SA Testbed code. Annotating kernels will still involve heavy code
modification, however outside of these routines we want to limit the number of required
modifications.
3.4.1 Experimental Design
There are five primary routines shown in Table 3.8 that users need to call to use the
SA Testbed within an application. There is an initialization routine called once at the
beginning of the application. Two routines are called at the end of the application to
process the timings and counters, write the results to files, and destroy the SA Testbed.
Two routines are provided to start and end timings and network counters for a test that
need to be place around each algorithm being analyzed. These routines are designed to be
fairly straightforward to use and require minimal code modification.
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SA Testbed Application Routines
Routine Explanation Input Values
SA App Init(...) Initialize by reading input files Command line arguments,
and creating data structures max tests, max iterations
SA App Start Test(...) Start network counters and Algorithm index
prepare for timing a routine
SA App End Test(...) End network counters and Algorithm index
finalize timings
SA App Process Results() Process all timings and counters None
and write results to files
SA App Destroy() Destroy all data structures None
Table 3.8: Scalable Algorithm Testbed primary application routines, explanation of func-
tionality, and required input values.
The nt data.h file for the application analysis tool uses the same format for setting timer
indices and the max number of timers as the kernel comparison tool. To assist with switching
between algorithms we recommend adding algorithm indices starting at zero to this file as
shown in the figure above. The algorithms must be listed in the same order in this file and
algorithm input file.
3.4.2 Input Files
Similar to the kernel analysis tool, the application analysis tool requires algorithm (*.algs),
problem (*.probs), and system (*.sys) input files to setup the SA Testbed for experiments.
These files use the same approach as before, however a few minor changes are needed for
applications.
The algorithm file requires an entry for each series of problems and the algorithm used
to solve that series of problems. We add input options for “-sa alg name <string>” and
“-sa prob name <string>” to allow users to set the name of the algorithms being used and
the name of the problem being solved. Users can use this input file to pass options to the
experiments similar to the kernel tests, however no further input options are required.
The problem file requires a single entry with information about the application run. Sim-
ilar to kernel analysis, the user must provide a name and size for the problem. Users must
provide information to the testbed similar to the kernel analysis tests. However we also pro-
vide run statistics to allow users to better understand the full amount of time spent in each
kernel for the full application run. Therefore we add -nt run all and -nt run avg statistics

















Figure 3.9: Example nt data.h file for application solver tests.
as well as the average time spent across all calls for a kernel.
The system file uses the same approach as before. Similar to the problem file, we add
options for run statistics that may be helpful for understanding network performance for a
full run. Similar to the problem file -nt run all and -nt run avg can be helpful for determining
counter values for a full run. In particular the average values can be helpful since this allows
a more direct comparison with the test counter values.
3.4.3 Examples
The test application shows an example of how an application can be modified to use the
SA Testbed to analyze performance. A fairly small number of changes are required to the
main parts of the application. The algorithms to be analyzed still need to be annotated
using the same process discussed before. In the case of applications that rely on library
routines it is possible to annotate a library routine once and analyze its performance using
both the kernel analysis and application analysis tools.
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SA App Start Test(NTG ALG1);
run alg1(...);
SA App End Test(NTG ALG1);
SA App Start Test(NTG ALG2);
run alg2(...);
SA App End Test(NTG ALG2);




A number of additional tools and improvements are provided by the SA Testbed to assist
with running and analyzing experiments.
3.5.1 Fortran Interface
A Fortran interface is provided to allow Fortran 77 applications to use the SA Testbed.
This requires calling interface routines instead of the SA Testbed and NoiseTimer routines
that are normally called for C codes. In some cases there is not a direct Fortran variation of
C routines, such as wrapping a C function with a macro, which requires Fortran users to use
a different set of routines instead. This can require using more lines of code, but does not
impact the effectiveness of these tools. A Fortran include file must be created with similar
data as the nt data.h file. Instead of using defines this file should contain integer indices
for each timer as well as character variables for the name of each timer. These variables are
then used with the code annotations to record timings.
3.5.2 Visualization Tools
The testbed also provides visualization tools to assist with processing results. In particular
these tools are designed to allow users to quickly and easily view timing and counter data
with different plot settings and compare multiple timings and counters from a given set of
runs. This can help users better understand performance by exploring the data in different
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ways. A variations of this tool is provided to assist with exploring correlation data.
3.5.3 Provided Tests
We provide a number of tests that use the SA Testbed to analyze a collection of kernels
as well as applications to help users better understand how to use these tools. This includes
a number of the experiments presented later in this study. More tests will be provided in
the future since they can be helpful for both demonstrating and testing the functionality of
the SA Testbed.
3.6 FUTURE WORK
The SA Testbed has been under development throughout this thesis and functionality
has been added as needed to run useful experiments at scale. The current implementation
has been heavily guided by the kernels and applications we have been investigating and will
likely continue to improve as we investigate new algorithms and applications in the future.
The primary work for the near future is to improve the usability of this tool. There are a
number of quality of life improvements that can make the code more flexible and more clearly
communicate errors to users. There are also a number of settings currently required from
the user that can potentially be set automatically or eliminated. In addition to improving
the usability of this tool we will provide more detailed documentation and examples to assist
users with developing experiments using the SA Testbed. These documents will be provided
along with the code using a Git repository.
The visualization tool needs a significantly improved graphical user interface. While this
tool is functional and is effective for quickly exploring large amounts of data, some drop down
menus can be hard to read, the graph settings options need to be expanded and moved into
separate menus, and a cleaner interface needs be developed. There is also potential to expand
this tool to produce a wider variety of plots beyond weak and strong scaling plots. Currently
additional plot types require separate standalone scripts to be developed.
There is potential to expand this tool to work with a larger variety of networks and HPC
systems in general. Additional file output settings can also be developed as well as additional
sets of statistics such as those needed to produce more complex plots like violin plots.
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CHAPTER 4: SCALABLE NON-BLOCKING PCG METHODS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
To achieve the best performance on extreme-scale systems we must develop more scalable
methods. Blocking collective operations are a barrier to scalability due to their increase in
cost when scaling to higher core counts and due to requiring synchronization of all cores.
Synchronization forces all processes to wait for the slowest process, which becomes particu-
larly harmful on supercomputers due to the many sources of noise that cause performance
variation across cores. Methods requiring frequent collective operations and synchronization
may run efficiently enough on some modern systems, but they will struggle to maintain good
performance as supercomputers continue to grow.
The preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG) is a popular iterative method for
solving sparse symmetric positive definite (SPD) systems of linear equations. Precondition-
ers are needed in practice to improve the convergence rate. The allreduce, called twice
per iteration, is a barrier to scalability for PCG. Therefore in order to obtain improved
performance at scale, we need to minimize the allreduce cost and avoid synchronization.
We can rearrange PCG to reduce communication latency by combining multiple allreduces
into a single allreduce and to overlap communication and computation using non-blocking
allreduces. These non-blocking variations of PCG have the potential to hide most of the
allreduce cost and avoid the synchronization cost due to performance variation across cores,
resulting in methods capable of scaling more effectively on large-scale systems.
4.2 PCG METHODS
The preconditioned conjugate gradient method [6, 5], shown in Algorithm 4.1, iteratively
solves SPD linear systems. PCG contains four key kernels: a sparse matrix-vector multiply,
a preconditioner, an allreduce, and vector multiply-adds. The matrix-vector multiply, most
preconditioners, and the allreduce all require communication, while the vector operations
only require computation.
There are matrix-vector multiply kernels that effectively overlap communication and com-
putation and a number of preconditioners with either no communication or scalable com-
munication. We need to use a non-blocking allreduce to minimize the communication cost
in PCG, however dependencies prevent us from overlapping a non-blocking allreduce with
computation in the standard formulation. Therefore we must find PCG variations capable
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Algorithm 4.1: Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
γ0 ← (z0, r0) . 2 Merged Vector Operations
norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0) . Blocking Allreduce
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
if i > 1 then βj ← γj−1/γj−2
else βj ← 0.0
pj ← zj−1 + βpj−1
wj ← Apj
δj ← (pj, wj) . Blocking Allreduce
αj ← γj−1/δj
xj ← xj−1 + αjpj
rj ← rj−1 − αjwj
zj ←Mrj
γj ← (zj, rj) . 2 Merged Vector Operations
normj ←
√
(zj, zj) . Blocking Allreduce
of effectively using a non-blocking allreduce to produce scalable PCG methods.
4.2.1 Scalable PCG Methods
Next we look at three previously developed scalable PCG methods. We can rearrange
PCG to decrease the number of allreduces or overlap communication and computation using
a process described in Ghysels and Vanroose 2014 [3] using recurrence relations to change
the vector used in key kernels, allowing us to rearrange the order of the kernels. This
produces methods equivalent to PCG in exact arithmetic with more scalable properties. The
number of matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications each iteration remains
constant, but additional vector multiply-adds and initialization costs are introduced. For the
best performance we want to use the method that effectively minimizes the communication
from the allreduce while introducing as little extra computation as possible. This approach
produces four variations of PCG that we investigate.
Single-allreduce PCG (shown in Algorithm 4.2) [1] rearranges PCG to use a single blocking
allreduce. This allows us to decrease the allreduce cost in exchange for slightly increasing
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Algorithm 4.2: Single Allreduce PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
s0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, s0)
γ0 ← (z0, r0)
norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0) . 3 Merged Vector Operations
Allreduce on δ0, γ0, norm0 . Blocking Allreduce
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
if j > 1 then βj ← γj−1/γj−2
else βj ← 0.0
φj ← δj−1 − γ2j ∗ φj−1/γ2j−1
αj ← γj/φj
pj ← zj−1 + βjpj−1 . 4 Merged Vector Operations
wj ← sj−1 + βjwj−1
xj ← xj−1 + αjpj
rj ← rj−1 − αjwj
zj ←Mrj
sj ← Azj
δj ← (zj, sj)
γj ← (zj, rj)
normj ←
√
(zj, zj) . 3 Merged Vector Operations
Allreduce on δj, γj, normj . Blocking Allreduce
the initialization and vector operations costs. This can potentially improve performance
for larger node counts when the allreduce cost is more expensive, however the decrease in
communication costs is likely to be fairly small in most cases.
Non-blocking PCG (shown in Algorithm 4.3) [2] rearranges PCG to overlap one non-
blocking allreduce with the matrix-vector multiply and the other with the preconditioner
application. This provides the potential to fully hide the allreduce cost by overlapping it
with computation and avoid synchronization at the cost of further increased initialization
and vector operations costs. Avoiding synchronization may allow this method to hide the
impact of noise to improve performance. However two allreduces are still required and the
overlapped matrix kernels may have significantly different costs. This could result in the
non-blocking allreduce having ineffective overlap when used with a cheaper preconditioner.
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Algorithm 4.3: Non-blocking PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0




MPI Iallreduce on γ0, norm0
Z0 ← Az0 . Overlap Communication and Computation
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
if i then βj ← γj−1/γj−2
else βj ← 0.0
pj ← zj−1 + βjpj−1 . 3 Merged Vector Operations
sj ← Zj−1 + βjsj−1
δj ← (pj, sj)
MPI Iallreduce on δj
Sj ←Msj . Overlap Communication and Computation
αj ← γj−1/δj
xj ← xj−1 + αjpj
rj ← rj−1 − αjsj . 4 Merged Vector Operations
zj ← zj−1 − αjSj




MPI Iallreduce on γj, normj
Zj ← Azj . Overlap Communication and Computation
Pipelined PCG (shown in Algorithm 4.4) [3] rearranges PCG to overlap a single non-
blocking allreduce with both the matrix-vector multiply and the preconditioner application.
Similar to NBPCG, PIPECG potentially allows us to fully hide the allreduce cost using
non-blocking allreduces and avoid synchronization at the cost of increasing the initialization
and vector operations costs further than NBPCG.
Since PIPECG overlaps the non-blocking allreduce with both the matrix-vector multiply
and preconditioner application it should still provide effective overlap for cheaper precondi-
tioners. Using only a single non-blocking allreduce and overlapping it with more computation
should allow it to effectively hide the allreduce cost when the work per core becomes smaller
and allow PIPECG to strong scale further than NBPCG.
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Algorithm 4.4: Pipelined PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
u0 ←Mr0
w0 ← Au0
δ0 ← (w0, u0) . 3 Merged Vector Operations




MPI Iallreduce on δ0, γ0, norm0 . Overlap Communication and Computation
m0 ←Mw0
n0 ← Am0
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
if j > 1 then βj ← γj−1/γj−2
αj ← γj−1/(δj−1 − βj/αj−1γj−1)
else βj ← 0.0
αj ← γj−1/δj−1
zj ← nj−1 + βjzj−1 . 11 Merged Vector Operations
qj ← mj−1 + βjqj−1
pj ← uj−1 + βjpj−1
sj ← wj−1 + βjsj−1
xj ← xj−1 + αjpj−1
uj ← uj−1 − αjqj−1
wj ← wj−1 − αjzj−1
rj ← rj−1 − αjsj−1
δj ← (wj, uj)








If further rearranging NBPCG to produce PIPECG potentially improves performance
when the work per core becomes smaller this suggests further rearranging PIPECG to over-
lap a single non-blocking allreduce with more matrix kernels should produce improved per-
formance when the work per core becomes even smaller. Therefore we explore creating a
2-iteration pipelined PCG method that overlaps a single non-blocking allreduce with two
matrix-vector multiplies and two preconditioner applications.
4.2.2 PIPE2CG
Algorithm 4.5: Three-term Recurrence PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) . 3 Merged Vector Operations




Allreduce on δ0, β0, norm0 . Blocking Allreduce
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
γj ← βj−1/δj−1
if j > 1 then ρj ← 1/(1− (γjβj−1)/(γj−1βj−2ρj−1))
else ρj ← 1
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γjzj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γjwj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2
zj ←Mrj
wj ← Azj
δj ← (zj, wj)
βj ← (zj, rj)
normj ←
√
(zj, zj) . 3 Merged Vector Operations
Allreduce on δj, βj, normj . Blocking Allreduce
We can derive further pipelined PCG variations using fewer allreduces and overlapping
each allreduce with more work. The PIPECG algorithm seems like a reasonable starting
point, but we need an extra matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application each
iteration to produce an accurate solution when pipelining two iterations. Using suggestions
from [31], we instead use the three-term recurrence variation of PCG (shown in Algorithm
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Algorithm 4.6: 2-Iteration Pipelined PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) . 3 Merged Vector Operations




MPI Iallreduce on δ0, β0, norm0
p0 ←Mw0
q0 ← Ap0 . Overlap Communication and Computation
c0 ←Mq0
d0 ← Ac0
for j=1,3,...,until convergence do
if j > 1 then
ρj−1 ← 1/(1− (γj−1βj−1)/(γj−2βj−2ρj−2))
γj−1 ← βj−2/δj−2
φ← [ρj−1,−ρj−1γj−1, (1− ρj−1)]
δj−1 ← φ0φ0λ8 − 2φ0φ1λ2 + 2φ0φ2λ3 + φ1φ1λ4 − 2φ1φ2λ5 + φ2φ2λ9
βj−1 ← φ0φ0λ0 − 2φ0φ1λ8 + 2φ0φ2λ7 + φ1φ1λ2 − 2φ1φ2λ3 + φ2φ2λ9





VecPipelined PIPE2CG() . Merged Vector Operations






4.5) based on algorithm 6.19 from [5] to get a 2-iteration pipelined non-blocking PCG method
shown in Algorithms 4.6 and 4.7. However using three-term recurrences has been shown to
produce less accurate residuals than two-term recurrences [102].
The PIPE2CG algorithm computes two iterations of PCG at once. This method overlaps
a single allreduce with two matrix-vector multiplies and two preconditioner applications
each iteration. This potentially allows us to hide the allreduce cost when the work per
core becomes too small for PIPECG to overlap effectively. However the initialization step
grows larger, requiring three matrix-vector multiplies and three preconditioner applications.
Therefore we need to ensure that the solver will require enough iterations to overcome the
increased initialization cost and obtain a speedup. We may be able to produce further
pipelined methods that produce further speedups in some cases.
Algorithm 4.7: PIPE2CG Vector Algorithm: VecPipelined PIPE2CG
µj ← 1− ρj
µj−1 ← 1− ρj−1
if j > 1 then . 8 Merged Vector Operations after 1st iteration
xj−1 ← ρj−1(xj−2 + γj−1zj−2) + µj−1xj−3
rj−1 ← ρj−1(rj−2 − γj−1wj−2) + µj−1rj−3
zj−1 ← ρj−1(zj−2 − γj−1pj−2) + µj−1zj−3
wj−1 ← ρj−1(wj−2 − γj−1qj−2) + µj−1wj−3
pj−1 ← ρj−1(pj−2 − γj−1cj−2) + µj−1pj−3
qj−1 ← ρj−1(qj−2 − γj−1dj−2) + µj−1qj−3
cj−1 ← ρj−1(cj−2 − γj−1gj−1) + µj−1cj−3
dj−1 ← ρj−1(dj−2 − γj−1hj−1) + µj−1dj−3
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γjzj−1) + µjxj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γjwj−1) + µjrj−2 . 6 Merged Vector Operations for all iterations
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γjpj−1) + µjzj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γjqj−1) + µjwj−2
pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γjcj−1) + µjpj−2
qj ← ρj(qj−1 − γjdj−1) + µjqj−2
λ0 ← (zj, wj) λ1 ← (zj, qj)
λ2 ← (zj, wj−1) λ3 ← (pj, qj) . 10 Merged Vector Operations for dot products
λ4 ← (pj, wj−1) λ5 ← (zj−1, wj−1)
λ6 ← (zj, rj) λ7 ← (zj, rj−1)
λ8 ← (zj−1, rj−1) λ9 ← (zj, zj)




We derive this method using a similar approach as [3]. Starting with the PCG3 algorithm,
we substitute the three-term vector operation rj ← ρj(rj−1− γjwj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2 into the
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preconditioner term zj ← Mrj and simplify to obtain the terms zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γjpj−1) +
(1−ρj)zj−2 and pj−1 ←Mwj−1. We can then move this preconditioner application equation
to any point in the previous iteration after we compute wj−1. Since none of the dot products
rely on pj−1, we can overlap the dot products with the preconditioner application. Repeating
this process for the matrix-vector multiply term and rearranging allows us to overlap a single
non-blocking allreduce with both the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application
to give us a three-term recurrence variation of PIPECG (PIPECG3).
We can combine two iterations of PIPECG3 into a single iteration and use the process
from PIPECG3 to gather both matrix-vector multiplies and both preconditioner applications
at the end of each iteration. Next we substitute two three-term recurrences for the vectors
in the first two dot products to compute δ and β. We can simplify this term to produce
two equations with 18 dot products. We can use the vector equalities q = Ap, p = Mw,
w = Az, and z = Mr and the symmetry of the matrix and preconditioner to reduce this to
10 unique dot products. However we do not have some vectors in the first iteration needed
for these dot products, so we can only compute one PCG iteration during the first iteration
of PIPE2CG.
Next we want to move all dot products into the previous iteration prior to the matrix-
vector multiplies and preconditioner applications. We can move most of these dot products
to this part of the algorithm, however a few dot products rely on the result of the first
matrix-vector multiply or preconditioner application. This requires us to move these two
kernels to the previous iteration using the same process as before. This allows us to gather
both sets of matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications together and overlap
them with all dot products, completing the PIPE2CG algorithm. A more detailed derivation
is shown below and in [103].
We implement these solvers in PETSc [104, 105, 106], a popular suite of data structures
and routines for scientific applications. We use modified versions of the provided PCG,
SAPCG, NBPCG, and PIPECG methods and create a PIPE2CG method. Matrices are
stored using the MPIAIJ compressed sparse row (CSR) format. These solvers use PETSc
provided matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner routines.
4.2.3 Overview of Methods
Table 4.1 shows an overview of key differences between these methods. The number of
vector operations and the initialization costs increase for further pipelined methods, however
further pipelined methods decrease the number of allreduces, replace blocking allreduces with
non-blocking allreduces, and overlap a single non-blocking allreduce with increased amounts
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PCG Method Costs
Method Vector Allreduces Overlap Initialization
Operations Costs
PCG 6 2 Allreduce None 1 PC
SAPCG 7 1 Allreduce None 1 PC, 1 Matvec
NBPCG 8 2 Iallreduce Matvec or PC 1 PC, 1 Matvec
PIPECG 11 1 Iallreduce Matvec, PC 2 PC, 2 Matvec
PIPE2CG* 24 1 Iallreduce 2 Matvec, 2 PC 3 PC, 3 Matvec
Table 4.1: Differences between each PCG method. *PIPE2CG computes two iterations of
PCG each iteration.
of work.
(a) PCG (b) SAPCG (c) NBPCG (d) PIPECG (e) PIPE2CG
Figure 4.1: Diagram of PCG method and scalable PCG variations.
Figure 4.1 shows a visual comparison of the five primary PCG methods investigated by
this work. We can clearly see the pipelined methods are able to overlap a non-blocking
allreduce with increasing amounts of work but require increasing initialization and vector
operations costs.
4.2.4 Other Scalable PCG Methods
Communication-avoiding solvers [31] provide the potential to reduce both the communi-
cation between processes and between different levels of memory on a node using a matrix-
powers kernel. However, using the matrix-powers kernel with even simple preconditioners
such as block-Jacobi is nontrivial, so currently these solvers are not frequently used. Both the
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communication-avoiding solvers and PIPE2CG must solve a series of alternating precondi-
tioner applications and matrix-vector multiplies. Therefore we can combine the non-blocking
and communication-avoiding approaches by using the matrix-powers kernel with PIPE2CG.
Ghysels et al. 2013 [16] presents methods for pipelined GMRES solvers. Their approach
overlaps a non-blocking allreduce with the matrix-vector multiplies for one or more iterations.
These methods use a similar approach to PIPECG and PIPE2CG to overlap matrix-vector
multiplies and preconditioner applications with a non-blocking allreduce. However GMRES
must compute a Hessenberg update each iteration in addition to vector operations. Other
approaches include hierarchical and nested Krylov methods [44] and enlarged Krylov sub-
space methods [39].
4.3 THREE-TERM RECURRENCE PCG METHODS
This section provides an expanded derivation of the PIPE2CG method and presents a
three-term recurrence variation of PIPECG. While the standard two-term recurrence PCG
algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm for PCG, there are some other variations
that are equivalent in exact arithmetic. The three-term recurrence variation of PCG [5]
uses a three-term recurrence of the form rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γjwj−1) + (1 − ρj)rj−2 instead of
the two-term recurrence of the form rj ← rj−1 − αjwj. Using the other properties of the
conjugate gradient method allows us to produce the PCG3 algorithm.
The standard PCG algorithm has a cyclic dependency between pj and rj, which we are able
to avoid with the three-term recurrence variation that directly computes xj and rj without
the need for pj. We can then rearrange this method to create PIPE2CG without needing
additional matrix-vector multiplies or preconditioner applications. This approach requires
some additional vector storage compared to the two-term recurrence method, but otherwise
has similar costs. However using three-term recurrences has been shown to produce less
accurate residuals than two-term recurrences, resulting in more limited accuracy in some
cases [102].
We can rearrange PCG3 to decrease the number of allreduces or overlap communication
and computation using recurrence relations to change the vector used in key kernels, allowing
us to rearrange the order of the kernels. This allows us to derive methods that are equivalent
to PCG3 in exact arithmetic but have more scalable properties. The number of matrix-vector
multiplies and preconditioner applications each iteration remains constant, but additional
vector multiply-adds and initialization costs are introduced. For the best performance we
want to use the method that effectively minimizes the communication from the allreduce




Algorithm 4.8: Three-term Recurrence Pipelined PCG Algorithm
Input: A: n× n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0)




MPI Iallreduce on δ0, β0, norm0 . Non-blocking Allreduce
p0 ←Mw0 . Overlap Communication and Computation
q0 ← Ap0
for j=1,2,...,until convergence do
γj−1 ← βj−1/δj−1
if j > 1 then ρj ← 1/(1− (γj−1/γj−2)(βj−1/βj−2)(1/ρj−1)
else ρj ← 1
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γj−1zj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γj−1wj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2 . 7 Merged Vector Operations
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2
δj ← (zj, wj)




MPI Iallreduce on δj, βj, normj . Non-blocking Allreduce
pj ←Mwj . Overlap Communication and Computation
qj ← Apj
We can derive a three-term recurrence variation of PIPECG by starting with PCG3 and
using a similar process as for the two-term recurrence variation of PIPECG shown in [3].
We can derive this method by substituting





zj ←M(ρj(rj−1 − γj−1wj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2) (4.3)
zj ← ρj(Mrj−1 − γj−1Mwj−1)) + ((1− ρj)Mrj−2 (4.4)
to get new equations for p and z
pj−1 ←Mwj−1 (4.5)
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2. (4.6)
We can then move pj−1 to the previous iteration after wj is computed. We can repeat this
same process with wj ← Azj and our new equation for zj to get
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2 (4.7)
qj−1 ← Apj−1. (4.8)
We can then move qj−1 to the previous iteration after pj is computed. Since the dot
products do not use pj and qj, we can use a non-blocking allreduce and overlap it with the
matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner, giving us the PIPECG3 method.
4.3.2 Pipelined 2-Iteration PCG
We can rearrange PIPECG3 to get a 2-step pipelined, non-blocking PCG method. The
PIPE2CG algorithm computes two iterations of PCG at once. As a result, we overlap a
single allreduce with two matrix-vector multiplies and two preconditioner applications each
iteration. This potentially allows us to hide the allreduce cost when the work per core be-
comes too small for PIPECG or PIPECG3 to overlap effectively. However, the initialization
step continues to grow, requiring three matrix-vector multiplies and three preconditioner
applications. Therefore we need to ensure that the solver will require enough iterations to
overcome the increased initialization cost and obtain a speedup. We may be able to produce
further pipelined methods that produce further speedups in some cases.
We can derive this method by first combining two iterations of PIPECG3 into a single
iteration as shown in Algorithm 4.9. We can then move the first matrix-vector multiply and
preconditioner application into the previous iteration immediately after the second matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner application. We do this by substituting
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2 (4.9)
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Algorithm 4.9: PIPE2CG Step 1: 2-Iterations of PIPECG3 Method
Input: A: n× n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0
z0 ←Mr0
w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) β0 ← (z0, r0) norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0)
MPI Iallreduce on δ0, β0, norm0
p0 ←Mw0
q0 ← Ap0
for j=1,3,...,until convergence do
γj−1 ← βj−1/δj−1
if j > 1 then ρj ← 1/(1− (γj−1/γj−2)(βj−1/βj−2)(1/ρj−1)
else ρj ← 1
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γj−1zj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γj−1wj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2
δj ← (zj, wj) βj ← (zj, rj) normj ←
√
(zj, zj)




ρj+1 ← 1/(1− (γj/γj−1)(βj/βj−1)(1/ρj)
xj+1 ← ρj+1(xj + γjzj) + (1− ρj+1)xj−1
rj+1 ← ρj+1(rj − γjwj) + (1− ρj+1)rj−1
zj+1 ← ρj+1(zj − γjpj) + (1− ρj+1)zj−1
wj+1 ← ρj+1(wj − γjqj) + (1− ρj+1)wj−1
δj+1 ← (zj+1, wj+1) βj+1 ← (zj+1, rj+1) normj+1 ←
√
(zj+1, zj+1)






and simplifying to get
cj−1 ←Mqj−1 (4.11)
pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γj−1cj−1) + (1− ρj)pj−2. (4.12)
Repeating the same process with qj ← Apj and our new equation for pj gives us
dj−1 ← Acj−1 (4.13)
qj ← ρj(qj−1 − γj−1dj−1) + (1− ρj)qj−2. (4.14)
Moving these new equations for cj−1 and dj−1 into the previous iteration gives us Algorithm
4.10, which has two iterations of matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications
gathered together.
Next we need to move the dot products for the first δj and βj into the previous iteration.
We do this by substituting the full equations for zj, wj, and rj into the dot products, giving
us a larger set of dot products that rely on vectors from the previous iteration. This gives
us
δj ← (ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2, ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2) (4.15)
βj ← (ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2, ρj(rj−1 − γj−1wj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2). (4.16)
We can simplify these equations, move the multipliers into φ, and move the dot products to
individual equations. This gives us simpler equations for δ and β and allows us to compute
the dot products in the previous iteration.
We can use the vector equalities q = Ap, p = Mw, w = Az, and z = Mr to change the
vectors included in a dot product, allowing us to reduce the number of dot products to 10
unique dot products. Note that these transformations assume both a symmetric matrix and
preconditioner.
Transformations for δ:
(zj, wj) = (Mrj, wj) = (rj,Mwj) = (rj, pj) (4.17)
(pj, wj) = (Aqj, wj) = (qj, Awj) = (zj, qj) (4.18)
(zj, wj−1) = (Awj, wj−1) = (wj, Awj−1) = (wj, zj−1) (4.19)
(pj, wj−1) = (Aqj, wj−1) = (qj, Awj−1) = (qj, zj−1) (4.20)
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Algorithm 4.10: PIPE2CG Step 2: Gather Matrix Kernels
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0 z0 ←Mr0 w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) β0 ← (z0, r0) norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0)





for j=1,3,...,until convergence do
γj−1 ← βj−1/δj−1
if j > 1 then ρj ← 1/(1− (γj−1/γj−2)(βj−1/βj−2)(1/ρj−1)
else ρj ← 1
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γj−1zj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γj−1wj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γj−1pj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γj−1qj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2
pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γj−1cj−1) + (1− ρj)pj−2
qj ← ρj(qj−1 − γj−1dj−1) + (1− ρj)qj−2
δj ← (zj, wj) βj ← (zj, rj)
Allreduce on δj, βj
γj ← βj/δj
ρj+1 ← 1/(1− (γj/γj−1)(βj/βj−1)(1/ρj)
xj+1 ← ρj+1(xj + γjzj) + (1− ρj+1)xj−1
rj+1 ← ρj+1(rj − γjwj) + (1− ρj+1)rj−1
zj+1 ← ρj+1(zj − γjpj) + (1− ρj+1)zj−1
wj+1 ← ρj+1(wj − γjqj) + (1− ρj+1)wj−1
δj+1 ← (zj+1, wj+1) βj+1 ← (zj+1, rj+1) normj+1 ←
√
(zj+1, zj+1)







(zj−1, rj) = (Mrj−1, rj) = (rj−1,Mrj) = (zj, rj−1) (4.21)
(pj, rj−1) = (Mwj, rj−1) = (wj,Mrj−1) = (zj−1, wj) = (zj, wj−1) (4.22)
Next we want to move these dot products into the previous iteration after the vector
operations and before the matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications. We are
able to move most of the dot products to this point in the algorithm; however, there are a
couple dot products that use pj and qj. Therefore we can only move these dot products to
the point after we compute pj and qj, giving us Algorithm 4.11.
Therefore we must move pj ← Mwj and qj ← Apj into the previous iteration so we can
gather all of the dot products together. We substitute




pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γjcj−1) + (1− ρj)pj−2 (4.25)
into
qj ← Apj (4.26)
to get
pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γjcj−1) + (1− ρj)pj−2 (4.27)
qj ← ρj(pj−1 − γjdj−1) + (1− ρj)qj−2. (4.28)
Since these computations for pj and qj rely on cj−1 and dj−1, we must insert computations
for cj−1 = Mqj−1 and dj−1 = Acj−1 prior to these vector operations. This gives us Algorithm
4.12.
The resulting algorithm allows us to overlap the non-blocking allreduce with one matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner application, but not both. Additionally we cannot
pipeline all of the vector operations. Therefore we need to move the first matrix-vector
multiply and preconditioner to the previous iteration. We do this by substituting
qj−1 ← ρj(qj−2 − γj−1dj−2) + (1− ρj)qj−3 (4.29)
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Algorithm 4.11: PIPE2CG Step 3: Move Dot Products
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0 z0 ←Mr0 w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) β0 ← (z0, r0) norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0)
MPI Iallreduce on δ0, β0, norm0
p0 ←Mw0 q0 ← Ap0 c0 ←Mq0 d0 ← Ac0
for j=1,3,...,until convergence do
if j > 1 then
ρj−1 ← 1/(1− (γj−1βj−1)/(γj−2βj−2ρj−2)
γj−1 ← βj−2/δj−2
φ← [ρj−1,−ρj−1γj−1, (1− ρj−1)]
δj−1 ← φ0φ0λ0 + 2φ0φ1λ1 + 2φ0φ2λ2 + φ1φ1λ3 + 2φ1φ2λ4 + φ2φ2λ5
βj−1 ← φ0φ0λ6 + 2φ0φ1λ0 + 2φ0φ2λ7 + φ1φ1λ1 + 2φ1φ2λ2 + φ2φ2λ8




if j > 1 then
xj−1 ← ρj−1(xj−2 + γj−1zj−2) + (1− ρj)xj−3
rj−1 ← ρj−1(rj−2 − γj−1wj−2) + (1− ρj)rj−3
zj−1 ← ρj−1(zj−2 − γj−1pj−2) + (1− ρj)zj−3
wj−1 ← ρj−1(wj−2 − γj−1qj−2) + (1− ρj)wj−3
pj−1 ← ρj−1(pj−2 − γj−1cj−2) + (1− ρj)pj−3
qj−1 ← ρj−1(qj−2 − γj−1dj−2) + (1− ρj)qj−3
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γjzj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γjwj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γjpj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γjqj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2
λ0 ← (zj, wj) λ2 ← (zj, wj−1) λ5 ← (zj−1, wj−1)
λ6 ← (zj, rj) λ7 ← (zj, rj−1) λ8 ← (zj−1, rj−1) λ9 ← (zj, zj)
δj ← λ0 βj ← λ6 normj ←
√
λ9
pj ←Mwj qj ← Apj
λ1 ← (zj, qj) λ3 ← (pj, qj) λ4 ← (pj, wj−1)
MPI Iallreduce on λ0 to λ9
cj ←Mqj dj ← Acj
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Algorithm 4.12: PIPE2CG Step 4: Gather Dot Products
Input: A: n×n matrix, x0: initial guess vector,
b: right-hand side vector, M : preconditioner
Output: x: approximate solution vector
r0 ← b− Ax0 z0 ←Mr0 w0 ← Az0
δ0 ← (z0, w0) β0 ← (z0, r0) norm0 ←
√
(z0, z0)
MPI Iallreduce on δ0, β0, norm0
p0 ←Mw0 q0 ← Ap0 c0 ←Mq0 d0 ← Ac0
for j=1,3,...,until convergence do
if j > 1 then
ρj−1 ← 1/(1− (γj−1βj−1)/(γj−2βj−2ρj−2) γj−1 ← βj−2/δj−2
φ← [ρj−1,−ρj−1γj−1, (1− ρj−1)]
δj−1 ← φ0φ0λ0 + 2φ0φ1λ1 + 2φ0φ2λ2 + φ1φ1λ3 + 2φ1φ2λ4 + φ2φ2λ5
βj−1 ← φ0φ0λ6 + 2φ0φ1λ0 + 2φ0φ2λ7 + φ1φ1λ1 + 2φ1φ2λ2 + φ2φ2λ8
γj ← βj−1/δj−1 ρj ← 1/(1− (γjβj−1)/(γj−1βj−2ρj−1)
else
ρj ← 1 γj ← βj−1/δj−1
if j > 1 then
xj−1 ← ρj−1(xj−2 + γj−1zj−2) + (1− ρj−1)xj−3
rj−1 ← ρj−1(rj−2 − γj−1wj−2) + (1− ρj−1)rj−3
zj−1 ← ρj−1(zj−2 − γj−1pj−2) + (1− ρj−1)zj−3
wj−1 ← ρj−1(wj−2 − γj−1qj−2) + (1− ρj−1)wj−3
pj−1 ← ρj−1(pj−2 − γj−1cj−2) + (1− ρj−1)pj−3
qj−1 ← ρj−1(qj−2 − γj−1dj−2) + (1− ρj−1)qj−3
cj−1 ←Mqj−1 dj−1 ← Acj−1
xj ← ρj(xj−1 + γjzj−1) + (1− ρj)xj−2
rj ← ρj(rj−1 − γjwj−1) + (1− ρj)rj−2
zj ← ρj(zj−1 − γjpj−1) + (1− ρj)zj−2
wj ← ρj(wj−1 − γjqj−1) + (1− ρj)wj−2
pj ← ρj(pj−1 − γjcj−1) + (1− ρj)pj−2
qj ← ρj(qj−1 − γjdj−1) + (1− ρj)qj−2
λ0 ← (zj, wj) λ1 ← (zj, qj) λ2 ← (zj, wj−1) λ3 ← (pj, qj)
λ4 ← (pj, wj−1) λ5 ← (zj−1, wj−1) λ6 ← (zj, rj) λ7 ← (zj, rj−1)
λ8 ← (zj−1, rj−1) λ9 ← (zj, zj)
δj ← λ0 βj ← λ6 normj ←
√
λ9
MPI Iallreduce on λ0 to λ9




and the new equation for cj−1 into dj−1 ← Acj−1 to get
cj−1 ← ρj(cj−2 − γj−1gj−1) + (1− ρj)cj−3 (4.31)
gj−2 ←Mdj−2 (4.32)
dj−1 ← ρj(dj−2 − γj−1hj−1) + (1− ρj)dj−3 (4.33)
hj−2 ← Agj−2. (4.34)
We can then move the new matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application into
the previous iteration after the other matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application.
Since none of the dot products rely on the results of these kernels, we can now fully overlap
both matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications with a single non-blocking
allreduce. We move the vector operations into a separate routine to simplify the main
routine. The final version of PIPE2CG is shown in the PIPE2CG and PIPE2CG Vector
Operations algorithms in the previous section.
4.3.3 Overview of PCG3 Methods
PCG3 Method Costs
Method Vectors Vectors Allreduces Overlap Initialization
Operations Costs
PCG 6 6 2 Allreduce None 1 PC
PCG3 9 7 1 Allreduce None 1 PC, 1 Matvec
PIPECG3 15 11 1 Iallreduce Matvec, PC 2 PC, 2 Matvec
PIPE2CG* 27 24 1 Iallreduce 2 Matvec, 2 PC 3 PC, 3 Matvec
Table 4.2: Differences between each PCG method. Assumes cost of three-term vector op-
eration is double cost of two-term vector operation. *Note that PIPE2CG computes two
iterations of PCG each iteration.
We have shown detailed derivations of the PIPECG3 and PIPE2CG methods. Table 4.2
shows an overview of key differences between these methods. These variations of the pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient method are based on the three-term recurrence variation of
PCG and allow us to develop the PIPE2CG method that overlaps 2-iterations of matrix-
vector multiplies and preconditioner applications with a single non-blocking allreduce. This
produces a more scalable PCG method that performs better as communication costs in-
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crease and work per core decreases. This approach provides the potential to develop further
pipelined non-blocking PCG methods.
Due to the reduced accuracy of three-term recurrence methods we do not run experiments
with PCG3 or PIPECG3 since we have two-term recurrence variations of those methods that
we can use. We would expect PCG3 to have similar performance to SAPCG and PIPECG3
to have similar performance to PIPECG.
4.4 KEY KERNELS
Next we look at the four key kernels called by PCG methods. These kernels include the
matrix-vector multiply, preconditioner application, vector operations, and allreduce. This
includes discussion of different approaches for these kernels and optimizations we can use to
improve performance.
4.4.1 Matrix-vector Multiply
The matrix is stored in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format with split arrays. The
CSR format reduces the memory footprint for sparse matrices with many nonzeros in each
row by storing the matrix using an array of row indices, an array of column indices, and an
array of non-zero element values. The split array format creates one CSR matrix for the
diagonal portion of the matrix and a second CSR matrix for the off-diagonal portion of the
matrix.
For linear solvers, the diagonal CSR matrix corresponds to the vector rows stored on the
same processor, while the off-diagonal portion of the matrix corresponds to vector rows stored
on other processors. This allows us to compute the matrix-vector multiply by having each
process send all vector values to the appropriate processes using non-blocking point-to-point
communication routines, then compute the diagonal portion of the matrix-vector multiply,
then wait to receive all needed vector values, and then compute the off-diagonal portion of
the matrix-vector multiply. Ideally we want all of the messages to arrive prior to reaching the
wait so that we can hide most of the communication cost within the matrix-vector multiply.
The PETSc provided matrix-vector multiply routine that we use for our experiments uses
this approach. There are a wide variety of other matrix-vector multiply approaches that
can be effective in some circumstances depending on the density of nonzeros in the matrix,
number of processes, processor architecture, data layout, etc. However for many sparse
matrices the general approach discussed above is generally effective.
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4.4.2 Preconditioner
We use a small collection of preconditioners to evaluate solver performance. We primar-
ily use a block-Jacobi incomplete-Cholesky (ICC) preconditioner that has computation on
the diagonal block on each process and does not require communication. This gives us a
simple kernel to test the effectiveness of a non-blocking allreduce without the interference of
additional communication.
We use BoomerAMG, a scalable algebraic multigrid preconditioner provided by Hypre
[107, 108]. The default BoomerAMG preconditioner converges rapidly, but does not scale
well. Therefore we use scalable input settings provided by Baker et al. 2011 [109]. These
settings provide reasonably effective performance at scale from a study focused on getting
effective performance for a number of Hypre solvers on up to 100k cores including Boomer-
AMG. These are the settings we use for BoomerAMG:
-pc hypre type boomeramg
-pc hypre boomeramg agg nl 1
-pc hypre boomeramg interp type ext+i
-pc hypre boomeramg P max 4
-pc hypre boomeramg coarsen type HMIS
We also experiment with a balancing domain decomposition by constraints preconditioner
(BDDC) [110] provided by PETSc with the default settings. This method relies on combining
the local solutions to non-overlapping subdomains with a global course problem solution.
The final preconditioned residual is then computed by summing a series of correction terms.
This domain decomposition preconditioner provides more potential to perform well with non-
blocking solvers due to having less synchronization and more potential for effective overlap
than full multi-grid methods.
The ICC preconditioner is provided by PETSc and we access the Hypre implementation
of BoomerAMG using PETSc. These preconditioners use the CSR matrix format with split
arrays. The BDDC preconditioner code is based on the PETSc KSP example 59 code using
MATIS matrices. This matrix type is designed for non-overlapping domain decomposition
methods such as BDDC and stores the matrices in a globally unassembled form.
More advanced preconditioners can converge in few iterations, potentially limiting the non-
blocking methods ability to overcome increased initialization costs and produce a speedup.
However some preconditioners we have encountered require more iterations to converge when
using scalable settings, especially for large problems, providing potential for improved per-
formance when used with non-blocking solvers.
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Figure 4.2: Merging 3 vector operations reduces the number of vector reads from 6 to 4.
Figure 4.3: Number of vector reads and writes for 20 iterations of each PCG method when
using merged vector operations.
Rearranging PCG to produce more scalable variations introduces additional vector opera-
tions. Computing each vector operation individually results in loading each element of each
vector for each operation. Therefore if the same vector is used by multiple vector operations,
then we will need to load each element of that vector multiple times. This becomes espe-
cially costly when the vectors are larger and do not fit into low levels of cache. The further
rearranged PCG methods introduce many extra vector operations, suggesting we need to
take steps to minimize this extra overhead if possible.
We can minimize this cost by using merged vector operations that perform vector oper-
ations element-wise as shown in Figure 4.2. This loads each vector element once and then
performs multiple operations. This avoids the cost of additional vector reads, but still re-
quires additional vector writes as shown in Figure 4.3. Additional computations are required,
but they are cheap compared to memory operations. PCG and SAPCG can also benefit from
cache effects when multiple vectors fit in cache to further reduce memory costs. This allows
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the further pipelined PCG methods to have only slightly increased vector operations costs
compared to standard PCG.
4.4.4 Non-blocking allreduce
Allreduce routines combine values from all processes using a user specified operation and
return the final result to all processes. Allreduce routines often require little computation,
especially for Krylov solvers that often only need to sum a few values. For standard blocking
allreduce routines this results in most of the time being spent waiting for messages in the
network while the processor is unused. Furthermore blocking routines require all processes
to synchronize which often results in significant slowdowns due to requiring all processes to
wait for the slowest process to reach the allreduce before it can make significant progress.
This synchronization cost is often more expensive than the cost of the allreduce itself.
Non-blocking allreduces are introduced in MPI-3, allowing us to call MPI Iallreduce() to
start an allreduce and then immediately return control to the user while the allreduce is
executed. Later we call MPI Wait() to verify the non-blocking allreduce has completed.
If we perform enough computation between these calls we can hide most of the allreduce
communication cost and avoid synchronization. This provides the potential to produce












Figure 4.4: Non-blocking allreduce approaches.
This suggests using the ideal approach shown in Figure 4.4 to obtain speedups using a
non-blocking allreduce. However in practice, due to the recent development of MPI-3 and
lack of network hardware capable of executing a non-blocking allreduce, obtaining good
performance with a non-blocking allreduce can be tricky. Using the ideal approach can
result in performance comparable to doing nothing when calling MPI Iallreduce() and then
calling a blocking allreduce during MPI Wait(). There are two current approaches and one
future approach to produce more effective overlaps.
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First we can break our computation into chunks and insert calls to MPI Test() in between
each chunk. Each call to MPI Test() gives MPI control of the process, allowing it to make
progress on the allreduce. However this requires code modifications, which can be time
consuming for large codebases and may not be possible for outside library routines. Each
call to MPI Test() takes a small but nontrivial amount of time away from computation,
especially when a call makes progress on the allreduce. If you overlap the non-blocking
allreduce with a kernel that makes many calls to MPI routines scattered throughout its
execution, you may be able to obtain effective overlap without code modifications.
A second approach uses progress threads to make progress on a non-blocking allreduce
without requiring code modifications. This allows the user to dedicate one or more threads
per node to communication. This progress thread ensures the non-blocking allreduce makes
steady progress, but at the potential cost of one less core per node for computation. Alter-
natively a progress thread could share a core with another thread instead of having a core
to itself, however this may significantly slow down both the other thread and the parallel
routine as a whole.
A future approach uses hardware acceleration. This should allow us to execute a non-
blocking allreduce in hardware using the ideal approach. Ideally this will allow each process
to start the non-blocking allreduce and then perform computation uninterrupted until the
wait while the network hardware makes progress on the allreduce, allowing the user to achieve
effective overlap without code modification or using additional threads.
4.5 TEST SETUP
We run performance tests on Blue Waters [49, 50], a Cray XE6/XK7 with over 22,500
XE6 compute nodes. Each dual-socket compute node contains two AMD Interlagos model
6276 CPU processors with a clock speed of 2.3 GHz and 64 GB of memory. Each Interlagos
processor contains 8 AMD Bulldozer cores that each contain one floating point core and
two integer cores. Blue Waters uses a Cray Gemini interconnect implementing a 3-D torus
topology.
We use one thread per floating point unit for these tests, calling MPI Test() 2log2(P )
times per non-blocking allreduce. Figure 4.5 shows results comparing different MPI Test()
and progress thread approaches for ensuring effective non-blocking overlap. Weak scaling
tests show one thread per floating point unit producing faster runtimes than one thread per
integer unit for lower amounts of work per core. This produces consistent runtimes, while
one thread per integer unit produced runtimes varying by up to 100%.
Progress threads are able to obtain similar performance for communication as MPI Test()
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of approaches for ensuring effective progress for non-blocking com-
munication. MPI Test() (upper left), MPI Test() with 5 times more calls (upper right),
progress threads (lower left), and MPI Test() with 1 thread per integer unit (lower right).
in most cases. However they suffer a consistent 5-10% slowdown for computation due to
using one less core per node, canceling out any slight speedups. Using both one thread per
integer unit and progress threads also ran slower. More calls to MPI Test() reduced the
wait time but spent extra time in MPI Test(). Using slightly larger or smaller multipliers
produced similar but slightly slower performance.
All code is compiled with “-O3” and without debugging, error checking, or logging code
except for our timers. We compile with 64-bit integers to ensure that our largest tests will
run correctly and with “-Wl,–whole-archive,-ldmapp,–no-whole-archive” for static linking
for the DMAPP library. We use the Cray programming environment with Cray compilers.
We run in single-stream mode using the craype-interlagos-cu module and run the executable
with the aprun option “-j 1”. We use the Blue Waters provided timers with a 1 nanosecond
resolution, Cray-mpich version 7.3.1, and customized PETSc version 3.6.3. We use the
following environmental variables:
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MPICH NEMESIS ASYNC PROGRESS = 1,
MPICH MAX THREAD SAFETY = multiple,
MPICH GNI USE UNASSIGNED CPUS = enabled,
MPICH GNI MAX EAGER MSG SIZE = 1536,
MPICH SMP SINGLE COPY SIZE = 1024,
MPICH USE DMAPP COLL = 1,
MPICH SHARED MEM COLL OPT = 1.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
We use Hoefler et al. 2015 [81] and Hunold et al. 2014 [80] as guidance for producing
accurate timings to compare these solvers. We run each core count test on Blue Waters
using a separate job and call each solver 50 times, which produces a tight bound for confi-
dence intervals in most cases. We use 21 iterations per test to give non-blocking solvers an
opportunity to overcome increased initialization costs. Each solver computes the absolute
residual at the end of an iteration. These solvers generally produce residuals that are equal
for about 15 digits. We run each solver once before the first timing and clear the cache prior
to calling each solver to ensure all data is loaded from memory.
We experiment primarily with a 27-point Poisson problem that is used in many bench-
marks such as HPCG [111]. We run tests varying the number of nonzeros per row with 2-d
5, 9, 49, and 81 point Poisson matrices and 3-d 7, 27, and 125 point Poisson matrices. We
experiment with finite element matrices from PETSc example codes by using linear systems
produced for a 2-d Laplacian for quadrilateral finite elements (exercise 54), 2-d bi-linear and
3-d tri-linear quadrilateral displacement finite elements for plain strain linear elasticity (ex-
ercises 55 and 56), and for a 3-d Laplacian discretized with spectral elements for the BDDC
preconditioner (exercise 59).
4.5.2 Benchmarking Approach
We developed code to collect and compute statistics on timings. We assume non-normal
data since most sources of noise on computers increase the runtime [81]. For a given col-
lection of timings, we compute the minimum, first quartile, median, average, third quartile,
maximum, and filtered maximum timings. The filtered maximum uses Tukey’s outlier filter
to remove samples larger than Q3 + 1.5 · IQR, where Q3 is the third quartile and IQR is the
interquartile range. For the median and average we compute 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence
intervals.
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Timers are added to each solver to compute time spent within each key routine for each
iteration of each test. At the end of a set of tests we compute statistics for each key routine
to show the runtime of both a single iteration and a 21-iteration test. For the single iteration
statistics we skip the initialization step and the first iteration since cache behavior may be
different than later iterations.
For full test timings, we show the median runtime with confidence intervals to show
significant differences between methods. For iteration timings, the confidence intervals are
tight enough that they are generally not visible on a graph, while box plots often make plots
difficult to read. As a result, we use the median runtime.
We use three collections of timings to gain a more thorough understanding of each routine’s
performance. For iteration runtimes we collect timings for iterations 2 through 21 on all cores
and all tests to show expected performance, as well as on the slowest core for all tests to
show worst case performance. For full test runtimes, we sum time spent in each routine for
all iterations and then compute the maximum time across all cores.
4.6 MODELING PCG
Due to suboptimal non-blocking allreduce performance and performance variation when
running these methods at scale, we use a performance model to help understand expected
performance. We model parallel performance using the LogGOPS model [91]. This accu-
rately models the costs of sending messages and overlapping communication and computation
on Blue Waters. This model builds on the simpler LogGP [88, 89] and LogGPS [90] models
to produce a more accurate parallel communication model.
We use Netgauge [112] to compute parameters for the LogGOPS model. Netgauge com-
putes parameters for LogGPS, so we must fit a linear model to the send and receive overhead
to determine overhead fixed costs and per byte costs. Netgauge clearly captures the change
from the eager to rendezvous message passing protocol.
We model computation by breaking a computation into read, write, and compute costs.
This allows us to model merged vector operations where we read a variable once and then
use it in multiple computations. We determine computation parameters using a modified
STREAM benchmark using MPI with kernels for an AXPY, AYPX, and local dot product.
We assume that read and write costs are equal.
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4.6.1 Performance Model
We use the following model parameters: os, or = send/receive overhead, obs, obr = send/re-
ceive overhead per byte, G = gap per byte, g = gap between messages, L = latency, P =
number of processes, N = number of nodes, and nnz = number of nonzeros. We use box
plots from the actual results to tune the performance model.
Using LogGOPS, we model sending a message as tsend = os+nbytesobs, receiving a message
as trecv = or +nbytesobr, and the non-blocking communication cost as tlat = G(nbytes−1)+L.
The message length determines whether we use parameters for the eager or rendezvous
protocol. We model computation by counting the number of reads(tr), writes(tw), and
multiply-adds(tc) used by a routine. We model the wait cost by computing how much
non-blocking communication we were unable to overlap. This gives us the cost max(tlat −
tcomp, 0.0). Ideally we want twork > tcomp, which results in a cost of zero for the wait.
To more accurately model the communication costs, we add penalty terms. We use a
multi-core penalty to represent the serialization of injecting messages into a network from
a multi-core processor by multiplying the send costs by the number of cores per processor.
We use a contention penalty to represent the slowed movement of data in the network. To
compute this, we multiply the number of messages expected in the network at a given time
by the average number of hops, and divide by the number of possible routes. On Blue
Waters, this gives us (3nmsgs(N
1/3/4))/(6N). We multiply the latency cost by this term.
We model the cost of a blocking allreduce as log2(P )(tsend + tlat + trecv). We assume an
ideal non-blocking allreduce implementation that requires the user to start and end the non-
blocking allreduce, but progresses the allreduce in the network. The non-blocking allreduce is
split into the blocking part, allrblock = tsend+trecv, and the part overlapped with computation,
allrlat = (log2(P )−1)(tsend + trecv)+(log2(P )tlat). We overlap this communication cost with
the matrix-vector multiply and/or preconditioner cost.
We model the matrix-vector multiply cost by computing costs for diagonal computation,
off-diagonal computation, sending messages, and receiving messages. The diagonal and
off-diagonal computation are modeled as mvcomp = nnz(3tr + tc)+(n/P )(2tr + tw). Commu-
nication is modeled as mvsend = tsend +msgsizeG+ (nmsgs − 2)(max(g, tsend) +msgsizeG) +
max(g, tsend) and mvrecv = nmsgstrecv and mvlat = msgsizeG+L. We model the wait cost as
max(mvlat −mvdiag, 0.0).
We model the block-Jacobi incomplete-Cholesky preconditioner cost as (n/P )(3tr + tc +
tw) + nnzL(3tr + tc + tw) for the forward solve and (n/P )(2tr + tw) + nnzU(3tr + tc) for the
back solve. The merged vector operations are computed by counting the number of reads,
writes, and computations and summing the costs.
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This approach produces a fairly accurate model of non-blocking PCG methods that cap-
tures the key trends in the methods. Problems with more work per core are modeled fairly
well, while problems with less work per core often run faster than predicted due to some
data fitting in cache. To produce more accurate predictions we need a more detailed cache
model, non-ideal non-blocking allreduce models, and a noise model.
4.6.2 Expected Performance
In theory we could expect up to 2x speedups for NBPCG, 3x speedups for PIPECG, and
up to 5x speedups for PIPE2CG assuming we have perfect overlap and the vector operations
cost is trivial. In practice the overlap is not ideal, the vector operations have some cost, the
matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner applications may not equal the allreduce cost,
and the blocking routines may experience additional slowdown. However this exercise gives
us a reasonable best case scenario for these routines.
We determine these estimated speedups by assuming the overlapped computation and
the allreduce have the same cost for the non-blocking methods. This allows the overlapped
computation to fully hide the allreduce cost. We then compute the costs of the matrix-vector
multiply, preconditioner application, and allreduces as a multiple of the allreduce cost (tallr)
for both the non-blocking method and for PCG.
For NBPCG we obtain the largest speedup when the allreduce, matrix-vector multiply,
and preconditioner application have the same cost. This results in a cost of 2tallr for NBPCG
since each allreduce fully overlaps a matrix kernel. In this case PCG has a cost of 4tallr since
it has two allreduces and each matrix kernel has the same cost as an allreduce, resulting in
a 2x speedup for NBPCG over PCG.
For PIPECG we obtain the largest speedup when the allreduce cost is equal to the matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner cost. This results in a cost of tallr for PIPECG since a
single allreduce fully overlaps both matrix kernels. In this case PCG has a cost of 3tallr since
it has two allreduces and both matrix kernels have a combined cost of tallr, resulting in a 3x
speedup for PIPECG over PCG.
For PIPE2CG we obtain the largest speedup when the allreduce cost is equal to two
matrix-vector multiplies and two preconditioner applications. This results in a cost of tallr
for PIPE2CG to compute two iterations of PCG since a single allreduce overlaps all four
matrix kernels. In this case PCG has a cost of 2.5tallr to compute each iteration or a cost of
5tallr to compute two iterations. This results in a 5x speedup for PIPE2CG over PCG.
Figure 4.6 shows the predicted performance of each method relative to PCG. This shows
that as we scale, we see the fastest solver transition from blocking methods to the further
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Figure 4.6: Predicted strong scaling performance for a 27-point Poisson problem with 3843
rows (left) and 5123 rows (right) for 21 iteration tests. The 3843 matrix has 55k down to
432 rows per core and the 5123 matrix has 131k down to 1k rows per core.
overlapped non-blocking methods, producing 3x speedups at higher core counts. Smaller
problems predict PIPE2CG to perform best at higher core counts due to needing more work
to overlap the allreduce, while larger problems predict NBPCG to perform best due to having
enough work to overlap the allreduce while introducing less overhead. These predictions are
better than the theoretical predictions at times due to penalty terms having a higher cost for
standard PCG due to the increased number of allreduce calls compared to the non-blocking
methods.
Figure 4.7: Predictions for fastest solver for 27-point Poisson matrix for varying core counts
and rows per core for 21 iteration tests.
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Figure 4.7 shows the predicted fastest method for varying core counts and work per core.
We expect the further overlapped methods to obtain improved performance as work per core
decreases and the number of cores increases.
4.7 PERFORMANCE RESULTS
4.7.1 Weak Scaling Results
Figure 4.8: Weak scaling for median runtimes for one iteration of each method (left) and
for 21 iteration tests with 99% confidence intervals for each method for a 27-point Poisson
matrix with 4k rows per core.
First we compare solver performance using weak scaling tests with 273, 819, 4k, 8k,
13k, and 26k rows per core. Work per core amounts are chosen based on how the matrix,
preconditioner, and vectors fit into cache. We use smaller numbers of rows per core since
we expect these solvers to perform better when there is less overhead due to the increased
number of vector operations. These work per core amounts allow us to better understand
both how little work per core is needed to obtain effective performance at scale and how
these solvers perform with more reasonable amounts of work per core. Further pipelined
methods also overlap a single non-blocking allreduce with multiple matrix kernels, providing
the potential for effective overlap even when there is little work per core. Speedups shown
are relative to PCG.
Figure 4.8 shows single iteration runtimes for 4k rows per core. Non-blocking solvers show
more consistent performance and outperform blocking solvers at most core counts due to
hiding communication costs and absorbing noise. Tests using lower work per core show
PIPE2CG and PIPECG performing the best with about 2x speedups due to overlapping
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an allreduce with more work. Tests with higher work per core show NBPCG and PIPECG
performing best on high core counts due to overlapping the allreduce while adding fewer vec-
tor operations, producing speedups approaching 1.3x. Blocking solvers consistently perform
best at low core counts due to lower communication and vector operation costs.
Figure 4.8 also shows full test runtimes for 4k rows per core. PIPECG performs best
at most core counts, producing over 1.4x speedups. Increased initialization costs for non-
blocking methods limits performance especially for PIPE2CG. Tests using lower work per
core show PIPECG and PIPE2CG performing best with up to 2x speedups. Tests with
higher work per core show PCG and SAPCG performing best at lower core counts, while
NBPCG performs best at higher core counts with over 1.2x speedups. In general the non-
blocking solvers produce more consistent performance across all core counts as we increase
work per core due to having a larger buffer to absorb noise.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of communication and computation costs for median iteration run-
times for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 4k rows per core for each PCG method.
Figure 4.9 shows the breakdown of communication and computation costs for a 27-point
Poisson matrix with 4k rows per core. Starting at 16k cores, PCG spends about 2/3 of
its runtime in communication. Non-blocking solvers greatly reduce communication time,
with PIPECG and PIPE2CG reducing PCG communication time by about 1/3. However
computation time increases by about 15% for PIPECG and 30% for PIPE2CG. NBPCG
spends about equal time in communication and computation while PIPECG and PIPE2CG
spend slightly more time in computation than communication. Since only communication
is cheaper for non-blocking methods, this suggests using fewer allreduces and non-blocking
allreduces produces significant speedups.
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4.7.2 Strong Scaling Results
Figure 4.10: Strong scaling for median runtimes for one iteration of each method (left) and
strong scaling speedups relative to PCG for median 21 iteration test runtime for a 27-point
Poisson matrix with 5123 rows.
Next we compare solver performance using strong scaling tests with 27-point Poisson
matrices with 1923, 2563, 3843, 5123, 6403, and 7683 rows. Figure 4.10 shows the median
performance of one iteration for a 5123 row matrix. Non-blocking solvers perform better
than blocking solvers starting at 16k cores due to reducing and hiding communication as
communication costs increase and computation per core decreases. Non-blocking methods
have difficulty scaling further once computation costs are low enough that they cannot
fully overlap communication with computation. PIPE2CG ultimately scales best due to
overlapping allreduces with the most work. Other matrix sizes show similar trends.
Figure 4.10 also shows speedups relative to PCG for full tests, clearly showing the crossover
points where different methods perform best as we scale. The fastest method changes from
PCG and SAPCG to NBPCG to PIPECG to PIPE2CG as we scale since we must overlap an
allreduce with more matrix kernels to effectively hide communication as work per core de-
creases and communication costs increase. Furthermore the decreasing work per core reduces
the overhead due to the increased vector operation costs for non-blocking methods. This plot
shows similar trends as the performance model predictions in Figure 4.6, showing similar
transitions from blocking to non-blocking solvers and significantly improved performance at
higher core counts for PIPECG and PIPE2CG.
Other matrix sizes show similar performance with smaller matrices reaching peak perfor-
mance at lower core counts and larger matrices reaching the peak at higher core counts.
Similar to weak scaling tests, methods with lower initialization costs perform better at lower
core counts while methods with faster per iteration runtimes overcome the increased initial-
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ization costs to produce speedups at higher core counts.
4.7.3 Noise
(a) All cores per iteration (b) Slowest core per iteration (c) Prediction accuracy
Figure 4.11: Comparison of the accuracy of using the median runtime for all cores in each
iteration and the median runtime for the slowest core in each iteration to predict the total
runtime for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 13k rows per core.
Noise throughout PCG limits performance by causing all processes to wait for the slowest
process at synchronization points. Large-scale systems suffer from computational noise due
to issues such as operating system processes and error correction as well as communication
noise due to issues such as contention in the network, varying distances between nodes, and
varying message counts and sizes. Overlapping communication and computation provides
potential to hide noise by giving communication an opportunity to finish during computation,
allowing the wait to return immediately.
Figure 4.11a shows weak scaling for median iteration runtimes for all cores in each iteration
for all tests. This shows varying performance for blocking solvers with two large spikes in
performance at 64k and 112k cores, but consistently good performance for non-blocking
solvers. Figure 4.11b shows weak scaling for median iteration runtimes for the slowest core
in each iteration for all tests. The slowest core is computing by taking the median from
a collection of runtimes containing the slowest process runtime for each iteration of each
test for all processes. This plot shows similar runtimes for all cores and the slowest core
for blocking methods, but about 20% slower runtimes for the slowest core than all cores for
non-blocking methods.
Next we must determine which timings more accurately predict total runtime for non-
blocking methods. We compute predicted total runtimes by multiplying each set of median
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runtimes by the iteration count, adding the median initialization time, and subtracting
the actual total runtimes. Figure 4.11c shows that for non-blocking methods the median
runtime for all cores in each iteration produces a slightly faster prediction than the actual
runtime, while the median runtime for the slowest core in each iteration produces a far slower
prediction than the actual runtime.
These results suggest blocking methods make progress at the speed of the slowest core
in each iteration, while non-blocking methods make progress at close to the speed of the
median core in each iteration. As a result the non-blocking methods reduce the impact of
noise, while blocking methods suffer slowdown due to performance variation across cores in
each iteration.
Figure 4.12: PCG matrix-vector multiply communication (left) and allreduce (right) perfor-
mance variation at scale for 27-point Poisson matrix with 13k rows per core for weak scaling
tests.
Figure 4.12 shows the communication routines within PCG can also experience significant
performance variation. The matrix-vector multiply communication cost greatly varies for the
blocking solvers despite having the same amount of work per core. The allreduce cost also
produces noticeable variations, especially for the blocking solvers. This further suggests non-
blocking solvers are able to hide the impact of noise and produce faster and more consistent
runtimes.
Solver iteration runtimes can vary significantly within a test. Figure 4.13 shows box
plots for the iteration runtimes across all cores for the PCG and PIPECG solvers. In both
cases the slowest iteration can take up to about twice as long as the fastest iteration. The
box containing the interquartile range is more compact, suggesting that most iterations take
similar amounts of time. However this demonstrates that some iterations can be significantly
faster or slower than the median runtime, with system noise likely playing a large role in
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Figure 4.13: PCG (left) and PIPECG (right) iteration runtimes showing performance vari-
ation at scale for 27-point Poisson matrix with 13k rows per core for weak scaling tests.
these differences.
4.7.4 Accuracy
Figure 4.14: Computed residual norms for PCG methods for Poisson matrices with 5-point
stencil and 2562 rows (left), 27-point stencil and 2563 rows (middle), and 125-point stencil
and 323 rows (right).
Figure 4.14 shows the computed absolute residual norms for 5, 27, and 125 point Pois-
son matrices and right-hand side vectors of ones. The 5-point Poisson matrix with 2562
rows in particular produced lower accuracy than the other tested solvers. For this 5-point
Poisson matrix all solvers produce similar computed residuals up to about 10−9, but each
non-blocking method reaches a maximum accuracy lower than PCG, demonstrating that
rearranged methods can produce less accurate solutions.
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Looking at 5, 27, and 125 point matrices of different sizes shows the maximum attainable
accuracy for each method varies depending on the matrix. The solvers often produce more
accurate results for Poisson matrices with larger stencils. The 27-point Poisson matrix
is a few orders of magnitude more accurate than the 5-point matrix, with NBPCG often
producing the same overall accuracy as PCG. All solvers often produced accurate solutions
of over 10−15 for 125-point Poisson matrices. This suggests we need to use methods with
less rearrangement to obtain higher accuracy in some cases.
Ghysels and Vanroose [3] suggest a residual replacement strategy to improve accuracy by
recomputing some matrix kernels. Cools et al. 2016 [20] uses this approach to present a
PIPECG variation that computes a rounding error estimate and uses residual replacement as
needed to ensure an accurate solution. They show the effectiveness of this approach for solves
with cheaper preconditioners requiring O(1000) iterations. However further investigation is
needed to determine effective approaches for solves with more expensive preconditioners
requiring O(10) or O(100) iterations.
4.7.5 Preconditioners
Figure 4.15: Hypre BoomerAMG weak scaling with 4k rows per core and strong scaling with
512 rows for median iteration runtime on all cores for a 27-point Poisson matrices.
Next we run experiments using Hypre BoomerAMG and BDDC preconditioners without
code modification. Figure 4.15 shows Hypre BoomerAMG produces weak scaling runtimes
that increase up to about 32k cores, but then produce consistent performance. The non-
blocking methods produce speedups up to 1.14x over the blocking methods at higher core
counts. Strong scaling performance for each iteration shows PIPECG and PIPE2CG pro-
ducing up to 1.14x speedups and showing consistent speedups as we scale. For full tests,
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larger initialization times limit performance for non-blocking methods, although NBPCG
and PIPECG still produce a 1.05x speedup. Other matrix sizes show similar performance.
Figure 4.16: BDDC weak scaling with 4k rows per core (left) and strong scaling with 56
million row matrix for median iteration runtime on all cores for a 3-d Laplacian matrix.
Figure 4.16 shows the weak scaling performance for BDDC each iteration. This shows
increasing runtimes, but produces speedups of 5-10% for most core counts. A spike in per-
formance at 32k cores allows the non-blocking methods to produce a 1.25x speedup. Smaller
matrices produce up to 1.4x speedups for non-blocking methods, while larger matrices show
similar performance. Strong scaling BDDC for a 56 million row matrix shows somewhat er-
ratic performance, but obtains consistent speedups for non-blocking methods of up to 1.3x,
with similar performance for other matrix sizes.
In general we see small but fairly consistent speedups when using more complex pre-
conditioners without code modification. We assumed that these preconditioners call MPI
routines frequently enough to allow the non-blocking allreduce to progress at a reasonable
speed, however modifying the preconditioner code to add MPI Test() calls may improve
overlap effectiveness. Additionally a more detailed study is needed to ensure the most scal-
able setup is used for each preconditioner and any synchronization within the methods is
avoided if possible.
Preconditioner Cost
These experiments with block Jacobi ICC, AMG, and BDDC preconditioners can help us
better understand how the preconditioner cost impacts solver performance. The cost of the
preconditioner impacts both the initialization cost as well as the effectiveness of overlapping
matrix kernels with non-blocking allreduces. Further overlapped methods must call the
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preconditioner additional times to create the initial pipeline. This can increase the number
of iterations needed to obtain a speedup especially if the per iteration cost improvement is
fairly small.
Each non-blocking PCG variation overlaps non-blocking allreduces with different numbers
of matrix kernels. Generally the matrix-vector multiply is cheap enough that for less work
per core we can obtain speedups when overlapping multiple iterations. However the cost of
the preconditioner can vary significantly, which has a different impact on each non-blocking
method.
Ideally you want the overlapped matrix kernels to take slightly longer than a non-blocking
allreduce. This suggests that if the preconditioner is very cheap then it will not be able
to effectively overlap a non-blocking allreduce, however if it is very expensive then if will
overlap the non-blocking allreduce effectively, but the allreduce will have less impact on
overall performance, limiting the benefit of using non-blocking methods.
The preconditioner cost has the largest impact on NBPCG since this method overlaps one
non-blocking allreduce with a matrix-vector multiply and a second with the preconditioner
application. If one of the matrix kernels is significantly more expensive than the other, then
either the cheaper kernel will have ineffective overlap or the more expensive kernel will take
far longer than the non-blocking allreduce. Both of these cases limit the potential overall
speedup.
PIPECG is generally least impacted by the preconditioner cost since it also overlaps
the non-blocking allreduce with a matrix-vector multiply. Therefore if the preconditioner
is cheap the matrix-vector multiply can hide the cost while if the preconditioner is more
expensive the preconditioner will ensure effective overlap. PIPECG also provides potential
to embed the non-blocking allreduce into the preconditioner, such as adding a small amount
of additional communication to a multigrid V-cycle to compute the allreduce instead of
relying on a separate allreduce routine.
PIPE2CG tends to perform better with cheaper preconditioners since it already overlaps
the non-blocking allreduce with two matrix-vector multiplies. However for more expensive
preconditioners there is generally not a need to go beyond PIPECG since one matrix-vector
multiply and preconditioner application will be more than enough to obtain effective overlap.
4.7.6 Matrix Experiments
We ran tests using Poisson matrices with nonzeros per row varying from 5 to 125 and
about 220k nonzeros per process on up to 32k cores. Figure 4.17 shows blocking methods
outperform non-blocking methods for a 5-point matrix. We saw similar results for smaller
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Figure 4.17: Weak scaling tests for median iteration runtimes for matrices with about 220k
nonzeros per process. The top row shows 5, 27, and 125 point Poisson matrices and the
bottom row shows 2-d (9 and 18 nonzeros per row) and 3-d (80 nonzeros per row) finite
element matrices.
matrices, while the performance gap grew for larger matrices.
The 27-point matrix shows blocking methods produce slight speedups at low core counts
and non-blocking methods produce larger speedups at high core counts. PIPECG and
PIPE2CG produce consistently good performance for smaller matrices, with over 2x speedups
for PIPE2CG, while the non-blocking methods produce slight speedups for larger matrices
on higher core counts. The 125-point matrix shows consistently better performance for non-
blocking methods on all core counts. We saw consistently good performance for non-blocking
solvers on both smaller and larger matrices, reaching over 2x speedups on smaller matrices
and 1.2x speedups on larger matrices.
Matrices with fewer nonzeros per row need more rows per core to effectively overlap an
allreduce with a matrix-vector multiply or preconditioner application. This results in higher
vector operation costs, increasing the overhead of non-blocking methods beyond the commu-
nication savings. Matrices with more nonzeros per row effectively overlap the allreduce with
matrix-vector multiplies or preconditioner applications using fewer rows per core. Therefore
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the increased vector operation costs for the non-blocking methods produce less overhead,
allowing them to produce speedups.
We experiment with two 2-d finite element problems (9 and 18 nonzeros per row) and
a 3-d finite element problem (80 nonzeros per row). The blocking solvers perform best
for 2-d problems on up to 32k cores, while non-blocking methods produce slight speedups
on smaller matrices and consistent slowdowns on larger matrices. The 3-d finite element
problem shows up to 1.4x speedups for non-blocking methods, consistently outperforming
the blocking methods. Smaller matrices saw consistent speedups, reaching over 2x speedups
for PIPE2CG. On larger matrices the non-blocking methods produce up to 1.15x speedups.
These finite element results are consistent with the Poisson matrix results, suggesting that
non-blocking solvers will perform best for 3-d problems with matrices that have a larger
number of nonzeros per row.
4.7.7 Allreduce and Vector Operations
Figure 4.18: MPI Test() test runtimes (left) for non-blocking methods compared to allreduce
test runtimes for blocking methods and actual (middle) and ideal (right) PCG solver test
runtimes for weak scaling a 27-point Poisson matrix with 4k rows per cores.
Next we look at the effectiveness of the non-blocking allreduce implementation. We in-
vestigated the time spent in MPI Test() compared to a blocking allreduce for a 27-point
Poisson matrix with 4k rows per core. Figure 4.18 shows that for NBPCG we spend about
half the time calling MPI Test() compared to a blocking allreduce, while for PIPECG and
PIPE2CG we spend about 10% of the time in MPI Test() compared to a blocking allreduce.
Subtracting the MPI Test() and wait times from the total runtime gives us an estimate for
best case performance with an optimal non-blocking allreduce. Figure 4.18 shows there is
potential for a 10 to 20% speedup for non-blocking PCG solvers.
Lastly we investigated the impact of using merged vector operations compared to separate
vector operations. Figure 4.19 shows for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 13k rows per core
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Figure 4.19: Separate (left) vs. merged (right) vector operations costs for 27-point Poisson
matrix with 13k rows per core.
there are vector operation speedups of about 30% for PIPE2CG, 25% for PIPECG, and
10% for NBPCG. For smaller vectors on each core these speedups do not have a significant
impact on relative solver performance, while for larger vectors this cost is a key factor in
determining the fastest method.
4.7.8 Analysis
These results provide us with insights into situations where we expect speedups using
non-blocking PCG solvers. We can rearrange PCG to produce variations with more efficient
communication at the cost of increased initialization and vector operation costs. Rearranged
methods need extra work at the beginning to create a pipeline, limiting the speedups for
some problems. Problems that converge quickly need less pipelined methods, while problems
requiring many iterations benefit from further pipelined methods with a lower iteration cost.
Problems with smaller vectors on each process and larger numbers of nonzeros per row in
the matrix obtain more significant speedups. Matrices with a larger number of nonzeros per
row allow us to effectively overlap a non-blocking allreduce using fewer rows per core and
limit the increased vector operations overhead of rearranged methods. Problems with large
vectors on each process are unlikely to obtain speedups, while problems with lower numbers
of nonzeros per row in the matrix may only see limited speedups.
We have shown that blocking methods progress at the rate of the slowest process in
each iteration, while non-blocking methods progress near the rate of the median process in
each iteration. When using large core counts or noisy machines we expect more consistent
runtimes for non-blocking methods and significant slowdowns at times for blocking methods.
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Further rearranged methods often obtain less accurate solutions for a given problem. When
combined with increased initialization and vector costs, users will want to choose the least
rearranged method that effectively overlaps the non-blocking allreduces with matrix kernels
to reduce the overhead and maintain better accuracy.
We demonstrated speedups not only for simpler block-Jacobi preconditioners, but also for
more complex preconditioners without code modifications. However adding MPI Test() calls
to the preconditioner may improve performance. Further study is needed to determine the
most efficient methods for preconditioning non-blocking solvers.
We have shown there is not a fastest PCG method, suggesting a suite of scalable solvers will
produce the best performance. Users should choose the PCG method based on a combination
of the expected iteration count, vector size per core, number of nonzeros per row in the
matrix, core count, and expected noise. Ideally we want enough work per core to fully overlap
a non-blocking allreduce with the matrix kernels, with extra work per core on noisier systems
or larger core counts to provide us with a larger buffer to absorb noise. Further advances
with hardware accelerated collectives may provide further performance improvement while
alleviating the need to use MPI Test() calls.
4.8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This research shows we can rearrange PCG to produce significant speedups at scale. We
presented and analyzed two methods we have developed, NBPCG and PIPE2CG, as well as
some previously developed methods. We analyzed these methods using performance models
to better understand expected performance. We presented results and analysis using up to
128k cores on Blue Waters showing the effectiveness of these methods for many situations.
This work suggests a number of future research directions. We need further investigation
into non-blocking solver performance in noisy environments, into effectively using more com-
plex preconditioners with these methods, and into the performance, accuracy, and usability
of these methods within scientific applications. We need to investigate the effectiveness of
non-blocking variations of solvers such as GMRES and BiCGStab by building on previously
presented algorithms and performing detailed performance analysis.
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CHAPTER 5: PERFORMANCE MODELING SCALABLE KRYLOV
SOLVERS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Krylov solvers are key kernels for solving linear systems in many large-scale applications,
however these algorithms often experience decreased performance at scale. Large-scale sys-
tems have many factors that can increase the cost to send a message through the network
or result in performance variation across cores. Furthermore multiple runs of the same code
can produce significantly different runtimes due to factors such as the state of the network
at runtime and the node allocation a job is given.
Figure 5.1: Runtimes vs. postal model expectations for PCG on Blue Waters. Median
runtimes with box plots are shown for solving a 27-point Poisson matrix with 8k rows per
core with weak scaling for 21 iteration tests.
However due to the complexity of modern supercomputers it is not always clear which
factors heavily impact performance and which have minimal impact. Some kernels use
optimizations such as overlapping communication and computation to seek improved per-
formance, however these optimizations do not always significantly improve runtimes. If we
have a better understanding of performance barriers at scale we can optimize kernels to min-
imize their impact and provide guidance to hardware and software developers for creating
large-scale systems with improved performance at scale.
Performance models can help us understand key factors affecting performance at scale by
comparing the expected performance with different assumptions to observed performance.
However simple performance models often fail to capture decreased performance at scale.
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Furthermore many performance models produce a single predicted runtime for a given al-
gorithm when in practice multiple runs of the same code will produce multiple different
runtimes.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the decreased performance we see in practice when scaling pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solvers and the large differences between model ex-
pectations and observed performance. PCG experiences reduced performance as the node
count increases with significant slowdowns at higher node counts, however the postal model
predicts consistently good performance. This suggests we need to develop more accurate per-
formance models that account for slowdowns observed at scale and can guide us to better
optimize our algorithms.
Krylov solvers such as PCG are used to solve linear systems for a wide range of applica-
tions including computational fluid dynamics, wind energy, and particle physics. Quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) codes often spend a significant portion of the runtime solving lin-
ear systems using Krylov solvers that require halo exchanges. These applications require
large supercomputers to run accurate simulations and have consumed 10%-20% of public
supercomputing cycles in previous years [113, 114]. These factors make QCD a good target
application for scalable Krylov solvers and allow us to focus our study on structured grid
problems to help prepare for future QCD application studies.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 provides relevant background
on Krylov solvers, performance modeling, and HPC systems. Section 3 presents the blocking
and non-blocking allreduce, halo exchange, and PCG kernels used in this study. Section 4
presents the test setup and initial performance results with network performance counters.
Section 5 presents our performance modeling approach with penalty terms and compares
model expectations with observed results. Section 6 presents optimizations guided by our
models and improved results for optimized kernels. Section 7 presents key conclusions from
this work.
5.2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
5.2.1 Krylov Solvers
Krylov solvers such as the preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG) [6] are used
to iteratively solve linear systems for many scientific applications. More scalable variations
have been developed including non-blocking pipelined [2, 3, 4, 13], communication-avoiding
[31], and enlarged Krylov subspace methods [39, 40].
Our research focuses on non-blocking pipelined Krylov solvers that rearrange Krylov
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solvers to decrease the number of allreduces and/or overlap communication and compu-
tation using non-blocking allreduces. We can use recurrence relations to change the vectors
used in key kernels, allowing us to rearrange the order of key kernels to have more favor-
able communication properties. Similar methods have been developed for GMRES [16],
BiCGStab [18], and other Krylov solvers.
5.2.2 Performance Modeling
The postal model [83] uses a fixed cost latency term and per byte cost bandwidth term
to model communication. However the simplicity of this model can result in inaccurate
performance predictions especially at scale. Previous studies added penalty terms to the
postal model for network distance, network congestion, and off-node bandwidth to produce
more accurate models [84, 85, 115].
The LogP model and its expanded variations [86, 88, 90, 91] attempt to capture the key
parameters for parallel communication using latency, overhead, bandwidth, the number of
processors, and other terms to model the cost of sending messages. These models were de-
veloped to capture the more complex behavior observed on HPC systems such as network
pipelining and communication and computation overlap, however accurately measuring pa-
rameters for this model can be difficult due to the complexity of modern HPC systems.
5.2.3 Network Performance
A number of studies showed network congestion can significantly reduce performance at
scale [55, 57, 58]. Other studies have shown significant network performance variation exists
on large scale systems [63, 64, 65] due to network congestion, other jobs, varying message
distances, and varying message link types. A few studies [80, 81] discuss best practices for
producing meaningful experimental results on large-scale systems.
Many studies looked at the effectiveness of overlapping communication and computation.
Significant improvements for non-blocking algorithms over blocking variations have been
shown [71, 72, 73]. Other studies analyzed the ability of modern interconnects to overlap
communication and computation, showing effective overlap for small messages using an eager
protocol [74]. A few studies used overlap to speed up applications [77, 78, 79].
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5.2.4 HPC Systems
To better analyze performance at scale we need to understand the network design and
the communication costs on systems we use. Blue Waters uses a Cray Gemini network
[48] with a 243 3-d torus topology, two compute nodes per network node, and static routing.
Messages can take up to 36 hops to cross the network while static routing can cause increased
congestion in parts of the network.
Piz Daint uses a Cray Aries [51] network with a dragonfly topology, four compute nodes
per network node, and dynamic routing. The network can send messages directly between
any two nodes in at most 4 hops, but may use up to 10 hops to avoid more congested parts
of the network.
MPI on both systems provides different message passing protocols depending on message
size. The short protocol eager sends very small messages, the eager protocol eager sends
messages using extra copies to and from buffers, and the rendezvous protocol sends large
messages using synchronized data transfers.
We access hardware performance counters using PAPI [54] to better understand network
performance. Studies have analyzed Cray Gemini [52] and Aries [53] hardware performance
counters to provide guidance on effectively using counters to understand and improve per-
formance. Cray Gemini and Aries systems provide access to optimized collectives using the
DMAPP library including optimized 8 and 16 byte allreduces. The details for the DMAPP
allreduce implementations are not provided, however they are developed by Cray to take ad-
vantage of system specific features and low level communication routines to provide improved
performance.
5.3 KEY KERNELS
This study primarily focuses on a collection of PCG solvers including PCG [6], single
allreduce PCG (SAPCG) [1], non-blocking PCG (NBPCG) [2], pipelined PCG (PIPECG)
[3], and 2-iteration pipelined PCG (PIPE2CG) [4]. PCG solvers rely on allreduces for dot
products and halo exchanges for matrix-vector multiplies and some preconditioners as the
primary communication routines. Therefore we look at standalone kernels for these routines
to better understand their performance in addition to full PCG solvers.
The NBPCG, PIPECG, and PIPE2CG solvers rely on non-blocking allreduces to overlap
communication and computation, guiding us to experiment with blocking and non-blocking
allreduce and halo exchange kernels. Busy waits are used to mimic computation while
allowing us to easily control their runtime. One busy wait is used to mimic computation
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that can be overlapped with communication while a second mimics the computation that
often follows communication routines within Krylov solvers.























Figure 5.3: Blocking and non-blocking halo exchange kernels.
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Figure 5.4: Send and receive routines used by both halo exchange kernels.
We use blocking and non-blocking allreduce and halo exchange kernels to help us better
understand the effectiveness of overlapping communication and computation before moving
to more complex Krylov solvers. The blocking and non-blocking allreduce kernels rely on
using MPI collective routines.
The halo exchange kernels use blocking and non-blocking MPI sends and receives to send
messages to neighbors in each dimension to account for sending face elements that require
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larger messages. For simplicity we skip the smaller messages needed in practice to send
corner and edge elements. This will allow us to get a simpler halo exchange model working
before we try to model the more complex halo exchange within PCG solvers.
There are a number of other approaches for halo exchanges that can be effective for
different problems. Approaches using MPI collectives can be effective, especially when many
messages need to be sent from each process. Using remote direct memory access (RDMA)
provides potential to send data without needing to interact with the receiving process and
potentially improve overlap for routines like matrix-vector multiplies.
The PETSc matrix-vector multiply that we are investigating as well as many other ap-
plications use the approach shown in the algorithms above so this appears to be the most
beneficial approach to focus on. However exploring the performance of a wider range of
halo exchange implementations at scale would provide valuable information for the many
algorithms relying on halo exchanges as a key communication pattern.
5.3.2 PCG Solvers
This work studies the standard PCG solver and four more scalable variations [4]. PCG
solves linear systems using matrix-vector multiplies, preconditioner applications, allreduces,
and vector operations. Each PCG iteration calls a single matrix-vector multiply and precon-
ditioner application, although scalable variations require additional calls in the initialization
step to create a pipeline. We use a matrix-vector multiply that performs a halo exchange
overlapping communication with the diagonal block computation and a block-Jacobi incom-
plete Cholesky preconditioner that has computation on the diagonal block on each process
and no communication.
PCG uses two blocking allreduces per iteration while the more scalable variations decrease
the number of allreduces per iteration and/or replace blocking allreduces with non-blocking
allreduces. The non-blocking allreduces overlap one or more matrix-vector multiply and/or
preconditioner calls. We experiment with a 27-point Poisson problem commonly used in
benchmarks. We experiment with these solvers in PETSc [105, 106] using modified versions
of provided PCG methods and create a PIPE2CG method. Matrices are stored using the
MPIAIJ compressed sparse row format and we use provided matrix-vector multiply and
preconditioner routines.
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5.4 INITIAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS
First we run experiments with each kernel to more clearly understand their performance
using detailed runtime measurements and network performance counters.
5.4.1 Test Setup
We run experiments on Blue Waters using 16 cores per node (1 process per floating point
unit) and on Piz Daint using 36 cores per multi-core node. We set the max short and eager
protocol sizes at 1k and 8k bytes on both systems. We run each algorithm 20 iterations for
50 tests using a 1ms busy wait to clear the network prior to each test. Allreduce and halo
exchange kernels use busy waits of 1ms and 100µs to mimic computation. Runtimes are
measured for each iteration and test and network performance counters are measured for
each test. We compute the statistics needed for box plots to show the range of measured
values.
We are primarily interested in the network performance counters for congestion and band-
width due to their frequent correlation with runtime and ability to show the effectiveness
of optimizations. Network congestion is computed as the ratio of stalls to traffic (measured
in phits on Blue Waters and flits on Piz Daint) passing through each network node. Phits
on Blue Waters are 3 bytes while flits on Piz Daint vary in size. Higher network congestion
increases the time for a message to travel through the network but does not necessarily
increase kernel runtime.
We compute network tile counters for each link type. Cray Gemini systems differentiate
between X-, Y-, Z-, and host dimension links while Cray Aries systems differentiate between
black, green, blue, and host dimension links. The host links connect compute nodes to
network nodes. The X-, Y-, and Z-links on Blue Waters differ in the number and type
of connections in each dimension. Piz Daint has electrical groups containing 6 sets of 16
node chassis. Black links provide all-to-all connections within each chassis while green links
provide 16 sets of all-to-all connections between the 6 chassis. Blue links provide all-to-all
links between electrical groups.
Obtaining effective non-blocking communication requires using a progress thread or explic-
itly giving an MPI thread control to make progress. We split each overlapped computation
into chunks and add calls to MPI Test() to allow MPI to make progress on non-blocking




Figure 5.5: Blocking vs. non-blocking allreduce communication median iteration runtimes
(left) and test congestion (right) with 1ms busy waits on 1k nodes (16k cores) on Blue
Waters (top) and 512 nodes (18k cores) on Piz Daint (bottom).
Figure 5.5 shows significantly improved performance on both systems for the non-blocking
allreduce at smaller message sizes but decreased performance at larger message sizes espe-
cially when using the rendezvous protocol.
On Blue Waters we see significantly decreased performance coinciding with increased
congestion around 1 stall per byte starting at 2k bytes. This suggests Blue Waters may
use a non-blocking allreduce routine with an increased number of messages. We see similar
congestion for all link types with the exception of Y-links. Most large jobs are assigned
blocks of nodes that are narrow in the Y-dimensions, resulting in less Y-link traffic.
On Piz Daint we see a larger gap between blocking and non-blocking allreduce communi-
cation, likely due to dynamic message routing producing increased background congestion
throughout the network. This allows the less synchronized non-blocking allreduce to spread
out messages more, decrease congestion, and hide the impact of congestion to improve per-
formance. Blue, green, and black links experience reduced congestion, while host links expe-
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rienced less congestion for very small messages and increased congestion for larger messages
that slightly increased overall congestion.
Both systems show similar performance trends when using 100µs overlapped computation,
however decreased non-blocking allreduce performance starts at smaller message sizes. Piz
Daint does not see any improved performance for this overlap period likely due to the more
limited time to overlap communication and limited time following each allreduce for network
congestion to clear.
These experiments suggest overlapping communication and computation can be effective
for non-blocking allreduces provided the message size is not too large, eager message protocols
are used, and the overlap period is large enough.
5.4.3 Halo Exchange
Figure 5.6: 3-d halo exchange communication median iteration runtimes (left) and test
congestion (right) with 1ms busy waits on 1k nodes on Blue Waters (top) and with 100µs
busy waits on 512 nodes on Piz Daint (bottom).
Figure 5.6 shows non-blocking halo exchange algorithms effectively overlap communication
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and computation for larger message sizes where blocking algorithms experience decreased
performance on Blue Waters. The decreased performance coincides with increased network
congestion, suggesting network congestion limits halo exchange performance. Once commu-
nication takes longer than overlapped computation we see a decrease in the non-blocking
kernel runtime due to only hiding a small amount of communication. Network congestion is
similar for both kernels and most network dimensions experience similar congestion.
Similar tests on Piz Daint show the same performance trends. However Piz Daint has
slightly faster communication and less congestion resulting in more effective overlap for a
larger range of message sizes and overlap computation periods. Host-links experience the
worst congestion, however overall congestion most closely mirrors black-links. Black and
green links encounter the most network traffic while host links encounter the least.
These experiments suggest congestion limits performance for halo exchanges, however
we can hide the impact of congestion by overlapping communication and computation to
improve performance.
5.4.4 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Solvers
Figure 5.7: PCG solver median test runtimes (left), congestion (middle), and bandwidth
(right) for 27-point Poisson with 8k rows per core on Blue Waters (top) and 1k rows per
core on Piz Daint (bottom).
Figure 5.7 shows blocking PCG solvers experience decreased performance at higher node
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counts while non-blocking solvers maintain more consistent performance on Blue Waters.
Blocking solvers experience more congestion than non-blocking solvers, with the highest
congestion coinciding with large performance decreases. Non-blocking solvers reduce con-
gestion by about two orders of magnitude. NBPCG transitions from low to high congestion
in part due to the preconditioner failing to fully overlap a non-blocking allreduce. The high-
est bandwidth usage approaches the max link bandwidth and coincides with the highest
congestion for blocking solvers, suggesting once the network is saturated solvers experience
high congestion and decreased performance. Most network dimensions experience similar
congestion and bandwidth.
Piz Daint shows similar behavior, however tests with fewer rows per core result in steeper
performance decreases for blocking methods and slight decreases for less pipelined non-
blocking methods. PIPECG and PIPE2CG experience significantly less congestion than
other solvers that contributes to their improved performance. The highest bandwidth usage
coincides with decreased performance at higher node counts. Host-links experienced the
most congestion, while other link types experienced similar congestion. Similar to the halo
exchange, black and green links have the most network traffic and host links the least.
These experiments suggest PCG solvers experience slowdown due to congestion, however
non-blocking variations can reduce congestion to produce faster, more consistent performance
at scale.
5.5 PERFORMANCE MODELS
Performance modeling is used both for predictive models that provide us with a perfor-
mance expectation for an algorithm and for analytic models that show where runtime is
spent and which factors limit performance. We primarily focus on analytic modeling to
more clearly understand which factors limit solver performance at scale and how we can
further optimize these methods to reduce the impact of performance barriers.
This modeling approach should be effective on a wider range of systems since most face
similar performance barriers, but system specific changes may be required. In particular more
advanced systems may be able to effectively minimize some of these performance barriers
and require algorithm designers to explore different optimizations to improve performance
such as more aggressively minimizing communication or using communication routines with
less blocking overhead to allow more effective overlap.
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5.5.1 Postal Model
The postal model [82, 83] uses a fixed cost latency term and a per byte cost bandwidth
term to model communication. We model the time to send a message as
T = α + β · n (5.1)
where α is latency, β is the inverse of the asymptotic bandwidth, and n is the number of
bytes.
This provides a simple approach to modeling parallel communication and a good starting
point for developing accurate performance models at scale. However this model does not
account for performance barriers at scale such as network congestion and varying hop counts,
suggesting penalty terms are needed to improve model accuracy.
To accurately model a given run on an HPC system we need to use data from that run
as input to our performance models. Each run we save data about the node allocation,
how the algorithm maps to the node allocation, and the network state during the run.
This data allows us to better model the number of messages sent by each algorithm, where
each message travels through the network, and the cost to travel through the network. This
approach allows different sets of input parameters to produce different runtimes for the same
algorithm on a given system.
5.5.2 Other Models
Two other modeling approaches were explored for this study. The first used the LogGOPS
model [86, 88, 90, 91] by building on the model from the previous study. This model provides
a clearer approach for modeling communication and computation overlap that seemed like
the best choice for modeling non-blocking solvers. However determining accurate parameters
for this model can be difficult. Using existing tools to compute these values failed to produce
accurate models for simpler communication kernels.
A key issue is that MPI communication routines often use communication patterns that do
not directly reflect the LogP models. For example calling MPI Send to send a message may
result in MPI sending and receiving a series of messages. Instead we would need to use LogP
models to model MPI send and receive routines and then use these to build more complex
models. However this requires creating models for the specific MPI implementations we are
using. Furthermore we generally found that the latency time for a ping-pong test was fairly
trivial in comparison to the send and receive overhead. As a result the postal model was able
to accurately model communication for a ping-pong test and provided opportunities to add
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penalty terms to create more accurate models for more complex communication routines.
We also explored using a slack based model [92]. Slack refers to the difference between a
processors deadline and when it completes its work. This idea could potentially allow us to
develop an accurate model for non-blocking solvers which rely on overlapping non-blocking
allreduces with computation to improve performance. These methods experience slowdowns
when there is not enough slack and the computation finishes prior to the communication.
However initial attempts to develop a model using this approach were not particularly ac-
curate and the postal model proved to be a better option.
5.5.3 Model Parameters














We determine postal model parameters using a ping-pong test with improvements to
ensure accurate timings. We run a ping-pong prior to the first test to warm up the system.
At the beginning of each iteration we use a barrier to synchronize the processes and delay
all processes by 1ms to clear the network from previous tests.
We run each test 20 times for 20 iterations and compute statistics for ping-pong times.
We compute separate postal model parameters for the short, eager, and rendezvous MPI
protocols for both on- and off-node communication. We use linear least squares to fit a
linear function to measured ping times to determine the α and β parameters and show the
results in Table 5.1.
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Postal Parameters for Blue Waters
Protocol Off α Off β On α On β
Short 2.2467µs 0.3451ns 1.1284µs 0.8154ns
Eager 7.1826µs 0.5092ns 2.3950µs 0.0489ns
Rdvz 8.9720µs 0.1498ns 2.1162µs 0.0954ns
Postal Parameters for Piz Daint
Protocol Off α Off β On α On β
Short 1.7416µs 0.0041ns 0.51055µs 0.22926ns
Eager 4.3080µs 0.2224ns 0.97865µs 0.03879ns
Rdvz 5.9433µs 0.1083ns 0.85828µs 0.05603ns
Table 5.1: Postal model parameters for latency and bandwidth terms for off- and on-node
communication.
Hop Costs on Blue Waters
Dim Host-hop 1-hop 2-hops 3-hops Hop Lat.
X 2.146µs 2.273µs 2.400µs 2.525µs 0.126µs
Y 2.231µs 2.309µs 2.495µs 2.544µs 0.104µs
Z 2.230µs 2.309µs 2.422µs 2.514µs 0.094µs
Hop Costs on Piz Daint
Type Host-hop S. Hop D. Hop S. Hop Lat. D. Hop Lat.
Blue 2.864µs 5.607µs 5.991µs 2.754µs 3.113µs
Black 2.864µs 2.998µs 3.219µs 0.146µs 0.341µs
Green 2.864µs 3.348µs 3.639µs 0.496µs 0.761µs
Table 5.2: Ping times for the host-hop up to three hops and the average hop latency for
each network dimension on Blue Waters. Followed by ping times and hop latency for each
network dimension using static and dynamic routing on Piz Daint.
Table 5.2 shows the ping and latency costs for messages sent through each network dimen-
sion on Blue Waters to better understand the impact of message distance on performance.
These values are computed by running 1-byte ping-pong tests with nodes separated by the
host-, 1-, 2-, and 3-hops, and then dividing by 2. Taking the average of the average hop
latencies for all three dimensions gives an estimated per hop latency of 108ns, which is close
to the white paper hop latency of 105ns. These results suggest using host-dimension costs to
determine model parameters and adding penalties to account for message distance. Network
counters show some congestion which likely has a minor impact on measured timings.
Similar tests are run on Piz Daint, however we look at the cost to travel 1-hop across
black and green links and 1 or more hops across blue links using both static and dynamic
routing. The blue links connecting electrical groups are the most expensive in part due
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to the longer route they generally need to take and the more limited number of blue links
connecting nodes. Static routing results in reduced latency compared to dynamic routing
due to messages traveling through fewer nodes, however they may face more congestion. The
observed per hop latency times are much larger than the white paper hop latency of 100ns,
suggesting network congestion due to other jobs and dynamic routing significantly increases
latency. In practice we use dynamic routing to help reduce congestion, however we need to
be aware of the increased latency costs and performance variation.
Figure 5.8: Ping costs for off- and on-node communication for Blue Waters (left) and Piz
Daint (right) for the short, eager, and rendezvous protocols.
Figure 5.8 clearly shows the thresholds between MPI protocols and cheaper costs for on-
node messages on both systems. The postal model produces a virtually identical match
between ping runtimes and the corresponding postal model expectations. Network perfor-
mance counters show some congestion on both systems at times during these tests which
may produce some runtime variation.
5.5.4 Algorithms
Next we present postal models for allreduce, halo exchange, and PCG solvers. For these
models we compute the cost of sending messages on-node (Tonmsg) and off-node (Toffmsg)
using the postal model with penalty terms.
The allreduce postal model (Algorithm 5.2) assumes a reduction is performed on each node
and then a single process per node performs the reduction in the network. We assume recur-
sive doubling is used with log2(ncores) rounds of communication on each node and log2(nnodes)
rounds of communication between nodes. We assume each round of communication involves
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Algorithm 5.2: Postal model for allreduce
nonmsgs = log2(ncores);
noffmsgs = log2(nnodes)
Tcomm = 2 · nonmsgs · Tonmsg + 2 · noffmsgs · Toffmsg
Tcomp = n · Tflop · (nonmsgs + noffmsgs)
Tallreduce = Tcomm + Tcomp
a message exchange between two processes but these messages are not overlapped.
We add the cost of computing the local reduction using the individual flop cost by comput-
ing the inverse of the average peak performance per core. Blue Waters nodes have 16 cores
and a peak performance of 313.6 Gflops [50] resulting in an average flop cost of 0.0510ns
while Piz Daint multi-core nodes have 36 cores and a peak performance of 1.210 Tflops [116]
resulting in an average flop cost of 0.0297ns. We explored other allreduce postal models
however they were less accurate and had less reasonable assumptions.
Algorithm 5.3: Postal model for simplified halo exchange
nonmsgs, noffmsgs = load saved run data()
Thalo = Tonmsg · nonmsgs + Toffmsg · noffmsgs
The halo exchange postal model (Algorithm 5.3) reads network data from saved runs to
determine the average and max number of on- and off-node messages. We multiply the
number of on- and off-node messages by the message costs and sum these values.
Algorithm 5.4: Postal model for 27-point Poisson halo exchange for PCG
grid-data = load saved run data()
Tonmsg,Toffmsg = estimate message costs(grid-data)
Tface += Tonmsg for each on-node face + Toffmsg for each off-node face
Tedge += Tonmsg for each on-node edge + Toffmsg for each off-node edge
Tcorner += Tonmsg for each on-node corner + Toffmsg for each off-node corner
Thalo = Tface + Tedge + Tcorner
The PCG postal model (Algorithm 5.5) uses a more detailed halo exchange (Algorithm
5.4) to model solving a 3-d 27-point Poisson problem. The model reads data from saved
runs for the local grid shape and on-node process grid. These values are used to estimate
the number of on- and off-node messages and their size. The number of on- and off-node
messages varies for each process so we estimate message counts for the average process and
the slowest process on each node. We read computation times for the vector operations,
preconditioner application, and matrix-vector multiply from actual runs to allow us to focus
on accurately modeling communication. We model a full 3-d halo exchange including face,
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Algorithm 5.5: Postal model for PCG solver
Tcomp = load saved run data()
Tallr = allr model()
Thalo = pcg halo exchange model()
Tinit = Tcomp + Tallr
Titer = Tcomp + 2 · Tallr + Thalo
Tpcg = Tinit + niters · Titer
edge, and corner messages. This results in 6 face, 12 edge, and 8 corner messages for the
27-point stencil. The same Tallr and Thalo costs are used in the models for PCG and all
scalable PCG variations.
Algorithm 5.6: Postal model for Single Allreduce PCG solver
Tcomp = load saved run data()
Tinit = Tcomp + Tallr + Thalo
Titer = Tcomp + Tallr + Thalo
Tsapcg = Tinit + niters · Titer
Similar approaches are used for the SAPCG, NBPCG, PIPECG, and PIPE2CG models,
however the costs for Tinit and Titer are different for each method to account for the slightly
different communication patterns that are used. The SAPCG model (Algorithm 5.6) only
requires minor changes to account for using a single blocking allreduce. However the non-
blocking methods require more significant changes.
Algorithm 5.7: Postal model for Non-blocking PCG solver
Tmv-comp,Tpc-comp,Tvec-comp = load saved run data()
Tinit = max(Tallr,Thalo + Tmv-comp)+ Tpc-comp + Tvec-comp
Titer = max(Tallr,Thalo + Tmv-comp) + max(Tallr,Tpc-comp) + Tvec-comp
Tnbpcg = Tinit + niters · Titer
The NBPCG model (Algorithm 5.7) requires us to account for overlapping the non-
blocking allreduces with computation. Therefore we break Tcomp into Tmv-comp, Tpc-comp,
and Tvec-comp to account for the computation costs for the matrix-vector multiply, precondi-
tioner, and vector operations so we can overlap these costs with the non-blocking allreduce.
For NBPCG, we need to overlap the matrix-vector multiply with one non-blocking allreduce
and the preconditioner with the second non-blocking allreduce.
The PIPECG (Algorithm 5.8) and PIPE2CG (Algorithm 5.9) models combine the matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner computations together for simplicity. The PIPECG
model accounts for the increase in overlapped work compared to NBPCG while the PIPE2CG
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Algorithm 5.8: Postal model for Pipelined PCG solver
Tmv-pc-comp,Tvec-comp = load saved run data()
Tinit = Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp + max(Tallr,Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp) + Tvec-comp
Titer = max(Tallr,Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp) + Tvec-comp
Tpipecg = Tinit + niters · Titer
Algorithm 5.9: Postal model for 2-iteration Pipelined PCG solver
Tmv-pc-comp,Tvec-comp = load saved run data()
Tinit = Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp + max(Tallr,2 · (Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp + Tpc-comp) + Tvec-comp
Titer = max(Tallr,2 · (Thalo + Tmv-pc-comp)) + Tvec-comp
Tpipe2cg = Tinit + niters · Titer
model accounts for the further increase in overlapped work compared to PIPECG. These
postal models capture the key performance characteristics of these five PCG methods and
can be improved upon using penalty terms to produce accurate models for the performance
of PCG methods in practice.
5.5.5 Initial Model Results
We compare postal model expectations to allreduce, halo exchange, and PCG solver tests.
Figure 5.9 shows the postal model underpredicts runtimes for all tested kernels with the 3-d
halo exchange and PCG solver models having the largest differences. The allreduce kernel
on Piz Daint is also fairly inaccurate as well as on Blue Waters for smaller message sizes.
However the 3-d halo exchange model for smaller message sizes on both systems and the
allreduce for larger message sizes on Blue Waters produce reasonably accurate models.
Therefore we need to add penalty terms to account for these differences. Comparing
models with both on- and off-node communication to models with only off-node communi-
cation clearly showed we need to differentiate between on- and off-node messages to produce
accurate models.
5.5.6 Max-rate Penalty
Next we explore postal models using the max-rate penalty [85] to limit bandwidth when
using multiple cores per node. In practice the node bandwidth is less than the single pro-
cess bandwidth times the number of cores, allowing this model to produce more accurate
predictions when using multiple cores per node.
T = α + ncores · n/min(βnode, ncores · βcore) (5.2)
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Figure 5.9: Allreduce (left) and 3-d halo exchange (middle) iteration communication run-
times vs. postal model with 1ms busy waits on 1k nodes on Blue Waters (top) and 512
nodes on Piz Daint (bottom). PCG iteration runtimes vs. postal model (right) with 8k rows
per core on Blue Waters (top) and 1k rows per core on Piz Daint (bottom).
When ncores · βcore is less than βnode this reverts back to the postal model. Otherwise the
bandwidth is ncores · n/βnode, which increases the bandwidth cost compared to the postal
model.
We run ping-pong tests with 1 to 16 pairs of processes on Blue Waters and 1 to 36 pairs
of processes on Piz Daint on two nodes separated by the host-dimension to determine the
max off-node bandwidth. We use a ping-pong test and divide the amount of data sent across
the network by the difference between the final end time and the initial start time across all
processes.
The ping-pong bandwidth shows a clear decrease in performance for larger message sizes
and pairs of processes. The max measured node bandwidth used in our models for Blue
Waters is 9.03 GB/s and for Piz Daint is 11.77 GB/s. Using the postal model with max-rate
penalty matches observed ping-pong runtimes better than the postal model when using all
available cores.
Figure 5.11 shows improved accuracy for halo exchanges on both systems. On Blue Waters
this penalty is especially accurate at lower node counts, however at higher node counts and
message sizes there is still a large gap between the model and observed results. On Piz Daint
we see a smaller gap between the model and observed results likely due to the increased
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Figure 5.10: Ping-pong bandwidth on two nodes for 1 to 16 pairs of processes on Blue Waters
(left) and 1 to 36 pairs on Piz Daint (right)
Figure 5.11: Postal model with max-rate penalty for 3-d halo exchange on 64 nodes on Blue
Waters with 1ms busy waits (left) and on 512 nodes on Piz Daint with 100µs busy waits
(right).
number of cores per node having a larger performance impact. The model predicts slower
than observed runtimes for smaller message sizes on both systems. This may be due to short
and eager protocols pipelining multiple messages, so we will need to address this issue by
adding another term to the model.
5.5.7 Hops Penalty
The postal model predicted faster allreduce runtimes than achieved in practice for smaller
message sizes in particular, but did not account for the increased number of hops a message
may travel through. This suggests a hops penalty may account for these differences espe-
cially for kernels with multiple rounds of communication. We compute the hops penalty by
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multiplying the hop latency by the number of hops and adding this to the postal model for
the first message in a series of sends.
Thops = Thop lat · nhops (5.3)
T = α + β · n+ Thops (5.4)
We use the 108ns computed hop latency on Blue Waters and we can accurately estimate
the number of hops due to using static routing. We estimate best, average, and max cases.
The best case distance assumes that log2(nx/y/z-nodes) steps are used to perform an allreduce
in the X-, Y-, Z-, and host network dimensions. We read the node allocation size from saved
runs for dimension sizes.
However in practice the allreduce likely does not have an ideal mapping to the allocated
node topology or take advantage of the network topology, resulting in longer message dis-
tances. We estimate the number of hops by using the node allocation size to determine
the max distance a message could travel through the allocation. We assume each message
travels on average 1/4 and 1/2 of the max network distance for the average and max cases.
On Piz Daint we use the dynamic hop latencies for each link type and weigh them based
on the estimated number of hops along each link type. We estimate the number of hops
as the min, average, and max number of hops to reach a node in the same chassis, same
electrical group, and different electrical group. We assume nodes are evenly spread through
the allocation and allreduces are performed along each link type. The node allocation is
read from saved runs.
Figure 5.12: Postal model with hops penalty for blocking allreduce on 1k nodes on Blue
Waters (left) and 512 nodes on Piz Daint (right) with 1ms busy waits.
Figure 5.12 shows the hops penalty accounts for the difference between the postal model
and observed results for smaller message sizes on Blue Waters. On Piz Daint the hops penalty
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results in a significantly more accurate model for all message sizes due to the increased hop
latency costs, likely due to increased background congestion in the network. However for
larger message sizes the model underestimates observed performance, suggesting adding
additional penalty terms could be necessary to produce accurate models.
These results suggest minimizing message distance to improve performance especially for
routines with many communication rounds and for smaller messages with a lower bandwidth
cost. Systems with more interference from other jobs can experience slowdowns due to
increased hop latency costs. The hops penalty did not significantly impact halo exchange or
solver models.
5.5.8 Congestion Penalty
Next we need to account for increased runtimes found on larger node counts and message
sizes for halo exchange and PCG routines. The network performance counter results suggest
a congestion penalty may help account for this reduced performance.
γ = nstalls/nbytes (5.5)
Tcongest = γ · n · ncores · Tstall (5.6)
T = α + β · n+ Tcongest (5.7)
The congestion penalty is computed based on the description in the Gemini and Aries
network white papers [48, 51]. On Blue Waters the Gemini NIC operates at 650 MHz and
transfers 64 bytes of data in each direction every 5 cycles, resulting in Tstall = 1/650 MHz ·
5 / 64 = 0.120ns. On Piz Daint the Aries NIC operates at 800 MHz but otherwise performs
the same, resulting in Tstall = 0.0976ns. The model reads the stall rate from saved runs.
The Piz Daint congestion counters measure the number of stalls per flit, however the
number of bytes per flit varies, requiring us to estimate the number of bytes per flit [97].
Network requests use 3, 5, and 14 flits to transfer 0, 1 to 8, and 64 payload bytes plus
overhead. Network responses use 1, 3, and 12 flits to transfer 0, 4/8, and 64 payload bytes
plus overhead. Therefore we estimate there are 0 to 5.33 bytes of data transferred for each
flit. Experiments using 1, 2, and 4 bytes per flit produced fairly similar results, with a larger
number of bytes per flit predicting slightly faster runtimes. We use 1 byte per flit since it
generally produced more accurate models.
Tcongest hops = Tcongest · nhops (5.8)
T = α + β · n+ Thops + Tcongest−hops (5.9)
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We combine the hop and congestion penalties by multiplying the congestion penalty by the
number of hops. This provides a more accurate model since there is congestion throughout
the network that can stall a message on each network tile.
Figure 5.13: Postal models with max-rate (MR), congestion (C), and hops (H) penalties
for halo exchange on 1k nodes and PCG matrix-vector multiply with 4k rows per core for
Blue Waters (top). Postal models for allreduce and 3-d halo exchange on 512 nodes and
matrix-vector multiply with 8k rows per core for Piz Daint (bottom).
Figure 5.13 shows adding congestion and hops penalties to the max-rate penalty produces
more accurate models that account for the decreased performance found for larger node
counts and messages. On Blue Waters all three penalties are needed to account for differences
between observed and expected runtimes for the halo exchange and PCG matrix-vector
multiply kernels. In particular the combined congestion and hops penalty accounts for most
of the slowdown at larger message sizes and node counts.
On Piz Daint the congestion and hops penalties are necessary to produce the most accurate
models, however their impact is less significant than on Blue Waters. Adding the congestion
penalty to the allreduce model in addition to the hops penalty produces a more accurate
model likely due to the increased background congestion from dynamic routing increasing
message costs. Adding congestion and hops penalties to the halo exchange produces a more
accurate model for larger messages, although the max-rate term accounts for most of the
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runtime. The max-rate term likely has a larger impact than the congestion and hops terms
on Piz Daint due to the larger number of cores per node increasing the max-rate penalty,
dynamic routing decreasing network congestion, and the shorter max distance between any
two nodes in the network limiting the hop count. The PCG matrix-vector multiply also
needs all three penalty terms to produce accurate models on Piz Daint.
These results suggest congestion and hops penalties must be used together to accurately
model the impact of network congestion. Systems that require messages to travel through
more hops and do not take steps to limit congestion may experience significant slowdowns,
while systems with dynamic routing are likely to experience more background congestion
that even impacts kernels with lower communication costs.
While congestion penalties produce more accurate models, they tend to more significantly
overestimate 3-d halo exchange runtimes for smaller messages using short and eager proto-
cols. These protocols may hide some communication costs by pipelining multiple messages,
suggesting we need to model this overlap for blocking kernels.
5.5.9 Synchronization Penalty
While the matrix-vector multiply model within PCG solvers is reasonably accurate, allre-
duces within PCG solvers are significantly slower than standalone allreduces. The PCG
solvers often have significant performance variation across processes even when there are an
equal number of grid cells on every process, suggesting using a synchronization penalty to
account for this slowdown.
Therefore we add a synchronization penalty to account for the time the average process
must wait once reaching the allreduce until the last process reaches the allreduce and the
collective can be completed. We estimate this by computing the difference between the
median and max computation runtimes since the last synchronization point and adding this
to each allreduce.
We use computation times from saved runs to estimate this penalty. The median runtime
is computed from the runtimes for all iterations across all cores while the max runtime is
computed from the slowest runtime across all cores each iteration. We take the median of
each set of timings. Non-blocking solvers are less synchronized, so we use the first quartile
instead of the median for the max process computation time.
Figure 5.14 shows the synchronization penalty produces more reasonable models for both
blocking and non-blocking PCG solvers on Blue Waters. The allreduce models within PCG
are significantly more accurate and generally produce reasonably close matches to observed
performance. Piz Daint produced similar results.
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Figure 5.14: PCG (left) and PIPECG (right) vs. postal model, postal model with penalties,
and postal with penalties and synchronization penalty for 4k rows per core on Blue Waters
(top) and Piz Daint (bottom).
These results suggest performance variation across cores can greatly reduce PCG solver
performance. Despite each process having the same number of grid cells, the time spent in
computation can regularly vary by over 10% and have outliers that are an order of magni-
tude slower. Furthermore communication costs may vary due to processes sending different
numbers of on- and off-node messages. This suggests performance variation due to both
communication and computation on large-scale systems can impact the performance of al-
gorithms at synchronization points.
The significant impact of this synchronization penalty suggests users may also need to
explore approaches to better balance the workload even in cases where the workload seems
balanced and each process is given the same number of tasks to complete. Processes with
more off-node messages may need less computation while processes with no off-node messages
may need more computation to allow both to produce similar overall runtimes. This may
require tools such as partitioners that can take into account varying message costs between
processes to produce a more balanced workload in practice. System level changes to reduce
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performance variation may also be necessary both for reducing variation within the network
and on-node.
5.5.10 Communication and Computation Overlap
Figure 5.15: Non-blocking allreduce vs. postal model with 1ms overlap on 1k nodes on Blue
Waters (left) and 512 nodes on Piz Daint (right).
The postal model does not account for overlap, however we use two approaches to model
overlap. For non-blocking methods we overlap the communication penalty term cost with
computation occurring between the communication routine start and the wait call to ensure
communication finished. For blocking methods using short or eager protocols we model
pipelined communication by overlapping communication penalty terms for all messages with
the postal model costs for all messages after the first message.
Figure 5.15 shows the postal model with penalty terms and overlap effectively models
a non-blocking allreduce on both systems, including decreased performance for larger mes-
sages. Models without all penalty terms incorrectly predict communication will be effectively
overlapped for all message sizes.
Figure 5.16 shows modeling overlap due to pipelining messages in blocking halo exchanges
produces more accurate models for smaller messages using short and eager protocols on both
systems. Modeling overlap for non-blocking halo exchanges accurately predicts effective
overlap for smaller messages and accounts for decreased performance for larger messages
when overlap is less effective on both systems.
These results suggest modeling communication and computation overlap is necessary to
produce accurate models both for routines that explicitly overlap communication and com-
putation as well as blocking routines that send a series of messages.
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Figure 5.16: Postal models vs. blocking halo exchanges (left) and vs. non-blocking halo
exchanges (right) on 1k nodes on Blue Waters with 1ms busy waits (top) and on 512 nodes
on Piz Daint with 100µs busy waits (bottom).
5.5.11 Analysis
This collection of penalty terms allows us to accurately model PCG solvers and related
kernels using both blocking and non-blocking communication. The postal model provides
us with predictions for best case performance that penalty terms can be added to in order
to account for the decreased performance observed in practice. More complex models such
as LogP models with more fine-grained terms were not necessary to accurately account for
performance at scale.
The max-rate penalty was especially helpful for systems with more cores per node. The
hops penalty was necessary for routines requiring many rounds of communication and for
smaller message sizes. The congestion penalty was particularly helpful at larger scales and for
larger message sizes for accounting for decreased performance, especially when combined with
the hops penalty. The synchronization penalty was necessary to produce accurate models
for more complex algorithms like PCG solvers that encounter more significant performance
variation. The communication and computation overlap term was necessary to produce
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accurate models for communication using the short and eager protocols and for non-blocking
routines overlapping communication and computation.
More advanced systems in the future may be able to minimize some of these performance
barriers. This should make it easier for users to obtain good performance, but may re-
quire algorithm designers to explore different optimizations to improve performance. For
example, they may need to explore more aggressive techniques for reducing the number of
messages sent or using communication routines with less blocking overhead to provide more
opportunity for overlap.
5.6 IMPROVED RESULTS
Guided by our performance models, we explore optimizations with the potential to reduce
the impact of performance barriers such as off-node bandwidth, network distance, and net-
work congestion to improve performance at scale. Our results demonstrate the optimization
effectiveness for scalable Krylov solvers and related kernels and show our models can account
for optimization improvements.
5.6.1 MPI Protocol Changes
First we look at an optimization designed to increase communication and computation
overlap to improve performance. Our performance models show accounting for communica-
tion and computation overlap for both blocking and non-blocking halo exchanges is necessary
to produce accurate models. This overlap term produces more accurate models for the short
and eager protocols, suggesting using the eager protocol for larger message sizes will allow
more effective overlap due to avoiding synchronizing the sending and receiving processes.
Figure 5.17 shows improved performance for blocking tests for the eager protocol over the
rendezvous protocol likely due to pipelining messages. The non-blocking tests show limited
improvement due to already overlapping communication and computation. All kernels have
similar performance at the largest message size once computation cannot fully overlap com-
munication. Piz Daint shows similar trends for blocking methods, but has slightly reduced
performance for non-blocking methods using the eager protocol for larger messages.
We see reduced network congestion for the eager protocol for the blocking kernel on Blue
Waters, but do not see any significant differences for the non-blocking kernels. On Piz Daint
we see fairly similar congestion for all kernels, although non-blocking kernels have slightly
higher congestion for larger message sizes.
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Figure 5.17: 3-d halo exchanges with 1ms busy waits comparing eager and rendezvous
protocols for 1k or larger messages for communication (left) and congestion (right) on 1k
nodes of Blue Waters (top) and 512 nodes on Piz Daint (bottom).
We also ran tests to attempt to take advantage of the faster DMAPP non-blocking allre-
duce for 8 and 16 byte messages, however these were generally ineffective. In particular
replacing a 32 byte non-blocking allreduce in PIPECG with 8 and 16 byte non-blocking
allreduces slight decreased the allreduce cost at most problem sizes but increased conges-
tion, resulting in minimal impact on overall runtimes.
5.6.2 Node-aware Experiments
Next we look at an optimization designed to minimize off-node messages and reduce
network congestion. Accounting for the difference between off-node and on-node message
costs is critical to producing accurate models. On-node messages have cheaper postal model
parameters than off-node messages and do not require penalty terms to produce accurate
models. Furthermore decreasing off-node messages reduces network traffic and should reduce
the congestion penalty for the remaining off-node messages. This suggests using node-aware
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communication to minimize the number of off-node messages will improve performance.
The halo exchange and solver kernels use MPI Cart create to produce the communication
pattern. Ideally the on-node process grid should minimize off-node communication, however
in practice this routine rarely chooses the most efficient on-node process grids. For example
MPI Cart create may produce a 16x1 2-d grid which requires all processes to send at least two
off-node messages and two end processes to send three off-node messages. A more optimal
4x4 2-d grid can improve performance since four processes send zero off-node messages, eight
send one off-node message, and four send two off-node messages.
Figure 5.18: Node-aware 3-d halo exchange communication blocking kernel runtimes (left)
and non-blocking kernel runtimes (right) with 1ms busy waits on 1k nodes on Blue Waters
(top) and with 100µs busy waits on 512 nodes on Piz Daint (bottom).
We use a node-aware Cartesian communicator [117] to produce node-aware halo exchange
and solver communication patterns. Figure 5.18 shows improved performance for blocking
and non-blocking 3-d halo exchanges especially for larger message sizes. Non-blocking node-
aware halo exchanges allow effective overlap to occur for larger message sizes. Using shorter
busy waits results in runtimes increasing significantly at smaller message sizes. In particular
using a 100µs busy wait for Blue Waters for the halo exchanges with overlap showed similar
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trends as the Piz Daint test. We would expect a similar decrease in performance for 1ms
busy waits on Blue Waters for the node-aware kernel with overlap for larger message sizes.
In general we observed similar performance trends on both systems.
Figure 5.19: Node-aware 3-d halo exchange communication blocking and non-blocking kernel
congestion (left) and bandwidth (right) with 1ms busy waits on 1k nodes on Blue Waters
(top) and with 100µs busy waits on 512 nodes on Piz Daint (bottom).
Figure 5.19 shows on Blue Waters node-aware blocking kernels produced less congestion
while non-blocking kernels produced less congestion for smaller messages. The node-aware
algorithms used less bandwidth at most message sizes, but used more bandwidth at the
largest message size. This is likely due to the significantly improved performance allowing the
node-aware kernel to finish more quickly. Reduced congestion and bandwidth was observed
in all network dimensions in most cases. On Piz Daint both kernels produced less congestion
for larger message sizes and used less bandwidth for all message sizes. Reduced congestion
and bandwidth was observed along host, black, and green network links.
Figure 5.20 shows node-aware solvers produce speedups over the original solvers. Node-
aware PCG solvers have runtimes similar to PIPECG solvers on Blue Waters while on Piz
Daint node-aware solvers have small but consistent improvements. Node-aware solvers have
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Figure 5.20: Original vs. node-aware PCG and PIPECG solver runtimes (left), congestion
(middle), and bandwidth (right) with 4k rows per core on Blue Waters (top) and 2k rows
per core on Piz Daint (bottom).
slightly reduced congestion and bandwidth on Blue Waters while on Piz Daint node-aware
PCG has congestion similar to both PIPECG solvers and reduced bandwidth. However
host-link congestion is significantly lower for both PIPECG solvers and node-aware com-
munication further decreases it. Node-aware solvers generally use less bandwidth than the
original solvers along all link types.
Figure 5.21 shows non-blocking PCG solvers can still outperform blocking solvers when
both are using node-aware communication. We still see significant network congestion when
using node-aware communication on both systems, which allows the non-blocking methods
to reduce network congestion to improve performance. The non-blocking methods use more
bandwidth due to computing iterations more quickly than blocking methods. This suggests
that to obtain the best performance we want to use both non-blocking solvers and more
efficient communication patterns.
Figure 5.22 shows the postal model with penalty terms can capture the differences between
the original and node-aware kernels for halo exchanges and PCG solvers. While the original
and node-aware kernels differ in how they assign processes to cores, they both execute the
same code. Differentiating between the number of on- and off-node messages in the models
and reading network information for each run allows us to produce accurate models for
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Figure 5.21: Node-aware PCG solver runtimes (left), congestion (middle), and bandwidth
(right) with 1k rows per core on Blue Waters (top) and 2k rows per core on Piz Daint
(bottom).
this optimization. The results for node-aware PCG on Piz Daint are fairly similar for both
methods, however we can still see slightly reduced models predictions for the node-aware
algorithm that are similar to the slightly reduced costs for the node-aware PCG results.
These results show node-aware routines can improve halo exchange and PCG solver per-
formance by reducing the number of off-node messages, which often results in reduced con-
gestion and bandwidth. Our performance modeling approach allows us to accurately model
node-aware kernels using the postal model with penalty terms.
On systems with dynamic routing there is potential for the system to route extra outside
traffic through nodes using less communication. While this limits the potential benefit for
optimizing communication on these systems, the ability to reduce bandwidth provides the
potential to reduce overall system traffic. This suggests system administrators may want to
ensure their software provides access to routines optimizing communication such as node-
aware communicators to potentially improve communication costs for the entire system.
5.6.3 Topology-aware Experiments
Lastly we look at an optimization designed to minimize message distance. The hop and
congestion penalties account for significant performance decreases especially when these
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Figure 5.22: Postal models vs. original and node-aware 3-d halo exchanges with 1ms busy
waits (top) and PCG (bottom) with 4k rows per core on 1k nodes on Blue Waters (left) and
with 2k rows per core on 512 nodes on Piz Daint (right).
penalties are combined. Decreasing the number of hops messages travel will decrease both
the hop latency cost and the multiplier for the congestion penalty. Decreasing message
distance also reduces network traffic and provides potential to further reduce the congestion
penalty. This suggests using topology-aware communication to decrease message distance
will improve performance.
We can map 2-d and 3-d halo exchanges to a 3-d torus topology so every node only
communicates with neighboring nodes. This requires messages to pass through at most two
network tiles, reducing message distance. This routine further minimizes message distance
by using node-aware techniques and maximizing the number of host-dimension messages
traveling across a single network tile. Unfortunately this approach requires using a cube of
nodes, which is difficult to obtain on Blue Waters and not supported by some systems.
The topology-aware 3-d halo exchange reads network information to determine the position
of each process within the allocation. It creates a grid matching the node allocation size and
multiplies the grid size by the on-node grid size so that the largest dimension of the on-node
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grid matches the smallest dimension of the overall grid. The second smallest dimension of
the grid is multiplied by the host-dimension size.
While node-aware communication is often effective, we have observed cases where net-
work topology mappings have a larger impact than on-node mappings, allowing the original
kernel to outperform the node-aware kernel in some cases. This suggests topology-aware
communication is necessary to ensure the best performance.
Figure 5.23: Topology-aware 3-d halo exchange results on 63x2 grid for runtime (top left),
congestion (top middle), and bandwidth (top right), and predicted 3-d halo exchange results
on 4k nodes for Blue Waters (bottom left) and Piz Daint (bottom right).
Figure 5.23 shows improved performance for the topology-aware over the node-aware halo
exchange. The topology-aware halo exchange has congestion similar to the node-aware
algorithm but less than the original algorithm. Compared to the original algorithm the
topology-aware algorithm decreases bandwidth by 66%-74% while the node-aware algorithm
decreases bandwidth by 43%-56%. Both obtain the largest reductions for smaller messages.
The 63 node grid is the largest cubic grid we obtained on Blue Waters and Piz Daint did
not allow requesting a specific node shape. Therefore we use our models to predict halo ex-
change performance on 4k nodes on both systems. The model predicts significantly improved
performance for larger message sizes on Blue Waters and predicts small improvements for
all message sizes on Piz Daint. These results suggest this optimization could be particularly
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valuable on systems where messages may have to travel a long distance, but should further
improve performance even on systems with shorter max distances across the network.
While this simpler approach to topology-aware communication only works for cubic node
grids, it should be possible to develop topology-aware partitioners and process mapping
tools that are capable of mapping an algorithm to any given node allocation to minimize
communication costs. Ideally we would want topology-aware partitioners that are able to
take the application data, such as a finite element mesh, and the given node allocation, which
could be scattered across the system, and determine the best partitioning of this data to
minimize communication costs. Some studies have investigated topology-aware partitioners
and task mapping tools [118, 119, 120], however significant work still needs to be done to
make these tools more robust and easier to use effectively.
5.7 CONCLUSIONS
This study analyzes the performance of scalable PCG solvers and related kernels for struc-
tured grid problems using detailed performance analysis and performance modeling to better
understand the issues affecting performance at scale and guide the development of perfor-
mance optimizations. Detailed performance analysis using runtimes and network perfor-
mance counters for both blocking and non-blocking communication kernels provides greater
insight into factors limiting performance at scale.
These results guide the development of performance models with penalty terms that ac-
count for decreased performance at scale and variation across multiple runs of the same
code. These models guide us to use optimizations including node-aware and topology-aware
communication to improve performance at scale. Experiments on Blue Waters and Piz Daint
demonstrate the effectiveness of this performance modeling approach despite the significant
differences between the networks as well as provide deeper insight into the issues faced by
each network. This modeling approach based on the postal model demonstrated more com-
plex models with more fine-grained penalty terms were not necessary to accurately model
these kernels at scale and guide optimizations.
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CHAPTER 6: SCALABLE NON-BLOCKING KRYLOV SOLVERS
A wide range of Krylov solvers have been developed to solve different types of linear
systems and effectively use a wider range of preconditioners. This includes solvers for non-
symmetric linear systems, variable preconditioning, and more complex approaches to im-
proving stability and accuracy. In particular GMRES and BiCGStab are two Krylov solvers
frequently used to solve non-symmetric linear systems.
Many applications spend a majority of their runtime solving large sparse linear systems
and rely on Krylov solvers as key kernels. These applications frequently need a variety of
linear solvers to effectively solve different linear systems and often provide multiple solver
options for different problem types or node counts. Therefore we need to build on our PCG
study to analyze other Krylov solvers commonly used by real-world applications to better
understand how we can get the best performance at scale.
Studying the performance of non-blocking Krylov solvers within Nek5000 and Quda will
require us to investigate GMRES and BiCGStab solvers. Therefore we first want to analyze
the performance of these solvers within PETSc on Blue Waters. Similar to PCG, there are
non-blocking variations of GMRES and BiCGStab that decrease the number of allreduces
and replace blocking allreduces with non-blocking allreduces and overlap them with ma-
trix kernels. In particular we want to better understand if GMRES and BiCGStab solvers
produce similar performance trends as PCG solvers and identify any unique performance
characteristics impacting their performance.
6.1 KRYLOV SOLVERS
GMRES and BiCGStab are Krylov solvers used to solve non-symmetric linear systems that
rely on similar kernels as PCG. These methods rely on blocking allreduces, matrix-vector
multiplies, and preconditioner applications to solver linear systems, but require calling new
kernels or making additional calls to previously discussed kernels. Similar to PCG, the
blocking allreduces used by GMRES and BiCGStab limit their performance at scale due to
the increased cost of collectives at large node counts and requiring all processes to synchronize
multiple times per iteration.
While replacing blocking allreduces with non-blocking allreduces can be an effective strat-
egy to minimize their impact, ideally we would like to have effective methods that do not rely
on allreduces. Therefore we also explore a Chebyshev solver that does not require reductions
to produce a solution. This method generally produces faster iteration runtimes but tends
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to have slower convergence rates that increase the overall time to solve linear systems.
6.1.1 PCG
PCG [6] relies on two blocking allreduces, one matrix-vector multiply, one preconditioner
application, and some vector operations each iteration to produce a solution. The two
blocking allreduces require synchronized collective communication while the matrix-vector
multiply requires a combination of communication and computation. The preconditioner
cost varies, as cheap preconditioners may only require a small amount of computation while
more expensive preconditioners may require significant communication and computation.
The vector operations do not require any communication, only computation. PCG is dis-
cussed and analyzed in detail in Chapter 4.
6.1.2 Chebyshev
Algorithm 6.1: Chebyshev Algorithm







r0 ← b− Ax0 . Matrix-vector Multiply
p0 ← 0
p1 ←Mr0 . Preconditioner
if check residual then
norm←
√
(p1, p1) . Optional Blocking Allreduce
for i=1,2,...,until convergence do
ci+1 ← 2µci − ci−1
ω ← ωprodci/ci+1
ri ← Api . Matrix-vector Multiply
ri ← b− ri
pi+1 ←Mri . Preconditioner
if check residual then
norm←
√
(pi+1, pi+1) . Optional Blocking Allreduce
pi+1 ← (1− ω)pi−1 + ωpi + ωγspi+1
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The Chebyshev method [121, 122], shown in Algorithm 6.1 is a simpler Krylov solver than
PCG that does not require an allreduce to compute the solution. Since the allreduce is a
performance barrier at scale this should provide us with a more scalable solver than PCG.
However the Chebyshev method tends to be less accurate, requiring far more iterations to
produce an accurate solution. Due to this decreased accuracy Chebyshev solvers are rarely
used in practice.
Similar to PCG, Chebyshev relies on a matrix-vector multiply, preconditioner application,
and a few vector operations each iteration. Allreduces are still required to compute a norm for
the stopping criteria, however this does not need to be computed every iteration. Provided
you are using a cheaper preconditioner and need many iterations to compute an accurate
solution, this should greatly reduce the number of allreduce calls. However you may run more
iterations than needed to compute a solution with the desired accuracy. If you are using more
expensive preconditioners that converge quickly you will likely want to frequently compute
norms to avoid extra iterations, limiting the benefit of the Chebyshev method. Chebyshev
can be modified to call a non-blocking allreduce to compute the norm and then check the
result in a future iteration to allow more frequent convergence checks while still limiting the
allreduce cost.
This method requires the minimum and maximum eigenvalues to compute a solution.
Ideally you would want to have these already computed by your application prior to calling
the solver or have some way to use previously computed information to quickly compute
these values to avoid extra overhead.
6.1.3 GMRES
The general minimized residual (GMRES) method [7], shown in Algorithm 6.2, iteratively
solves nonsymmetric linear systems. Similar to PCG, GMRES relies on one matrix-vector
multiply and one preconditioner application each iteration. However GMRES has a few
significant changes compared to PCG. GMRES requires an orthogonalization using Gram-
Schmidt and a Hessenberg update each iteration. GMRES must keep vectors from previous
iterations to use for orthogonalization, resulting in the amount of communication and com-
putation increasing each iteration.
Since some linear systems may require many iterations to solve and the vector operations
cost can become quite expensive, GMRES allows users to set a restart length that restarts
the GMRES iteration process using the updated solution vector. This allows the method to
remove all previously computed vectors and limit the maximum cost per iteration. However
restarting the GMRES iteration process may impact the convergence rate. At the end of
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Algorithm 6.2: General Minimized Residual Algorithm
for k=0,1,...,until convergence do




(v0, v0) . Blocking allreduce
v0 ← v0/norm
for i=1,2,...,m do
zi ← Avi−1 . MatVec and PC
vi ←Mzi
qi ← (vi, v0:i) . Blocking allreduce
vi ← vi − qv0:i . Orthogonalize with Gram-Schmidt
h0:i,i−1 ← h0:i,i−1 + q0:i
norm←
√
(vi, vi) . Blocking allreduce
vi ← vi/norm
Update h with Given’s rotations . Update Hessenberg
Solve lower triangular system . Build solution
Update xk
each set of GMRES iterations the updated solution vector is computed by solving a small
lower triangular linear system on each process.
GMRES can use both classical Gram-Schmidt and modified Gram-Schmidt for orthogo-
nalization. While modified Gram-Schmidt tends to be more stable it requires a separate dot
product for each computed vector. Unfortunately this results in a significantly increased
communication cost compared to classical Gram-Schmidt which uses a single larger dot
product. Unlike PCG, which uses two allreduces each iteration with a few doubles, classical
Gram-Schmidt uses an allreduce that grows in size each iteration due to containing one dou-
ble for each computed iteration. This increases the allreduce cost each iteration and may
increase network traffic and congestion compared to PCG.
Gram-Schmidt requires vector operations that increase in cost each iteration. It relies
on multiple axpy and multiple dot product routines that operate on the set of computed
vectors each iteration. The Hessenberg update at the end of each iteration uses Given’s
rotations, which only requires a small amount of computation. The lower triangular linear
system solve at the end of each set of GMRES iterations only requires a fairly small amount
of computation. Similar to PCG, there is also an allreduce used each iteration to compute




Algorithm 6.3: Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized Algorithm
r0 ← b− Ax0
ρ0 ← α0 ← ω0 ← 1




p0 ← v0 ← ~0
for k=1,2,...,until convergence do
βk ← (ρk/ρk−1) ∗ (αk−1/ωk−1)
pk ← rk−1 − ωk−1βkvk−1 + βkpk−1
z ← Apk . First MatVec and PC
vk ←Mz
ck ← (vk, r0) . Blocking Allreduce
αk ← ρk/ck
sk ← rk−1 − αkvk
z ← Ask . Second MatVec and PC
tk ←Mz
ck ← (sk, tk) . 2 Merged Vector Operations
dk ← (tk, tk) . Blocking Allreduce
ωk ← ck/dk
xk ← αkpk + ωksk + xk−1 . 4 Merged Vector Operations
rk ← sk − ωktk
ρk+1 ← (rk, r0) . Blocking Allreduce
normk ← (rk, rk)
The bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method [8], shown in Algorithm 6.3, iteratively solves
non-symmetric linear systems. BiCGStab relies on the same set of kernels as PCG. A
combination of matrix-vector multiplies, preconditioner applications, allreduces, and vector
operations are used to compute the solution. However BiCGStab relies on two sets of
matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications each iteration instead of one and
three blocking allreduces instead of two. Similar to PCG we can take advantage of merged
vector operation to reduce the computation cost.
This gives us an algorithm that should perform fairly similar to PCG methods since we
have matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications followed by blocking allre-
duces. Unlike GMRES, this method allows us to solve non-symmetric linear systems with
a fixed cost per iteration and does not need to be restarted. However the cost per iteration
should be higher than for PCG or earlier GMRES iterations due to calling more matrix
kernels and blocking allreduces each iteration. This suggests that BiCGStab has the poten-
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tial to outperform GMRES in cases where the vectors are larger and GMRES needs larger
restart lengths to converge quickly since the increased vector operations cost of GMRES can
greatly limit performance for later iterations.
6.2 NON-BLOCKING KRYLOV SOLVERS
Next we look at variations of these Krylov solvers that decrease the number of allreduces
and/or replace blocking allreduces with non-blocking allreduces to improve performance at
scale.
6.2.1 Non-blocking PCG
The SAPCG [1], NBPCG [2], PIPECG [3], and PIPE2CG [4] methods, shown and dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 4, rearrange PCG to reduce the number of allreduces and/or over-
lap non-blocking allreduces with matrix kernels. The SAPCG method uses a single blocking
allreduces while the NBPCG, PIPECG, and PIPE2CG methods overlap non-blocking allre-
duce communication with increasing amounts of computation. Ideally if there is enough
overlapped computation this will hide most of the allreduce cost and avoid synchronization
to improve performance at scale.
These methods are derived by taking advantage of recurrence relations to change the
vectors used in key kernels so we can rearrange the order of key kernels. This allows us to
produce methods that are equivalent to PCG in exact arithmetic but have more scalable
properties. However these rearranged methods require increased initialization costs to create
a pipeline and additional vector operations each iteration. This derivation approach can
reduce solver accuracy, potentially requiring approaches such as residual replacement to
improve convergence and allow the method to reach the desired accuracy.
Similar to PCG, these non-blocking PCG methods rely on matrix-vector multiplies, pre-
conditioner applications, and vector operations, however they replace blocking allreduces
with non-blocking allreduces. Achieving effective non-blocking allreduce performance re-
quires either splitting overlapped computation into chunks and adding calls to MPI Test to
allow MPI to progress the non-blocking allreduce or using progress threads to progress the
non-blocking allreduce. Merged vector operations become more important for these meth-
ods since they allow the methods to use about the same number of vector reads as PCG,
although they still require additional vector writes.
These non-blocking PCG methods are designed to overlap a non-blocking allreduce with
increasing amounts of work. NBPCG overlaps one non-blocking allreduce with a matrix-
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vector multiply and the other with a preconditioner application. PIPECG overlaps both
a matrix-vector multiply and a preconditioner application with a non-blocking allreduce.
PIPE2CG overlaps a single non-blocking allreduce with two matrix-vector multiplies and
two preconditioner applications. Due to the increased initialization and vector operations
costs, users will want to use the least rearranged method that can effectively overlap a
non-blocking allreduce with computation.
6.2.2 Non-blocking GMRES
The PIPEGMRES method [16, 17], shown in Algorithm 6.4, uses a similar approach as
PIPECG to improve the performance of GMRES. GMRES is rearranged to combine both
allreduces into a single allreduce and replace the blocking allreduce with a non-blocking
allreduce. This non-blocking allreduce is overlapped with the matrix-vector multiply and
preconditioner application. Ideally if there is enough computation in these matrix kernels
this will hide most of the allreduce cost and avoid synchronization.
PIPEGMRES explicitly computes the norm after orthogonalization by combining the
reduction for normalization with the reduction for orthogonalization of the next iteration.
This results in the orthonormal basis and Hessenberg matrix being two iterations behind
the computation of the Krylov subspace. New vectors are only orthogonalized against the
previously computed vectors and a correction step is added after the non-blocking allreduce
has finished to update the orthogonalization. A change of basis to the Newton basis is used
to improve the numerical stability of the method. Since this method is not derived using
recurrence relations this may allow it to prevent the residual from stalling like we saw for
non-blocking PCG methods and produce more accurate solutions. These steps allow us to
improve the communication properties of GMRES, but also result in some disadvantages.
Similar to PIPECG, PIPEGMRES requires an increased initialization cost and addi-
tional computation each iteration. PIPEGMRES requires solving an additional small upper-
triangular matrix, adding an extra vector update, and computing a change of basis. There-
fore PIPEGMRES needs enough iterations to make up for the increased initialization cost
and needs to use fewer rows per core to reduce the impact of the increased computation.
Reduced convergence rates and issues with numerical stability are also a concern, however
improvements such as the change of basis to the Newton basis can help with these issues.
Similar to non-blocking PCG methods we need to either use calls to MPI Test or use
progress threads to progress the non-blocking allreduce. However unlike non-blocking PCG
methods, merged vector operations are less important for PIPEGMRES. There are a cou-
ple places where we could potentially eliminate a vector read, however this would require
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Algorithm 6.4: Pipelined GMRES Algorithm
for l=0,1,... do




(v0, v0) . Blocking Allreduce
v0 ← v0/norm
z0 ← Av0 . Create Pipeline
v1 ←Mz0
h1 ← (v1, v0:1)
MPI Iallreduce on h1
z1 ← Av1 . Overlap Communication and Computation
v2 ←Mz1
for i=2,...,m+2 do
if i > 2 then . Scale and Correct
vi−1 ← vi−1/hi−2,i−3
vi ← vi/hi−2,i−3
for k=0,1,...,i-1 do hk,i−2 ← hk,i−2/hi−2,i−3
hi−2,i−2 ← hi−2,i−2/hi−2,i−3
for k=0,1,...,i do . Correct Orthogonalization
for j=max(0,k-1),i-2 do wk ← wk − hhk,jhj,i−2
vi ← vi + w0:iv0:i
vi ← vi − hi−2,i−2vi−1
vi−1 ← vi−1 − h0:i−1,i−2v0:i−1 . Orthogonalize
h0:i,i−1 ← (vi, v0:i)
norm← (vi−1, vi−1)
MPI Iallreduce on h0:i,i−1 and norm








Update h with Given’s rotations . Update Hessenberg
Check for convergence
Solve lower triangular system . Build solution
Update xl
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combining vector operations with more complex optimized multiple axpy and multiple dot
product routines. There would be limited benefit for removing a few vector reads and we
would need to custom vector routines that may not be as well optimized as the provided
routines. Therefore we use the provided vector routines.
PIPEGMRES relies on classic Gram-Schmidt for orthogonalization due to modified Gram-
Schmidt requiring separate allreduces for each previously computed vector. Modified Gram-
Schmidt becomes particularly costly in parallel, but is not needed to produce an accurate
solution for many applications. However pipelined and other more scalable variations of
GMRES with modified Gram-Schmidt have been developed [123] that can help applications
requiring increased stability to produce accurate solutions.
Deeper pipelined versions of PIPEGMRES [17] have been developed that allow users to
overlap a non-blocking allreduce with a user specified number of iterations. This can pro-
vide improved performance when there is too little work in a single matrix-vector multiply
and preconditioner application to effectively overlap a non-blocking allreduce. However the
further pipelined GMRES method does not decrease the number of allreduces, resulting
in multiple non-blocking allreduces being in flight each iteration. This may limit improve-
ment due to still requiring one allreduce each iteration and potentially increasing network
congestion due to having multiple allreduces being performed at the same time.
This work focuses only on PIPEGMRES due to Nek5000 using a more complex pre-
conditioner that combines elements of domain decomposition and multigrid with GMRES.
Pipelining multiple iterations would be less likely to improve performance since a single
matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application should be enough to fully overlap a
non-blocking allreduce. Furthermore optimizations such as embedding an allreduce within
the existing preconditioner communication for multigrid preconditioners is likely a better
optimization approach than pipelining multiple iterations. However a further pipelined GM-
RES solver can be explored further in the future if PIPEGMRES performs well and suggests
a further pipelined method would improve performance in some cases.
6.2.3 Non-blocking BiCGStab
We discuss two more scalable variations of BiCGStab. The improved BiCGStab (IBCGS)
method [124] rearranges BiCGStab to use a single blocking allreduce instead of the three
blocking allreduces required by the original method. The pipelined BiCGStab (PIPEBCGS)
method [18] rearranges BiCGStab to overlap one non-blocking allreduce with the first matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner application and overlaps a second non-blocking allreduce
with the second matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application. This reduces the
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number of allreduces from three to two and overlaps each with computation.
While it is possible to rearrange PIPEBCGS to use a single non-blocking allreduce this
introduces additional calls to matrix kernels, greatly increasing the iteration cost and limiting
the benefit of using a single non-blocking allreduce. However it may be possible to explore
other rearrangements that may perform better at scale in some cases.
Improved BiCGStab
The IBCGS method [124], shown in Algorithm 6.5, uses a similar approach as SAPCG to
improve the performance of BiCGStab. IBCGS takes advantage of recurrence relations to
rearrange BiCGStab to gather all three allreduces into a single allreduce. Similar to SAPCG,
this introduces additional vector operations and initialization costs, however the number of
matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications does not change. In order to use
only one allreduce the local residual norm computed near the end of each iteration must
wait almost a full iteration to be computed globally. This may result in computing almost a
full additional iteration of IBCGS beyond the desired tolerance. This method uses merged
vector operations to reduce the impact of additional vector operations.
Pipelined BiCGStab
The PIPEBCGS method [18], shown in Algorithm 6.6, uses a similar approach as PIPECG
and PIPEGMRES to improve the performance of BiCGStab. Each set of matrix-vector mul-
tiplies and preconditioner applications is overlapped with a non-blocking allreduce. Similar
to PIPECG and PIPE2CG, PIPEBCGS alternates between computing vector operations and
calling non-blocking allreduces overlapped with matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner
applications.
Similar to non-blocking PCG and GMRES methods we need to either make calls to
MPI Test to progress the non-blocking allreduce or use progress threads. Similar to non-
blocking PCG methods, merged vector operations are needed to limit the impact of the
significantly increased number of vector operations.
PIPEBCGS takes advantage of recurrence relations to rearrange BiCGStab to decrease
the number of allreduces from three to two and replace the blocking allreduces with non-
blocking allreduces. This is the similar to the approach used by IBCGS and non-blocking
PCG methods.
Similar to other non-blocking methods PIPEBCGS has significantly increased initializa-
tion and vector operation costs, suggesting users will need to use enough iterations to make
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Algorithm 6.5: Improved Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized Algorithm
r0 ← b− Ax0 . Initial Residual
π0 ← τ0 ← 0
α0 ← ω0 ← 1
z ← Ar0 u0 ←Mz . First MatVec and PC
φ0 ← (r0, r0) . Two Merged Vector Operations
σ−1 ← (r0, u0)




t0 ← AT r0 f0 ←MT t0 . Second MatVec and PC
q0 ← v0 ← z0 ← ~0
for k=1,2,...,until convergence do
ρk ← φk−1 − ωk−1σk−2 + ωk−1αk−1πk−1
if k==1 then δk ← ρk . Compute Variables
else δk ← ρk/τk
βk ← δk/ωk−1
τk ← σk−1 + βkτk−1 − δkπk−1
αk ← ρk/τk
zk ← αkrk−1 + (αk/αk−1)βkzk−1 − αkδkvk−1
vk ← uk−1 + βkvk−1 − δkqk−1 . 3 Merged Vector Operations
sk ← rk−1 − αkvk
tk ← Avk qk ←Mtk . First MatVec and PC
tk ← uk−1 − αkqk
φk ← (r0, sk) πk ← (r0, qk)
γk ← (f0, sk) ηk ← (f0, tk) . 7 Merged Vector Operations
θk ← (sk, tk) κk ← (tk, tk)
MPI Allreduce on φk, πk, γk, ηk, θk, κk, norm . Blocking Allreduce
ωk ← θk/κk
σk ← γk − ωkηk
rk ← sk − ωktk
xk ← xk−1 + zk + ωksk . 3 Merged Vector Operations
normk ← (rk, rk)
tk ← Ark uk ←Mtk . Second MatVec and PC
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Algorithm 6.6: Pipelined Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilized Algorithm
r0 ← b− Ax0 . Initial Residual
ρ← (r0, r0)
MPI Iallreduce on ρ . Overlap Communication and Computation




δ0 ← (w0, r0)
MPI Iallreduce on δ . Overlap Communication and Computation
ŵ0 ←Mw0 t0 ← Aŵ0 . Second MatVec and PC
α0 ← ρ/δ
β ← 0
for k=1,2,...,until convergence do
p̂k ← βk−1p̂k−1 + r̂k−1 − βk−1ωk−1ŝk−1
sk ← βk−1sk−1 + wk−1 − βk−1ωk−1zk−1
ŝk ← βk−1sk−1 + ŵk−1 − βk−1ωk−1ẑk−1
zk ← βk−1zk−1 + tk−1 − βk−1ωk−1vk−1
qk ← rk−1 − αk−1sk . 9 Merged Vector Operations
q̂k ← r̂k−1 − αk−1sk
yk ← wk−1 − αk−1zk
πk ← (qk, yk) δk ← (yk, yk)
MPI Iallreduce on πk, δk . Overlap Communication and Computation
ẑk ←Mzk vk ← Aẑk . First MatVec and PC
ωk ← πk/δk
xk ← αk−1p̂k−1 + ωkq̂k + xk−1
rk ← qk − ωkyk
r̂k ← q̂k − ωk(ŵk−1 − αk−1ẑk)
wk ← yk − ωk(tk−1 − αk−1vk) . 10 Merged Vector Operations
normk ← (rk, rk) ρk ← (rk, r0)
πk ← (wk, r0) τk ← (zk, r0)
MPI Iallreduce on normk, ρk, πk, τk . Overlap Communication and Computation





αk ← ρk/(δk + βkπk − βkωkτk)
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up for the increased initialization costs and limit the number of rows per core to limit
overhead. Since PIPEBCGS relies on a similar derivation approach as the scalable PCG
methods we will likely encounter issues with the residual stalling sooner than for BiCGStab
and limiting solver accuracy.
Due to calling kernels in a similar pattern as PIPECG, we expect PIPEBCGS to produce
similar performance trends. This suggests we should be able to effectively use it to improve
both weak and strong scaling performance at larger node counts provided we use more nonze-
ros per row and fewer rows per core. We should see significantly reduced communication
costs in part due to reducing the amount of network congestion experience by the solver.
6.3 KEY KERNELS
Next we look at the key kernels called by these Krylov solvers to better understand how
they are likely to perform and potential performance issues we could encounter. We focus
discussion on the PETSc implementations used in these experiments.
6.3.1 Matrix-vector Multiply
The matrix-vector multiply used by these experiments relies on the compressed sparse
row (CSR) format with split arrays. Separate CSR matrices are used for the diagonal and
off-diagonal portions of the matrix to differentiate between vector entries stored on the same
process and vector entries stored on remote processes. Each CSR matrix contains an array
of row indices, column indices, and non-zero element values.
This allows us to compute the matrix-vector multiply by starting communication to send
vector values to the appropriate remote processes, computing the block diagonal, receiving
remote vector values, and computing the off-diagonal portion of the matrix. Ideally this
will allow us to overlap communication and computation to hide most of the communication
cost. The PETSc provided matrix-vector multiply uses this approach. While there are a
wide variety of other matrix-vector multiply approaches that can be more effective at times,
this approach is generally effective in practice.
6.3.2 Preconditioner
A wide variety of preconditioners have been developed to improve Krylov solver perfor-
mance. For these experiments we rely on a block-Jacobi incomplete-Cholesky (ICC) pre-
conditioner since this only requires computation on the block diagonal and does not require
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any communication. This gives us a simple kernel to test the effectiveness of these solvers
without the interference of additional communication. Experiments with a wider variety of
preconditioners including some more complex preconditioners will be completed during the
application study.
6.3.3 Vector Operations
Rearranging these solvers to produce more scalable methods often results in an increased
number of vector operations. When using the same vector multiple times in a series of
multiple vector operations, computing each operation separately may require each vector to
be read from slower levels of memory multiple times. Instead we can compute each operation
element-wise to read each array value once and then use it for multiple operations. Often
this can allow us to avoid using additional vector reads in rearranged methods, although
they still often require additional vector writes. This optimization becomes particularly
important for further pipelined methods requiring over twice as many vector operations as
the original method.
6.3.4 Allreduce
The blocking allreduce routine required by Krylov solvers combines values from all pro-
cesses using a sum operation and returns the result to all processes. Blocking allreduces are
particularly costly because their cost grows as the number of processes grows and they re-
quire all processes to synchronize, forcing all processes to wait for the slowest process before
proceeding. Due to the significant performance variation found on supercomputers this can
be particularly costly.
Non-blocking allreduces provide the potential to hide most of the allreduce cost by over-
lapping the allreduce with computation. After calling a non-blocking allreduce control of
the thread immediately returns to the user and computation routines can be called while
the allreduce executes in the network. A wait routine can be called later to complete the
allreduce, ideally after the result has been computed so the wait can return immediately.
To effectively use a non-blocking allreduce we need to ensure the allreduce makes progress.
We can split the overlapped computation into chunks and call MPI Test or other MPI
routines to give MPI control of the thread and allow it to make progress on the allreduce or
any other pending communication. A simpler approach uses progress threads. This allows
users to dedicate at least one thread per node to communication to make progress on non-
blocking communication routines. A progress thread can be run on one core per node or
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share a core with a program thread, however both cases can slightly reduce the performance
of the node. Based on previous tests we primarily use the MPI Test approach to produce
effective non-blocking performance.
6.3.5 Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
GMRES solvers require Gram-Schmidt to orthonormalize the newly computed vector
against all previously computed vectors. GMRES solvers tend to use classical Gram-Schmidt
at larger node counts since this approach has more scalable communication properties and
is accurate enough in many cases. Gram-Schmidt requires GMRES to perform an increasing
number of combined vector operations each iteration. This includes a multiple dot product
and a multiple axpy, both of which function similar to a dense matrix-vector multiply.
These operations require an increasing amount of both communication and computation
each iteration since the number of vectors used grows by one each iteration. Unlike the other
Krylov solvers this will likely cause GMRES to increase in cost each iteration. As a result,
GMRES uses a restart length to allow users to restart the GMRES iteration process with
the current solution and discard the previously computed vectors. This allows users to avoid
working with an overly large set of vectors but can impact convergence.
6.3.6 Overview of Methods
Next we provide an overview of the different Chebyshev, PCG, GMRES, and BiCGStab
Krylov solvers we will analyze to better understand the differences between methods and
the expected performance. This collection of Krylov solvers uses a similar set of building
blocks as the PCG solvers discussed in detail in previous chapters so we expect they will
face similar performance barriers and show similar performance trends between blocking and
non-blocking solvers. However each set of solvers does provide some unique challenges.
Table 6.1 shows a breakdown of the performance costs for all of the previously discussed
Krylov solvers. There are a couple key takeaways from this table. In general, we see similar
trends for each set of solvers as we pipeline the methods. Further pipelined methods have
increased initialization costs and vector operations, however this allows them to decrease the
number of allreduces and replace blocking allreduces with non-blocking allreduces.
Chebyshev provides by far the most favorable communication and computation properties
since it rarely needs to call an allreduce, only has a few vector operations, and has fairly
cheap initialization costs. However Chebyshev solvers are rarely used in practice, so while
we expect them to have the better per iteration costs than PCG solvers, they will likely
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Krylov Methods
Method MatVec/PC Vector Allreduces Overlap Initialization
Pairs Operations (size) Costs
Chebyshev 1 2 Rare (1) None 1 MV + 1 PC
PCG 1 6 2 (1,2) None 1 MV + 1 PC
SAPCG 1 7 1 (3) None 2 MV + 1 PC
NBPCG 1 8 2 (1,2) 1 MV, 1 PC 1 MV + 1 PC
PIPECG 1 11 1 (3) 1 MV + 1 PC 3 MV + 2 PC
PIPE2CG 2 24 1 (10) 2 MV + 2 PC 4 MV + 3 PC
GMRES 1 2m+2 2 (1,m) None 1 MV + 1 PC
PIPEGMRES 1 3m+5 1 (m+1) 1 MV + 1 PC 3 MV + 2 PC
BiCGStab 2 8 3 (1,2,2) None 1 MV
IBCGS 2 13 1 (7) None 3 MV + 2 PC
PIPEBCGS 2 19 2 (2,5) 1 MV + 1 PC 3 MV + 2 PC
Table 6.1: Differences between Chebyshev, PCG, GMRES, and BiCGStab Krylov methods
and their scalable variations. Assumes non-zero initial guess. Allreduce size is number of
doubles. For GMRES m refers to the number of iterations since last restart. Each iteration
of PIPE2CG computes two PCG iterations.
have far worse convergence rates and accuracy. Figure 6.1 visually shows Chebyshev has
significantly cheaper costs than PCG primarily due to avoiding the need for allreduces most
iterations.
PCG provides the widest variety of methods as we can rearrange the method to use any-
where from a single blocking allreduce to overlapping two sets of matrix-vector multiplies and
preconditioner applications with a single non-blocking allreduce. This provides us with more
options for getting the best performance, however more experimentation may be needed to
determine the best method for a particular problem at a particular node count. Additionally
PIPE2CG is the only method that combines two iterations of the original method in each
iteration. Chapter 4 provides a detailed performance analysis of these methods, showing
they can effectively improve performance at scale in a variety of different situations. Refer
to Figure 4.1 for diagrams of PCG and the four scalable PCG variations.
GMRES methods require an increasing amount of work each iteration, resulting in compu-
tation costs that increase significantly and communication costs that increase slightly each
iteration. Unlike PCG and BiCGStab methods, we should see significantly different perfor-
mance for later iterations compared to earlier iterations. These are the only methods that
could potentially require a large allreduce which may increase congestion and limit overlap
effectiveness. Since GMRES methods provide a restart length we will need to run enough
iterations for PIPEGMRES to make up for the increased initialization cost after each restart.
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(a) Chebyshev (b) PCG
Figure 6.1: Diagram of Chebyshev method compared to PCG.
(a) GMRES Outer Loop (b) GMRES (c) PIPEGMRES
Figure 6.2: Diagrams of the GMRES and PIPEGMRES methods.
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(a) BCGS (b) IBCGS (c) PIPEBCGS
Figure 6.3: Diagram of BiCGStab method and two scalable variations.
We may encounter linear systems that only need a few iterations after a restart, which could
reduce performance for the last set of iterations for PIPEGMRES.
We expect significant performance improvements for PIPEGMRES over GMRES due to
using a single non-blocking allreduce instead of two blocking allreduces. This allreduce
grows in size each iteration, but should still use an eager MPI protocol by default and
obtain effective overlap since GMRES generally uses a small enough restart length. Similar
to PCG methods, we expect significantly decreased accuracy for some linear systems due to
pipelining increasing rounding error and causing the residual to stagnate.
Figure 6.2 visually shows PIPEGMRES can overlap a non-blocking allreduce with com-
putation but requires additional vector operations. We can clearly see that some operations
grow in size each iteration for both methods. The additional initialization costs for PIPEGM-
RES are not shown in this diagram.
BiCGStab methods require two sets of matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner appli-
cations. This makes each iteration more expensive than most other Krylov solvers, however
we should expect similar performance trends as other Krylov solvers. In particular we ex-
pect similar trends as PCG solvers since BiCGStab solvers use the same kernels, derivation
approach for scalable methods, and general pattern of communication and computation.
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These BiCGStab methods provide the opportunity to analyze matrix-vector multiply and
allreduce kernels when they are preceded by different communication routines. IBCGS has
one matrix-vector multiply preceded by an allreduce, similar to both BiCGStab matrix-
vector multiplies, but the other is preceded by the other matrix-vector multiply. Similarly
BiCGStab has two allreduces preceded by matrix-vector multiplies but a third that is pre-
ceded by another allreduce. These varying calling sequences should help clarify the impact
of preceding communication kernels on matrix-vector multiply and allreduce costs.
We expect PIPEBCGS to outperform BiCGStab in cases where there are many nonzeros
per row, fewer rows per core, and there is significant noise. We expect there may be a
small region where IBCGS outperforms both BiCGStab and PIPEBCGS due to having a
slightly lower vector operation cost than PIPEBCGS and lower communication costs than
BiCGStab. Similar to PCG methods, we expect significantly decreased accuracy in some
situations due to pipelining the method increasing rounding error and causing the residual
to stagnate.
Figure 6.3 visually shows IBCGS and PIPEBCGS should be able to decrease the allreduce
costs, with IBCGS using only a single allreduce and PIPEBCGS overlapping the allreduces
with computation. We can clearly see the increased initialization and vector operations costs
for further pipelined methods.
6.4 TEST SETUP
Krylov solver experiments are run on Blue Waters so we can compare these results to
previous experiments using PCG solvers and prepare for using these solvers within applica-
tions. These experiments will help us understand if other Krylov solver variations experience
similar performance issues as PCG and its scalable variations and determine if there are any
unique performance issues faced by other Krylov solvers. A similar test setup is used as
in the PCG experiments, however modifications are made to better understand the unique
issues faced by each set of Krylov solvers.
6.4.1 Blue Waters Overview
Blue Waters is a Cray XE6/XK7 with over 22k XE6 compute nodes and over 4k XK7
compute nodes with GPUs. This study focuses on the XE6 compute nodes. Each dual-socket
node contains two AMD Interlagos processors with 8 AMD Bulldozer cores per processor
and 64 GB of memory. Each AMD Bulldozer core has two integer cores and a single floating
point unit.
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Blue Waters [50, 48] uses a Cray Gemini network with a 243 3-d torus topology, two
compute nodes per network node, and static routing. Nodes are generally allocated together,
however nodes are rarely allocated as a full box. In general this design limits the amount of
outside network traffic passing through an allocation, however there is still some background
noise on the system and neighboring jobs can impact performance.
Due to the 3-d torus topology messages can require up to 36 hops to reach their destination.
Due to static routing messages travel first in the x-dimension, then the y-dimension, and
then the z-dimension. Messages are sent along the positive or negative dimension based
on which distance is shorter. As a result we can accurately determine the number of hops
between two nodes.
Messages can encounter significant network congestion due to traffic from your job as well
as traffic from other jobs passing through your nodes. Algorithms that are poorly mapped
to the allocated nodes can experience significant congestion due to nodes sending many
messages along the same pathways. Blue Waters uses static routing which can result in hot
spots within the network that experience worse network congestion than neighboring nodes.
Each network node provides both NIC and tile counters to users. Two compute nodes are
connected to each network node, with most jobs allocating both nodes to the same job. Tile
counters are provided for a 6x8 grid of network links to neighboring nodes. These values
can be combined to break a counter down into the X-, Y-, Z-, and H-dimensions as well as
combining all counters to get overall values. NIC counters are provided for each network
node that include a wider variety of detailed network information.
Blue Waters provides access to a wide variety of counters. The byte counters and network
stall counters are particularly helpful for understanding algorithmic performance at scale.
We can combine these counters to produce a derived counter for network congestion by
dividing the number of network stalls by the number of bytes of data passing through each
network node. A number of other counters are helpful in specific situations, however these
are the primary counters we focus on.
See Chapter 3 for more detailed discussion of the Scalable Algorithm Testbed tools used
to analyze network performance on Blue Waters and Chapter 5 for more details on analyzing
network performance on Blue Waters [125].
6.4.2 Experimental Setup
We run experiments on Blue Waters using 16 cores per node (1 process per floating point
unit). We set the max short and eager protocol sizes at 1k and 8k bytes. The number of
iterations varies for each set of solvers due to the unique issues each set faces, however we
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generally try to run each algorithm for about 20 to 30 iterations for 50 tests. We use a 1ms
busy wait to clear the network prior to each test. Runtimes are measured for each iteration
and test and network performance counters are measured for each test. We compute the
statistics needed for box plots to show the range of measured values.
To obtain effective non-blocking communication we split each overlapped computation
into chunks and add calls to MPI Test to allow MPI to make progress on non-blocking com-
munication. Progress threads are an alternative approach, however the MPI Test approach
performed better in our initial tests. More detailed discussion is provided below for the test
setup for each set of solvers.
We primarily experiment with 27-point Poisson matrices, but also run some experiments
with 5-point and 125-point Poisson matrices to see the impact of using different numbers
of nonzeros per row and look at the impact on accuracy. We focus on 27-point Poisson
matrices since they are commonly used in benchmarks and provide a reasonable amount of
computation for the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application that can allow
us to effectively overlap it with a non-blocking allreduce.
The provided PETSc implementations of these solvers are used. Minor modifications are
made to some solvers to improve performance or make the solvers easier to analyze. Matrices
are stored using the MPIAIJ compressed sparse row format and we use the provided matrix-
vector multiply and preconditioner routines.
6.5 CHEBYSHEV RESULTS
First we look at experiments using a Chebyshev solver compared to PCG solvers. These
results will help us understand the performance of a solver that does not require allreduces
each iteration, verify this solver is less effective than PCG in practice, and provide a best
case performance comparison for non-blocking PCG solvers.
6.5.1 Test Setup
We expect significantly better per iteration performance for Chebyshev compared to PCG
solvers since they rarely call allreduces and have fewer vector operations, however Chebyshev
generally converges more slowly than PCG. Therefore we run 21 iteration weak and strong
scaling tests and weak scaling tests that compute solutions to tolerances of 1e-06 and 1e-08.
Some initial Chebyshev tests required over 1000 iterations and failed to converge due to
producing infinite values for some variables, further demonstrating the convergence issues
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Chebyshev can experience. These tests will help us better understand the iteration costs of
Chebyshev relative to PCG and compare their effectiveness for fully solving linear systems.
We use 27-point Poisson matrices for most tests. However we also experiment with 125-
point Poisson matrices since they can use fewer rows per core while still having enough
computation to effectively overlap a non-blocking allreduce. This may allow non-blocking
PCG solvers to obtain performance comparable to Chebyshev despite requiring an allreduce.
Weak scaling tests are run with 256 to 16384 rows per core and strong scaling tests are run
with 4 to 256 million rows.
The iteration tests compare the Chebyshev solver with PCG as well as the four scalable
variations. Chebyshev provides a best case scenario for non-blocking PCG performance
since it avoids allreduces but otherwise uses the same kernels. This can help us understand
if scalable PCG solvers can hide the impact of the allreduce well enough to perform similar
to Chebyshev or if there is room for further improvement. The full solver tests compare
Chebyshev and PCG solvers since we expect PCG to significantly outperform Chebyshev
despite having larger iteration costs due to having a much faster convergence rate.
The minimum and maximum eigenvalues are computed prior at the beginning of each
Chebyshev solve, however this computation is not included in the timings since we assume the
application calling this solver would either provide the eigenvalues or have a quick approach
for computing them based on previously computed data.
6.5.2 Performance Results
Next we look at a variety of performance results to help us understand the performance
of the Chebyshev solver and compare it with PCG solvers.
Weak Scaling Results
First we look at weak scaling results comparing Chebyshev and PCG solvers. Figure 6.4
shows Chebyshev consistently outperforms all PCG solvers. Chebyshev avoids the drop
in performance experienced by blocking PCG solvers and NBPCG while outperforming
PIPECG and PIPE2CG at each node count. Chebyshev has reduced communication costs
similar to non-blocking PCG methods although Chebyshev is faster at higher node counts.
Chebyshev has a lower computation cost similar to blocking PCG methods due to requiring
fewer vector operations. This allows Chebyshev to combine the best performance aspects of
blocking and non-blocking PCG solvers to produce the best per iteration performance.
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Figure 6.4: Chebyshev vs. PCG weak scaling 21-iteration test runtime and communication
for 27-point Poisson matrices with 2k rows per core.
Figure 6.5: Chebyshev vs. PCG weak scaling 21-iteration test congestion and bandwidth
for 27-point Poisson matrices with 2k rows per core.
Figure 6.5 shows Chebyshev and pipelined PCG methods experience similar network con-
gestion. This shows non-blocking PCG methods are capable of having a similar impact
on network congestion as removing the allreduce completely. Chebyshev produces higher
bandwidth due to calling most of the same kernels but having faster iterations.
We ran experiments using 125-point Poisson matrices with 64 to 4096 rows per core since
these provided potential to reduce the cost of vector operations while still having enough
computation to allow effective overlap. Figure 6.6 shows similar runtime trends as the 27-
point tests, with pipelined PCG solvers having slightly slower performance than Chebyshev.
While the increased initialization cost of pipelined methods accounts for some of this dif-
ference, all of the PCG solvers still have increased communication costs and significantly
increased computation costs each iteration in most cases.
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Figure 6.6: Chebyshev vs. PCG weak scaling 21-iteration test runtimes for 125-point Poisson
matrices with 64 (left) and 1k (right) rows per core.
Strong Scaling Results
Figure 6.7: Chebyshev vs. PCG strong scaling 21-iteration test runtime, congestion, and
bandwidth for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 4 million rows.
Next we look at strong scaling results comparing Chebyshev to PCG solvers. Figure 6.7
shows Chebyshev scaling better than all PCG solvers due to having lower communication
and computation costs. The strong scaling congestion and bandwidth results show similar
trends as the weak scaling plots. Chebyshev experiences similar congestion as pipelined PCG
solvers and produces higher bandwidth. Bandwidth levels out and congestion increases when
the solvers have difficulty strong scaling further.
Full Solve Results
Next we look at weak scaling results comparing Chebyshev and PCG solvers for full solves
to a tolerance of 1e-06. Figure 6.8 shows significantly better performance for PCG over
Chebyshev for both 1k rows per core and 4k rows per core on up to 1k nodes. Despite the
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Figure 6.8: Chebyshev vs. PCG weak scaling full solver runtimes to a tolerance of 1e-06 for
27-point Poisson matrices with 1k rows per core (left) and 4k rows per core (right).
faster per iteration costs of Chebyshev over PCG, the greatly increased number of iterations
required to produce an accurate solution prevents Chebyshev from outperforming PCG for
fully solving linear systems. Solving to a tolerance of 1e-08 produced similar results, although




Matrix Size Nodes Runtime Iterations Accuracy Runtime Iterations Accuracy
1M 64 0.1710s 700 9.79e-7 0.0171s 41 9.70e-7
1M 64 0.2833s 1150 5.41e-8 0.0281s 72 8.42e-9
2M 64 0.3598s 950 9.97e-7 0.0235s 48 9.05e-7
4M 64 0.8461s 1150 1.54e-6 0.0518s 56 9.49e-7
4M 256 0.2946s 1150 2.29e-6 0.0422s 60 9.89e-7
4M 256 0.2917s 1150 2.29e-6 0.0574s 84 9.52e-9
16M 1024 0.4230s 1150 7.25e-6 0.0814s 90 9.79e-7
16M 1024 0.3149s 1150 7.25e-6 0.0769s 131 9.57e-9
Table 6.2: Chebyshev vs. PCG solver runtime, iterations, and accuracy for 27-point Poisson
matrices with 1, 2, 4, and 16 million rows on up to 1k nodes.
Lastly we look at a breakdown comparing the runtimes, iterations, and accuracy for
Chebyshev and PCG for 27-point Poisson matrices on 64 to 1k nodes. Chebyshev generally
requires an order of magnitude more iterations to produce an accurate solution, often result-
ing in runtimes that are an order of magnitude larger. Experiments with the default PETSc
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Chebyshev solver often failed around 1150 iterations due to internal variables reaching in-
finity. There are likely improvements to allow Chebyshev to reach larger iteration counts,
however PCG often produces a solution long before Chebyshev encounters this issue, limiting
the usefulness of potential improvements. The scalable PCG variations generally produce
faster runtimes without increasing the iteration count at higher node counts.
6.5.3 Analysis
These results comparing Chebyshev and PCG solvers confirm Chebyshev produces faster
iterations than PCG methods, however the greatly increased number of iterations required
to produce an accurate solution prevents it from outperforming PCG methods. Therefore
we do not run further experiments with Chebyshev solvers.
However these results reveal interesting behavior for non-blocking PCG methods. Pipelined
PCG solvers have communication costs and network congestion similar to Chebyshev, sug-
gesting effectively overlapping an allreduce with computation provides performance com-
parable to skipping the allreduce completely. Running non-blocking PCG methods with
fewer rows per core can help limit the increased computation cost, however Chebyshev still
produced faster iterations largely due to the decreased computation cost.
6.6 GMRES RESULTS
Next we compare and analyze the GMRES and pipelined GMRES solvers. These ex-
periments will help us understand if non-blocking GMRES solvers perform similar to non-
blocking PCG solvers and identify any unique performance issues.
6.6.1 Test Setup
The GMRES solver experiments have a similar setup as the PCG experiments. We run a
variety of weak scaling, strong scaling, accuracy, and other experiments to better understand
how GMRES solvers perform. However unlike PCG, GMRES solvers require an increasing
amount of work each iteration, potentially resulting in significantly increased performance
costs for later iterations compared to early iterations. Therefore we run weak scaling ex-
periments with 10, 30, and 50 iterations to analyze the impact on network performance for
different numbers of iterations. We analyze the runtimes for iterations 10, 30, and 50 in
detail to better understand how the iteration cost increases.
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Most tests use 27-point Poisson matrices similar to the previous set of tests, however we
run some experiments with 5- and 125-point Poisson matrices to show how changing the
number of nonzeros per row impacts performance and accuracy. We use 256 to 16k rows per
core for weak scaling tests and 4 to 402 million rows for strong scaling tests.
We run performance experiments primarily comparing GMRES and PIPEGMRES using
classical Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, but we also run tests comparing classical and
modified Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. We do not restart GMRES solvers during per-
formance experiments to better understand the costs of full sets of GMRES iterations, but
do use restarts when analyzing accuracy and full solve costs.
6.6.2 Performance Results
Next we look at performance results for GMRES solvers. In particular we want to bet-
ter understand when PIPEGMRES can outperform GMRES and understand the network
performance of these solvers.
Classical vs. Modified Gram-Schmidt
Figure 6.9: GMRES with classical Gram-Schmidt (CGS) vs. modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS)
for orthogonalization total (left) and allreduce (right) median iteration runtimes for 27-point
Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core for 30 iterations.
First we compare GMRES with classical Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization and modified
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Figure 6.9 shows modified Gram-Schmidt greatly in-
creases the cost per iteration for GMRES. Most of the increased cost is from calling a
series of allreduces instead of a single allreduce for orthogonalization. Network congestion
is similar for both approaches. While this increased cost may be necessary for some linear
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systems to produce accurate solutions, many linear systems including the Poisson systems
we are analyzing do not need modified Gram-Schmidt. Therefore the following experiments
use classical Gram-Schmidt.
Weak Scaling Results
Figure 6.10: GMRES weak scaling iteration runtime, test congestion, and test bandwidth
for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core for 30 iterations.
Figure 6.10 shows for 4k rows per core GMRES outperforms PIPEGMRES for smaller node
counts, but PIPEGMRES maintains more consistent performance and produces speedups
at higher node counts when GMRES performance decreases. PIPEGMRES experiences sig-
nificantly less congestion at all node counts due to avoiding synchronization. PIPEGMRES
produces higher bandwidth at higher node counts due to having faster iteration runtimes.
Figure 6.11: GMRES weak scaling iteration runtime, test congestion, and test bandwidth
for 27-point Poisson matrices with 1k rows per core.
Figure 6.11 shows PIPEGMRES outperforms GMRES at all node counts for 1k rows per
core. PIPEGMRES produces consistently good performance while GMRES performance
decreases significantly as the node count increases. Network congestion is still much lower
for PIPEGMRES, although we see some increase at higher node counts, likely due to the
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more limited computation when using 1k row per core. Bandwidth is significantly higher,
although we see some drop off at the highest node counts when both methods experience
reduced performance.
In general for all tested problem sizes we see improved performance for PIPEGMRES at
larger node counts. For smaller numbers of rows per core we see PIPEGMRES outperform
GMRES at all node counts, but as we increase the number of rows per core GMRES starts
outperforming PIPEGMRES at lower node counts. For 16k rows per core PIPEGMRES
outperforms GMRES starting around 2k rows per core. Runtimes for full tests show sim-
ilar performance trends for these methods, although the increased initialization costs for
PIPEGMRES can allow GMRES to perform better for slightly larger node counts.
In general these tests show PIPEGMRES can improve weak scaling performance at larger
node counts when GMRES experiences decreased performance. PIPEGMRES can effectively
reduce network congestion to improve performance and more effectively use available network
bandwidth.
Strong Scaling Results
Figure 6.12: GMRES strong scaling iteration runtime, test congestion, and test bandwidth
for a 27-point Poisson matrix with about 4 million rows for 30 iterations.
Figure 6.12 shows PIPEGMRES effectively scales to larger node counts than GMRES
for a 4 million row matrix. However due to the limited computation at larger node counts
for this smaller matrix both methods experience more network congestion and fail to scale
beyond 256 nodes. GMRES performs slightly better at lower node count due to the more
significant computation costs and less significant network congestion. Similar to the weak
scaling tests, PIPEGMRES experiences significantly lower congestion at all node counts and
higher bandwidth at larger node counts.
Figure 6.13 shows similar results for a 67 million row matrix. We see improved strong
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Figure 6.13: GMRES strong scaling iteration runtime, test congestion, and test bandwidth
for a 27-point Poisson matrix with about 67 million rows for 30 iterations.
scaling for PIPEGMRES over GMRES for up to 3k nodes. Similar to the 4 million row
matrix, both methods eventually reach a point where limited computation and increased
communication costs result in increased network congestion that helps prevent them from
scaling further. We still see improved performance for GMRES at lower node counts and
higher bandwidth for PIPEGMRES at higher node counts.
Figure 6.14: GMRES strong scaling iteration runtime, test congestion, and test bandwidth
for a 27-point Poisson matrix with about 268 million rows for 30 iterations.
Figure 6.14 shows a 268 million row matrix where we see effective strong scaling for
PIPEGMRES for all tested node counts and reasonable scaling for GMRES. GMRES has
significantly higher congestion at all node counts which contributes to performance decreases
while PIPEGMRES produces significantly less congestion. We see slightly increased con-
gestion at higher node counts, however this does not significantly impact PIPEGMRES
performance.
These three test cases provide a good overview of the strong scaling performance observed
on matrices with 4 million to 402 million rows. PIPEGMRES consistently outperforms
GMRES at larger node counts and provides effective strong scaling to higher node counts.
PIPEGMRES produces significantly less network congestion and shows some ability to re-
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duce the impact of increased network congestion. However once the work per core becomes
low enough PIPEGMRES also fails to scale further. This suggests a further overlapped
method may be needed to scale further.
Communication vs. Computation
While PIPEGMRES clearly performs better at scale and produces less network congestion
than GMRES, we look at further breakdowns of these methods to better understand all
performance costs and why PIPEGMRES outperforms GMRES at larger node counts.
Figure 6.15: GMRES communication (left) and computation (right) iteration runtimes for
27-point Poisson matrix weak scaling with 4k rows per core (top) and strong scaling with
about 68 million rows (bottom) for 30 iterations.
Next we compare communication and computation costs for GMRES methods. The weak
scaling results in Figure 6.15 show PIPEGMRES has significantly lower communication costs
at all node counts and has more consistent communication costs than GMRES. GMRES
spends over twice as much time in communication at higher node counts. Computation costs
are fairly consistent for both methods, although PIPEGMRES has higher computation costs
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due to the increased number of vector operations. This results in GMRES performing better
at lower node counts when the communication costs are more similar while PIPEGMRES
performs better once communication costs have a larger performance impact.
The strong scaling plots show the significantly decreased communication costs at larger
node counts allow PIPEGMRES to outperform GMRES and scale further. GMRES produces
slightly lower communication costs at low node counts at times. There is a small increase in
computation costs for PIPEGMRES, although this difference is large enough to help GMRES
perform better at lower node counts.
Other problem sizes show similar trends. PIPEGMRES has significantly lower commu-
nication costs at almost all node counts for both weak and strong scaling tests but has
consistently higher computation costs. For smaller numbers of rows per core this increase is
fairly trivial, however for larger numbers of rows per core this difference allows GMRES to
outperform PIPEGMRES.
Allreduce Breakdown
Figure 6.16: GMRES weak scaling allreduce breakdowns with total allreduce iteration run-
times (left), GMRES allreduce breakdowns (middle), and PIPEGMRES non-blocking allre-
duce breakdowns (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
Next we breakdown the allreduce cost for these methods since PIPEGMRES rearranges
GMRES to use one non-blocking allreduce instead of two blocking allreduces. Figure 6.16
shows PIPEGMRES spends significantly less time in allreduces than GMRES, heavily con-
tributing to the lower communication costs. Breaking down the allreduce cost of each method
shows most of the allreduce time for GMRES is spent in the Gram-Schmidt allreduce that
grows larger each iteration. PIPEGMRES has a single non-blocking allreduce, which spends
a fairly consistent amount of time starting the non-blocking allreduce and progressing the
allreduce with calls to MPI Test. However the wait cost increases significantly at higher node
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counts and is the primary contributor for decreased PIPEGMRES allreduce performance.
Other problem sizes show similar trends.
Strong scaling tests show similar trends. PIPEGMRES has a significantly reduced allre-
duce cost especially at higher node counts. The allreduce cost generally reaches a minimum
for each method when it reaches its most efficient strong scaling performance. After this
point the allreduce cost increases and produces reduced performance at the highest node
counts. Both GMRES and PIPEGMRES show similar breakdowns for strong scaling tests
with GMRES spending the most time in the Gram-Schmidt allreduce and PIPEGMRES
spending the most time in the wait.
Matrix-vector Multiply and Preconditioner
Figure 6.17: GMRES matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application iteration run-
times (left), communication (middle), and computation (right) for weak scaling with 4k rows
per core for 27-point Poisson matrices.
Next we look at matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application costs. Since both
methods call the same matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner routines we would expect
similar performance, however that is not the case. Figure 6.17 shows PIPEGMRES has much
more consistent performance than GMRES, producing a slightly higher cost at lower node
counts and a lower cost at higher node counts. Breaking down the communication and com-
putation costs shows PIPEGMRES maintains consistently good communication performance
while GMRES sees a larger drop in performance. We see fairly consistent computation costs
for both methods with slightly increased computation costs for PIPEGMRES.
This is likely due to GMRES having very synchronized performance resulting in all pro-
cesses sending messages at about the same time for the matrix-vector multiply and creating
larger amounts of network congestion. PIPEGMRES likely experiences slightly worse per-
formance at lower node counts than GMRES due to the non-blocking allreduce increasing
the amount of network traffic and needing to make progress on the non-blocking allreduce.
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Other problem sizes show similar trends for communication and computation costs. PIPEGM-
RES outperforms GMRES for all node counts for problems with fewer rows per core but
needs higher node counts to outperform GMRES for problems with more rows per core.
Vector Operations
Figure 6.18: GMRES vector operations weak scaling with 4k rows per core (left) and strong
scaling with about 67 million rows (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices.
Figure 6.18 shows PIPEGMRES has significantly more expensive vector operations than
GMRES due to requiring additional vector operations to correct the orthogonalization from
previous iterations. For smaller problem sizes PIPEGMRES is close to twice as expensive,
while for larger problem sizes this drops closer to about 50% more expensive.
Initialization
Next we look at the impact of the increased initialization costs for PIPEGMRES. Figure
6.19 shows PIPEGMRES has about an order of magnitude higher initialization cost than
GMRES. This is due to requiring two extra matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner
applications at the beginning of the routine to create a pipeline. The PIPEGMRES initial-
ization cost is comparable to the cost of a PIPEGMRES iteration. Therefore we need to
ensure PIPEGMRES runs enough iterations without a restart to make up for this increased
initialization cost and produce a speedup. Other problem sizes showed similar trends.
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Figure 6.19: GMRES initialization runtimes for weak scaling with 4k rows per core (left)
and strong scaling for about 67 million rows (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices.
Restart Length Comparisons
Figure 6.20 shows the iteration cost of both methods increases significantly for later it-
erations of both GMRES and PIPEGMRES. This is expected given the increasing number
of vector operations and allreduce size each iteration. Due to the increasing allreduce size
we would expect later iterations to experience more congestion, however instead we see the
opposite. This suggests the increased vector operations cost has a larger impact on perfor-
mance than the increased allreduce cost since this increases the time between communication
routines and helps the network clear out more, resulting in lower congestion.
For fewer rows per core we see smaller differences between earlier and later iterations
while we see larger differences for more rows per core. Network congestion is similar for all
iterations for GMRES while PIPEGMRES shows similar trends for all problem sizes with
later iterations having less congestion.
Figure 6.21 shows a breakdown of the communication and computation costs for these
methods for iterations 10, 30, and 50. We see significantly higher computation costs for later
iterations of both methods, with PIPEGMRES having higher costs than GMRES. However
we only see fairly small increases in communication cost for later iterations of both methods,
with GMRES often having higher communication costs than PIPEGMRES, especially at
higher node counts.
For smaller problem sizes we see smaller differences in communication costs between earlier
and later iterations and slightly larger differences for larger problem sizes for both methods.
We see similar trends for computation for both methods for all problem sizes.
These results suggest running GMRES and PIPEGMRES with a longer restart length
should not have a large negative impact on scalability. The ability of later PIPEGMRES
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Figure 6.20: GMRES (left) and PIPEGMRES (right) iteration runtimes (top) and test
congestion (bottom) for iterations 10, 30, and 50 for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows
per core.
iterations to reduce network congestion in particular should help offset the cost of using
a larger allreduce for later iteration. However if enough iterations are run to require the
allreduce to use a slower MPI message passing protocol then users may see a large increase
in communication costs. This would require hundreds of iterations without restarting to
require using a more costly rendezvous protocol which should rarely occur for GMRES.
Noise
Figure 6.22 shows the median iteration runtime for all processes and the median iteration
runtime for the slowest process each iteration is about the same for GMRES. In other
words, GMRES makes progress at about the speed of the slowest process each iteration.
PIPEGMRES shows the median iteration runtime for all processes is much faster than
the median iteration for the slowest process each iteration. This reflects the behavior we
observed for non-blocking PCG methods compared to PCG where non-blocking methods
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Figure 6.21: GMRES (left) and PIPEGMRES (right) iteration communication runtimes
(top) and computation runtimes (bottom) for iterations 10, 30, and 50 for 27-point Poisson
matrices with 4k rows per core.
allow processes to avoid synchronization and reduce the impact of noise.
Visually comparing the iteration runtimes to the full test runtimes suggests the median
for all processes each iteration is more reflective of the overall runtime for PIPEGMRES
than the median for the slowest process each iteration. This suggests that PIPEGMRES
can help reduce the impact of noise to produce faster and more consistent runtimes.
Other problem sizes showed similar trends, although for PIPEGMRES smaller numbers
of rows per core had smaller differences between the median iteration for all processes vs.
the median for the slowest process each iteration while larger numbers of rows per core had
larger differences. GMRES showed similar runtimes for both medians for all tested problem
sizes.
Figure 6.23 shows significant performance variation for iteration runtimes for both GMRES
and PIPEGMRES at all node counts. The fastest and slowest processes can differ by over
an order of magnitude, however the filtered minimum and maximum have a much tighter
range and the interquartile range has an even tighter range. We see higher max runtimes
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Figure 6.22: GMRES (left) and PIPEGMRES (middle) median iteration runtime for all
processes vs. the median iteration for the slowest process each iteration. Full test runtimes
(right) for each method. All tests use 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
for higher node counts. These results suggest most iteration runtimes are fairly consistent,
however there is significant variation at times.
The 30 iteration test runtimes are more consistent since having a particularly slow iteration
from time to time has less impact when running many iterations. However we still see
significant differences in runtimes at higher node counts for both methods. Similar to the
iteration runtimes most test runtimes fall into a fairly tight range clustered around the
interquartile range. However there are much slower outliers at all node counts with the
largest outliers occurring at the highest node counts. GMRES in particular has tests that
occasionally take close to twice as long as the fastest tests, while PIPEGMRES shows only
about a 25% slowdown in the worst case. These results further suggest non-blocking methods
such as PIPEGMRES can improve performance at scale by hiding the impact of noise.
Matrix Experiments
Figure 6.24 shows PIPEGMRES tends to perform better for matrices with more nonzeros
per row while maintaining a fixed amount of work in the matrix kernels. Having fewer rows
per core limits the increased overhead of PIPEGMRES while allowing it to effectively overlap
a non-blocking allreduce with matrix kernels. This is similar to the behavior we observed
for non-blocking PCG methods.
Both GMRES methods tended to run particularly slowly for the 5-point matrix due re-
quiring many more rows to maintain a given number of nonzeros on each process. The
vector operation overhead grows larger each GMRES iteration which can greatly limit the
performance of matrices with many rows per process. This suggests BiCGStab may be a
better approach for matrices with more rows per core, especially if a larger restart length is
needed.
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Figure 6.23: GMRES (left) and PIPEGMRES (middle) iteration runtimes (top) and test
runtimes (bottom) showing variation across all processes for 27-point Poisson matrices with
4k rows per core.
Accuracy
Figure 6.25 shows PIPEGMRES produces about the same residuals as GMRES for the
tested matrices. In many cases both solvers produce about the same residual, with the
largest differences occurring at high tolerances. However even in the worst cases we have
observed, PIPEGMRES is still usually only about an order of magnitude less accurate. In
some cases PIPEGMRES is actually more accurate than GMRES. While the restart length
does impact solver accuracy, it generally has a similar impact on both solvers. Previous
papers [16] show GMRES and PIPEGMRES maintaining similar accuracy in most cases,
although they see a slight decrease in accuracy in some cases and decreased accuracy for
some further pipelined GMRES variations.
Unlike the non-blocking PCG solvers where the residual for further pipelined methods
stalls far sooner than PCG, we were not able to produce any results for GMRES solvers
showing that behavior. This is likely due to the differences in the derivation of pipelined
PCG and GMRES solvers. The pipelined PCG solvers rely on using recurrence relations to
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Figure 6.24: GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes for 5-, 27-, and 125-point Poisson
matrices with about 110k nonzeros per process.
change the vectors used within key kernels which results in needing to compute additional
recurrence relations and increasing roundoff error. PIPEGMRES however does not rely
on using recurrence relations and instead reorganizes the method to use a small amount of
older information each iteration and then correct the solution in future iterations. Additional
improvements such as using a change of basis to the Newton basis likely helps PIPEGMRES
produce accurate solutions.
6.6.3 Analysis
These results show PIPEGMRES can outperform GMRES at larger node counts where
GMRES performance can struggle due to overlapping communication and computation and
reducing network congestion. PIPEGMRES produces more consistent performance as the
node count increases, allowing it to avoid the decreased performance experienced by GMRES
at higher node counts. PIPEGMRES strong scales effectively at higher node counts due to
reducing communication costs that can limit performance when the work per core decreases
and the cost to send messages increases.
Due to avoiding synchronization using non-blocking allreduces the matrix-vector mul-
tiply routine for PIPEGMRES significantly reduces its communication cost. In particu-
lar PIPEGMRES avoids the significant performance decreases experienced by the GMRES
matrix-vector multiply. This is likely due to better spreading out when processes send
messages and decreasing network congestion. We would expect a similar reduction in com-
munication costs for a preconditioner with fairly asynchronous communication.
PIPEGMRES performs better in noisy environments due to hiding communication costs
and avoiding synchronization. PIPEGMRES performs better when using more nonzeros per
row and fewer rows per core due to effectively overlapping a non-blocking allreduce with
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Figure 6.25: Computed residual norms for GMRES and PIPEGMRES solvers with restart
lengths of 30, 100, and 1000 for a 5-point Poisson matrix with 65k rows (top left), a 27-point
Poisson matrix with 16 million rows (top right), and a 125-point Poisson matrix with 2
million rows (bottom).
matrix kernels while limiting increased vector operations overhead.
PIPEGMRES experiences increased initialization costs and computational costs each it-
eration which can limit performance when using few iterations or a larger number of rows
per core. PIPEGMRES generally maintains the accuracy of GMRES, suggesting we may
not need to use strategies such as residual replacement to improve accuracy in most cases.
Both methods experience increased communication and computation costs for later itera-
tions due to the increasing amount of work required each iteration. The computational cost
increase tends to far outweigh the communication cost increase for both methods. While
GMRES produces similar network congestion for all iterations, PIPEGMRES produces less
congestion for later iterations. This suggests PIPEGMRES should continue to scale well
when using larger restart lengths.
In general these GMRES solvers produce similar trends as the previously analyzed PCG
solvers. Non-blocking methods effectively improve performance at scale in many situations.
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Most of these GMRES experiments showed the same trends as the PCG experiments, how-
ever there were a few key differences. PIPEGMRES does not experience the large decrease
in accuracy experienced by non-blocking PCG solvers, potentially allowing PIPEGMRES to
be used effectively in cases where high accuracy is needed. While PIPEGMRES requires in-
creased communication each iteration it produces less congestion for later iterations that can
help it maintain efficient communication performance. However the increased PIPEGMRES
computational costs can limit speedups for later iterations.
6.7 BICGSTAB RESULTS
Next we compare and analyze the BiCGStab, improved BiCGStab, and pipelined BiCGStab
solvers. These experiments will help us understand if these solvers perform similar to non-
blocking PCG and GMRES solvers and determine if they have any unique performance
characteristics.
6.7.1 Test Setup
The BiCGStab solver experiments have a similar test setup as the PCG and GMRES
experiments by running weak scaling, strong scaling, accuracy, and a variety of other per-
formance experiments. The performance experiments will more closely mirror the PCG ex-
periments since BiCGStab uses the same set of kernels and has a similar sequence of kernel
calls. However the accuracy experiments will more closely mirror the GMRES experiments
so we can more directly compare GMRES and BiCGStab solvers.
Most tests focus on using 27-point Poisson matrices, however some use 5-point and 125-
point Poisson matrices. Weak scaling tests use from 256 to 16k rows per core while strong
scaling tests use matrices with 4 to 402 million rows. Tests are run with 30 iterations to
allow these BiCGStab solvers to be more easily compared with GMRES solvers with a restart
length of 30.
6.7.2 Performance Results
Next we look at performance results for BiCGStab solvers. In particular we want to better
understand when IBCGS and PIPEBCGS can outperform BiCGStab and understand the
network performance of these solvers.
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Weak Scaling Results
Figure 6.26: BiCGStab weak scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 1k rows per core.
First we look at the weak scaling performance of these solvers. Figure 6.26 shows PIPEBCGS
outperforming the other methods at most node counts for 27-point Poisson matrices with 1k
rows per core. IBCGS shows consistently improved performance over BiCGStab. The fur-
ther we rearrange BiCGStab to improve performance at scale the more we reduce congestion
and increase bandwidth usage. Smaller matrices show similar trends.
Figure 6.27: BiCGStab weak scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
Figure 6.27 shows IBCGS outperforming PIPEBCGS at lower node counts while PIPEBCGS
performs best at higher node counts. Similar to matrices with 1k rows per core, these matri-
ces show reduced network congestion and increased bandwidth usage for further rearranged
BiCGStab methods. Larger matrices show BiCGStab performing best at lower node counts,
followed by a region where IBCGS performs best, followed by PIPEBCGS performing best
at higher node counts.
These weak scaling results show PIPEBCGS methods can effectively improve performance
for lower amounts of work per core on larger node counts. IBCGS performs better than ex-
pected, maintaining fairly similar performance to PIPEBCGS in many cases. This suggests
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using a single allreduce has a larger impact on BiCGStab performance than on PCG perfor-
mance.
Strong Scaling Results
Figure 6.28: BiCGStab strong scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 4 million rows.
Next we look at the strong scaling performance of these BiCGStab methods. Figure 6.28
shows PIPEBCGS scaling effectively to the largest node counts. IBCGS shows improved
strong scaling over BiCGStab at the largest node counts. Similar to the weak scaling tests the
more scalable methods have reduced congestion and increased bandwidth. We see increased
network congestion around where strong scaling starts to drop off for all methods.
Figure 6.29: BiCGStab strong scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 67 million rows.
Figure 6.29 shows similar trends as the 4 million row matrix, however IBCGS scales
effectively to a higher node count than BiCGStab and PIPEBCGS scales effectively to two
higher node counts. The congestion and bandwidth plots show similar trends, however we
more clearly see that once network congestion reaches about 1 stall per byte performance
starts to struggle and strong scaling tends to drop off.
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Figure 6.30: BiCGStab strong scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for a 27-point Poisson matrix with 268 million rows.
Figure 6.30 shows all methods scaling fairly effectively at all tested node counts. However
we see a slight performance decrease for BiCGStab and IBCGS starting at 4k nodes, likely
due to increased network congestion. The congestion and bandwidth plots show similar
trends as the previous matrices.
These results demonstrate IBCGS and PIPEBCGS can both effectively improve perfor-
mance at scale over BiCGStab. Both methods reduce network congestion, however if they
scale to large enough node counts they eventually encounter higher network congestion and
are unable to efficiently strong scale further.
Communication vs. Computation
Figure 6.31 shows PIPEBCGS has reduced communication costs compared to IBCGS and
both have reduced communication costs compared to BiCGStab at almost all node counts
due to decreasing the allreduce cost and network congestion. PIPEBCGS has a significantly
increased computation cost, however IBCGS only has a slightly increased computation cost.
The combination of reduced communication without a significant computation increase al-
lows IBCGS to outperform both other methods at times, while the significantly reduced
communication cost allows PIPEBCGS to perform best for larger node counts. Other ma-
trix sizes showed similar trends.
Allreduce Breakdown
Figure 6.32 shows decreased allreduce costs for both scalable BiCGStab variations. PIPEBCGS
has a cheaper allreduce cost at lower and higher node counts than IBCGS, but a similar cost
in between. Other problem sizes show similar trends, although IBCGS has a slightly lower
allreduce cost than PIPEBCGS at times. These results suggest that while the allreduce
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Figure 6.31: BiCGStab communication (left), computation (right) for weak scaling (top)
and strong scaling (bottom) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
cost is similar for both methods, using non-blocking instead of blocking allreduces further
reduces congestion and allows PIPEBCGS to have lower communication costs.
The breakdown of the individual allreduces shows significant variation even for allreduce
calls in the same method. IBCGS has the most expensive allreduce likely due to accumulating
performance variation from a full iteration while the other methods have multiple allreduces
accumulating performance variation from part of the iteration. The second PIPEBCGS non-
blocking allreduce is much more expensive than the first, likely due to having more expensive
vector operations since the end of the previous non-blocking allreduce that provide more
opportunity for performance variation that can limit performance. The first two BiCGStab
blocking allreduces have similar performance, however the third has a much cheaper cost.
This is likely due to the third allreduce following an allreduce instead of a matrix-vector
multiply. This results in processes being more synchronized from the previous allreduce and
allows this allreduce to have a smaller synchronization penalty. Other problem sizes show
similar trends. These results suggest allreduces perform best with synchronized processes.
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Figure 6.32: BiCGStab total allreduce costs (left) and individual allreduce breakdowns
(right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
Matrix-vector Multiply and Preconditioner
Figure 6.33: BiCGStab matrix-vector multiply total costs (left), communication costs (mid-
dle), and computation costs (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
Figure 6.33 shows the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner have significantly dif-
ferent costs for each call within each method despite calling the exact same kernels. We
focus primarily on the matrix-vector multiply since the preconditioner does not require any
communication.
The BiCGStab and second IBCGS matrix-vector multiplies show the same poor perfor-
mance. Each of these matrix-vector multiplies follows a blocking allreduce, likely causing
the matrix-vector multiply communication to be closely synchronized and produce higher
network congestion due to having many processes sending messages at the same time.
The PIPEBCGS matrix-vector multiplies maintain a more consistent cost that is slower
at low node counts but faster at high node counts. Both of these matrix-vector multiplies
are overlapped with a non-blocking allreduce, likely limiting performance at low node counts
when network congestion is less of an issue but improving performance at higher node counts
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when network congestion can greatly limit blocking method performance.
The first matrix-vector multiply for IBCGS and both matrix-vector multiplies for PIPEBCGS
have consistently good performance at most node counts. This IBCGS matrix-vector multi-
ply follows another matrix-vector multiply instead of a blocking allreduce while the PIPEBCGS
matrix-vector multiplies are overlapped with non-blocking allreduces. This allows these
matrix-vector multiply to avoid heavily synchronized communication and reduce network
congestion.
Most of the difference in these matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner routines comes
from the communication. The PIPEBCGS computation is slightly slower due to needing to
give MPI control of the process to make progress on the non-blocking allreduce, however
this has a fairly minimal performance impact. Other problem sizes show similar trends for
the matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications, however for larger numbers of
rows per core we generally see less of a difference in communication between the different
methods except on higher node counts.
These results suggest much of the speedup from non-blocking methods comes from avoiding
synchronizing the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner communication. Overlapping
matrix-vector multiplies with non-blocking allreduces or following other point-to-point com-
munication routines can limit synchronization, reduce congestion, and improve performance.
Vector Operations
Figure 6.34: BiCGStab vector operations iteration costs for 27-point Poisson matrices with
4k rows per core (left) and strong scaling with about 67 million rows.
The weak scaling plot shown in Figure 6.34 shows IBCGS has slightly cheaper vector
operations than BiCGStab, while PIPEBCGS is about twice as expensive. IBCGS takes
advantage of merged vector operations to limit the number of additional vector reads and
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writes, resulting in a method with about the same number of vector operations as BiCGStab.
PIPEBCGS also uses merged vector operations, however it still requires about twice as many
vector reads and writes as BiCGStab. Other problem sizes show similar trends, although
BiCGStab is slightly faster than IBCGS for larger numbers of rows per core.
The strong scaling plot more clearly shows BiCGStab has cheaper vector operations for
more work per core while IBCGS has cheaper vector operations for less work per core. This is
likely due to IBCGS benefiting from cache effects. Other problem sizes show similar trends.
Initialization
Figure 6.35: BiCGStab initialization costs for 27-point Poisson matrices weak scaling with
4k rows per core (left) and strong scaling with about 67 million rows (right).
Figure 6.35 shows significantly cheaper initialization costs for BiCGStab over the more
scalable variations. At lower node counts both IBCGS and PIPEBCGS have similar costs
due to both requiring two additional matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applica-
tions. However PIPEBCGS uses non-blocking instead of blocking allreduces, allowing it to
outperform IBCGS for the initialization step at higher node counts. The initialization step
for the scalable variations has a cost comparable to a single BiCGStab iteration, demon-
strating we need to use enough iterations to make up for this increased cost and produce a
speedup.
Noise
Next we look at the ability of these scalable methods to reduce the impact of noise.
Figure 6.36 shows the median iteration for all processes for BiCGStab is about the same as
the median for the slowest process each iteration, suggesting BiCGStab makes progress at
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Figure 6.36: BiCGStab comparisons of the median iteration runtimes for all processes each it-
eration and the median iteration runtimes for the slowest process each iteration for BiCGStab
(left) and IBCGS and PIPEBCGS (middle). Full test runtimes (right) comparing overall
runtimes for each method. All tests use 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
about the speed of the slowest process each iteration. Both IBCGS and PIPEBCGS have a
much cheaper cost for the median of all processes each iteration than for the median for the
slowest process each iteration. Looking at the full test runtimes shows the median runtime
for all iterations provides a more reasonable visual match for the overall test runtimes for
IBCGS and PIPEBCGS. This suggests scalable BiCGStab methods are able to reduce the
impact of noise similar to non-blocking PCG and GMRES methods.
Figure 6.37 shows significant performance variation for all three BiCGStab methods. The
fastest and slowest iterations can have over an order of magnitude difference, however the
difference between the filtered maximum and minimum is much tighter. The interquartile
range is even tighter, suggesting most iteration runtimes are similar. We see more potential
for large outliers at larger node counts for all methods, however generally we see more
consistent runtimes for the more scalable variations.
We see less variation in 30 iteration test runtimes, however there is still potential for
significant variation at higher node counts. There are larger outliers at most node counts
with the largest outliers occurring at higher node counts for all methods. While PIPEBCGS
shows the largest outlier, it still produces more consistent runtimes across all node counts.
These results further suggest non-blocking BiCGStab solvers can help reduce the impact of
noise to improve performance at scale.
Matrix Experiments
Figure 6.38 shows PIPEBCGS performs best when using more nonzeros per row for a fixed
amount of work per core. This is due to limiting the overhead of increased vector opera-
tions while ensuring there is enough work in the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner
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Figure 6.37: BiCGStab (left), improved BiCGStab (middle), and pipelined BiCGStab (right)
iteration runtimes (top) and test runtimes (bottom) showing variation across all processes
for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
application to allow effective non-blocking allreduce overlap. IBCGS performs fairly well for
any number of nonzeros per row due to having similar computational costs as BiCGStab
while having better communication properties. This allows IBCGS to perform well for the
5-point matrix at larger node counts and outperform both BiCGStab and PIPEBCGS at
smaller node counts for the 27-point matrix. Similar to previous experiments with PCG and
GMRES we see further pipelined methods tend to perform better with more nonzeros per
row and fewer rows per core while BiCGStab tends to perform best with fewer nonzeros per
row and more rows per core.
Accuracy
Figure 6.39 shows all three methods produce similar residuals for lower tolerances for
the analyzed Poisson problems. Higher tolerances show some variation between BiCGStab
and IBCGS, with IBCGS producing slightly more accurate residuals at times. However
PIPEBCGS tends to reach a minimum residual and then grows larger for a short period
before stalling. These results suggest IBCGS can produce accurate solutions without in-
creasing the iterations count significantly while PIPEBCGS may not be able to produce
accurate enough solutions for some problems. Residual replacement or other approaches
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Figure 6.38: BiCGStab iteration runtimes for 5-point, 27-point, and 125-point Poisson ma-
trices with about 110k rows per core.
for improving solver accuracy may be necessary to effectively use PIPEBCGS for problems
needing higher accuracy.
6.7.3 Analysis
These results show both IBCGS and PIPEBCGS can effectively outperform BiCGStab at
scale. Weak scaling tests show IBCGS tends to be more effective at lower node counts while
PIPEBCGS tends to be more effective at higher node counts. Strong scaling tests show
both scalable variations can efficiently scale to higher node counts than BiCGStab, with
PIPEBCGS efficiently scaling to the largest node counts. Both scalable variations reduce
network congestion with PIPEBCGS having the largest decreases.
These three solvers provide interesting comparisons of allreduce and matrix-vector multi-
ply behavior due to the variety of ways they call these kernels. These methods demonstrate
the impact the preceding communication kernel has on the performance of the following
kernel. Allreduces with more work since the last synchronizing point tend to have larger
costs than allreduces with less work since the prior synchronization point. Matrix-vector
multiplies following synchronization points tend to have worse performance, especially at
higher node counts, while overlapping matrix-vector multiplies with non-blocking allreduces
produces better, more consistent performance. Matrix-vector multiplies that follow point-
to-point communication routines also produce good performance.
IBCGS outperforms BiCGStab at lower node counts due to having a similar vector op-
erations cost as BiCGStab. By effectively using merged vector operations IBCGS can have
cheaper vector operations than BiCGStab. PIPEBCGS however sees a significant increase in
the number of vector operations which limits its performance at lower node counts. Similar
to other non-blocking Krylov solvers both IBCGS and PIPEBCGS have significantly in-
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Figure 6.39: BiCGStab solver accuracy for 5-point Poisson matrix with 65k rows (top left),
27-point Poisson matrix with 2 million rows (top right), and 125-point Poisson matrix with
2 million rows (bottom).
creased communication costs. Therefore users will need to ensure they use enough iterations
to make up for this increased initialization cost and produce a speedup.
Similar to other non-blocking Krylov solvers both IBCGS and PIPEBCGS can reduce
the impact of noise. PIPEBCGS is the most effective due to using non-blocking allreduces.
While IBCGS uses a blocking allreduce, calling two matrix-vector multiplies each iteration
allows one matrix-vector multiply to run without synchronizing its communication. This
allows IBCGS to have one faster, lower congestion matrix-vector multiply and one slower,
higher congestion matrix-vector multiply.
PIPEBCGS, similar to other non-blocking Krylov solvers, tends to perform best for larger
numbers of nonzeros per row, while IBCGS produces effective performance for smaller num-
bers of nonzeros per row. This is due to IBCGS having a similar vector operations cost as
BiCGStab but more favorable communication properties.
IBCGS produces similar residuals as BiCGStab, although in order to only use a single
reduction per iteration the computation of the norm is delayed an iteration. PIPEBCGS
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sees a more significant decrease in the max attainable accuracy suggesting users are may
need to take steps to improve its accuracy using residual replacement or other strategies.
6.8 GMRES VS. BICGSTAB
Next we look at direct comparisons of GMRES and BiCGStab solvers. Both solvers are
used to solve non-symmetric linear systems so it is important to understand when each solver
performs best. GMRES solvers have a reputation for being more accurate than BiCGStab
solvers, however there are cases where both solvers encounter accuracy issues. The need to
choose between restarting GMRES or working with an overly large set of vectors can make
BiCGStab a better option at times. While GMRES will likely perform better for earlier
iterations due to having fewer matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications, the
growing cost of GMRES vector operations as more iterations are computed suggests there
will be a transition point after which BiCGStab solvers will perform better.
6.8.1 Test Setup
We use a similar test setup as the standalone GMRES and BiCGStab tests. We use 30
iterations for performance tests to compare these solvers and GMRES with restart lengths
of 30, 60, and 100 for full solve tests. Experiments are performed with 5-, 27-, and 125-point
Poisson problems to help compare these solvers with varying numbers of rows and amounts
of work per core. We experiment with all solvers for each node count in the same run to
help ensure all solvers experience similar network conditions. Unpreconditioned norms are
used to compare accuracy for these methods.
6.8.2 Performance Results
Next we look at performance results comparing GMRES and BiCGStab solvers to help us
understand when each performs best and how scalable variations compare.
Weak Scaling Results
Figure 6.40 shows significantly better performance for GMRES over BiCGStab for up to
50 iterations. For smaller restart lengths GMRES produces significantly faster runtimes
while for larger restart lengths BiCGStab methods have more comparable performance.
Other problem sizes showed similar trends. This suggests for large enough restart lengths
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Figure 6.40: GMRES vs. BiCGStab weak scaling iteration runtimes for the 10th GMRES
iteration (top left) and 50th GMRES iteration (top right). GMRES and BiCGStab with
30 iterations test congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom right) for 27-point
Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
BiCGStab methods will have a cheaper per iteration cost than GMRES methods. However
GMRES methods tend to avoid running with larger restart lengths in practice.
We see significantly reduced congestion for both pipelined methods, with PIPEGMRES
experiencing the least congestion. For smaller problem sizes PIPEGMRES has less con-
gestion than PIPEBCGS, while for larger problem sizes we see similar congestion for both
methods. This is likely due to PIPEBCGS having less time for the network to clear out
between matrix-vector multiplies for smaller problems.
We see increased bandwidth for GMRES with a restart length of 30 over BiCGStab meth-
ods. This gap grows larger for shorter restart lengths while BiCGStab methods have higher
bandwidth for larger restart lengths. This is likely due to GMRES methods spending more
time in computation for vector operations while BiCGStab performs an additional matrix-
vector multiply each iteration, allowing it to increase bandwidth usage while having a similar
cost per iteration.
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Figure 6.41: GMRES vs. BiCGStab weak scaling iteration runtimes for matrix-vector mul-
tiply (top left), preconditioner (top right), vector operations for 10th GMRES iteration
(bottom left), and vector operations for 50th GMRES iteration (bottom right) for 27-point
Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core.
Figure 6.41 shows BiCGStab spends about twice as much time in the matrix-vector mul-
tiply and preconditioner application as GMRES. This is expected since BiCGStab methods
call each routine twice per iteration instead of once per iteration. For lower iterations
GMRES methods have cheaper vector operations than BiCGStab methods while for higher
iterations BiCGStab methods are cheaper, with even PIPEBCGS having a cheaper vector
operations cost than GMRES. Other problems sizes showed similar trends. These results sug-
gest problems with cheaper matrix operations will be more likely to benefit from BiCGStab
methods due to vector operations having a larger performance impact while GMRES will
likely perform better for problems with more expensive matrix operations.
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Figure 6.42: GMRES vs. BiCGStab strong scaling test runtimes (left), congestion (middle),
and bandwidth (right) for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4 million rows.
Strong Scaling Results
Figure 6.42 shows improved strong scaling for GMRES over BiCGStab for a matrix with
67 million rows. Both solvers scale effectively to roughly the same number of nodes, however
BiCGStab methods have a higher per iteration cost. Similar to weak scaling tests we see
reduced congestion for more scalable variations with the two non-blocking methods produc-
ing the lowest congestion. All solvers show similar bandwidth at lower node counts, however
pipelined methods produce higher bandwidth at higher node counts. Other problem sizes
show similar trends.
These results further suggest GMRES has a significantly lower per iteration cost than
BiCGStab for GMRES restart lengths commonly used in practice. However more expensive
iterations can still produce a faster algorithm provided it converges more quickly. Given
GMRES iterations can become expensive if not restarted eventually and restarting GM-
RES can impact convergence there are opportunities for BiCGStab methods to outperform
GMRES methods for full solves.
Full Solve Results
Next we look at the cost to fully solve linear systems with these methods to gain a more
complete picture of how these methods perform. These experiments look at the convergence
rates of these methods in addition to the cost per iteration. These tests use a variety of 5-,
27-, and 125-point Poisson matrices at different node counts. Full solve tests compute the
solution to a tolerance of 1e-05 for the unpreconditioned residual norm.
We expect BiCGStab to outperform GMRES for fewer nonzeros per row due to limiting
the cost of matrix kernels and causing vector operations to have a larger impact on overall
runtime. GMRES has a more expensive vector operations cost, suggesting it should have
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worse performance in this case. For matrices with more nonzeros per row the matrix kernel
cost will likely have a larger impact on overall runtime, suggesting having twice as many
matrix kernel calls each iteration will allow GMRES to perform better.
Previous GMRES accuracy results suggest poorer convergence for matrices with more
nonzeros per row and smaller restart lengths, but better convergence for more nonzeros per
row and larger restart lengths. GMRES showed poor convergence for 5-point and 27-point
matrices with shorter restart lengths. Previous BiCGStab results showed more consistent
convergence rates, with improved performance for matrices with more nonzeros per row.
Initial accuracy comparisons suggest GMRES has a slower convergence rate than BiCGStab
for matrices with fewer nonzeros per row, allowing BiCGStab to have faster runtimes due to
having fewer iterations. GMRES has a similar convergence rate as BiCGStab for matrices
with more nonzeros per row, allowing GMRES to produce faster runtimes since BiCGStab
tends to have more expensive iterations.
Figure 6.43: GMRES vs. BiCGStab solver accuracy for 5-, 27-, and 125-point Poisson
matrices for standard methods (top) and scalable methods (bottom).
First we look at the convergence rates of these solvers. We plot the unpreconditioned
residual norm for both solvers since the PETSc BiCGStab implementations do not support
the preconditioned norm. Figure 6.43 shows the accuracy for standard methods including
GMRES with different restart lengths and for scalable methods including only the most
accurate GMRES methods.
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These results show BiCGStab methods consistently converge faster than GMRES methods
for these Poisson matrices. However the GMRES convergence rate grows closer to the
BiCGStab convergence rate as the number of nonzeros per row increases. PIPEGMRES
converges at the same rate as GMRES while PIPEBCGS shows decreased accuracy, especially
for matrices with fewer nonzeros per row.
These results suggest for fewer nonzeros per row BiCGStab is likely to be faster, however
for more nonzeros per row the GMRES convergence rate is close enough that lower iteration
costs may allow it to outperform BiCGStab. PIPEGMRES may provide more accurate
solutions than PIPEBCGS for users that need higher accuracy while providing improved
performance at scale. These results suggest we need to look at the costs for full solves to a
given tolerance to better understand when each solver is better.
Figure 6.44: GMRES vs. BiCGStab weak scaling full solve runtimes (top) and iterations
(bottom) for GMRES with restart lengths of 30, 60, and 100 and BiCGStab for 27-point
Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core (left) and 125-point Poisson matrices with 1k rows
per core (right).
Figure 6.44 shows BiCGStab performs better than GMRES for the 27-point Poisson ma-
trix. GMRES methods have slightly slower performance at lower node counts but have
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sharp performance decreases at larger node counts. Since the matrix size and often the
number of iterations grow when weak scaling this suggests GMRES restarts are reducing
the convergence rate. Other problem sizes show similar trends, however smaller matrices
show similar performance for GMRES and BiCGStab methods at lower node counts when
GMRES methods can converge fairly quickly.
However the 125-point Poisson matrix shows GMRES methods outperforming BiCGStab
at all node counts. Other problem sizes show similar results. BiCGStab maintains fairly good
performance for this problem since it avoids any particularly large performance decreases.
The 5-point Poisson problems had difficulty converging for most tested problems, suggesting
a better preconditioner is likely needed to efficiently solve larger 5-point Poisson problems.
Figure 6.44 also shows GMRES solvers do reasonably well for the 27-point Poisson prob-
lems when they don’t require too many iterations, however eventually the number of iter-
ations sharply increases for all methods. However for 125-point Poisson problems GMRES
solvers maintain a reasonable number of iterations for all restart lengths. In particular
they generally use less than twice as many iterations as BiCGStab, allowing the faster per
iteration costs to produce a solution more quickly.
Figure 6.45 focuses on the performance of scalable GMRES and BiCGStab methods to
fully solve 27- and 125-point Poisson problems. This shows GMRES and PIPEGMRES
have similarly slow runtimes for solving the 27-point Poisson problem at higher node counts,
suggesting PIPEGMRES also has convergence issues. IBCGS outperforms BiCGStab at
higher node counts, however PIPEBCGS has decreased performance at higher node counts.
This suggests PIPEBCGS may also have trouble converging for larger problems.
The 125-point Poisson problem shows PIPEGMRES and PIPEBCGS performing the best
at the largest node counts. This suggests both methods maintain a similar convergence
rate as the original methods while having a cheaper per iteration cost. We also see IBCGS
outperforming BiCGStab at higher node counts.
Figure 6.45 also shows PIPEGMRES has the same number of iterations as GMRES for
these problems. IBCGS has one extra iteration due to the residual computation being
delayed by one iteration. PIPEBCGS has the same number of iterations as BiCGStab in
some cases, however for the larger 27-point Poisson problems it has a worse convergence rate.
These results further show PIPEGMRES generally maintains the same convergence rate as
GMRES while IBCGS maintains the convergence rate of BCGS. PIPEBCGS however can
encounter convergence issues that prevent it from outperforming BCGS.
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Figure 6.45: Scalable GMRES vs. BiCGStab weak scaling full solve runtimes (top) and iter-
ations (bottom) for GMRES methods with restart lengths of 30, 60, and 100 and BiCGStab
methods for 27-point Poisson matrices with 4k rows per core (left) and 125-point Poisson
matrices with 1k rows per core (right).
6.8.3 Analysis
These results show GMRES methods generally have cheaper per iteration costs for both
weak and strong scaling than BiCGStab methods for more common restart lengths around
30 iterations. Larger restart lengths can allow BiCGStab to have a similar per iteration
cost as GMRES since BiCGStab methods have a similar cost each iteration while GMRES
methods have an increasing cost each iteration.
Accuracy results demonstrate BiCGStab methods tend to converge more quickly than
GMRES methods, however PIPEBCGS can struggle to reach higher accuracies at times.
Generally both methods converge more quickly for Poisson matrices with more nonzeros per
row, which allows GMRES to solve the linear systems in less than twice as many iterations
as BiCGStab. Full solve tests show BiCGStab methods perform better for fewer nonzeros
per row due to converging far more quickly than GMRES methods, while GMRES methods
perform better for more nonzeros per row due to having a cheaper per iteration cost and
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having only a fairly small increase in iterations. The more scalable GMRES and BiCGStab
method variations produce significant speedups for both 27- and 125-point Poisson problems,
although PIPEBCGS has convergence issues at times.
However the convergence of these Krylov solvers can be very dependent on the partic-
ular problem [126], so while performance trends should be consistent across problems, the
convergence rate may vary significantly. Therefore users may need to experiment with both
solvers to determine their effectiveness for solving a given problem.
These results further demonstrate both GMRES and BiCGStab methods can be effective
for fully solving linear systems at large node counts. These results suggest users will need to
base their choice on both the properties of the linear systems they want to solve as well as the
ability of these solvers to effectively converge for their problems. In particular problems with
more nonzeros per row and fewer rows per core will favor GMRES methods due to limiting
the vector operations cost and increasing the work for matrix kernels while the opposite case
will favor BiCGStab methods.
6.9 CONCLUSIONS
These experiments with Chebyshev, PCG, GMRES, and BiCGStab solvers and their more
scalable variations show using non-blocking allreduces to overlap communication and com-
putation is an effective approach for improving performance at scale for a variety of different
Krylov solvers. These experiments allowed us to expand our detailed performance analy-
sis to a larger number of Krylov solvers, more directly compare a wide variety of different
non-blocking Krylov solvers, and demonstrate these methods can decrease the allreduce cost
and reduce network congestion to decrease communication costs throughout the method and
improve performance.
6.9.1 Expected Results
After the previous studies there were a number of expected results we obtained. The
Chebyshev solver produced fast iterations as expected, however the convergence rate was far
slower than PCG and often required Chebyshev to use an order of magnitude more runtime
to produce accurate solutions than PCG. These results effectively demonstrated why this
solver is rarely used in practice.
Non-blocking GMRES and BiCGStab solvers significantly improved both weak and strong
scaling performance at larger node counts. In particular they perform well when using more
nonzeros per row, fewer rows per core, and on noisier systems. These solvers generally
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significantly decreased network congestion, often by an order of magnitude or more, to
produce faster, more consistent runtimes than blocking solvers. These more scalable solvers
had higher initialization and vector operations costs, however using a larger number of
iterations and merged vector operations helped limit the increased overhead.
Experiments comparing GMRES and BiCGStab demonstrated there are cases where both
methods are effective. In particular BiCGStab methods have a per iteration cost that can
be about twice as expensive as GMRES methods, however they converge more quickly than
GMRES methods for the tested linear systems. As a result users will need to base their
method choice on both the properties of the linear systems they are solving and the ability
of these solvers to converge quickly for their linear systems
6.9.2 Unexpected Results
There were a number of unexpected results that provided new insights into these solvers.
GMRES requires increasing amounts of both communication and computation that we ex-
pected to produce increased network congestion. However PIPEGMRES actually experi-
enced less network congestion when using more iterations, likely due to avoiding synchro-
nization with the non-blocking allreduce and having a larger increase in computation than
communication which allowed the network to clear more thoroughly between communication
routines. PIPEGMRES produced residuals that were about as accurate as the GMRES and
avoided the issue with residuals stalling that scalable PCG solvers experienced.
The three BiCGStab solvers we analyzed more clearly showed the impact of the preceding
communication kernel on the following communication kernel. Having a synchronization
point prior to a blocking allreduce resulted in faster allreduce times, while having synchro-
nizing point far before a blocking allreduce resulted in more expensive calls due to having
an increased synchronization cost. On the other hand calling a matrix-vector multiply af-
ter a synchronization point resulted in a much more expensive call, likely due to sending
many messages at once and producing higher network congestion. Calling a matrix-vector
multiply after a point-to-point communication routine or overlapped with a non-blocking
allreduce produced much faster and more consistent runtimes, likely due to spreading out
the messages more and reducing network congestion.
IBCGS produced significantly better runtimes than expected based on our previous anal-
ysis of a single allreduce PCG solver. Unlike SAPCG, which had one blocking allreduce per
matrix-vector multiply, IBCGS had one blocking allreduce per two matrix-vector multiplies.
This allowed one matrix-vector multiply to run efficiently without any synchronization or in-
terference from other communication routines. This method did not encounter significantly
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increased vector operation costs similar to other single allreduce or non-blocking Krylov
solvers which allowed it to perform better at lower node counts, with more rows per core,
and with fewer nonzeros per row, unlike most of the other scalable solvers we analyzed.
IBCGS produced residuals that were about the same as BiCGStab and avoided the is-
sue with residuals stalling. On the other hand PIPEBCGS had residuals stall sooner than
expected in most tests and after reaching a minimum would produce larger residuals after-
wards. The accurate solutions combined with effective scaling performance suggest IBCGS
can be effectively used for a wider range of problems than expected. PIPEBCGS however
may need to use techniques such as residual replacement to improve accuracy, although this
will limit the benefits of the faster iterations if needed too frequently.
6.9.3 Expectations for Applications
These results suggest PIPEGMRES should be an effective solver for Nek5000 due to pro-
ducing better strong scaling performance while still producing accurate solutions. Nek5000
has enough nonzeros per row to suggest we should obtain good performance and we will run
on Blue Waters which needs solvers that can reduce the impact of noise.
These results suggest PIPEBCGS should improve performance for Quda, however residual
replacement may be necessary to obtain accurate solutions, which would limit the perfor-
mance benefit. IBCGS however may improve performance without significantly sacrificing
accuracy.
6.9.4 Future Work
There are a few opportunities to develop more scalable variations of GMRES and BiCGStab.
There may be opportunities to develop 2-iteration pipelined versions of GMRES that per-
forms better at higher node counts with less work per core similar to PIPE2CG. We may
be able to use the approach for IBCGS and PIPEBCGS to develop methods with better
performance at scale.
There are a few additional non-blocking pipelined PCG variations that have been devel-
oped more recently that could be analyzed. In addition to PCG, GMRES, and BiCGStab
we could explore other popular Krylov solvers and their non-blocking variations in more
detail. In particular flexible Krylov methods, especially flexible conjugate gradient, have
shown potential to be effective for some applications.
This performance analysis approach could be expanded to other scalable Krylov solvers
such as s-step or enlarged Krylov subspace methods. In particular we could analyze the
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ability of s-step and communication-avoiding Krylov solvers to reduce network congestion
since matrix-vector multiplies were cheaper when preceded by another matrix-vector mul-
tiply. Therefore a solver that groups these kernels together may see significantly improved
performance even if they cannot take advantage of a matrix-powers kernel.
These solver results could be further expanded with a few additional sets of tests. We
could add experiments using a wider variety of linear systems to gain a more thorough under-
standing of how these solvers perform. Experiments using PETSc example codes would allow
us to run experiments with a wider variety of realistic linear systems while experimenting
with matrix collections could be helpful for better understanding solver accuracy.
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CHAPTER 7: OPTIMIZING APPLICATION SOLVER PERFORMANCE
Krylov solvers are key kernels for many real-world applications, with many applications
using a majority of their runtime to solve linear systems. These solvers are used for a
wide range of applications in areas such as computational fluid dynamics, wind energy, and
particle physics. Due to the popularity of these methods within many applications the HPCG
benchmark [127, 111] was developed to better evaluate the ability of large-scale systems to
efficiently use these methods.
To most effectively demonstrate the usefulness of scalable Krylov solvers we need to show
they can be used in practice by real-world applications to improve performance. Real-world
applications often face challenges beyond those found in common test problems such as
using more complex linear systems, using a wider range of Krylov solvers, requiring specific
customized preconditioners, requiring specific computing architectures, and targeting specific
large-scale systems. Therefore we need to better understand whether or not scalable Krylov
solvers can perform well in these circumstances or if applications need to explore other
approaches to improve performance at scale.
This study focuses on Nek5000 [128] and Quda [129, 130, 131], two applications designed
to perform well at extreme scales that need significant improvement to reach their desired
performance. Nek5000 is a high-order solver for computation fluid dynamics application
with unstructured grids designed to run on traditional CPU-based systems while Quda is
a lattice quantum chromodynamics application with structured grids designed to run on
GPU-based systems. Nek5000 uses both PCG and GMRES solvers while Quda uses PCG,
flexible PCG, and BiCGStab solvers.
These applications are primarily seeking improved strong scaling performance to decrease
time to solution while efficiently using their allocations as well as weak scaling to allow
them to solve larger problems. Both applications have obtained effective performance at
scale, with Nek5000 producing effective strong scaling on up to 32k nodes of Mira [132] and
with Quda producing 20 Pflops of sustained performance [114] on Sierra when used within
the Chroma application, another IBM POWER9 supercomputer with NVIDIA V100 GPUs
and an InfiniBand network. However Nek5000 performance suffered when running on noisier
systems while Quda is seeking to take better advantage of newer leadership-class GPU-based
supercomputers.
These non-blocking solvers have shown potential to reduce the impact of network noise
that limited Nek5000 performance in previous studies and has been particularly effective at
improving strong scaling performance. These qualities provide the potential to significantly
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improve the performance of Nek5000 especially on noisier systems like Blue Waters.
These solvers should help Quda obtain improved strong and weak scaling performance
based on previous experiments. In particular the 4-d halo exchange communication pattern is
likely to produce significant network congestion and the extra latency that results from using
GPUs should make non-blocking communication more important for effectively overlapping
communication and computation. However we have not experimented with non-blocking
solvers on GPUs before, so while there is potential for improvement, we are not sure how
effective these solvers will be. This application study should provide valuable information
on when these solvers are most effective.
The target system for Nek5000 is Blue Waters which can take advantage of the performance
analysis tools we developed in previous studies for Blue Waters. However our performance
analysis tools are primarily designed to work with C and C++ library routines, requiring us
to modify our tools to work with applications and provide a Fortran 77 interface.
The target system for Quda is Summit, an IBM Power System AC922 with six NVIDIA
GPUs per node and a dual-rail Mellanox EDR InfiniBand network. Therefore we need to
setup our performance analysis tools to work on Summit, develop tools to analyze perfor-
mance on InfiniBand networks with a fat-tree topology, and run initial performance tests to
better understand network performance on Summit. Additional improvements to our per-
formance analysis tools may be necessary to effectively analyze performance on GPU-based
systems.
7.1 NEK5000 BACKGROUND
Nek5000 [128] solves the unsteady incompressible 2-d, axisymmetric, or 3-d Navier-Stokes
equations and the compressible Navier-Stokes in the Low Mach regime, the magnetohydro-
dynamic equation. Nek5000 uses the spectral element method for the spatial discretization.
Spectral element methods show little numerical dispersion and dissipation, which can be im-
portant for stability calculations, long time integrations, and high Reynolds number flows.
Nek5000 has been used for simulations for internal combustion engines, turbulent flow around
a wing profile, blood flow, and many other problems. This application is designed to perform
well on extreme-scale systems, with recent studies showing effective strong scaling on up to
32k nodes of Mira [132].
Nek5000 solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation by solving a Poisson equation
for the pressure and a Helmholtz equation for each velocity component. The Helmholtz equa-
tion is solved with a Jacobi preconditioned conjugate gradient solver [133] and the Poisson
equation is solved using GMRES with an additive overlapping Schwarz preconditioner that
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uses a single V-cycle of a highly-tuned AMG solver for the course grid solve [134, 135, 132].
These two solvers account for a majority of the Nek5000 runtime, making them the primary
targets for improving overall performance.
Nek5000 has primarily been designed to run on traditional CPU-based supercomputers.
In particular many Nek5000 developers run on BlueGene systems which are designed to
minimize many sources of noise and have consistent runtimes across different runs, however
new BlueGene systems are no longer being produced. Additionally there is a large commu-
nity of Nek5000 users running this application on a variety of different supercomputers, so
optimizations to improve performance on one system should benefit other similar systems.
7.1.1 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
Nek5000 uses PCG with a Jacobi preconditioner to solve the Helmholtz equation for three
velocity components for 3-d problems. These solves are generally much less expensive than
the GMRES solve, however they still significantly impact overall performance. PCG relies
on a matrix-vector multiply, preconditioner application, two blocking allreduces, and some
vector operations to produce a solution. Due to the low cost of the Jacobi preconditioner the
matrix-vector multiply and blocking allreduces are generally the most expensive operations,
especially at scale.
The PCG solver relies on the same basic approach as the PCG solver discussed in pre-
vious chapters, however there are a few minor changes. The Nek5000 PCG solver uses the
unpreconditioned residual norm which has a cost similar to computing the preconditioned
residual norm. PCG has options to orthogonalize the preconditioned residual and use a more
complex Schwarz preconditioner, however these routines were not used by our test cases.
7.1.2 GMRES
Nek5000 uses GMRES with a more complex preconditioner to solve the Poisson equation
for the pressure component. This is generally the most expensive kernel for Nek5000, making
improving this kernel a key target for improving overall application performance. GMRES
relies on a matrix-vector multiply, preconditioner application, two blocking allreduces, and a
number of vector operations each iteration. The number of vector operations and the size of
one blocking allreduce increases each iteration. GMRES uses a restart length to prevent the
vector operations cost from growing too large. The more complex preconditioner used by
GMRES is the most expensive routine, although the matrix-vector multiply and allreduces
also have significant costs.
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The GMRES solver uses the same basic approach as the GMRES solver discussed in the
previous chapter, although there are a few minor differences. The Nek5000 GMRES solver
uses the unpreconditioned residual norm and calls the preconditioner before the matrix-
vector multiply. This removes the need to call the preconditioner in the initialization step.
GMRES orthogonalizes the preconditioned residual after calling the preconditioner, however
this did not impact the solution for our testcases, so we skip this call to avoid the blocking
allreduce called by this routine. Nek5000 provides options for a 2-pass Gram-Schmidt routine
and a modified Gram-Schmidt routine, however we do not experiment with these.
Nek5000 provides additional preconditioner options for GMRES, however the default pre-
conditioner is heavily preferred over the other options for most test cases. Due to the default
preconditioner calling blocking allreduces we also experiment with unpreconditioned GM-
RES. While unpreconditioned GMRES is unlikely to produce a fast, accurate solution, it
can help us understand if non-blocking GMRES solvers can perform well for Nek5000.
7.1.3 Key Kernels
Nek5000 uses the same basic solver structure and key kernels for PCG and GMRES as




call axhelm (w,p,h1,h2,imsh,isd) ! w = h1*[A]p + h2*[B]p
call dssum (w,lx1,ly1,lz1) ! Direct stiffness sum
call col2 (w,mask,n) ! w = w*mask
Figure 7.1: Matrix-vector multiply routine for Nek5000.
Nek5000 uses a set of three routines to compute the matrix-vector multiply. The axhelm
routine computes the Helmholtz matrix-vector product by performing computation on the lo-
cal spectral element subdomain. This routine requires a combination of dense matrix-matrix
multiplies and vector operations to compute the solution. The dssum routine computes the
direct stiffness sum by summing shared elements across domains. This is accomplished by
computing QQT using GSLIB for this global gather/scatter collective operation. Lastly a
mask is applied to the solution using a single vector operation.
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This approach results in a computation heavy kernel followed by a communication heavy
kernel followed by a short computation kernel. Unfortunately this does not allow for com-
munication and computation overlap in the matrix-vector multiply, however using global
collectives for the matrix-vector multiply is likely better than point-to-point communica-
tion for communication patterns that require a larger number of messages. There may be
potential for this global collective communication to limit non-blocking solver effectiveness.
Preconditioners
The PCG solver uses a simple Jacobi preconditioner that only requires local computation
along the matrix diagonal. This results in a very cheap preconditioner that does not require
any communication. The velocity linear systems are diagonally dominant, making this an
effective preconditioner for this problem. Since this preconditioner is simple but effective we
do not experiment with any other preconditioners for the PCG solve.
The GMRES solver uses an additive overlapping Schwarz preconditioner that uses a single
V-cycle of a highly-tuned AMG solver for the coarse grid solve [136]. The overlapping
Schwarz approach requires local solves on each subdomain that provides a fairly natural
approach for parallelization. This preconditioner is designed to be communication minimal
and effective for solving problems with few degrees of freedom per processor.
In addition to the AMG coarse grid solver Nek5000 provides an XXT preconditioner using
a Cholesky factorization of the matrix into XXT that is designed to maximize the sparsity
pattern of XT . Previous research [132] has shown XXT to perform better in cases where
there is high latency, high bandwidth, and low element counts, while AMG performs better
for low latency and high element counts. Therefore since we are focusing on performance at
large scales we focus on the AMG approach.
Due to the more synchronous behavior of many multigrid methods we also experiment
with unpreconditioned GMRES. While this produces slower convergence rates and worse
overall performance it may provide insights into how effective non-blocking GMRES solvers
can be with a more asynchronous preconditioner.
7.2 NEK5000 IMPROVEMENTS AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
7.2.1 Scalable PCG Solvers
We implement the single-allreduce PCG (SAPCG), pipelined PCG (PIPECG), and 2-
iteration pipelined PCG (PIPE2CG) solvers in Nek5000. Non-blocking PCG (NBPCG) is
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skipped due to the low potential for effective overlap for the Jacobi preconditioner. These
solvers are implemented using the approach discussed in previous chapters.
To ensure effective overlap we modify the axhelm() routine to call MPI Test() about
log2(nprocs) times per call. This gives MPI control of the process to make progress on the non-
blocking allreduce in addition to the MPI calls used by the dssum() routine. The axhelm()
routine loops over each element stored on the local processor and computes the Helmholtz
matrix-vector product. This modified routine is called by PIPECG and PIPE2CG. Since
some Nek5000 simulations may have few elements per process we call MPI Test() up to 8
times spread throughout the computation for each element if needed.
Since the Jacobi preconditioner and mask operations are both vector operations there is
potential to merge them with nearby vector operations. However tests exploring additional
merged vector operations showed little if any speedup and at times produced significant slow-
downs. The median runtimes would generally decrease however the overall runtime would
grow larger due to having more performance variation. This may be due to some routines
benefiting from cache effects that are disrupted by merging additional vector operations.
At larger node counts the difference in performance was often trivial. Therefore we do not
merge the Jacobi preconditioner or mask operations with nearby vector operations.
7.2.2 Scalable GMRES Solver
We implement the pipelined GMRES (PIPEGMRES) solver in Nek5000. This solver
requires a few minor changes compared to the PIPEGMRES solver discussed in the previous
chapter. Due to GMRES calling the preconditioner before the matrix-vector multiply instead
of after we must call the preconditioner after solving the lower triangular system at the end
of each GMRES iteration cycle prior to adding this vector to the solution vector to produce
an accurate solution for PIPEGMRES.
Similar to non-blocking PCG solvers we call the axhelm() routine modified to call MPI Test()
about log2(nprocs) times per call for PIPEGMRES. In addition to the MPI calls in the dssum()
routine and the preconditioner this should ensure effective progress for the non-blocking allre-
duce. We do not merge any vector operations for this solver, however there may be potential
in the future to develop optimized multiple axpy and multiple dot product routines to further
improve performance.
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7.2.3 Performance Analysis Tools
Optimizing the Scalable Algorithm Testbed tools to work with Nek5000 simulations re-
quired a number of improvements. This tool was originally designed to work with C and
C++ library routines, therefore we need to modify this tool to work with full applications
and provide a Fortran 77 interface.
The Nek5000 application study is able to take advantage of the network performance
analysis tools [125] for Blue Waters discussed in Chapters 3 and 5. In particular we look at
network congestion and bandwidth network performance counters to help understand how
the network impacts solver performance within Nek5000.
Full Application Tools
We developed a set of five routines that must be called by an application to use the Scalable
Algorithm Testbed. A routine to initialize the testbed is called once at the beginning of a
run and two routines to process results and destroy the testbed are called once at the end of
a run. There are routines to start and end performance counters for a given test that must
be placed before and after calls to each kernel to analyze.
The kernels to analyze are annotated using the same process as before. Similar input
files are used, however the problem input files will have a single problem and the algorithm
file will have one entry per algorithm being analyzed. An algorithm index is passed to the
routines to start and end tests to ensure timings for each routine are collected together.
In addition to creating timer index defines in nt data.h it can be helpful to create algorithm
index defines to assist with switching between algorithms without needing to remember the
algorithm order in the input file. We added full run timers that account for the time spent
in a routine over the course of the entire run.
There are a few additional quality of life improvements that could be made to the testbed
in the future. The maximum number of tests and iterations must be set in the input files
to create timing arrays. However the testbed could be improved to grow arrays as needed,
although this would impact the performance of the algorithms being analyzed. There is also
potential to simplify the application input files.
Fortran Interface
C and Fortran 77 interface routines are added to the testbed. Testbed routines that pass
strings require interface routines to modify the input strings to match the format expected
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by the C testbed routines. The testbed relies heavily on macros for timers, however Fortran
77 does not support similar macros.
Most routines simply require an interface routine to call the appropriate C routine or
macro, however some new routines were added for macros that were often called from within
other macros, such as adding multiple timings to a timer. Macros that wrap a function call
do not have a Fortran 77 variation, however we can easily call start and end routines before
and after the timed function.
Similarly the nt data.h header file is replaced with a Fortran 77 include file. This requires
creating timer indices as integer variables and creating corresponding string variables with
the name for each timer. The Fortran timer routines then take both the timer index and
timer string as input.
The Fortran 77 interface is slightly clunkier than the original C/C++ version, however
it still allows us to effectively analyze performance at scale and does not require any major
changes to use the testbed.
7.3 NEK5000 TEST SETUP
Many Nek5000 users want to achieve efficient strong scaling performance to allow them
to run simulations quickly while efficiently using node hours. Therefore we want to optimize
Nek5000 to perform better when the work per core decreases and communication costs
increase. Many of the primary developers have run on quieter BlueGene systems that are no
longer being produced, therefore we want to optimize Nek5000 to perform better on noisier
systems. Additionally we want to gain a better understanding of any remaining performance
barriers and gain insight into future optimizations that could further improve performance.
Non-blocking pipelined Krylov solvers should help Nek5000 address these issues based on
previous experiments. These methods have been shown to perform best when the work per
core is lower and communication costs are higher. These methods can reduce the impact of
noise using non-blocking routines to overlap communication and computation to potentially
avoid synchronization.
There are a few disadvantages to these methods we need to keep in mind based on previous
studies. We need to use enough iterations to make up for the increased initialization costs,
use a larger number of nonzeros per row in the matrix, and use fewer matrix rows per core.
The spectral element approach should allow us to have plenty of work per row for the matrix
and obtain effective overlap with fewer rows per core, however there could be issues with
some solves not requiring enough iterations. However Nek5000 has a wide variety of settings
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and problems, making it likely some problems will use more than enough iterations to obtain
significant speedups for non-blocking solvers.
There is potential the global scatter/gather collective routine relied on by the matrix-
vector multiply or the multigrid-based preconditioner used by GMRES may be too syn-
chronous. While non-blocking solvers are designed to decrease the reduction cost by overlap-
ping it with computation, the ability to avoid synchronization often greatly reduces network
congestion due to spreading out communication routines on each process and can have a
larger impact on performance. However if the matrix-vector multiply or preconditioner are
too synchronous this may result in most processes calling communication routines at the
same time and producing high network congestion despite using non-blocking allreduces.
7.3.1 Turbulent Pipe Test Case
We analyze Nek5000 performance using a test case for 3-d turbulent flow through a straight
round pipe. This test case is used to study the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid in a
smooth pipe of radius R and axial length 25R. This test case will allow us to analyze the
performance of the PCG and GMRES solvers at scale.
The original 1,620 element turbulent pipe test case found in the Nek5000 repository is
expanded to have 162,000 elements. We vary the polynomial order to increase the work
required to solve the linear system. The original test case uses a polynomial order of 4, how-
ever Nek5000 is often run with polynomial orders of 7 to 11, allowing us to greatly increase
the work needed for our scaling study. This test case can be found in the NekExamples
GitHub repository in the turbPipe directory [128]. For more details on this test case see
[137].
7.3.2 Experimental Design
We run tests on Blue Waters using both 16-cores per node (1 process per floating point
unit) and 32-cores per node (1 process per integer unit). The max short and eager protocol
sizes are set at 1k and 8k bytes. We measure runtimes for each iteration, test, and run and
measure network performance counters for each test and run. The statistics needed for box
plots are computed to show the range of measured values. The MPI Test() approach is used
to obtain progress for non-blocking communication. We compute timings for each velocity
component separately despite using the same solver for each component in case there are
significant differences in workload or convergence.
While most of our previous tests used 16 processes per node due to initial experiments
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showing improved performance at higher node counts the Nek5000 developers generally use
32 processes per node on Blue Waters. Therefore we want to re-examine this result and see
if it is accurate for Nek5000.
We run Nek5000 for 20 time steps for each PCG and GMRES solver. Experiments are
performed with the turbulent pipe test case with polynomial orders 4, 7, 9, and 11. This
produces runs with about 10 million to 200 million points, providing us with test cases that
will reach a strong scaling limit at different node counts. Experiments are run on up to 4k
nodes. We explored running experiments on larger node counts but encountered issues with
simulations failing to run at times and the default solvers failing to converge at other times
starting around 4k nodes. However experiments on up to 4k nodes effectively answered our
key questions about using non-blocking solvers for Nek5000.
We use higher tolerances of 1e-12 for all PCG solvers since this produces larger numbers
of iterations and provides more opportunity for scalable solvers to improve performance.
These PCG solvers did not encounter any accuracy issues for this tolerance.
We use varying tolerances for GMRES based on the ability of both GMRES and PIPEGM-
RES to produce accurate solutions. We use tolerances of 1e-6 for orders 4 and 7 and 1e-5 for
orders 9 and 11. Both GMRES and PIPEGMRES encountered convergence issues at times,
with PIPEGMRES producing slightly lower accuracy than GMRES. We use a restart length
of 50 iterations for both GMRES and PIPEGMRES for these experiments.
GMRES experiments that do not use a preconditioner use a tolerance of 1e-2 and are
run for at least 30 iterations. Unpreconditioned GMRES solvers did not produce accurate
solutions and often failed to converge for reasonable tolerances, so setting a minimum number
of iterations allowed us to gather a reasonable number of performance timings. GMRES and
PIPEGMRES experiments used a similar approach for 4k nodes for the order 11 test due to
encountering convergence issues for both solvers.
We only use the Jacobi preconditioner for PCG tests, however we use both the multigrid-
based preconditioner and no preconditioner for GMRES tests. This will help us understand
the performance impact of overlapping a non-blocking allreduce with a more synchronous
preconditioner compared to overlapping with only a less synchronous matrix-vector multiply.
In addition to looking at runtimes relative to the number of nodes we also want to look
at runtimes relative to the number of gridpoints per process. Ideally we want these non-
blocking solvers to significantly reduce the minimum number of grid points needed to obtain
effective strong scaling for Nek5000. Reducing this number will allow Nek5000 researchers
to obtain effective strong scaling performance on larger node counts and decrease their time
to solution without significantly increasing the number of node hours used.
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7.3.3 Expected Performance
We expect non-blocking PCG solvers to perform well within Nek5000 due to using a fairly
simple preconditioner that does not require any communication. This should allow us to ben-
efit from overlapping multiple matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioner applications with
a single non-blocking allreduce to obtain effective overlap and asynchronous performance.
The velocity solves are often much cheaper and converge more quickly than the pressure
solve which may limit the cases where non-blocking solvers would be effective. However due
to the wide variety of options available to Nek5000 users there should be cases where enough
iterations are needed to obtain significantly faster overall performance.
We expect improved performance for PIPEGMRES over GMRES, especially for commu-
nication, however this improvement may be limited by the preconditioner. Previous exper-
iments with more complex domain decomposition and multigrid preconditioners in PETSc
showed smaller improvements than for more asynchronous overlapped kernels. However
PIPEGMRES will decrease the number of allreduces from two to one and should obtain
effective overlap to produce some speedup at scale.
Additional improvements may be necessary to obtain the most effective performance for
these solvers. There are some solves that require few iterations or GMRES iteration cycles
that only need a few iterations after a restart where it would be cheaper to use the standard
blocking method instead of a non-blocking version. This could be accomplished by looking
at the difference between the initial residual and the tolerance or estimating the number of
iterations likely to be used for the next solve and using this information to choose the solver.
7.4 NEK5000 SOLVER RESULTS
Next we look at results for a variety of performance and accuracy experiments for PCG
and GMRES solvers in Nek5000. These experiments should help us better understand the
effectiveness of these solvers and give us more insight into remaining performance barriers
for Nek5000.
7.4.1 Initial PCG Results
We start by analyzing the performance for the default Nek5000 solvers to better under-




Figure 7.2: Nek5000 solver median iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for 16 cores per node for PCG for velocity in the X, Y, and Z
dimensions and GMRES for pressure for order 4.
First we look at the performance of the three velocity solves using PCG and the pressure
solve using GMRES for order 4. Figure 7.2 shows similar performance for PCG for velocity
in all dimensions. GMRES requires more expensive iterations, however it produces less
network congestion in most cases and uses less network bandwidth. This is likely due to
the lower communication intensity of the GMRES preconditioner and more expensive vector
operations for later iterations increasing the time between communication routines.
Figure 7.3: Nek5000 solver median iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for 16 cores per node for PCG for velocity in the X, Y, and Z
dimensions and GMRES for pressure for order 9.
Figure 7.3 shows similar trends for order 9 experiments. All velocity solves using PCG
have a similar cost and are significantly cheaper than GMRES. However the cost per iteration
is significantly higher which should allow this problem to effectively strong scale to higher
node counts. Network congestion and bandwidth show similar trends, however PCG has
consistently higher congestion than GMRES while bandwidth is similar for both solvers at
lower node counts and has a smaller gap at higher node counts. The decreased bandwidth
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gap between solvers suggests they have more similar communication to computation ratios
for higher polynomial orders, although PCG still has significantly higher bandwidth at higher
node counts. Problems for order 7 and 11 show similar trends.
Figure 7.4: Nek5000 iteration counts for order 4 (top) and order 9 (bottom) for PCG for
velocity in the X-, Y-, and Z-dimensions (left) and GMRES for pressure (right).
Figure 7.4 shows the same number of iterations for the X and Y dimensions but slightly
more iterations for the Z dimension for PCG. Most solves have the same number of iterations
for all three dimensions, however the Z dimension solves have a higher lower bound, resulting
in a slightly higher average. PCG requires a fairly high tolerance to produce enough iterations
to potentially allow non-blocking solvers to make up for the increased initialization costs,
likely limiting the number of problems that will benefit from those solvers. Due to the similar
performance of all velocity solves using PCG we primarily focus on the X-dimension velocity
solves for remaining tests.
The pressure solve using GMRES has more varied iteration counts. Some solves require
a significantly larger number of iterations, while others converge quickly. The iteration
counts for GMRES vary enough that some solves will have plenty of iterations to make up
for the increased PIPEGMRES initialization cost while others may not. This suggests the
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best performance may be obtained when using PIPEGMRES for more expensive solves and
GMRES for cheaper solves.
Processes per Node
Next we compare Nek5000 performance on 16-processes per node (1 process per floating
point unit) vs. 32-processes per node (1 process per integer unit) on Blue Waters. Experi-
ments in previous studies showed improved performance for 16-processes per node at higher
node counts, however Nek5000 users typically use 32-processes per node on Blue Waters.
Therefore we want to revisit experiments comparing these two approaches.
Figure 7.5: Nek5000 PCG median iteration runtimes (left), iteration runtime variation (mid-
dle), and full run times (right) for 16 and 32 processes per node for order 4.
Figure 7.5 shows 32 processes per node performing better at lower node counts and 16
processes per node performing better at higher node counts. However we see significant
performance variation across processes, especially for 32 processes per node. As a result
the full simulation runtime is significantly slower for 32 processes per node. Some previous
runs comparing 16 and 32 processes per node showed similar iteration runtimes for both
approaches, including at higher node counts, however 32 processes per node had more per-
formance variation and as a result significantly slower full runtimes. In all tested cases we
saw significantly slower overall runtimes for 32 processes per node compare to 16 processes
per node at higher node counts.
Figure 7.6 shows increased network congestion for 32 processes per node at higher node
counts which contributes to the significantly higher communication costs. The median it-
eration communication cost increases by up to 50% and the full run communication cost
increases by over 100% at times.
While computation costs are significantly cheaper using 32 processes per node they are
not cheap enough to make up for the increased communication costs. Computation costs for
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Figure 7.6: Nek5000 PCG median test congestion (left), iteration communication runtimes
(middle), and iteration computation runtimes (right) for 16 and 32 processes per node for
order 4.
16 processes per node range from about 20% to 55% more expensive than 32 processes per
node. This suggests using 16 processes per node takes advantage of most of the available
computational power while producing far less network congestion and lower communication
costs than 32 processes per node.
Figure 7.7: Nek5000 GMRES median iteration runtimes (left), iteration runtime variation
(middle), and full run times (right) for 16 and 32 processes per node for order 4.
Figure 7.7 shows similar trends for GMRES as PCG. We see decreased performance at
higher node counts for 32 processes per node, especially for full runs. We see more per-
formance variation for 32 processes per node, especially at 1k nodes. These results further
suggest we will obtain the best performance at higher node counts for 16 processes per node.
Figure 7.8 shows similar trends for GMRES for congestion, communication, and compu-
tation as PCG. We see significantly increased network congestion and communication costs
at most node counts for 32 processes per node. Median iteration solver communication in-
creases by over 80% and preconditioner runtime increases by up to 40%. However the full
run communication time increases by over 200% at times and full run preconditioner time
increases by over 80%.
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Figure 7.8: Nek5000 GMRES median test congestion (left), iteration communication run-
times (middle), and iteration computation runtimes (right) for 16 and 32 processes per node
for order 4.
While the computation costs are decreased, this is not enough to make up for the increased
communication costs. Computation costs for 16 processes per node range from about 25% to
50% more expensive than 32 processes per node. This further suggests the benefits from fully
taking advantage of the available computational power are outweighed by the significantly
increased communication costs.
These results suggest optimizing communication patterns better may allow Nek5000 to
use multiple processes per core without significantly increasing the communication cost so
they can take full advantage of the available computational power. Exploring node-aware
or topology-aware communication may allow Nek5000 to reduce communication costs with-
out requiring algorithmic changes. Similar experiments with scalable PCG and GMRES
solvers showed similar behavior. Therefore we use 16 processes per node for the remaining
experiments since we are focused on improving strong scaling performance at scale.
Points per Process
Since the runtimes for different polynomial orders can significantly differ looking at the
cost per point can allow us to compare performance across different polynomial orders.
Furthermore this can help users find more optimal node counts to use for a problem of a
given size to quickly and efficiently produce solutions.
Figure 7.9 shows the iteration runtimes and the runtimes per point for PCG. We see similar
point runtimes at smaller node counts for all polynomial orders, however as the number of
nodes increases the lower polynomial order runtimes start to increase significantly. This is
likely due to higher polynomial orders requiring more work per core that allows them to
effectively scale further.
However if we instead look at point runtimes relative to the number of points per process
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Figure 7.9: Nek5000 PCG iteration runtimes (left) and average iteration runtimes per point
vs. number of nodes (middle) and vs. points per process (right) for polynomial orders 4, 7,
9, and 11.
we see similar performance across different polynomial orders. We see a clear cost curve
where larger numbers of points per process have consistently good performance while fewer
points per process experience significant performance decreases.
This suggests users will want to run around 10k points per process to get the best combi-
nation of performance and efficiency, but they can reduce the number of points per process
further to get a faster solution if needed. However users may need to look at the full runtimes
to better understand how far they can reduce the number of points per process while still
obtaining some speedup.
Figure 7.10: Nek5000 GMRES iteration runtimes (left) and average iteration runtimes per
point vs. number of nodes (middle) and vs. points per process (right) for polynomial orders
4, 7, 9, and 11.
Figure 7.10 shows iteration runtimes and runtimes per point for GMRES similar to PCG.
However GMRES increases in cost each iteration and different polynomial orders require
different numbers of iterations to converge. This makes comparisons fuzzier since some
polynomial orders require more expensive GMRES iterations than others, although they
still show the same trends.
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The runtime per point vs. nodes shows significantly higher costs for lower order polyno-
mials due to these tests needing more iterations to converge. The higher polynomial orders
have similar iteration counts, resulting in more overlap between costs at lower node counts.
Similar to PCG we see increased costs at higher node counts for all polynomial orders.
Point runtimes relative to the number of points per process show similar curves as before,
however we see slower runtimes for lower order polynomials requiring more iterations to
converge. We see slight increases in runtime per point starting around 50k points per process,
however similar to PCG the most significant runtime increases start around 10k points per
process.
These results suggest to make the most impact for Nek5000 users we want non-blocking
solvers to shift this curve to reduce the cost per points or the number of points per process to
produce faster runtimes while maintaining efficient performance. Given non-blocking solvers
tend to be most effective for strong scaling this suggests they should run efficiently with
fewer points per process. This should allow Nek5000 users to scale to higher node counts
more efficiently and run simulations more quickly.
7.4.2 Scalable PCG Results
Next we look at the performance of scalable PCG solvers for Nek5000. In particular we
want to better understand how PCG solvers perform within Nek5000 and understand if these
scalable variations can improve the performance of Nek5000 in practice.
Runtime Comparisons
Figure 7.11 shows significantly improved iteration runtimes at scale for PIPECG and
PIPE2CG, but similar runtimes for full solves. The lower iteration counts for PCG for this
polynomial order suggests more iterations are needed to allow non-blocking PCG methods to
outperform blocking methods for full solves. Similar to previous experiments non-blocking
PCG methods have significantly reduced network congestion at most node counts and in-
creased bandwidth at higher node counts. PCG experiences significantly less network con-
gestion at 2k nodes, likely due to encountering better network conditions than other solver
tests for that node count.
Figure 7.12 shows similar trends for the polynomial order 9 tests as the polynomial order
4 tests, except these tests use enough iterations to allow PIPECG and PIPE2CG to produce
close to 2x speedups over PCG for full solves. Non-blocking methods reduce network con-
gestion by about an order of magnitude in most cases and have higher bandwidth at larger
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Figure 7.11: Nek5000 PCG iteration runtimes (top left), full runtimes (top right), test
congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom right) for polynomial order 4.
node counts as expected. SAPCG produces network congestion comparable to non-blocking
methods at the highest node count, likely due to encountering more favorable system con-
ditions for this test. These results suggest non-blocking PCG methods can significantly
improve Nek5000 performance for velocity solves provided there are enough iterations to
make up for the increased initialization costs.
Performance Breakdowns
Next we look at more detailed comparisons of key routines within these PCG solvers to
better understand their performance. Figure 7.13 shows non-blocking methods effectively
decrease the allreduce cost due to using non-blocking allreduces to overlap communication
and computation. Avoiding synchronization allows the DSSUM routine to run faster, likely
due to spreading out communication and reducing the network congestion produced by this
routine. SAPCG also sees a decreased allreduce cost, however due to requiring synchronized
communication it is unable to reduce the DSSUM cost.
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Figure 7.12: Nek5000 PCG iteration runtimes (top left), full runtimes (top right), test
congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom right) for polynomial order 9.
Both the vector operations and initialization costs increase for the scalable variations. The
vector operations cost is fairly trivial at larger node counts, however the initialization cost can
be more significant. However this problem requires 27 iterations, allowing the non-blocking
methods to make up for the increased initialization costs and produce an overall speedup.
Since PIPE2CG computes two PCG iterations at once, this results in PIPE2CG computing
an extra iteration and producing a slightly more accurate residual than other methods. Both
the AX routine and the Jacobi preconditioner do not experience any significant performance
changes since they do not require any communication and all methods call the same routines.
Other polynomial orders show similar trends. The main difference is a larger than ex-
pected increase in the vector operations cost in some cases for PIPECG and PIPE2CG.
These methods require a significant number of additional vectors compared to PCG and this
can significantly impact performance at times. It may be possible to further optimize the
Nek5000 Fortran code to reduce the impact of these additional vectors.
Figure 7.14 shows a breakdown of the non-blocking allreduce costs for PIPECG and
PIPE2CG. This shows most of the allreduce cost at lower node counts is due to MPI Test
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Figure 7.13: Nek5000 PCG iteration runtimes for allreduce, matrix-vector multiply com-
munication (DSSUM), matrix-vector multiply computation (AX), vector operations, Jacobi
preconditioner, and initialization for polynomial order 9.
calls to progress the allreduce while at higher node counts the wait cost becomes more sig-
nificant. This suggests there is effective overlap at lower node counts but when the work per
core decreases at higher node counts the overlap is not completely effective and there is a
significant wait cost. Other polynomial orders show similar trends, however lower polyno-
mial orders encountered increased wait costs at lower node counts and the higher polynomial
order encountered slightly decreased wait costs at higher node counts.
Further rearranged PCG methods require increasing numbers of vectors and vector opera-
tions. The Nek5000 solver implementations produce some unexpected behavior for PIPECG
and PIPE2CG at times. Figure 7.15 shows the behavior we expect from vector operations
as we increase the polynomial order for PCG. PCG shows a fairly consistent increase in cost
as we increase the polynomial order due to increasing the vector size. However PIPECG
shows a more expensive cost for order 7 than order 9 for higher node counts and PIPE2CG
shows a more expensive cost for order 7 than order 9 for all node counts.
This is likely due to the larger memory requirements for PIPECG and PIPE2CG caus-
ing unexpected memory behavior for vector operations. Optimizations to reuse previously
allocated vectors within Nek5000 helped to reduce this increased cost, however further op-
timizations are necessary to eliminate this issue. Other computational kernels did not show
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Figure 7.14: Breakdown of non-blocking allreduce costs for PIPECG (left) and PIPE2CG
(right) for polynomial order 9.
Figure 7.15: Vector operations costs for PCG (left), PIPECG (middle), and PIPE2CG
(right) for orders 4, 7, 9, and 11.
any unusual behavior as we increased the polynomial order.
Figure 7.16 shows significant iteration performance variation for all three methods similar
to the previous experiments with PETSc solvers. We see the fastest and slowest iteration
costs differ by over an order of magnitude at times. However most iteration runtimes are
clustered around the median for each method. We see more significant performance variation
at larger node counts. The non-blocking methods do not see as much difference between the
median and the fastest outlier as PCG and show more consistent performance, likely due to
hiding most of the allreduce cost and avoiding synchronization. The increased variation for
non-blocking methods at larger node counts may be due to obtaining less effective overlap at
times. These results show the importance of using methods capable of limiting the impact
of performance variation, especially at scale, to improve performance.
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Figure 7.16: Performance variation for PCG (left), PIPECG (middle), and PIPE2CG (right)
for iteration runtimes for polynomial order 9.
Improving Points per Process
Figure 7.17 shows comparisons of point runtimes vs. points per process for the three
scalable PCG variations compared to PCG. SAPCG shows little improvement, although the
strong scaling plots did show some improved performance at higher node counts. However
both PIPECG and PIPE2CG show significant improvements over PCG. Both methods have
slightly higher costs for larger numbers of points per process but they maintain efficient
performance for fewer points per process than PCG. These results suggest we can maintain
efficient performance down to about 4k to 7k points per process for PIPECG and PIPE2CG
instead of around 10k points per process for PCG. Plots comparing PIPECG and PIPE2CG
show slightly improved performance for PIPE2CG, however due to the vector operations
issue discussed before PIPE2CG produces significantly slower performance at times. This
suggests both methods should be effective, however PIPECG may be the safer options at
this point in time.
Accuracy
Our experiments showed non-blocking PCG methods were able to match the convergence
rate and accuracy of PCG up to at least 1e-12. Since this is a fairly high tolerance for
Nek5000 runs we did not run experiments with higher tolerances. If we use higher tolerances
we would expect the residual for PIPE2CG to stall out eventually and then the residual for
PIPECG to stall out at a higher tolerance. If Nek5000 runs need higher tolerances they
could explore using residual replacement to obtain higher accuracy with non-blocking PCG
methods while still benefiting from reduced iteration runtimes. However most runs should
not need to use tolerances this high and should be able to accurately solve problems using
non-blocking PCG methods.
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Figure 7.17: Nek5000 iteration point runtime vs. points per process for PCG vs. SAPCG
(upper left), PIPECG (upper right), and PIPE2CG (lower left) and PIPECG vs. PIPE2CG
(lower right).
Other Nek5000 problems that experience limited accuracy for PCG would likely encounter
worse accuracy issues for PIPECG and PIPE2CG. However in these cases using residual
replacement may improve the accuracy of both PCG and the non-blocking variations.
7.4.3 Scalable GMRES Results
Next we look at the performance of scalable GMRES solvers for Nek5000. Similar to the
PCG experiments we hope to better understand how non-blocking GMRES solvers perform
in Nek5000 and understand if we can use them to improve performance for Nek5000 in
practice.
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Figure 7.18: Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes (top left), full runtimes
(top right), test congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom right) for polynomial
order 4.
Runtime Comparisons
Figure 7.18 shows iteration runtime speedups of about 5% at higher node counts for
PIPEGMRES over GMRES. However for full runtimes GMRES outperforms PIPEGMRES
at all node counts due to the increased costs for initialization and building the solution
for PIPEGMRES. PIPEGMRES has slightly decreased network congestion, which suggests
PIPEGMRES is still producing fairly synchronous behavior. We see similar bandwidth usage
for both methods.
Figure 7.19 shows a similar 5% speedup for PIPEGMRES over GMRES at higher node
counts for polynomial order 9. We see similar reduced performance for full runtimes due to
the increased PIPEGMRES initialization and build solution costs. These results also show
slightly reduced network congestion and similar bandwidth usage. Other polynomial orders
show similar trends.
These results suggest PIPEGMRES is not able to effectively avoid synchronization to im-
prove communication performance throughout the solver. Since PCG and GMRES rely on
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Figure 7.19: Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes (top left), full runtimes
(top right), test congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom right) for polynomial
order 9.
the same matrix-vector multiply kernels this suggests the preconditioner is too synchronous.
The slight iteration speedups suggest PIPEGMRES effectively hides the allreduce cost to
produce some speedup, however these are small speedups since the allreduce is cheap com-
pared to the matrix kernels.
These results suggest we should experiment without using a preconditioner to see if
PIPEGMRES can produce asynchronous performance within Nek5000. While unprecon-
ditioned solvers are unlikely to perform well in practice due to having poor convergence
rates, if PIPEGMRES shows significantly improved performance that would suggest a less
synchronous preconditioner would allow PIPEGMRES to significantly improve Nek5000 per-
formance. This would potentially provide speedups comparable to those we observed for
non-blocking PCG solvers.
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Figure 7.20: Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes for the allreduce,
matrix-vector multiply communication (DSSUM), matrix-vector multiply computation
(AX), vector operations, preconditioner, and solver communication (includes all commu-
nication except for preconditioner) for polynomial order 9.
Performance Breakdowns
Next we look at a more detailed comparison of the key routines within these GMRES
solvers to better understand their performance. Figure 7.20 shows PIPEGMRES is able to
effectively decrease the allreduce cost by about an order of magnitude at all node counts by
overlapping a non-blocking allreduce with computation. However the matrix-vector multi-
ply communication (DSSUM) and computation (AX) routines and the preconditioner have
almost identical runtimes at all node counts for both methods. Combined with the previ-
ous plot showing only a small decrease in network congestion this suggests PIPEGMRES
is unable to avoid synchronization to improve communication performance throughout the
solver. As expected the vector operations cost increases for PIPEGMRES at all node counts,
although this cost is fairly insignificant at higher node counts. Other polynomial orders show
similar trends.
The left plot of Figure 7.21 shows a majority of the allreduce time is spent in the Iallreduce
call while both the MPI Test and wait costs are significantly smaller. However since the
preconditioner is called immediately after starting the non-blocking allreduce and requires
a significant amount of communication this suggests the non-blocking allreduce is generally
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Figure 7.21: Breakdown of non-blocking allreduce costs for PIPEGMRES for polynomial
order 9 (left). Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration initialization (middle) and test
build solution (right) runtimes for polynomial order 9.
completed by the time the preconditioner is finished. This further suggests there would be
little if any benefit to overlapping multiple iterations of GMRES for this preconditioner.
Other polynomial orders show similar trends.
The middle and right plots of Figure 7.21 show significantly higher costs for initializing
a set of GMRES iterations and for building the solution at the end of each set of GMRES
iterations for PIPEGMRES over GMRES. The initialization cost is increased due to needing
to build a pipeline while building the solution requires the preconditioner to be called again
to produce an accurate solution for PIPEGMRES. These costs are large enough to prevent
PIPEGMRES from producing an overall speedup for most of the tests we have run so far.
Figure 7.22: Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtime variation for GMRES
(left) and PIPEGMRES (right) for polynomial order 9.
Figure 7.22 shows significant performance variation for GMRES methods, however run-
times for PIPEGMRES produce more consistent results. In particular PIPEGMRES does
not produce any significantly faster outliers. This is likely due to PIPEGMRES more ef-
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fectively hiding the allreduce cost due to the larger cost of the preconditioner. The more
synchronous behavior of the preconditioner may also contribute to the more consistent per-
formance. The increased variation for PIPEGMRES at larger node counts may be due to
obtaining less effective overlap at times. Similar to previous variation results we see most
timings clustered around the medians and more variation at higher node counts. These re-
sults demonstrate PIPEGMRES is able to produce more consistent runtimes, however these
improvements are not enough to significantly improve overall performance.
Unpreconditioned Scalable GMRES
Figure 7.23: Nek5000 unpreconditioned GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes (top
left), full runtimes (top right), test congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom
right) for polynomial order 4.
Next we investigate the performance of unpreconditioned GMRES methods for Nek5000.
If we can significantly improve performance using unpreconditioned PIPEGMRES then it
may be possible to develop a less synchronous preconditioner for Nek5000 that works better
with non-blocking methods.
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Figure 7.23 shows significantly improved performance at higher node counts for PIPEGM-
RES over GMRES. Furthermore we obtain speedups for a full run over GMRES. We see sig-
nificantly decreased network congestion for PIPEGMRES compared to GMRES suggesting
we are successfully able to avoid synchronization. PIPEGMRES produces higher bandwidth
due to being able to more quickly compute iterations.
Figure 7.24: Nek5000 unpreconditioned GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes (top
left), full runtimes (top right), test congestion (bottom left), and test bandwidth (bottom
right) for polynomial order 9.
Figure 7.24 shows similar performance for polynomial order 9. We see significantly im-
proved iteration and full run performance as well as reduced network congestion and in-
creased bandwidth for PIPEGMRES. Polynomial orders 7 and 11 showed similar trends,
however polynomial order 11 likely needs to scale further than 4k nodes to allow PIPEGM-
RES to produce a speedup. These results demonstrate we can obtain significant speedups for
PIPEGMRES in Nek5000, however PIPEGMRES needs a less synchronous preconditioner
to produce significant speedups in practice.
Figure 7.25 shows a significantly decreased allreduce cost and a slightly increased vector
operations cost for PIPEGMRES similar to the preconditioned method, however we also see
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Figure 7.25: Nek5000 GMRES and PIPEGMRES iteration runtimes for the allreduce (left),
matrix-vector multiply communication (DSSUM, middle), and vector operations (right) for
polynomial order 9.
a significantly reduced cost for matrix-vector multiply communication (DSSUM). This fur-
ther confirms removing the preconditioner allows us to avoid synchronization and improve
communication performance throughout PIPEGMRES. Other polynomial orders show sim-
ilar trends, however we see larger DSSUM speedups for lower polynomial orders and more
limited speedups for higher polynomial orders.
These results show removing the preconditioner from GMRES results in a much less syn-
chronous method that allows PIPEGMRES to reduce network congestion and matrix-vector
multiply communication costs similar to non-blocking PCG solvers in Nek5000. This sug-
gests we need to use non-blocking preconditioners with non-blocking solvers to get the best
performance. More synchronous preconditioners result in more synchronous communication
throughout the solver and limit non-blocking solvers to only hiding the allreduce cost. While
this cost can be significant at times, in many cases it is unlikely to make a large enough
difference to justify using non-blocking solvers over blocking solvers given the drawbacks to
using non-blocking solvers.
Figure 7.26 shows significant performance variation for unpreconditioned GMRES meth-
ods similar to PCG methods for Nek5000. We see significant differences between the fastest
and slowest iteration runtimes, although we do not see as many large outliers for smaller
node counts. We see slightly larger interquartile ranges, although most runtimes are still
fairly clustered around the median. PIPEGMRES produces more consistent runtimes at
most node counts, likely due to hiding most of the allreduce cost and avoiding synchro-
nization. The increased variation for PIPEGMRES at larger node counts may be due to
obtaining less effective overlap at times. These results further show the importance of using
methods capable of limiting the impact of performance variation to improve performance.
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Figure 7.26: Nek5000 iteration runtime variation for unpreconditioned GMRES (left) and
PIPEGMRES (right) for polynomial order 9.
Improving Points per Process
Figure 7.27: Nek5000 iteration point runtime vs. points per process for GMRES vs.
PIPEGMRES with (left) and without (right) a preconditioner.
Figure 7.27 shows similar point runtimes for GMRES and PIPEGMRES when using a
preconditioner. While strong scaling plots show slight speedups for PIPEGMRES at higher
node counts this improvement does not have a significant impact on the runtime per point.
However the unpreconditioned point runtimes for PIPEGMRES are significantly faster
than for GMRES and show a similar improvement as PCG. PIPEGMRES is slower at larger
numbers of points per process but significantly faster for fewer points per process. These
results suggest unpreconditioned PIPEGMRES can allow users to run with a few thousand
fewer points per process while still producing efficient performance. These results suggest




GMRES solvers face more significant accuracy issues than PCG solvers for Nek5000.
For some reasonable tolerance settings GMRES was unable to run Nek5000 to completion.
PIPEGMRES failed to run to completion at times when GMRES successfully completed a
simulation, however generally when PIPEGMRES produced an accurate solution it required
the same number of iterations as GMRES and produced approximately the same residual.
In particular PIPEGMRES tests with a tolerance of 1e-8 failed to run to completion for
polynomial order 4 or larger and a tolerance of 1e-6 failed to run to completion for polynomial
order 9 or larger. Experiments without a preconditioner required very low tolerances since
it was unable to produce very accurate solutions, further demonstrating the importance of
using powerful preconditioners for the pressure solve in Nek5000.
7.4.4 Overall Nek5000 Analysis
Figure 7.28: Nek5000 iteration point runtime vs. points per process for PCG (left) and
GMRES (right) solvers.
These experiments with Nek5000 provide us with a number of key takeaways. Figure
7.28 shows non-blocking methods such as PIPECG and PIPE2CG can significantly improve
performance for velocity solves. However due to having an expensive synchronous precon-
ditioner PIPEGMRES is not able to significantly outperform GMRES for full solves. Since
GMRES requires the most expensive solve users will likely want to choose the number of
points per process based on GMRES performance.
Users running experiments with GMRES solves that sacrifice efficiency for speed may
benefit from using non-blocking PCG solvers to improve performance for the velocity solves,
however these results show GMRES generally needs more points per process than PCG to
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get efficient performance. This suggests non-blocking solvers are not an effective choice for
Nek5000 in most cases at this point in time.
If a more asynchronous GMRES preconditioner can be created then the unpreconditioned
experiments suggest this should significantly improve Nek5000 performance. Then it would
benefit Nek5000 users running at scale to use both non-blocking PCG and GMRES solvers
provided they require enough iterations to make up for the increased initialization costs.
Due to the variation in iteration counts in Nek5000 and GMRES requiring restarts a
potential optimization is to only use non-blocking solvers when a solve is likely to require
many iterations. Estimating this can be tricky, but this could avoid cases where non-blocking
solvers are used for solves requiring only a few iterations that fail to make up for the increased
initialization cost.
These experiments show similar trends as our previous experiments using these non-
blocking solvers for PETSc. These non-blocking solvers improve performance by decreasing
the allreduce cost and avoiding synchronization to allow communication in matrix kernels
to spread out messages and produce less network congestion. However these experiments
more clearly show the importance of using non-blocking preconditioners with non-blocking
solvers to gain the most significant performance improvements. While users can still obtain
slightly improved performance when using synchronous matrix kernels with non-blocking
solvers, the largest improvements in performance often come from avoiding synchronization
to reduce communication costs throughout the solver.
7.4.5 Future Work
There are a number of future research directions that could help reduce some of the re-
maining performance barriers for Nek5000. Due to the synchronous performance of the
GMRES multigrid-based preconditioner Nek5000 developers may need to pursue alternate
approaches to reducing network congestion to improve performance. Communication op-
timizations discussed in Chapter 5 have shown node-aware and topology-aware algorithms
can greatly decrease network congestion without requiring algorithmic modifications.
The node-aware approach requires the partitioner to group elements together and assign
processes to nodes to limit off-node messages which only requires knowing the number of
processes per node. The topology-aware approach extends this to limit the distance messages
travel in the network, however this requires system specific knowledge of the network. While
this may be tricky to implement for an unstructured grid application like Nek5000, it should
allow all solvers to improve performance without requiring algorithmic modifications.
Using two processes per core produced better performance at lower node counts, but worse
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performance at higher node counts due to the increased communication costs outweighing
the increase in computational performance. Ideally we want to use two processes per core
on Blue Waters at all node counts and obtain efficient performance. Using the node- or
topology-aware approach may help reduce communication costs so Nek5000 can obtain more
efficient performance with two processes per core. Other systems providing multiple threads
per core may also benefit from these optimizations.
Exploring approaches combining multiple off-node messages from a single node may also
limit the communication overhead produced by using two processes per core. A hybrid MPI
and OpenMP approach could help with this as well as using pure MPI and gathering off-node
messages on a single process per node [47] before sending messages into the network.
There may be opportunities to more effectively overlap communication and computation
for the multigrid-based preconditioner to make it more asynchronous. This could allow
PIPEGMRES to work more effectively improve performance, however there may be limits
to how asynchronous this preconditioner can become without impacting the convergence
rate. Exploring detailed performance models that account for network congestion and the
impact of synchronization may help identify areas of improvement for this preconditioner.
Nek5000 developers have started experimenting with flexible PCG solvers for the pressure
solve instead of GMRES. There are non-blocking variations of flexible PCG we could exper-
iment with in Nek5000, however they are likely to run into similar issues as PIPEGMRES
due to the preconditioner being too synchronous. It is better to focus on other optimiza-
tions before exploring these methods, however if Nek5000 develops a more asynchronous
preconditioner for the pressure solve then these methods would be worth exploring.
7.5 SUMMIT NETWORK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To better understand scalable solver performance both in standalone tests and within
applications we need to analyze their network performance in detail. This requires us to
understand both the network design for each target system as well as how to use network
performance counters to demonstrate the network impact of algorithms.
We use the Scalable Algorithm Testbed, discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, to analyze
solver performance. These tools assist with running statistically meaningful experiments
at scale, assist with understanding communication costs, and provide access to network
performance counters. While these tools have been used to analyze performance on Blue
Waters and Piz Daint in previous studies [4, 125], these tools must be updated to work with
Summit’s InfiniBand network. See Chapter 5 for discussion of network performance analysis
on Blue Waters and Piz Daint.
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7.5.1 System Overview
Summit is an IBM system containing about 4,600 Power System AC922 nodes. Each node
contains two IBM POWER9 processors, six NVIDIA Volta V100 accelerators, and 512 GB
of memory. NVLINKs are used to connect the CPUs to the GPUs and connect two sets of
three GPUs on each node together.
Summit uses a dual-rail Mellanox EDR InfiniBand network with a non-blocking fat-tree
topology. Summit uses a three level fat-tree with compute nodes on the leaves of the tree
that sends messages up the network and then down the network to reach the destination.
Messages require one hop to reach nodes in the same rack, three hops to reach nodes in
the same neighborhood, and five hops to reach all other nodes. There are 18 nodes per rack
and 18 racks per neighborhood, potentially allowing jobs with 18 or fewer nodes to use at
most 1 hop per message and jobs with 324 or fewer nodes to use at most 3 hops per message.
Messages can encounter network congestion due to other jobs since other jobs may also
send messages along the same network links, however the network is designed to provide
additional bandwidth at higher levels of the network to minimize congestion. Dynamic
routing is used to help avoid congestion within the network without changing the number
of hops messages travel.
Performance counters can be accessed for the top of rack switches each compute node is
connected to, however users generally cannot access performance counter information for the
network interior. This limits our ability to analyze network performance, but we can still
gather useful information from the leaf nodes of the network.
Summit provides access to a smaller but still helpful set of network counters. The data
(port xmit data) and network stall (port xmit wait) counters are particularly helpful. We
combine these counters to produce a derived network congestion counter by dividing the
number of network stalls by the number of bytes of data passing through each network
node.
Summit provides access to network counters for each of the four virtual ports on each
node. We combine ports 0 and 1 to get counters for physical port 0 and combine ports 2 and
3 to get counters for physical port 1. All counters are combined to get the overall network
counter value on each node. Most of our results focus on the overall counter values. See
Chapter 3 for more detailed discussion of the Scalable Algorithm Testbed tools for Summit.
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7.5.2 Network Performance Results
Next we run communication experiments similar to those from Chapter 5 to help us better
understand network performance on Summit and prepare for experiments with non-blocking
Krylov solvers in Quda. In particular we want to run experiments using both all cores per
node and one core per GPU, using optimized SHARP collectives, and analyzing InfiniBand
network performance counters. We can then compare network performance on Summit to
network performance on Blue Waters and Piz Daint.
Ping-pong Results
First we start with ping-pong experiments to help us better understand the cost to send
messages of various sizes. We run ping-pong tests using 1 core per node on nodes separated
by 1, 3, and 5 hops as well as using two cores on the same node.
MPI on Summit uses an eager protocol for smaller messages and a rendezvous protocol
for larger messages for both on- and off-node messages. The on-node eager limit is set using
the pml pami local eager limit environmental variable with a default value of 12288 and the
off-node eager limit is set using pml pami remote eager limit with a default value of 65537.
Figure 7.29: Ping costs on Summit for off-node messages on processes separated by 1, 3,
and 5 hops and for on-node messages for two separate tests.
Figure 7.29 shows two separate runs for the ping-pong test. In general we see increasing
the number of hops increases runtime, however the runtime increase is not particularly large,
especially for larger messages. However the second test shows in some cases we see much
larger runtime decreases, likely due network interference. We see messages requiring 3 and
5 hops can have similar performance, with three hop messages taking longer at times. On-
node messages are significantly cheaper than off-node messages for both tests as expected,
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suggesting we want to use on-node messages when possible.
Figure 7.30: Ping costs on Summit using the standard MPI protocol threshold compared to
using the eager and rendezvous protocols for off-node (left) and on-node (right) messages.
Figure 7.30 shows the impact of using the eager and rendezvous protocols for a larger
range of message sizes. The standard test shows runtimes for the default threshold settings.
All tests use the eager threshold for less than 1k bytes. These plots show clear jumps
between MPI protocols, with significantly better performance for the eager protocol for
smaller messages and better performance for the rendezvous protocol for larger messages for
both on- and off-node communication. This shows the default eager threshold is reasonable
for both on- and off-node messages.
Turning off dynamic routing did not have a noticeable impact on ping-pong performance.
Dynamic routing is most useful for messages requiring more hops, however the limited net-
work congestion experienced by ping-pong tests appears to make dynamic routing unneces-
sary. Tests sending larger numbers of messages between a larger number of processes are
likely to see more significant slowdowns when dynamic routing is turned off.
Hop Costs on Summit
Type Hops Message Latency Cost Increase Hop Latency
On-node 0 2.047µs N/A N/A
Same Rack 1 3.204µs 1.157µs 1.157µs
Same Nbhd 3 4.169µs 0.964µs 0.482µs
Elsewhere 5 4.777µs 0.608µs 0.304µs
Table 7.1: Message latency and hop latency costs on Summit for on-node messages and
off-node messages for nodes on the same rack, same neighborhood, and on all other parts of
the system.
Table 7.1 shows the hop costs on Summit produced by running 1 byte ping-pong tests for
off-node messages separated by 1 hop (same rack), 3 hops (same neighborhood), and 5 hops
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(all other parts of the system) and for on-node messages. Going from on-node messages to
off-node messages with 1 hop produces the largest increase in message latency. However the
per hop cost decreases for messages requiring more hops.
This further demonstrates we want to use on-node messages as much as possible. The
increased message latency for nodes that are 3 or 5 hops apart is large enough we may be
able to improve performance by reducing the distance messages travel through the network.
The increase in message latency from 1 to 5 hops can be significant for smaller messages,
especially for collectives, but can be much less significant for larger messages, especially for
point-to-point messages that do not require multiple rounds of communication.
Off-node Bandwidth Results
Next we look at the off-node bandwidth for pairs of processes on two nodes separated
by 1 hop. This can help us better understand if off-node bandwidth limits performance on
Summit when using all cores per node or one core per GPU.
Figure 7.31: Ping runtimes (left) and bandwidth (right) for 1 to 42 pairs of processes on
Summit for 42-cores.
Figure 7.31 shows a significant decrease in runtime when using more processes per node, es-
pecially for larger messages with about 10k bytes or more. The bandwidth plot shows a max
observed bandwidth of 24.55 GB/s (2.63× 1010 bytes/s), which is close to the expected max
bandwidth of 25 GB/s. These results suggest off-node bandwidth can significantly decrease
performance on Summit when using all cores per node, but may not impact performance
when using a smaller number of cores per node.
Therefore we also experiment with 1 core per GPU since applications primarily using
GPUs may only use 1 process per GPU and potentially avoid reduced performance due to
limited off-node bandwidth. Figure 7.32 shows decreased performance for larger messages
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Figure 7.32: Ping runtimes (left) and bandwidth (right) for 1 to 6 pairs of processes on
Summit for 6 cores (up to 1 core per GPU).
with about 100k bytes or more, but little if any decrease in performance for smaller messages.
The bandwidth plot shows a max observed bandwidth of 21.44 GB/s (2.30× 1010 bytes/s),
which falls short of the expected 25 GB/s. This suggests using 1 core per GPU may not
be able to fully saturate the network. These results suggest off-node bandwidth may not
have an impact when using 1 core per GPU for smaller message sizes but can still impact
performance for larger message sizes when using multiple cores per node.
Summit provides two processor sockets per node with two physical ports and four virtual
ports (two per physical port). Users can set which virtual ports each socket should use.
Setting each socket to use the two closest virtual ports seems like the ideal configuration,
however it is recommended to only use virtual ports 0 and 3. Therefore we run experiments
comparing these two setups. The environmental settings are shown below.
Recommended Port Environmental Settings:
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME=”mlx5 0:1,mlx5 3:1”
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME 1=”mlx5 3:1,mlx5 0:1”
All Ports Environmental Settings:
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME=”mlx5 0:1,mlx5 1:1”
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME 1=”mlx5 2:1,mlx5 3:1”
Figure 7.33 compares using the recommended ports to using all ports. These tests clearly
demonstrate using the recommended ports outperforms using all ports. The max observed
bandwidth for up to 42 cores per node for the recommended ports is 24.42 GB/s (2.62×1010
bytes/s) and for all ports is 23.45 GB/s (2.51× 1010 bytes/s). Experiments using 1 core per
GPU showed a similar gap between the recommended and all ports settings. Therefore we
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Figure 7.33: Bandwidth for up to 42 cores comparing the recommended port setting and all
ports setting.
use the recommended setting for all other experiments.
Allreduce Results
Next we look at experiments using blocking and non-blocking allreduces similar to the
experiments in Chapter 5. We run experiments using both MPI Test and progress threads
to progress the allreduce. Summit also provides access to SHARP collectives which allow us
to perform allreduces in the network to improve performance.
Figure 7.34: Blocking and non-blocking allreduce communication iteration runtimes (left),
test congestion (middle), and test bandwidth (right) on 1k nodes on Summit with 1ms
overlap.
Figure 7.34 shows improved performance using non-blocking methods for messages up to
about 10k bytes. Network congestion starts to have a significant impact starting around 10k
bytes for both blocking and non-blocking methods, with non-blocking methods experiencing
more congestion. The non-blocking method uses about two orders of magnitude more data
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than the blocking method, likely contributing to the increased network congestion for larger
messages.
Figure 7.35: Blocking and non-blocking allreduce communication iteration runtimes (left),
test congestion (middle), and test bandwidth (right) on 128 nodes on Summit with 1ms
overlap.
Figure 7.35 shows similar trends, however we see improved performance for non-blocking
methods for larger message sizes. Allreduces on 128 nodes require larger messages than
on 1k nodes to produce significant network congestion and this network congestion is not
quite as large as on 1k nodes. Network bandwidth shows similar trends as on 1k nodes, in
particular showing the non-blocking method uses about two orders of magnitude more data
than the blocking method.
Figure 7.36: Comparison of blocking and non-blocking allreduces using MPI Test and
progress threads for communication iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and
test bandwidth (right) for 1k nodes on Summit with 1ms overlap.
Figure 7.36 shows improved performance using MPI Test to progress non-blocking com-
munication over using progress threads for 1k nodes. Lower node counts showed improved
performance when using progress threads. However since these tests use busy waits to mimic
computation the progress thread cost can be partially hidden by busy waits. This suggests
the full cost of using progress threads is higher than shown in these tests. However using
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non-blocking communication with progress threads is much faster than using blocking com-
munication, suggesting users are likely to see improved performance using progress threads
for overlap if they cannot use the MPI Test approach. We see slightly more network conges-
tion for progress threads for the non-blocking routine for larger messages, which coincides
with decreased runtimes. Progress threads use slightly less bandwidth in most cases.
Figure 7.37: Allreduce communication iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle),
and test bandwidth (right) on 512 nodes on Summit with and without SHARP collectives
with 1ms overlap.
Figure 7.37 shows the SHARP blocking allreduce outperforming the standard MPI block-
ing allreduce for all message sizes. SHARP collectives do not encounter any significant
network congestion, suggesting they may be a good approach to help reduce network con-
gestion. SHARP collectives use less bandwidth for smaller messages, but more bandwidth
for larger messages.
Figure 7.38: Non-blocking allreduce communication iteration runtimes (left), test congestion
(middle), and test bandwidth (right) on 128 nodes on Summit without SHARP, with SHARP,
and with SHARP and MPI Test with 1ms overlap.
Figure 7.38 shows SHARP outperforming the standard MPI non-blocking allreduce for
smaller messages. However using MPI Test in addition to SHARP allows us to significantly
improve performance. This suggests control of the thread must be given to the MPI library
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either through explicit calls to MPI routines or through using progress threads to get the best
performance from SHARP collectives for non-blocking communication. Similar to blocking
methods we see almost no network congestion for the SHARP non-blocking allreduce. The
SHARP non-blocking allreduce uses over an order of magnitude less bandwidth which likely
contributes to the reduced congestion.
Figure 7.39: Blocking and non-blocking allreduce communication iteration runtimes on 128
nodes for one process per core (left) and 1 process per GPU (middle) and one process per
core on 512 nodes (right) on Summit with and without SHARP collectives with 1ms overlap.
Figure 7.39 compares standard MPI blocking and non-blocking allreduces with the SHARP
communication routines on 128 and 512 nodes. We generally see the best performance from
the SHARP non-blocking allreduce for smaller message sizes, however both non-blocking
allreduces see performance decreases for larger messages at both node counts. The SHARP
blocking allreduce can outperform the MPI non-blocking allreduce at times, further demon-
strating the importance of using the SHARP allreduce when possible. Using 1 process per
GPU produced similar trends as using 1 process per core, however the standard MPI blocking
and non-blocking allreduces did not experience any congestion for all message sizes.
Halo Exchange Results
Next we look at experiments using blocking and non-blocking communication for 3-d halo
exchanges. We run experiments using node-aware communication to minimize the number
of off-node messages. Experiments are run for 42 cores per node and 1 core per GPU.
Figure 7.40 shows similar performance up to 65k byte messages for blocking and non-
blocking communication, but significantly improved performance for non-blocking over block-
ing methods for larger message sizes. The MPI eager threshold is set to 65k bytes on Summit
by default, suggesting overlap is most effective on Summit for the rendezvous protocol. Node-
aware methods show improved performance for both blocking and non-blocking routines.
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Figure 7.40: 3-d halo exchange communication iteration runtimes (left), test congestion
(middle), and test bandwidth (right) on 128 nodes on Summit with 1ms computation for
standard and node-aware routines for 42 cores per node.
Network congestion becomes more significant starting around 10k bytes, however using both
overlap and node-aware communication helps to decrease network congestion. The blocking
and non-blocking methods produce similar bandwidth, although the node-aware methods
clearly send less data though the network.
Figure 7.41: 3-d halo exchange communication iteration runtimes (left), test congestion
(middle), and test bandwidth (right) on 128 nodes on Summit with 1ms computation for 1
core per GPU settings for standard and node-aware routines for 1 core per GPU.
Figure 7.41 shows similar trends as the 42 core tests, however node-aware communication
is less significant since there are fewer cores per node. Network congestion and the reduced
bandwidth for node-aware methods are also less significant since there are fewer cores per
node sending data through the network.
Experiments comparing recommended port settings with the all ports settings showed
slightly improved halo exchange performance for larger messages for the recommended port
settings, but did not show a significant difference for smaller messages. Experiments com-
paring halo exchanges using dynamic vs. static routing did not show a significant difference
for runtimes or network congestion.
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7.5.3 Analysis
There are a number of key takeaways from these general communication experiments on
Summit. The network design limits the max number of hops a message may take and the
cost per hop is fairly cheap, making topology-aware communication less important than on
systems such as Blue Waters. However topology-aware communication may still be needed
to obtain the best possible performance.
The tested algorithms did not experience any network congestion for smaller message
sizes, but did experience significant network congestion for larger message sizes. This can
limit the need for topology-aware communication or overlap at times, but we still obtained
effective overlap for smaller messages for allreduces. In general we saw less congestion than
on Blue Waters or Piz Daint, however we could not access network counters within the
fat-tree network, so there may be congestion we cannot measure.
SHARP collectives provide access to optimized in-network reductions that show potential
to greatly improve collective performance by avoiding the need to have multiple rounds of
communication. While Blue Waters and Piz Daint offered accelerated allreduces for 8 and
16 bytes, they did not provide accelerated collectives for larger allreduces. The SHARP col-
lectives effectively accelerate allreduces by reducing the amount of required communication,
resulting in much less network congestion. However even with these optimized collectives
we still needed MPI Test calls to get the best performance, suggesting there may be room
for further improvement for non-blocking collectives.
Overlapping communication and computation is still an effective approach for improv-
ing performance, however due to the efficiency of the network we did not see significantly
improved performance for halo exchanges for smaller message sizes. This suggests fewer ap-
plications may benefit from overlapping communication and computation, however needing
larger amounts of data on each GPU to fully saturate the GPU and obtain the most effec-
tive computation performance may result in larger messages in practice and make overlap
necessary to obtain the best communication performance.
Using 1 process per GPU eliminated or greatly reduced network congestion in most cases,
limiting the need for further optimizations compared to using 1 process per core. However
overlap and topology-aware communication are still effective for improving performance for
allreduces and for halo exchanges with larger messages.
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7.6 QUDA BACKGROUND
Now that we have a better understanding of the network performance on Summit we want
to develop and run Quda experiments on Summit. However first we discuss background for
Quda and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in general to improve our understanding of this
application and design effective experiments.
7.6.1 Lattice Quantum Chromodynamics
Lattice quantum chromodynamics is an extremely computationally demanding grand chal-
lenge application that provides a numerically feasible formulation of the theory of the strong
force that is used for a variety of nuclear and particle physics applications. A majority of
the runtime for these applications is spent in the linear solver, making fast, accurate solvers
the top priority for improving performance. In recent years supercomputers and scalable
algorithms have advanced to the point that scientists can generate high accuracy QCD pre-
dictions that can be used for comparisons against large scale accelerator facilities such as
the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.
7.6.2 Quda
Quda [129, 130, 131] is a library for performing lattice QCD calculations on GPUs using
MPI for inter-GPU communication. Quda includes optimized Dirac operators and solvers
for fermion actions including Wilson, twisted mass, staggered fermions, domain wall, mo-
bius fermion, and many others. Quda is designed to perform well at scale on GPU-based
supercomputers [138, 113]. This application provides conjugate gradient, BiCGStab, and
generalized conjugate residual (GCR) solvers as well as domain decomposition and multi-
grid preconditioners [139]. More recently some experimental scalable Krylov solvers and
multigrid preconditioners have been added to Quda.
Lattice QCD uses a 4-d lattice of points in space and time, resulting in solvers that
require a 4-d halo exchange. The 4-d halo exchange generally requires larger messages
and a larger number of messages than 2-d and 3-d communication patterns. The surface-to-
volume ratio for the local sub-lattice increases when strong scaling, resulting in a larger ratio
of communication to computation. This can prevent computation from fully overlapping
communication and limit performance at scale. Due to the 4-d grids, QCD application
performance tends to suffer more due to the bandwidth cost than the latency cost.
Quda primarily uses GPUs for computation, generally using one process per GPU and
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potentially avoiding issues with limited off-node bandwidth. This allows computation on
the GPU to be overlapped with communication on the CPU. This results in Quda having
unique communication characteristics compared to more traditional codes using only CPUs.
Quda is designed to run on large-scale systems. While previous performance studies do
not use especially large scales, on-going experiments are efficiently running at increasingly
large scales. This study aims to help QCD applications perform well at extreme scales,
therefore the targeted system for this application is Summit, a new leadership class system
with 4,600 nodes, 6 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs per node, and a non-blocking InfiniBand fat
tree network.
7.6.3 Quda PCG
The Quda PCG solver mostly follows the approach discussed in Chapter 4, however they
use the Polak-Ribierre formula to compute beta instead of the Fletcher-Reeves formula.
This computes βk = z
T
k+1(rk+1 − rk)/zTk rk instead of βk = zTk+1rk+1/zTk rk to provide a more
flexible PCG method that can work better for variable preconditioning. This requires saving
an additional residual vector, computing an additional local dot product, and increasing one
allreduce in size by one double. As a result this additional computation has little impact on
performance. In addition to PCG with the Polak-Ribierre formula we also implement PCG
with the Fletcher-Reeves formula to allow us to compare both versions.
The primary difference between the Quda PCG implementation and the previously ana-
lyzed PETSc and Nek5000 PCG implementations is that Quda performs computations on
GPUs instead of CPUs. The CPUs are primarily used to perform communication using MPI
and a specialized QCD message passing library called QMP [140].
The matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner use the Dirac operator, a quark-gluon
interaction differential operator, that results in a large sparse matrix. Quda implements a
wide variety of Dirac operators, however we focus on the Wilson-Dirac operator [129]. This
operator uses a central difference discretization of the Dirac operator with a scaled Laplace
matrix to remove spurious fermion doublers. This results in a 4-d nearest neighbor stencil
operator requiring a 4-d halo exchange communication pattern.
Quda provides a number of preconditioners, however we focus on the provided domain de-
composition preconditioner [138, 141]. This additive Schwarz preconditioner partitions the
domain into blocks that may or may not overlap depending on the input settings and solves
the local problem on each block. Dirichlet boundary conditions are used to avoid communi-
cation between blocks. An additive Schwarz preconditioner without overlap is equivalent to
a block-Jacobi preconditioner, which previous experiments have shown performs well with
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non-blocking solvers. Increasing overlap will increase the block size and amount of compu-
tation, but should reduce the iteration count.
This domain decomposition preconditioner should provide a less synchronous precondi-
tioner that is more likely to produce effective performance when used with non-blocking
solvers. Multigrid preconditioners are also provided, however they tend to be more syn-
chronous and limit the benefit of using non-blocking solvers. Once we obtain effective
performance with more favorable preconditioners we can revisit more complex multigrid
preconditioners that may require modifications to work well with non-blocking solvers.
7.6.4 Quda Flexible PCG
Initial experiments with non-blocking PCG solvers had difficulty converging due to Quda
using variable preconditioning, therefore we also experiment with flexible PCG (FPCG)
solvers [142]. Variable preconditioning allows the preconditioner to change between iterations
which can cause PCG to fail to converge.
FPCG relies on orthogonalizing the current search direction against previous search di-
rections each iterations. Ideally we would want to orthogonalize against all previous search
directions, however this requires storing all previous iterations of two vectors. This can
result in large storage and computation requirements as well as increased communication
costs. Therefore in practice the current search direction is only orthogonalized against a
chosen number of previous search directions. This should result in a PCG variation that
converges more quickly for Quda.
The primary computational differences are that computing beta requires the result of
a multiple dot product and computing the p vector requires a multiple axpy. This can
significantly increase the computation cost each iteration due to requiring many more axpys
and local dot products and slightly increases the communication cost each iteration due
to increasing the size of one allreduce. Similar to PCG, FPCG relies on calling the same
matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner kernels once per iteration.
This results in communication and computation patterns that start similar to GMRES
since the amount of work and size of one allreduce increases each iteration. However unlike
GMRES, once FPCG reaches the maximum number of previous search directions it replaces
the oldest vectors with the new vectors. After this point FPCG iterations require a consistent
amount of work. Limiting the number of previous search directions can limit the convergence
rate and may require experimentation to determine the best choice.
FPCG methods can have significantly increased vector operations costs, especially for
larger numbers of search directions. However we can create an optimized single iteration
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version of FPCG that only orthogonalizes against the previous search direction. This allows
us to merge vector operations similar to PCG to limit the vector overhead and use allreduces
that are about the same size as PCG allreduces. These implementations still require addi-
tional vector operations, however they have a much lower impact on performance since most
extra operations can be added to existing merged vector operations. The resulting methods
look very similar to the previously analyzed PCG methods.
7.7 QUDA IMPLEMENTATIONS AND ANALYSIS TOOLS
Next we look at the scalable PCG solvers implemented in Quda to improve performance
at scale and changes made to the SA Testbed performance analysis tools to better interface
with Quda.
7.7.1 Scalable PCG Solvers
We implement single-allreduce PCG (SAPCG), non-blocking PCG (NBPCG), and pipelined
PCG (PIPECG) in Quda using both the Polak-Ribierre and Fletcher-Reeves formulas. We
skip the 2-iteration pipelined PCG method due to accuracy issues we encountered in our
initial tests. Additionally Quda uses more complex preconditioners that are less likely to
benefit from pipelining multiple iterations. However we can revisit PIPE2CG in Quda in
the future if our experiments suggest further pipelining would improve performance.
The implementations for these methods build on previously implemented Quda routines
to develop merged vector operations kernels that run on GPUs. We use MPI routines for
the blocking and non-blocking allreduce routines. The extra work required by the Polak-
Ribierre formula can be merged with other vector operations and allreduces to minimize the
additional performance cost. For more details on these PCG solvers see Chapter 4.
7.7.2 Scalable Flexible PCG Solvers
Next we discuss two more scalable variations of FPCG [15]. The single-allreduce FPCG
(SAFPCG) method rearranges FPCG to use a single blocking allreduce instead of two block-
ing allreduces and the pipelined FPCG (PIPEFPCG) method rearranges FPCG to replace
the two blocking allreduces with a single non-blocking allreduce and overlaps it with the
matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application. This results in flexible PCG varia-
tions comparable to SAPCG and PIPECG. Developing a flexible version of NBPCG should
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be possible, however one is not presented in [15] and we do not derive one. However it may
be worth exploring if PIPEFPCG is effective for Quda.
Similar to FPCG we create optimized single iteration versions of SAFPCG and PIPEF-
PCG that only orthogonalize against the previous search direction. This results in methods
that are similar to SAPCG and PIPECG. These methods require a few additional vector
operations, however most of these vector operations can be merged with existing vector op-
erations and extra dot products can be added to existing allreduces to limit the increased
overhead. This allows these methods to have performance comparable to scalable PCG
methods while having improved convergence properties for variable preconditioning.
Single-allreduce Flexible PCG
The SAFPCG method uses a similar approach as SAPCG and SABCGS to improve the
performance of FPCG. We can use recurrence relations to rearrange the order of key kernels
in FPCG to gather both sets of reductions together. This allows us to compute multiple
local reductions in merged vector operations then call a single allreduce to compute all of
the global reductions.
Similar to SAPCG and SABCGS this introduces additional vector operations, however
these vector operations are more costly since they require using vectors from previous iter-
ations. In particular we must compute two vectors using vectors from previous iterations
instead of one vector. This method also requires adding a matrix-vector multiply, some
local dot products, and an allreduce to the initialization step. However the optimized single
iteration version requires only minor changes compared to SAPCG.
Pipelined Flexible PCG
The PIPEFPCG method uses a similar approach as PIPECG and PIPEBCGS. SAFPCG is
rearranged further using recurrence relations to rearrange the order of key kernels to overlap
a single non-blocking allreduce with both the matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner
application.
However the straightforward pipelining approach used for previous algorithms resulted in
a less accurate algorithm than desired. This can be addressed by computing the precon-
ditioner term using mi = ui + M(wi − ri) instead of mi = Mwi. This approximation to
the preconditioner term results in a more accurate method that reduces the accumulation
of error that can cause the residual to stagnate.
Similar to the other pipelined methods PIPEFPCG requires additional vector operations
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and initialization costs. In particular PIPEFPCG requires four multiple axpys instead of
one and four individual axpys instead of two for FPCG. The modification to the precon-
ditioner term to improve accuracy also introduces a vector operation. The initialization
step requires an additional two matrix-vector multiplies, a preconditioner application, and
a non-blocking allreduce in addition to the initialization work required by FPCG. However
the optimized single iteration version requires only minor changes compared to PIPECG,
with the additional preconditioner vector operation being the primary change.
7.7.3 Interfacing SA Testbed with Quda
We interface Quda with our SA Testbed tools in a fairly straightforward manner since
this testbed is designed to work with libraries like Quda. We use the invert test.cpp test
routine provided by Quda as a guide to create routines to create a linear system and linear
solvers. Modifications are made to ensure we can create multiple linear solvers and solve the
exact same linear system multiple times with each solver. A run routine is created to solve
a single linear system for a given problem and algorithm.
This allows us to analyze Quda performance using the same basic approach as analyzing
scalable Krylov solvers in PETSc. Timers are added to Quda solvers using the same approach
as previous experiments using the SA Testbed to help us breakdown the costs of key kernels
within each solver. This allows us to run performance experiments where we run each solver
many times for a given number of iterations as well as full solve experiments that allow us
to look at the cost to fully solve linear systems.
7.8 QUDA TEST SETUP
Our primary goal with this study is to improve Quda performance at large-scales on Sum-
mit. In particular we want to focus on improving strong scaling performance to allow QCD
researchers to more quickly answer their questions while efficiently using their allocation.
We also want to improve weak scaling performance to allow larger problems to be solved ef-
ficiently. Additionally we want to gain a better understanding of any remaining performance
barriers limiting performance, especially those related to network performance.
In addition to improving the performance of Quda we want to analyze the effectiveness
of both PCG and FPCG non-blocking solvers on a GPU-based system, especially for us-
ing non-blocking allreduces to overlap communication and computation. While we don’t
expect accurate performance from the scalable PCG solvers for Quda, we can still look at
their performance to help us better understand how they perform on Summit, how they
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may benefit other applications that do not use flexible preconditioners, and guide further
improvements. The FPCG solvers should provide the best combination of accuracy and im-
proved performance at scale, however they will have a higher overhead that may limit their
effectiveness compared to PCG. The optimized single iteration FPCG solvers may provide
the best middle ground between performance and accuracy provided orthogonalizing against
only one previous search direction is enough to improve accuracy.
In theory non-blocking Krylov solvers should help Quda address these issues based on
previous experiments given their success improving performance on Blue Waters and Piz
Daint. However we have not previously experimented with these solvers on GPU-based
systems using 1 process per GPU. Our previous communication experiments on Summit
showed Summit has a faster network that seems to produce less network congestion. While
we should still effectively overlap communication with computation to hide most of the
allreduce cost, we may not benefit as much from reducing network congestion to improve
communication performance throughout the solver.
There also may be a limit to how much we can reduce the computational work done by the
GPUs while still effectively using GPUs due to the large number of threads that are needed
on GPUs to fully utilize their computing power. This may limit how far we can strong scale
these problems, but should not limit weak scaling performance for problems that are large
enough to effectively use the GPU.
However the 4-d halo exchange communication pattern used by Quda should require a
larger number of messages and larger message sizes than 3-d halo exchanges and the increased
power of GPUs compared to CPUs should result in GPUs working on larger blocks of data.
These factors should result in an application that stresses the network more than previous
experiments with 3-d halo exchanges and may produce significant network congestion for
blocking solvers. This would provide an opportunity for non-blocking solvers to reduce the
impact of network congestion.
7.8.1 Test Cases
Most experiments are carried out using random gauge fields. They allow us to set the
problem size to experiment with and run a variety of weak and strong scaling experiments.
We also use two real gauge field configurations provided by QCD research scientists. We use
gauge fields for a 163 × 64 lattice with an anisotropy of 2.38 and mass of -0.4086 and for a
243 × 64 lattice with an anisotropy of 2.38 and a mass of -0.4086. The 163 × 64 test case
uses 4 GPUs on Summit so we can split the grid into an equal number of points on each
GPU. These test cases should provide a better idea of the accuracy and performance we can
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expect from real-world problems.
7.8.2 Experimental Design
We run tests on Summit using 1 process per GPU with 6 GPUs per node. We use the
default MPI message passing protocol settings. We measure runtimes for each iteration and
each test and network performance counters for each test. The statistics needed for box
plots are computed to show the range of measured runtimes and counters. We experiment
both with using progress threads to make progress for the non-blocking allreduce and only
relying on existing MPI routines to make progress. We do not experiment with the MPI Test
approach to progressing non-blocking allreduces since Quda relies on the CPU primarily for
communication while the GPU focuses on computation. We attempted to run experiments
using SHARP collectives however this is a limited resource on Summit and we were not able
to obtain access to them for any of our Quda experiments.
We use a mix of performance and accuracy tests to analyze non-blocking solvers in Quda.
Performance tests run each solver for 20 iterations for 10 tests to help us better understand
solver performance on Summit. We use fewer tests than previous sets of experiments due
to potentially needing to test a larger number of solvers, problem sizes, and system settings
to find situations where non-blocking PCG solvers perform best. We also want to make
the best use of our allocation and will need to run on a large portion of the machine to
obtain the most interesting results. The accuracy tests solve each linear system once to a
set tolerance to help us understand the ability of these solvers to produce accurate solutions
and the runtime costs of fully solving linear systems in Quda.
Experiments are run with all PCG and FPCG solvers. We experiment with PCG using
both the Polak-Ribierre and Fletcher-Reeves formulas to see if this impacts accuracy. For
the flexible PCG solvers we use 5, 10, 20, and 30 vectors from previous iterations to compute
the solution. We also run with optimized single iteration flexible PCG solvers. Options for
mixed precision and reliable updates are not used for these experiments.
We experiment with a domain decomposition preconditioner and no preconditioner. Pre-
vious experiments have shown the importance of using asynchronous preconditioners with
non-blocking solvers to obtain the best performance. Running tests without a preconditioner
should help us better understand how these methods perform in more ideal circumstances
since the Quda domain decomposition preconditioner may have synchronous behavior.
We run weak scaling experiments using from 64 to 131k points per process using local
grids with dimensions ranging from 4x4x2x2 to 32x16x16x16. Strong scaling tests are run
for grids ranging from 123 × 32 grids with 55k points to 963 × 512 grids with 452 million
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points. For each node count we try to avoid running many small tests or tests with over
200k points per process. For both sets of tests we choose process grid sizes that attempt to
keep all dimensions fairly even.
Based on our previous communication experiments on Summit we run with the following
settings to obtain improved network performance:
export PAMI IBV ENABLE DCT=1
export PAMI ENABLE STRIPING=1
export PAMI IBV ADAPTER AFFINITY=1
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME=”mlx5 0:1,mlx5 3:1”
export PAMI IBV DEVICE NAME 1=”mlx5 3:1,mlx5 0:1”
We use the run command “jsrun -n <nnodes> -r 1 -g 6 -a 6 -c 6 -l gpu-cpu -b packed -d
packed --smpiargs=“-gpu” <executable> <arguments>” for our main Summit experiments.
We run with progress threads by modifying smpiargs to include “–async” in addition to “-
gpu”. A number of different run commands were explored and this command ran Quda
effectively and produced the best performance. We use the following Quda compile settings.
Most other Quda compile options are set to off or use default values.
-DQUDA DIRAC WILSON=ON -DQUDA MPI=OFF -DQUDA QMP=ON
-DQUDA QIO=ON -DQUDA DOWNLOAD USQCD=ON
-DQUDA USE EIGEN=ON -DQUDA DOWNLOAD EIGEN=ON
-DCMAKE BUILD TYPE=DEVEL -DQUDA GPU ARCH=sm 70
We run all tests with the Quda input settings “--recon 12 --recon-sloppy 12 --recon-
precondition 12 --prec double --prec-sloppy double --prec-precondition double --mass -0.9”.
We run with all solver output turned off for performance tests and output residuals each
iteration for accuracy tests. We use the domain decomposition preconditioner by adding the
input setting “--precon-type mr” and use five iterations within this preconditioner.
7.8.3 Expected Performance
We expect the single allreduce and non-blocking PCG solvers to show similar performance
trends as they produced on Blue Waters and Piz Daint. However they may produce lower
speedups on Summit due to the system having less network congestion. Non-blocking solvers
may obtain improved vector operations performance for Quda since previous research has
shown kernel fusion can improve performance for pipelined solvers on GPU-based systems
[24]. Based on initial tests we expect the more scalable PCG solvers to have difficulty
producing accurate solutions and have residuals stagnate before reaching the reasonable
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tolerances at times. The more flexible Polak-Ribierre formula should help improve accuracy,
but we expect it may not be enough in some cases.
The flexible PCG methods should produce more accurate solutions that make them a
realistic choice for Quda in practice. Based on previous experiments with other single-
allreduce and non-blocking Krylov solvers we should expect to see improved performance on
larger node counts, especially for tests with less work per GPU.
However the increased computation cost for flexible PCG methods may limit their effec-
tiveness if they require vectors from many previous search directions to produce an accurate
solution. However there is potential they may be more accurate than the previously imple-
mented PCG method, which may result in speedups even if the FPCG method has more
expensive iterations. Additionally the optimized single iteration FPCG methods should per-
form similar to PCG methods since they have very similar implementations and can take
advantage of merged vector operations.
7.9 QUDA SOLVER RESULTS
Next we run a variety of performance and accuracy experiments to help us better under-
stand the performance of non-blocking Krylov solvers in Quda.
7.9.1 Accuracy
Due to the many different conjugate gradient approaches we have experimented with we
first want to narrow down our list of solvers to the ones that are most likely to produce
accurate solutions before running detailed performance analysis tests.
A number of solvers we investigated were clearly ineffective. The naive approach to rear-
range the original Quda FPCG solver using the Polak-Ribierre formula to produce single-
allreduce and pipelined FPCG variations failed to produce accurate results. The PCG
approach we have focused on for most of this research using the Fletcher-Reeves formula
produced reasonably accurate results for PCG and SAPCG in many cases, however the
residuals for PIPECG generally stalled fairly quickly.
We investigated flexible PCG solvers using from 1 to 30 previous search directions. How-
ever using more than 1 previous search direction had no impact on the convergence rate
for most tests and did not prevent PIPEFPCG from having convergence issues at times.
The optimized FPCG solvers using 1 previous search direction produced accurate solutions
without significantly increasing performance costs.
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Therefore we experiment with the original Quda PCG solver using the Polak-Ribierre for-
mula, referred to as PCG in the remaining experiments, and optimized FPCG, SAFPCG,
and PIPEFPCG solvers using 1 previous search direction. This will provide us with a fairly
accurate set of solvers whose performance we can investigate in more detail at scale. The
accuracy tests below focus on the FPCG methods since the PCG solver produces approx-
imately the same residuals as the FPCG solver. Due to the similar implementation for
these scalable FPCG solvers with 1 previous search direction and the scalable PCG solvers
analyzed in previous chapters we focus on the scalable FPCG solvers for performance tests.
Figure 7.42: Accuracy for Quda FPCG solvers for 244 and 323 × 48 random gauge fields on
64 nodes.
Next we look at the convergence rates of the FPCG solvers for random gauge fields. Figure
7.42 shows FPCG and SAFPCG produce about the same residual norms for both test cases
while PIPEFPCG produces about the same residual norms for the 244 test case but requires
about 10 more iterations to converge for the 323 × 48 test case. Experiments with other
problem sizes generally showed similar accuracy and iteration counts for all three solvers,
however occasionally PIPEFPCG would require a small number of additional iterations.
Next we look at some gauge fields used by QCD researchers. These tend to be more
challenging to solve than random gauge fields, providing a stronger test for the accuracy of
these solvers. Figure 7.43 shows both gauge fields produce similarly accurate residual norms
for FPCG and SAFPCG however the residual norms for PIPEFPCG stall about halfway to
the desired accuracy of 1e-10.
These results demonstrate we are likely to need to use a residual replacement strategy
to obtain accurate results in practice for non-blocking solvers for Quda. The Quda PCG
solvers already have a residual replacement strategy implemented since even the default PCG
solver encounters accuracy issues at times, so it is reasonable the rearranged FPCG solvers
will also need to use this. However it is likely PIPEFPCG will need to rely more heavily
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Figure 7.43: Accuracy for Quda FPCG solvers for 163 × 64 and 243 × 64 gauge fields.
on residual replacement to produce accurate solutions which may limit its effectiveness in
practice. Further analysis of the accuracy of these methods will be explored in future work
provided we obtain significantly improved performance for non-blocking methods.
7.9.2 Initial PCG Results
Now that we have a more concise set of solvers to investigate we begin by looking at
the performance of the default Quda PCG solver on Summit. In particular we want to
better understand if network issues limit solver performance on Summit similar to CPU-
based systems and whether the performance trends for non-blocking solvers observed for
CPU-based systems are still valid for a GPU-based system.
Figure 7.44 shows that generally as we increase the number of points per process and
nodes the runtime increases. However we see significantly more performance variation at
higher node counts, especially on 1k nodes. In particular the 64 points per process tests on
1k nodes have a significantly longer runtime than other numbers of points per process and
the 256 node tests for 32k points per process are slower than the same tests for 1k nodes.
These results suggest users will want to run with larger numbers of points per process to
obtain the best efficiency in most cases, although they may want to avoid the large decreases
in performance due to increased network congestion found at larger node counts.
The congestion plot shows similar trends for all node counts. We see high network conges-
tion for larger numbers of points per process but no network congestion for fewer points per
process. The congestion variation plot shows no congestion for around 1k or less points per
process, occasional congestion spikes up to about 10k points per process, and high conges-
tion starting around 16k or more points per process. The bandwidth plot shows increased
bandwidth usage when PCG solvers produce faster runtimes as expected.
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Figure 7.44: Weak scaling iteration runtimes (upper left), test congestion (upper right), test
congestion variation (lower left), and test bandwidth (lower right) for the PCG solver.
These congestion results help explain the increase in runtimes for larger numbers of points
per process at all node counts, however they do not explain the sharp increase in runtimes
for smaller numbers of points per process for 1k nodes. There are a number of other network
counters we can look at, however most do not show any relationship to help explain the
decreased performance observed at times for 1k nodes.
The network performance counters for multicast packet receives shows some relation to
the increased runtimes observed for 1k nodes. This counter refers to the number of packets
received that were sent to multiple devices. Significantly higher values for this counter may
suggest more data is being sent through the network which could contribute to congestion.
Figure 7.45 shows higher numbers of multicast packet receives on 1k nodes for fewer points
per process, especially for 64 points per process. However for both node counts for larger
numbers of points per process there does not seem to be as strong of a relation between
increased multicast packet receives and runtime since we see the number of multicast packet
receives increase while runtime decreases at times. Multicast packet sends seems like another
counter that could be useful, however it only produced a few spikes here and there. Most
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Figure 7.45: Weak scaling multicast packet receives for the PCG solver for 1k (left) and 256
(right) nodes.
values including all medians for this counter were zero, so we did not analyze this counter
further.
It is important to keep in mind that we only have access to network counters for the
leaf nodes of the network. These results suggest the measured network congestion is due to
injecting data into the network since we see similar congestion for all node counts. The sig-
nificantly increased runtimes at higher node counts for many different numbers of points per
process suggest there is congestion in the internal parts of the network that cause decreased
performance, especially at scale. There may be internal network counters that provide insight
into behavior inside the network, however we cannot currently access those counters.
Figure 7.46: Weak scaling runtime breakdowns for the PCG solver for 256 (left) and 1k
(right) nodes for total, matrix-vector multiply, preconditioner, allreduce, and vector opera-
tions iteration runtimes.
Next we breakdown PCG runtime costs. Figure 7.46 shows the preconditioner is clearly the
most expensive kernel and the matrix-vector multiply is the second most expensive kernel
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in most cases. The allreduce cost varies significantly for the 1k node test and produces
significantly slower runtimes that cause the total runtime to significantly increase at times.
The 256 node tests shows more consistent allreduce performance, however we see a small
increase when congestion starts becoming more significant.
These results suggest the allreduce limits performance due to the increasing cost at larger
node counts and requiring synchronization. Furthermore the domain decomposition pre-
conditioner uses allreduces, suggesting the preconditioner may experience similar slowdowns
due to increased allreduce costs at times. We see a steady increase in the vector operations
cost as expected, however this cost is fairly trivial compared to other solver costs.
Figure 7.47: Performance variation for the PCG solver for 64 (left), 256 (middle), and 1k
(right) nodes for iteration (top) and test (bottom) runtimes.
Figure 7.47 shows significant performance variation for both smaller and larger node counts
and points per process. Iteration runtimes can differ by over an order of magnitude and
can have large interquartile ranges especially on larger node counts. While tests do not
have as significant performance variation as iterations they still differ by about an order of
magnitude at times and have fairly large interquartile ranges. These results suggest PCG
solvers on Summit experience significant performance variation that should provide non-
blocking solvers with opportunities to improve performance by hiding the impact of noise.
Figure 7.48 shows reasonably good weak scaling up to about 512 nodes for all problem
sizes. We see slight decreases in runtimes prior to 512 nodes, however we see large increases
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Figure 7.48: Weak scaling iteration runtimes (left), test congestion (middle), and test band-
width (right) for 1k, 4k, 16k, and 65k points per process.
starting around 512 nodes. There is no noticeable congestion for smaller problem sizes and
significant congestion for larger problem sizes similar to the previous experiments. The
bandwidth plot shows increased bandwidth usage for larger problems, suggesting larger
problems stress the network more and increase communication costs.
Figure 7.49: Strong scaling runtime breakdowns for PCG tests run on small (left), medium
(middle), and large (right) problem sizes with 1.7 million to 452 million points.
Figure 7.49 shows strong scaling tests for a variety of different problem sizes on different
sets of nodes. Generally we see reasonably effective strong scaling at lower node counts for
larger problems but limited improvements at larger node counts and for smaller problems.
In particular we generally see runtime increases at larger node counts, likely due to the
decreased workload and increased network congestion in the interior of the network. Many
problems show effective strong scaling down to about 50k points per process, but more
limited strong scaling for lower amounts of work per process. Congestion and bandwidth
results showed similar trends as previous tests.
These initial results show PCG encounters significant performance issues for larger prob-
lem sizes and at larger node counts. This should provide non-blocking PCG solvers with
a significant opportunity to hide allreduce costs, reduce network congestion, and hide the
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impact of noise to improve performance. However most of the runtime is spent in the pre-
conditioner and matrix-vector multiply, greatly limiting the impact of hiding the allreduce
cost. Furthermore due to the allreduces called by the preconditioner we also want to exper-
iment with unpreconditioned solvers to see if they can provide more favorable performance
for non-blocking solvers.
7.9.3 Initial Unpreconditioned PCG Results
Figure 7.50: Weak scaling iteration runtime (upper left), test congestion (upper middle), test
congestion variation (upper right), and test bandwidth (lower left) for the unpreconditioned
PCG solver. Multicast packet receives for 1k (lower middle) and 256 (lower right) nodes.
Next we look at results for the unpreconditioned PCG solver. Since the preconditioner
is more expensive and contains reductions we also want to investigate the unpreconditioned
solvers in case they allow non-blocking solvers to significantly improve performance. Figure
7.50 shows similar performance trends as the preconditioned solver. We generally see that
as we increase the number of points per process and the number of nodes the iteration cost
generally becomes more expensive for PCG, however runtimes can become more erratic at
higher node counts. We generally see more variation for larger numbers of points per process,
however for the 1k node runs we see significantly increased costs at lower node counts.
The congestion plot clearly shows significantly increased network congestion for larger
numbers of points per process for all node counts. Even experiments using 4 nodes produced
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similar network congestion trends. The full box plot for congestion shows congestion can
vary by multiple orders of magnitude for a given problem while the bandwidth plot generally
shows increased bandwidth usage for the faster runs. These results further confirm the
performance trends we observed for the preconditioned PCG solver.
Figure 7.50 also shows that similar to the preconditioned tests, the unpreconditioned tests
also show some relation between the multicast packet receives and increased runtimes. We
see spikes for the 1k node test where the largest slowdowns at 64 and 8k points per process
occur. However for the 256 node test we see increased multicast packet receives for 16k points
per process despite not seeing any spike in runtimes, followed by decreased multicast packet
receives for increased runtimes at 32k points per process. These results further suggest that
while the number of multicast packets receives may contribute to the behavior we are seeing,
there may be a better explanation for these runtime increases.
Figure 7.51: Performance variation for the unpreconditioned PCG solver for 64 (left), 256
(middle), and 1k (right) nodes for iteration (top) and test (bottom) runtimes.
Figure 7.51 shows similar trends as the performance variation results for the precondi-
tioned PCG solver. However there is generally more significant performance variation for
the unpreconditioned solver, likely due to having cheaper per iteration costs since these
tests do not use an expensive preconditioner. These results further suggest PCG solvers
on Summit experience significant performance variation that should provide non-blocking
solvers with significant opportunities to improve performance by hiding the impact of noise,
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especially for the unpreconditioned solvers.
Figure 7.52: Weak scaling runtimes (left) for unpreconditioned PCG and weak scaling run-
time breakdowns for 4k (middle) and 65k (right) points per process.
Figure 7.52 shows similar trends as the preconditioned PCG solver. Tests with more
points per process are more expensive and we see significantly decreased performance starting
around 512 to 768 nodes. Most of the runtime is spent in the matrix-vector multiply, with
vector operations being more expensive than the allreduce at lower node counts and the
allreduce being more expensive at higher node counts. These results show the allreduce
has a larger impact on performance at higher node counts, suggesting there may be more
opportunity to improve performance using non-blocking methods. However to obtain the
most significant performance increases we still need to reduce network congestion to decrease
the communication costs for matrix kernels.
Figure 7.53: Strong scaling runtime breakdowns for unpreconditioned PCG tests run on
small (left), medium (middle), and large (right) problem sizes with 1.7 to 452 million points.
Figure 7.53 shows fairly similar trends as the preconditioned tests, although we see more
erratic performance especially at larger node counts. The decreased work per iteration for
the unpreconditioned solver likely contributes to this increased variation since iterations
are much shorter. This behavior suggests there is significant opportunity for non-blocking
methods to improve performance by hiding the impact of noise.
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These initial unpreconditioned tests show more potential to improve the Quda performance
using non-blocking solvers since the allreduce takes a more significant portion of the overall
runtime. There is also still significant network congestion and performance variation non-
blocking solvers may be able to hide to improve performance.
7.9.4 Scalable Flexible PCG Results
Next we compare the performance of PCG and scalable FPCG solvers to better understand
when the scalable variations can outperform the standard variation for Quda. We start by
looking more closely at options to effectively progress a non-blocking allreduce.
Figure 7.54: PIPEFPCG iteration runtimes, allreduce iteration runtimes, and test congestion
for PIPEFPCG with and without a preconditioner (PC) and without and with progress
threads (PT).
Summit provides multiple approaches to progress non-blocking communication. First
we compare running PIPEFPCG with and without progress threads. The version without
progress threads relies on Summit and existing MPI routines to make reasonable progress
on the non-blocking allreduce. Figure 7.54 shows significantly decreased allreduce runtimes
and network congestion when using progress threads, however the overall runtimes increase
significantly, likely due to progress threads sharing the same cores as user processes. Since we
are only using one process per GPU it may be possible to find system settings to use unused
cores for progress threads and avoid interfering with user processes. However experiments
without progress threads show effective overlap for PIPEFPCG, therefore we do not use
progress threads in our remaining tests.
Experiments using SHARP non-blocking allreduces would likely further improve perfor-
mance, however the default non-blocking allreduce provides significant speedups. These
results are also likely to be more reflective of the performance most users would encounter
in practice given the difficulties we have had gaining access to SHARP collectives at times
for our runs on Summit.
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Figure 7.55: Scalable PCG iteration runtimes on 64, 256, and 1k nodes (top), test congestion,
test congestion variation, and test bandwidth (bottom).
Figure 7.55 shows fairly similar performance for all four solvers for 64, 256, and 1k nodes.
The scalable solver variations outperform PCG at times, however they do not show any con-
sistent improvement for these tests. Similar to previous sections we generally see increased
runtimes for more points per process and for higher node counts. At 1k nodes we still see
significantly decreased performance for fewer points per process and more erratic behavior
in general. These results suggest scalable PCG solvers have similar enough performance as
the blocking solvers that they will not significantly reduce the number of points per process
users can run with efficiently compared to PCG.
All four solvers show similar network congestion and bandwidth, suggesting decreasing the
number of allreduces and avoiding synchronization in the solver is not having a significant
impact on performance. This may be due to the preconditioner using synchronous commu-
nication and preventing the full solver from reducing network congestion. Other node counts
show similar congestion and bandwidth trends.
Figure 7.56 shows similar preconditioner and matrix-vector multiply costs for all four
methods. Combined with the network congestion plots, these results suggest synchroniza-
tion in the preconditioner and possibly the matrix-vector multiply prevents non-blocking
solvers from reducing network congestion to improve performance. The initialization costs
for further rearranged methods can still be significant at times, however they do not seem
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Figure 7.56: Scalable PCG runtime breakdowns for 1k nodes for iteration runtimes for the
preconditioner, matrix-vector multiply, initialization, allreduce, and vector operations and
full test runtimes.
to have a large impact on determining the fastest solver for full runtimes.
The allreduce cost is significantly decreased for more scalable methods as expected, es-
pecially for PIPEFPCG, however this is a fairly small portion of the overall runtime. As a
result this decrease does not significantly impact overall performance. Unlike the previous
experiments on CPU-based systems we see significantly reduced vector operations costs for
further overlapped methods instead of significantly increased vector operations costs. While
more vector operations are required for further overlapped methods, we combine them into
fewer kernels and compute more operations in each kernel than for PCG. The improved
vector operations performance is likely due to the combination of using fewer GPU kernel
launches and increasing the computation within each kernel to more fully take advantage of
the GPU. The full test runtimes show similar results for all solvers similar to the iteration
runtimes.
Figure 7.57 shows similar trends as the 1k node runtime breakdown, however the runtimes
are less erratic. The further pipelined methods still have improved allreduce costs for all
numbers of points per process and improved vector operations costs for fewer points per
process. We see more consistent preconditioner and matrix-vector multiply costs for fewer
points per process, but significantly increased costs for larger numbers of points per process
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Figure 7.57: Scalable PCG runtime breakdowns for 256 nodes for iteration runtimes for the
preconditioner, matrix-vector multiply, initialization, allreduce, and vector operations and
full test runtimes.
starting around 32k points per process when network congestion becomes a more significant
factor. The full runtimes still show fairly similar performance for all solvers.
Results looking at performance variation for the scalable FPCG solvers on multiple node
counts did not show significant differences compared to the PCG solver results. There
appeared to be slightly less variation at times, however runtimes still differed by over an
order of magnitude and the interquartile range was generally still fairly large. This suggests
scalable solvers were not able to significantly impact performance variation for these solvers,
possibly due to the more synchronous behavior of the preconditioner.
Figure 7.58 shows similar weak scaling performance for all four solvers for varying amounts
of work per process. We see slight speedups of up to 5% for PIPEFPCG over PCG at times
around 128 to 256 nodes for around 4k to 16k points per process prior to the significant
decreases in performance at larger node counts, likely due to network congestion. However
the region of improved performance and the speedups are both small enough that PCG is
still the better option for Quda users in most cases.
These results demonstrate there is still significantly decreased weak scaling performance
at larger node counts that affects all problem sizes that will need to be addressed in order
to obtain the best performance on Summit. Improving Quda to have more asynchronous
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Figure 7.58: Scalable PCG weak scaling for 1k, 4k, 16k, and 65k points per process on up
to 1k nodes.
preconditioner communication may allow non-blocking solvers to improve performance at
scale by spreading out messages more and reducing network congestion.
Figure 7.59 shows similar strong scaling performance for all four solvers for various problem
sizes. Similar to the weak scaling results we see slight speedups of up to 5% for PIPEFPCG
over PCG at times for the 14 million row test around 128 and 256 nodes. However once
again the region where we obtain speedups is small enough Quda users are generally better
off using PCG in most cases.
Similar to the weak scaling tests we also see significantly reduced performance at larger
node counts for all problem sizes for strong scaling. We may be able to obtain more effective
strong scaling performance by improving Quda to have more asynchronous preconditioner
communication to allow non-blocking solvers to spread out communication throughout the
solver and reduce network congestion.
These results show non-blocking FPCG solvers can decrease the allreduce and vector
operations cost, however due to the synchronous behavior of the preconditioner they are
not able to reduce network congestion and matrix kernel communication costs to produce
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Figure 7.59: Scalable PCG strong scaling for 2, 14, 47, and 169 million points.
significant speedups. Therefore we want to look at the performance of the unpreconditioned
scalable FPCG solvers to see if they can produce significant speedups. If they are successful
then we may be able to develop less synchronous preconditioners that can reduce network
congestion and produce significant speedups for non-blocking solvers at scale.
7.9.5 Unpreconditioned Scalable Flexible PCG Results
Next we repeat the same set of tests for the unpreconditioned solvers. Ideally we hope
this will allow the non-blocking solvers to produce better performance similar to the unpre-
conditioned GMRES and PIPEGMRES experiments for Nek5000. This would demonstrate
non-blocking solvers can effectively improve Quda performance and encourage developing
more asynchronous preconditioners for Quda.
Figure 7.60 shows slightly improved performance for scalable PCG solvers at multiple node
counts. PIPEFPCG and SAFPCG outperform PCG at lower node counts and produce more
consistent runtimes at higher node counts at times to improve performance. In particular
PIPEFPCG produces over 50% speedups compared to PCG at times. These results suggest
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Figure 7.60: Unpreconditioned scalable PCG iteration runtimes for 64, 256, and 1k nodes
(top) and test congestion, test congestion variation, and test bandwidth (bottom).
we may be able to improve overall runtimes by running scalable solvers with slightly lower
numbers of points per process than PCG to improve the time to solution while maintaining
good efficiency. We see similar congestion for all four solvers, although PIPEFPCG generally
has slightly higher congestion for higher numbers of points per process. PIPEFPCG generally
has slightly higher bandwidth, likely due to more consistently producing faster runtimes.
These results are more encouraging, however the speedups are not as large as we would
like given the previous results we obtained for PETSc and Nek5000 solvers. We do not see
any decreased congestion which suggests these Quda solvers still have synchronous behavior.
Next we look at a breakdown of key costs for the unpreconditioned solvers. Figure 7.61
shows significantly decreased allreduce costs for the scalable methods and reduced vector
operations costs for fewer points per process similar to the preconditioned solvers. The
matrix-vector multiply costs vary more, with the scalable variations having higher costs
than PCG at times and similar costs at other times.
These results suggest most of the improved performance is from decreased allreduce and
vector operations costs, however we are still unable to reduce network congestion to produce
improved performance for the matrix-vector multiply. This suggests the Quda matrix-vector
multiply has synchronous behavior, although there is potential avoiding synchronization on
GPU-based systems using 1 process per GPU is more difficult than on CPU-based systems
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Figure 7.61: Unpreconditioned scalable PCG runtime breakdowns for the matrix-vector mul-
tiply (left), allreduce (middle), and vector operations (right) for 256 (top) and 1k (bottom)
nodes.
when using 1 process per core. Experiments with 3-d halo exchanges on Summit did show
a small window where network congestion was decreased when using 1 process per GPU, so
reducing network congestion should be possible in some cases.
Similar to the preconditioned solver results, the unpreconditioned scalable FPCG solvers
did not show significant differences in performance variation compared to the unprecondi-
tioned PCG solver results. There appeared to be slightly less variation at times, however
runtimes could still differ by over an order of magnitude and the interquartile range was gen-
erally still fairly large. This suggests scalable solvers were not able to significantly impact
performance variation for these solvers, possibly due to the more synchronous behavior of
the matrix-vector multiply.
Next we look at weak scaling to see if we can more clearly identify when scalable FPCG
solvers perform better. Figure 7.62 shows for lower numbers of points per process we obtain
significantly improved performance for SAFPCG and PIPEFPCG. We observed speedups
as high as 70% and see fairly consistent 10% to 20% speedups for lower numbers of points
per process. While these speedups are lower than we would ideally like based on previous
experiments, they demonstrate we can obtain significantly improved performance for non-
blocking FPCG solvers in Quda in some cases.
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Figure 7.62: Unpreconditioned scalable PCG weak scaling for 1k, 4k, 16k, and 65k points
per process.
Similar to the preconditioned experiments we still see significantly reduced performance
for larger node counts in most cases. Improvements to the matrix-vector multiply routine in
Quda to make it more asynchronous may allow non-blocking solvers to reduce communication
costs throughout the solver to improve performance at scale.
Similar to the weak scaling plots, the strong scaling plots in Figure 7.63 show scalable
FPCG methods outperform PCG in a number of cases. SAFPCG and PIPEFPCG out-
perform PCG at higher node counts when the number of points per process decreases. At
times when performance for all solvers decreases due to increased network congestion scal-
able FPCG methods maintain better performance than PCG. Improvements to Quda to
make the matrix-vector multiply routine more asynchronous may allow non-blocking solvers
to produce better strong scaling performance at larger node counts.
In general these results suggest we can obtain improved performance for non-blocking
FPCG methods in Quda for lower numbers of points per process at a variety of different
node counts. Unfortunately we are not able to reduce network congestion to improve com-
munication costs throughout the method and hide the impact of noise for PIPEFPCG, so
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Figure 7.63: Unpreconditioned scalable PCG strong scaling for problems with 2, 14, 47, and
169 million points.
obtaining more asynchronous behavior for non-blocking FPCG solvers in Quda will require
further research. In particular there are multiple matrix-vector multiply routines imple-
mented in Quda including a number of experimental routines, so one of these may provide
more asynchronous performance that allows non-blocking solvers to reduce network conges-
tion and hide the impact of noise to produce larger speedups.
7.9.6 QCD Gauge Fields
Next we run performance experiments for gauge fields used by QCD researchers. These
should help us confirm real gauge fields produce performance results similar to the random
gauge fields we analyzed in detail. Since these problems are not especially large we only test
them on up to 256 nodes.
Figure 7.64 shows improved performance at most node counts for scalable PCG methods
for both gauge fields. The speedups are not particularly large in most cases, however they
improve performance both with and without a preconditioner. Unfortunately PIPEFPCG
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Figure 7.64: Strong scaling runtimes for 163 × 64 (top) and 243 × 64 (bottom) gauge fields
without (left) and with (right) a preconditioner.
in particular will require a residual replacement strategy to produce an accurate result for
these gauge fields which may eliminate these speedups. For PIPEFPCG to outperform
PCG in practice it will likely need to find a way to obtain more asynchronous behavior for
Quda matrix kernels that allows it to reduce network congestion and communication costs
throughout the solve. This may allow non-blocking solvers to obtain large enough speedups
for each iteration that the extra cost to improve accuracy for some iterations will still allow
these methods to produce improved performance.
7.9.7 Quda Analysis
These results demonstrate we can improve performance using non-blocking solvers for
Quda, however further steps need to be taken to allow non-blocking solvers to outperform
the existing PCG solver in practice. These results demonstrate non-blocking FPCG methods
can decrease the allreduce and vector operations costs, however they are unable to effectively
reduce network congestion to reduce the cost of communication kernels in the matrix-vector
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multiply and preconditioner. They were also unable to hide the impact of noise, which can
be significant at times on Summit.
Accuracy tests show SAFPCG is capable of producing accurate solutions for realistic
QCD problems, however PIPEFPCG required additional iterations for some random gauge
fields and failed to converge for realistic gauge fields. PIPEFPCG will require additional
optimizations such as residual replacement for some test cases to improve accuracy. The
increased cost to produce an accurate solution for PIPEFPCG will likely outweigh the smaller
speedups we have obtained so far.
While we observed limited improvement for non-blocking solvers in Quda, we learned
more about the network performance of Quda on Summit. We observed significant network
congestion that can limit performance for larger numbers of points per process at all node
counts. Since we only have access to network counters on the leaves of the network and we
observe similar congestion for all node counts this suggestions there is significant network
congestion due to injecting data into the network.
Experiments on smaller node counts showed fairly consistent performance for varying num-
bers of points per process, however starting around 512 nodes we observed more significant
performance variation. In particular we observed significantly slower runtimes for smaller
numbers of points per process and more variation across different numbers of points per
process. This suggests network congestion within the network is likely limiting performance.
Ideally it would be helpful to have access to internal network counters on Summit that can
provide us with information about network performance within the fat-tree network instead
of just on leaf nodes so we can better understand how network congestion impacts perfor-
mance. More detailed network counters on InfiniBand systems such as the wider variety
provided by Cray networks would also be helpful for understanding network performance
costs in more detail.
There is potential some of the decreased performance at larger node counts for smaller
numbers of points per process may be due to ineffectively overlapping communication and
computation. Since computation is performed primarily on the GPU and communication
primarily on the CPU it is possible the increased runtime is the result of significantly in-
creased communication costs and more limited computation costs resulting in ineffective
overlap that is not observed for other node counts. While we would expect to observe
this at times on lower node counts, this may still be a contributing factor to the reduced
performance.
These results further demonstrate the importance of using non-blocking preconditioners
with a non-blocking solver. Due to the higher cost of the domain decomposition precondi-
tioner and synchronous behavior we only obtained limited speedups. Removing the precon-
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ditioner allowed us to obtain more significant speedups, although they were still much lower
than the speedups produced for PETSc solvers. However to produce the best performance
for non-blocking solvers we will likely need to use a fully asynchronous domain decomposition
preconditioner.
7.9.8 Future Work
There are a number of future research directions that could greatly improve the perfor-
mance of Quda. The next step for improving performance for non-blocking solvers is to
develop a more asynchronous matrix-vector multiply in Quda. There are a number of differ-
ent matrix-vector multiply approaches implemented in Quda including a few experimental
variations that seek more asynchronous behavior. These may provide less synchronous com-
munication that produces faster communication throughout non-blocking solvers.
Once we significantly improve matrix-vector multiply performance the next step is ob-
taining a more asynchronous domain decomposition preconditioner. The pieces for an asyn-
chronous domain decomposition preconditioner appear to exist within Quda, so this may
be fairly straightforward. Developing an asynchronous multigrid preconditioner would likely
provide the best combination of effective performance and fast convergence when used with
non-blocking solvers, however this would be a much more difficult task.
Ideally gaining access to network counters for the internal switches within the InfiniBand
fat-tree network would be helpful for fully understanding network performance on Summit.
This would help us more clearly understand whether or not internal network congestion
limits performance at scale. However these counters are not publicly available, so developing
a collaboration allowing us to investigate these counters would likely be necessary.
Quda also relies on other Krylov solvers such as BiCGStab. We could use Quda to
investigate non-blocking BiCGStab methods such as those discussed in Chapter 6 to help
demonstrate their effectiveness in practice. However this would likely be best to pursue after
producing more effective performance for non-blocking FPCG solvers in Quda.
7.10 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This application study using Nek5000 and Quda to help understand non-blocking Krylov
solver performance demonstrated non-blocking solvers are capable of improving performance
for real applications. Nek5000 significantly improved performance for velocity solves using
non-blocking PCG solvers and for pressure solves using non-blocking GMRES solvers without
a preconditioner. Quda produced small speedups for non-blocking flexible PCG solvers
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both with and without a preconditioner. These applications demonstrated we can improve
performance on both CPU and GPU-based systems using non-blocking solvers. However
some additional steps are needed to make these solvers more effective in practice.
Both applications demonstrated we can effectively hide most of the allreduce cost. Nek5000
demonstrated we can avoid synchronization to reduce the communication costs of matrix
kernels while Quda demonstrated potential to reduce the vector operations costs by calling
fewer GPU kernels with larger amounts of computation.
Experiments on Summit demonstrated network congestion can limit performance on GPU-
based systems using a fat-tree topology, however we observed slightly different trends than
on CPU-based systems. In particular we observed significant network congestion on all
node counts for larger message sizes instead of only at larger node counts. We observed
significantly decreased performance at scale that we suspect was due to network congestion,
but we were unable to access network counters for the internal fat-tree network to confirm
this. These results suggest there is significant network congestion on systems such as Summit
that non-blocking solvers can potentially reduce to improve performance.
These applications demonstrate the importance of using non-blocking preconditioners with
non-blocking solvers to obtain the best performance. While hiding most of the allreduce cost
is helpful, avoiding synchronization to reduce the communication costs of matrix kernels has
the largest performance impact. However this requires applications to provide asynchronous
matrix kernels. In some cases this may not be difficult since the applications may be using
blocking collectives that can be removed with minor changes. Due to many applications
using blocking Krylov solvers there may not have been a benefit to removing extra blocking
collectives in the past. In other cases new asynchronous matrix kernels may need to be
developed. For more complex preconditioners this may be more challenging to do.
These results demonstrate non-blocking Krylov solvers are most likely to be effective
for applications with asynchronous matrix-vector multiplies and preconditioners that only
require computation or require asynchronous communication. In particular these kernels
need to avoid blocking collectives that behave like barriers such as blocking allreduces.
Based on our experiments so far we can conclude matrix kernels that do not have commu-
nication or matrix kernels with communication like a matrix-vector multiply have potential
to use non-blocking Krylov solvers at scale to significantly improve performance and run
multiple times faster. More complex preconditioners such as multigrid preconditioners that
avoid synchronization may also produce significant speedups, however more experiments are
needed. Our results so far suggest non-blocking solvers should still improve performance,
however the improvements may be limited to only 10% to 20% and there may only be a
fairly small window of problem sizes and node counts where these solvers are faster.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS
This thesis provides a detailed study of scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers to help us
understand how these methods perform in practice at scale on a variety of different super-
computers for a variety of different problems. This research builds on previous studies that
provided detailed analysis of the mathematical properties of these methods to provide a
more thorough understanding of the performance properties of these methods. The result-
ing research provides a better understanding of performance at scale that can be used to
improve the performance of non-blocking Krylov solvers as well as a wider range of parallel
algorithms and produces software and tools for analyzing performance at scale.
This research began with a study of non-blocking PCG methods to help understand when
non-blocking solvers are capable of outperforming the standard PCG method in practice.
Developing an improved understanding of the performance of these methods led to the
development of PIPE2CG, a new 2-iteration non-blocking pipelined PCG method. The fol-
lowing performance analysis demonstrated when we can expect these non-blocking methods
to outperform standard methods and ran a variety of experiments to better understand the
robustness of these methods.
While we successfully improved solver performance at scale, there still appeared to be
opportunities to improve solver performance further. This led us to develop network per-
formance analysis tools to help understand the network impact of these methods. A per-
formance modeling approach based on a postal model with penalty terms allowed us to
show a clearer relationship between network performance and observed runtimes by accu-
rately modeling PCG methods and related kernels using a variety of different communication
patterns. These performance models helped guide further optimizations to improve solver
performance.
Once we developed a more thorough understanding of scalable PCG methods we expanded
our study to include a wider variety of scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers. This allowed
us to identify trends that apply to a wider range of solvers as well as trends that are unique
to specific solvers. In particular we more clearly demonstrated non-blocking Krylov solvers
can reduce communication costs for the matrix-vector multiply without directly modifying
this kernel to significantly improve performance. These experiments helped demonstrate a
wide variety of non-blocking Krylov solvers can significantly improve performance at scale
and helped prepare us to use these methods to improve application performance.
The resulting application study allowed us to demonstrate these methods are capable of
improving application performance at scale, however they require some specific conditions
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to obtain the best performance. While these methods consistently decrease the allreduce
cost, they need to use non-blocking preconditioners to avoid synchronization throughout
the method, reduce network congestion, and reduce communication costs throughout the
method. This study demonstrated these solvers can be effective for improving performance
on GPU-based systems. In addition to decreasing the allreduce cost they can reduce the
vector operations cost for lower amounts of work per GPU. These experiments revealed GPU-
based systems can experience significant network congestion that can limit performance
despite using only one process per GPU.
Overall this study presents a thorough analysis of scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers
on a variety of different HPC systems at scale. A variety of tools were developed to help
understand and improve performance at scale that can benefit a wider range of algorithms
and applications.
8.1 CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis makes a number of contributions for effectively developing, analyzing, and
using scalable non-blocking Krylov solvers at scale on a variety of supercomputers.
• Provided performance analysis tools for analyzing performance at scale that clearly
show performance variation across processes.
• Provided network performance analysis tools for systems with Cray Gemini, Cray
Aries, and Mellanox InfiniBand networks.
• Provided tools to assist with running statistically meaningful experiments at scale.
• Developed and analyzed a 2-iteration pipelined PCG solver to further improve per-
formance when a matrix-vector multiply and preconditioner application fails to fully
overlap a non-blocking allreduce.
• Provided detailed performance analysis for non-blocking PCG solvers at scale on up
to 128k cores of Blue Waters.
• Demonstrated the robustness of non-blocking PCG solvers with a variety of perfor-
mance and accuracy experiments.
• Provided detailed performance analysis of blocking vs. non-blocking allreduce, halo
exchange, and PCG solver kernels using network performance counters.
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• Developed a postal model with penalty terms that accounts for communication and
computation overlap and the decreased performance at scale observed in practice us-
ing max-rate, hops, congestion, and synchronization penalties for both 3-d torus and
dragonfly networks.
• Developed a performance modeling approach using data from previous runs for the
node allocation, process to node mapping, and the network state during the run to
allow models to accurately account for run-to-run performance variation.
• Analyzed the effectiveness of performance optimizations for MPI protocol changes,
node-aware communication, and topology-aware communication to reduce network
traffic and improve performance.
• Provided performance comparison of the 3-d torus network on Blue Waters with static
routing and the dragonfly network on Piz Daint with dynamic routing.
• Provided detailed performance analysis using runtimes and network performance coun-
ters for a wider range of non-blocking Krylov solvers including Chebyshev, GMRES,
and BiCGStab solvers.
• Identified properties that are consistent across many Krylov solvers and unique prop-
erties for specific solvers.
• Thoroughly demonstrated ability of non-blocking solvers to reduce communication cost
of matrix kernels without modifying those kernels to significantly improve performance.
• Provided direct comparisons of Chebyshev and PCG solvers to show non-blocking PCG
solvers are capable of performing similar to Chebyshev.
• Provided direct comparisons of blocking and non-blocking GMRES and BiCGStab
solvers to show when each method has potential to perform best.
• Provided detailed analysis of communication routines on Summit.
• Demonstrated improved performance for non-blocking PCG and GMRES solvers within
Nek5000 at scale on Blue Waters.
• Demonstrated improved performance for non-blocking flexible PCG solvers within
Quda using GPUs at scale on Summit.
• Identified issues limiting non-blocking solver effectiveness in practice.
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• Demonstrated importance of pairing non-blocking solvers with non-blocking precondi-
tioners to avoid synchronization and produce the best performance at scale.
8.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This research provides a number of future research directions. The most significant issue
found by this study is the need to use non-blocking solvers with non-blocking preconditioners
to obtain the best performance. However many powerful preconditioners have synchronous
communication. While some of these routines may be unable to avoid some synchronization,
there is potential to develop less synchronous versions of some preconditioners that perform
better at scale, especially when used with non-blocking solvers. Since we have demonstrated
the potential benefit of avoiding synchronization and a wider variety of non-blocking Krylov
solvers have been developed in recent years there should be more motivation to explore
asynchronous preconditioners in the future.
While this research explored a wide variety of non-blocking Krylov solvers, a number of
additional non-blocking Krylov solvers have been developed in recent years that we did not
study. This study could be expanded to perform similar analysis of newer non-blocking
Krylov solvers.
There are many approaches to developing scalable Krylov solvers beyond just non-blocking
Krylov solvers. These performance analysis tools could be applied to solvers such as s-step
and communication-avoiding Krylov solvers as well as enlarged Krylov subspace methods to
help us better understand when these methods perform well. Furthermore we could gain an
improved understanding of when someone would want to use each type of scalable solver in
practice.
While more scalable Krylov solvers can improve performance at scale, using more opti-
mal communication patterns demonstrated the ability to significantly improve performance
without requiring algorithmic modifications. Developing domain partitioning tools that take
into account node-aware and topology-aware communication could potentially provide a wide
range of applications with the ability to greatly decrease off-node communication and reduce
the distance messages travel through the network to improve performance. This could be
particularly valuable to applications that are not able to effectively use non-blocking solvers
or other scalable Krylov solver variations. Some studies have investigated topology-aware
partitioners and task mapping tools [118, 119, 120], however significant work still needs to
be done to make these tools more robust, make them easier to use effectively, and increase
the number of applications using these tools in practice.
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